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thousands of would-be experimenters who
can blame the average man who listens-in
without a licence. These illicit listeners-in
must he brought into the fold of law-abiding.
Citizens and the present regulations absolutely
force perfectly
honest and fa irminded men to
contravene
the
Outetvc
i:
regulations.
our
monthly
journal
Modern Wireless by a Weekly, U
T N following
It must be
I we are prompted by a desire to supply the wireless public with
J a high-class journal which, at the.same time, will be essentially
laid down as a
topical. A monthly periodical of substantial size has many
very definite
advantages and serves as a valuable work of reference, but it is not
principle that
possible to supply the topical news and information which is made
available by the publication of W re ess
eely. The same high
every British
standards are being observed and the necessary additional staff has
citizen should
been engaged.
be entitled to
A list of the principal members of the Radio Press Editorial
make and exStaff is given on the opposite page, and readers will see that we
have done all that is possible to ensure that- both Wireless v eekly
periment with

The Licence Problem
kT the moment of going to Press, the
most acute problem hich is facing all
those interested in wireless, is that
relating to the
licence
question. Everyone
Is agreed that
the
r e se n t
state of affairs
¡S
iml)ossible.
and tlì Chairman of the.
British Broadcasting Cornpany has gone
so fa r as to
state that there
are four or five
times as many
as
listeners-in \\Te
I icencees.
can well believe
it, but whose
fault is it? It
is all very vièl
to
condemn
illicit listeningin, but it is one
of the fundamental axioms
of law-makin
that no law

I!
ii

I

¡D

-

U

"

!

I
I

I
-

j

i

should he

I

I
U

Ï:

and Modern Wireless are irreproachable from the technical standpoint. We are wireless publishers only, and the great success of
Modern Wireless and our Handbooks enables us to appoint a
technical staff which we believe is unequalled in this country.
Sooner or later every reader, including even the beginners, will
realise the desirability of having at his disposal wireless literature
of a highly authoritative character. By "atithoritative" we do not
mean dull and stodgy, but accurate, useful and intelligible. Our
aim is not to give occasional star articles by well-known figures in
the world of wireless, but to overhaul every sentence which enters
into our publications.
No one has yet cast the least reflection on the impartiality of Radio
Press, and no one ever will. We decline to be bound to any society or
organisation, but we aim at. being the unofficial .organ of everyone.
We now leave you to read through these pages. Their standard
will be kept up, and even improved if you will support us and our
advertisers. To those who may .sink. that sixpence a week is a
great deal (and we knew several weeks ago that at this date we
would be alone amongst the weeklies) we respectfully suggest that
good value is being given, and we trust that if any sacrifice is to
be made our publication will be considered worthy of preference.
Every article will be scrutinised by a highly technical stall,
and we intend to make Wireless Weekly a bright, Interesting and
accurate source of information and news.
We now leave the matter to your judgment.
THE PUBLISHERS.

passed which
vill result in
wholesale evasion and cause
more
discoiitent and crime
than the beneflts resulting from the passage of the law.
There can surely be no one who is at all
in close touch with the general feeling
amongst the tens and evens hundreds of
o

his own wireless apparatus.
If regulations
are laid down.
to prevent a,
man doing
this, those re-

gulations will
he disobeyed.
It

I
U

I

-

U

is

no

co mplaini

about

use
ng

those

\vicked people
who make their
own sets or
even about
wicked
publishers who tell
them how to do
The inso.
stinct is there,
and will always
be there, and

the sooner that the would-be experimenter is
givèn the freedom he desires, the better.
We believe that by the establishment of a
third Constructor's licence, everyone ..will be
2
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tion to make the columns of.this journal open
to all and sundry to air their yjew.
At the same tiiië, we cannot help but feel
that to raise trouble at this stage with regard
to the organisation of the B.B.C. will only
adversely affect thè experimenter.
We feel that it will be drawing a red herring
across the path, if this association of manufacturers persists in presenting their vies at
a time when the new third kind of licence is
being discussed.
If they have any complaints to make regarding the British Broadcasting Company, let,
us ask them to wait until this licence question
is settled and it is not unlikely that most of
their difficulties will disappear.
The British Broadcasting Company has
as its prime object the financing of its concerts, and we feel that it is most unreasonable
to ask them to dispense with a method of ohtain ing reenue which bas been already sanctioned and which has been carefully considered by all concerned.
We ourselves believe -that the British
Broadcasting Company, if all goes well with
the licence revenue, will quite possibly dispense with the royalty- on apparatus. We
hold no brief for the B.B.C., but ,e do feel
that their difficulties at the present time are
'ery great and that no new difficulties should
at this stage be raised. Let us deal with one
matter first and then tackle any further problems that arise.
We do not attach very- much importance
to the oft-repeated threat of-the British Broadcasting Company that there is a danger of
broadcasting ceasing altogether. \Ve do,
however, feel that they should receive the
fullest support of all at this juncture. They
ae passing through avery difficult time.and
are naturally reluctant to dispense with existing methods of obtaining revenue until
they have satisfied themsel es that new
methods will prove satisfactory.

bappier in the end. The Broadcasting Cornpany will get.aregular annual and unfailing
source of income; thernanufacturer will get
a permanent market for his component parts
and materials; the experimental instinct will
be fostered, and Science itself will be bound

-

to benefit.
In the present negotiations, the Radio
Society of Great- Britain has taken a very
active and commendable part, and the highest
credit is due toits nev President, Dr. \'V. I-I.
Eccies, F.R.S., who has done admirable work
in placing. the home constructors' point of
view before the authorities.
The Broadcasting Company, the manufacturer and the rep resentati es of the experimenters have agreed to the third licence.
Let us hope that it will he issued forthwith.
Let us also hope that those ho wish to
do away with the B.B.C. and whose tactics
appear to be purely obstructionist will receive
the measure of attention that they deserve.
Minor objections should not be raised at this
stage. Let us have this ne licence, and
any other questions which may arise can be
decided; Meanwhile, let us hope that the
Post' Oflice will expedite a deision on a
pqint which has aroused the most heated
feeling' throughout the country.
-

.

-

-

.

-

tln

-

,The B.B.C. and Other Manufacturers
\Ve have ieceived from one of theassociations of manufacturers a letter in which they
have' irt'uch- to say regarding the system of
B.B.C. tàmping of instruments. 'They believe thát the British Broadcasting Conipany
ought to obtain their revenue in other wa s
than by -imposing a royalty on apparatus.
They, mOreover, have much to say regarding
the regulations governing the entrance 'of
mánüfacturers and dealers into an agreement
with the British Broadcasting Company.
\Ve ptopose t publish the letter ve have
receied in an early issue, as it is our inten-
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THE NEWARK BROADC ASTING STATION
"WJZ".

-'

.

A description of the American Station which is al present
arousing much interest amongst experimenters in this country.

FOR some monìhs past radio experimenters

counterpoise is identical in construction and
is supported I2ft. above the roof. Thus the
effective separation of the two sections
forming the radiating system is about i i3ft.
Six-wire cage down-leads run from both parts
of the aerial to the radio station in a special
building on the roof, and are connected
through doublepo e earthing
switches.
The
general arrangement of the aerialcounterpoise system' is shdwn in
Eig i The na:' turai wavelength
òf, thél antennacounterpòise ss-

within a few hundred miles of New York
have been receiving nightly concerts,
news reports, lectures and, other special features from " WJZ," the radio telephone
station of the Westinghouse Electric and
1\Ianufacturing Co. at Newark, New Jersey.
In fact, the waves
from this station
bave' travelled to
far greater distances, and letters

expressing appreciation of the programmes h a y e
b:eeh ,received
from, points as
.f,a r-: viy'a.s.

-

I

-

j

Flòrida,' ,anadá,,

tern

Wisconsin; a n 'd
even the British
Isles. Never :be.
',fore has' a radio,d
telephone station
sent out broad'cast, on a regular
schedule'dy after

-

:

transmission 'on' I6o
metfes (the ,fior-

'so that fori
'L,

mal operating
fo r
bro adca stiií)

'
'

'

-

-

-

-

.w'avelength

series condensers
0.0005. 1F. are
inserted in ea"ch
connection:'
nêvs service ; as
The ralio telea L;result of'' this,'pbone tçansi'hitter
literally «: t h o w.'
is shown in the
'san-d '- of ':new
photograph, Fig.
receiveis
a re
2. Four 25O-\att
being put inio
three.
electrode
operation every
vàcuum tubes a-re
week; and atFe,
used -'
'mendous interest
five
lators,
"-j somewhatandsimilar
"in radio telephony
has &eénarouseci.
but specially deFig. ¡-71e lSystem at "WJZ.'
The. Newark
signed high-imstation is located 1ipon the rof of the West
pedance tubes are used to modulaté thefadjo
ingliouse _fatory;.building at Plane and
frequency current generated by the other
Ornge stréets, near the Lackawanna railway
four.
-station in Newark, New Jerséy, 'U.s.A.
The antenna, couhterpois, grid and p4.te
The antenna and counterpoise are supported
'cou1pled oscillaleads are all connected in thé
-3et\een two steel masts 125ft. high with a
tion circuit tò the flat spiral indùctarice ilhísspan of I5oft. The aerial consists of six
trated on top, of the radio set. This coil has
wires equally spaced on 2oft. spreaders; the
21 turns of
in.x lin. flat copper strip
Ida-y, so cQmplete
aTnd
atis,factor
niûsical a n d

-

'nót "far

from 5oo,metres,

-
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-
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:nioÜntêonjnicarta"spokes;

and i
earthed at the mintmum potential point nearly
midway between antenna and counterpoise.
The oscillator and modulator tubes run on
2,000 volts direct current, which is produced
by rectifying the high-tension alternating
supply current through six two-electrode
vacuum tubes, shown on the left of Fig. 2.
The filaments of these six tubes are lighted
by alterrating current at io volts, which is
drawn from a transformer of small capacity.
having a centre tap.
Special filter circuits are provided to suppress the A.C. ripple, with the result that
outgoing speech and music is heard with
very little extraneous noise from the generator.
In this circuit, again, it has been found necessary to provide an earthed filter arrangement
to eliminate the frequency note of the 6o-cycle
alternating current used.
The three modulator tubes are connected on

-

7..

Fig

'

the choke control.plan and are supphed.with
voice-frequency current from a speech amplifier containing two 50-watt tFiree-electrode
valves. An ingenious arrangement compensates for the inherent distortion which is so
often found when valve transmitters are
operated at full power for radio telephony,
and the Çla.rity of the speech and music sent
out from WJZ is limited only by the characteristics of the standard long-distance wire
-line microphones used.to pick up the sound
waves and transfer them in electrical form to
the speech amplifier.
Since the antenna is normally operated at
a wavelength (360 metres) on which it shows
comparatively high radiation resistance, the
effective antenna current is only 5.5 amperes.
At a total antenna resistance of 16 ohms this
represents an aerial circuit power of nearly
500 watts, a large percentage of which is
actually radiated. On 600 metres wavelength

2.-The' Transmwing Apparus

-

- :

5
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Fig.

3.-The Studio,

with broadcasting in

the antenna resistance drops to a point ,which
permits an aerial current of 12 amperes. The
output power is quite fully modulated.
Not the least interesting feature of the
station lies in the completeness with which its
details have been worked out. The complete
radio transmitter is enclosed in metal and
glass screens, and a blbwer is provided to keep

proress. Spee:h Amplifier

of the set f roni the studio, where special
microphones for transmission of vocal, pianoforte and other instrumental niusic are installed.
The plìotograph,Fig. 3, shows the studio
during transmission, the speech amplifier
being visible on the right. The radio station
is also equipped with a standard Westinghouse medium wave receiver, with a wavelength range of 150 to 2,300 metres. After
the nightly musical programme, which lasts
from 8.30 to 9.15 p.m., the 9.55-10.0 time
signals from Arlington are received on this
outfit, using a long .ingle-vire antenna, and
transferred electrically to the radio telephorn

the valve temperature at the bst operating
value. A switchboard is mounted on the
right-hand side of the transmitter, so that the
set may be connected at will to the station
microphone for the announcements, etc.; to
a gramophone used for reproductions; or to
the studio which has been built on the first
floor of the factory building for concert work.
A completely interlocked light-signal and
switch system lias been arranged for control

Thus the time-signals them.
ith the characteristic spark tone o!
\rlington " NAA," are re-transmitted on

transmitter.
selves,

w

6..
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SPECIMEN "DAILY PROGRAMME.'
Résumé of the news of the day; musical
selections.
50.55-I roo.
Weather forecast for New York and New
Jersey.
11.00-11.15. Musical programme.
I2oo-125. Résumé of the news of the day; musical
selections.
1.00- 1.15.
Résumé of the news of the day; musical
selections.
2.0O
2.05.
Musical rograpime.
2.05- 2.Id.
Marine news.

360 wavelength for the benefit of listeners

having short-wave receivers.
Obviously there is no appreciable time lag
in this rç-transmissiôn, and consequently
accurate Naval Observatory time is made
At
available on the amateur wavelength.
10.03 each evening a weather forecast is sent
out by radio telephone.
The Westinghouse Company also mainthins complete rädio telephone broadcasting
plants at ifs Eát' Pittsburgh, Pènn., and
East Spri ngfiêld ,' :Mass., factories. These
stations onerate on schedules similar to that
of Newar!; new Stations are being installed
to serve other sections of the country, and one
at Chicago has just been opened. The service
is being extended in point of time and character also, sO that before long the owner of the
small radio receiver will be able to enjoy in
hi own home, anywhere in the United States,
a complete programme of concerts, news and
weather reports, market reports, church services, and selections direct from the stages of
The broadcasting of public
the theatres.
speçches and debates might also he instituted.

A

10.00-10.15.

-

.

-

a.o,.

2.10-

3.00- 3.15.
-

-

3.55-

4.00.

4.00- 4.15.
5.00- 5.15.

Musical programme.Résumé of the hews of the day; musical
selections.
Weather forecast for New York and New

Jersey.

Musical programme.

Résumé of The ne'vvs of the day; musical
selections.
6.00- 6.15.
Résumé of the news of .the day; musical
selections.
7.00- 7.45. Miscellaneous programme.
7.45- 7.50. Broadcasting of suppliers of receiving.
equipment.
7.55-r 8.00. Tuning for regularevening programme.
9.15. General news; résumé of football games;
music and artists:
9.55-10.00.
Arlington time.
10.03-10.06. Weather forecast for New York and New
Jersey.
10.06-10.07. WJZ. Good-night.
.

.
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THE first genuine would-be experimenter
whose application for an experimental
licence has been. :unsuccessful, and who is
prosecuted under the Wireless Telegraphy
Act (1904) for carrying out genuine experiinents, is requested to communicate immediately with this Journal.
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A GOOD AERIAL
By E. REDPATH, Assistant Editor.
A Practical and Detailed Description of the Construction and Erection of an Efficient Aerial.

the particular object of assisting
who have not already erected
readers
WITH
their receiving aerials, or who are for
any reason not satisfied with their present
aerial equipment, the writer will, in this present article, give full constructional particulars
of his own newly erecte&aerial, which, since
it enables weak but cleìr tlephony to be received over a distance of.some 200 miles employing only a crystal reeiying set, may he
considered efficient.
The crystal receiving set referred to is that
described by the writer iii anirticlë enlitled
A Compact Brodst-;Receiirig Set
which appeared n
IVireless.
i

As will- be seen ftom the sketch of the
complete aerial (Fig. i), the writer is foïtunate in having good garden space a'ailable.
This is not so much-an advantage for the
actual situation or length of the aerial as for
the convenience of being able to join up the
mast sections, attach all necessary fittings,
make and fix in position the wooden hase
structure and erect the mst complete in one
length.
The first step, of course, is to measure up
the ground and determine the exact spot
where the mast is to stand.
When this is
done, and before any digging work is undertaken, two light piecesof wood,: say 4m. or

NModern

/

/,
-,

\

/

.5'N55-5

Fig.

1-The

aerial compleled and ready for use.

The general dimeiiíons of tue completed
aerial are as follows :-Height of mast above
ground, 43ft.; approdmate height of chimney
on house, 3oft.; length of main aerial span,
56ft.; length of don-Iead, 30f t. (approx.);
number of wires employed, 3; length of
bamboo spreaders, 9ft.; w ire employed for
tranded
aerial and down-lead, 7122'S
enamelled copper wire.
The complete arrangement and appearance
of the equipment is shown in Fig. i, and,
with the assistance of a few capable helpers,
the whole of the work was carried to compie-tio: in about seven hours.

in. square by 2ft: long, should be fastened
together at right angles tb one another and
laid upon the ground with the four arms
horizontal and pointing towards the four most
convenient points where th anchors for the
mast stays can be situated. The distance of
each ground anchor from the base of the mast
should be at least iôft. If this can be increased say to 2Oft., so múch the better.
lake a length of string or fine cord and,
having attached one end by means of a tack
or .drawing pin, to the centre of the wooden
cross, extend the string to the determined
distance, taking care to keep it in line with
8
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the arm of the cross, and insert a peg in the
ground to indicate the position of that particular ground anchor. Repeat the performance and obtain the positions for the three
remaining ground anchors.
At a distance of ift. behind the markingpeg dig a hole 2ft. 6m, long by the width of
your spade and at least 2ft. deep, taking care
not to disturb that side of the hole towards
the mast. For each ground anchor there will
be required a stout piece of creosoted wood,
angle iron or stout iron piping. If timber is
to be used, a piece 2ft. 6m, long by sin. or
4m. by.in. will be satisfactory.
A i2ft. length of stout galvanised iron wire
(say 7-20's) will also be required, and this is
to be wrapped twice round the centre of the
timber or piping and twisted together to form
one double strand as shown in Fig. 2. The
timber with wire attached is then to be laid
in the bottom of the hole and thç wire itself
brought through a narrow slot cut in the
soil with the edge of the spade. The hole
should then be filled with earth and
"tamped" down well.
The shape of the hole and method of bringing the galvanised wire through a slot in the
side of it will be undersiood on referênce to

pieces sin. by 3in., each 2ft. long; two pieces
4m, by 2m., each 6ft. long; and about ¡6 or
i8ft. of timber 2in. by 2m., together with a
supply of 6m, and in. round wire nails.
The base structure should now be built up
complete, as shown in Fig. 4, which, as all
the particulars are given, requires no further
explanation. When completed, the structure
should be set up exactly where the mast is to

ers

4x2

Dr.sttvzpi
5"x3"

N.

Crosspiec&s

4x'"

Fig.3.

-_

pf
Fig. 3.-The
ground anchoe
in position.

T

Fig. 2.-Timber
with galvanised
iron anchor-wire
attached.

¿j-on,

The next item to receive attention, or
which, provided helpers are available, may
hase been receiving attention, during the
digging and fixing of the anchors, is the
actual construction of the mast and base
structure. For the base structure itself there
will be required the following timber :-Two
pieces 4m, by 4m, each 7ft. long; two

Fig. 4.-De1ailsof the base st?uc.ture.

stand, with the opening between the two uprights facing the direction in which the mast
will lie upon the groud before erection.
With the edge of a spade mark out upon the
ground the area covered by the horizontal
timbers at the foot of the structure, and,
having removed the structure itself, excavate
the hole in the shape of a cross to a depth
of 4ft. There is no necessity for the hole to
be any-wider than affords comfortable working with the spade available.
The whole of the wooden base structure
should receive two or three good coats of
creosote or solignum. If a coat is applied at
this stage it will have time to soak thoroughly
into the wood whilst digging operations are
proceeding.
The actual height of the finished mast will
depend, of course, upon the size of pole
available. In the case of the actual mast now
being described, it was decided to employ
two poles each 22ft. in length. These poles
were suitably chosen from the stock at the
wood-yard, so that one was considerably
B7
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pivot bolt was temporarily fitted and the base
structure rotated upon it.
This demonstrated the necessity for rounding off the butt of the mast, which otherwise
could not have been erected in the manner intended. The work at this stage is illustrated
in Fig. 6.
Having applied a final coat of preservative
to the timher, the base structure is now to
be lowered into the hole, and, taking great
care to keep the uprights perpendicular, the
earth is to be shovelled hack into the hole
and thoroughly tamped down. In this connection it is perhaps a good plan to pour in
three or four bucketfuls of water after some
i8in. or so of the soil has been shovelled in.
This ensures that all irregular spaces become
filled in, and the subsequent settling of the
ground is considerably reduced.
According to the original plan drawn out
by the writer, the mast was to have two sets
of stay ropes, one set of four wires from the
top of the mast and a second set from a point

heavier than the other, the heavier one
measuring 5m, in diameter at the base or
butt " and 3Fn. at the top, and the lighter
at the butt and about
one measuring
2111. at the top.
The upper part of tile lower pole and the
butt of the upper one were next slightly
flattened on one side, placed carefully in a1ign
ment, one on top of the other, drilled and
tightly fastened together by means of two gin.
bolts passing right through the centre of each
Lo,ver

April

-

bauL

on

joint in the mast.

mast. Before the upper bolt was secured,
however, a wrought iron welded ring or hoop,
made so as to he a very tight fit upon the
masts, was slipped along the upper mast and
carefully hammered down into position betveen the two bolt holes.
With a view to strengthening the joints
further, the tvo lengths of gin, wide hoop iron
were wrapped tightly round the two nasts,
above and below the securing bolts. In doing
this the end of the hoop iron was firstly nailed
to one of the masts, and as each turn was laid
in position it was hammerd so that it took
the exact shape of the mast, and was secured
at each half turn by means of a tin. " clout
nail." The complete joint is clearly shown in
Fig. 5.

(ii)

(4)

Alezst /Z&j,jg for

Stjrope

(C)
-

Filtiizq

PuL4q
Fit/thq

-j

just above the joint. This arrangement
was abandoned, however, and only the one
set of stays fitted, namely, those from the top
of the mast.
If possible a special fitting for the mast
should be made, as shown in Fig. 7 (a), but,
failing this, a very satisfactory job can be
made by using ¡in. by Am, bar iron bent into
the form of clips and bolted tost-,ta,e
gether as shown in Fig. 7 (b).
Pvoi bo -1thm.
/
A piece of this same material can.
-Sewuz9bolt -,dwn,
be used for the, pulley fitting,
also shown in Fig. 7 (b).
With a view to securing the
maximum efficiency in the comFig. 6.-Fitting the base structure to the butt of tue ,na 'l
plete aerial system it was decided
The next proceeding was to lift the butt of
to insert iiisiilators into each of the stay
wires. Insulators employed for this purthe complete mast on to a trestle, in which
position the wooden base structure was fitted
pose should be of such a type that,. in
the event of the insulator itself breaking,
into place and the necessary bolt hole bored
the loops in the wire interlock and continue
through the upright of the base structure and
to hold the mast in position. The first inthe butt of the mast. It was found necessary'
sulator is to be placed about 3ft. from the
to shave off about in. of wood at each side
mast fitting; the second insulator about i6Tt.
of the butt of the mast to enable it to fit into
below, and the third a further i6ft. lower.
the space between the uprights, and, before
The actual length of the stay wire will be
the base structure was removed, the lower or

.Jouu

Io

sS
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determined,of course, by theheight of the
mast and the " spread" of the ground

the mast is almost in a vertical position, as
careless puli upon the tackle rope may possibly bring the mast down with a rush upoii
the wrong side., One of the assistants should
stand by to remove the ladder, which, when
the mast is sufficiently high, will be released
from the pressure of the lifting rope.
It may also be considered desirable to havc
helpers at the stay ropes, but in the writer'S
case this did not prove necessary. Should
there be no convenient fence to. which the
lifting tackle may he secured, it will be necessary to dig a hole and provide a ground
anchor similar to those already provided for
the mast stays. With the mast in its final
position and both securing bolts inserted, il
remains only to screw up the nuts of .th
securing bolts, placiig large washers beneath
them so that the niits do not bite into th
wood, and fix up the mast stays to the anchoï
wires, inserting suitable " stretching screws

anchors.
All the stays are to be secured to the mast
whilst the latter is upon the ground, not forgetting to attach a sufficient length of wire to
the lowest insulator of each stay to reach the
anchor wire when the mast is subsequently
suitable " stretching-screw '' is
erected.'
to be inserted between each anchor wire and
stay wire to permit of a final adjustment of the
tension upon the stay.
Whilst the mast is still upon the ground
the aerial pulley and halyard should also be
attached. For the halyard the writer used
galvanised iron vire similar to that used for
the stay, the object in so doing being to avoid
the necessity for constant slackening and
tightening which has to be done when rope is
employed. The halyard should preferably be
in the form of an endless rope, having either
an iron ring or a "thimble " spliced
into it to which 1he first aerial insulator
- SAL
can be attached. \Vhen all these fittings
J"J,J
are in posit ioq the mast is to be carried
bodily, placed between tlìe t'o uprights
of the base structure, and the loer or
a,J
pivot holt passed through the uprights r
The trestle previously
and the mast.
used under the back of the mast may now
he placed beneath the mast at the jóint.
Erecting the Mast
Sig. 8.-Showing the mast with stays fitted, and lifting tackle all
ready for erection.
The following additional iteiis will be
required for use in the actual erection of
as already mentioned. The complète mast is
the mast :--A block and tackle, 30 or 4oft. of
shown in Fig. i.
bronze flexible steel wire rope or hemp rope;
a strong ladder about 10 or l2ft. in length,
The Chimney Fitting
and a further reliable anchorage in line with
Having,
w ith the assistance of a suitable
and about i6 to 2oft. distant from the base
ladder and " roof-hoard," or "cat-ladder,"
of the mast. For the last-named, the writer
made use of one of the main uprights of a
mounted upon the roof and carefully measured
the chimney stack, take a length of lin, by
fence, lashing one end of the lifting tackle to
in. hoop iron and bend into the shape shown
the lowest point of the upright. The long
in Fig. 9, in which the dimension (a) corlength of wire or rope should now be attached
responds to the width. of 'the chimney stack
to the mast just abo\e the joint (in which posi.tion it cannot possibly slip down the mast),
and the dimension (b) to its length. If there
and led back over the ladder, held in a vertical
is any difficulty in obtaining the length of gin.
position, to the free end of the lifting tackle.
round iron, screwed and fitted with nuls as
Everything is now ready for the actual
shown in Fig. 9, it may be dispensed with
erection, and the position of affairs. will be
and galvanised iron wire, as used for the
- understood on reference to Fig. 8. It is now
aerial stays, substituted.
only necessary to pull steadily upon the rope
The aerial spreader at the down-lead end
of the lifting tackle to rear the mast slowly
vilI require to he supported at a suitable
into a vertical position, when the second
distance from the chimney stack, so that the
securing bolt can be passed through the updown-leads are well clear of the gutter and
rights and mast, thus making everything
wall of the house.
Having estimated just
secure. Great care must he exercised when
what this distance will be in any particular
-

-
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edge of the roof, and is easily accessible by
means of a ladder to re-attach the aeriâl
wires.
The completed aerial should now be
hoisted into position and observed carefully
to see that everything appears in order. Prorided the measurements upon -the ground
were carefully done, the aerial wires should
all také.anequal sträin. The aèrial should
no be loered whilst the wires are securely

case, construct on the ground the arrange- -.
ment shown in Fig. io, consisting of a
stout bamboo or light wooden spreader 9ft.
in length and provided with insulators at .
the ends, and at the èéntre for a three-wire
aerial.
Next nçasüre out upon the ground the totaL
length of aéiial which can he erected, and
ttachahòther 9ft. spreader at the mast end
The arrmgement at this end differs from th-it

(b)
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attachéd to the insulators onthe 'spreadr at
the house end. The 'method adopted"here
is illustrated in:Fig. 12.
'\Vhilt the ladder is still in position the
three down-leads should be straightened as
much as possible, and, haing been cut to the
desired length, 'should be twisted together for
a few inches, carefully cleaned and securely
soldered either to the insulated Içading-in
wire or to a clip or "tag" ih ich càrì he
attâched to the leading-in fitting. The conipleted aerial is shown in Fig. i.'..

'of the house end, ind is illustrated in Fig. ii.
It vill thus be seen that the complete aerial
is first built up on the ground, but, to aIlow
of subsequent adjustment if found necessary,
the attachment of the aerial wires to the three
insulators upon the spreaders at the house
end should in the meantime be of a temporary

'

F.

spreader at the

-

-

k

.O

-

':

nature.
Temporarily remove the aerial vires from
the spreader and fix the complete arrange'nient shown in Fig. io to the chimney. l'lìe
ivill then lie in the gutter at the
spreader

-
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This..
Wireless in schools is al present engaging a deal of attention.
photograph and description shows what can be done in thir-direclion.
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above photograph shows the
wireless installation at the Lowestoft
Secöndary School, owned by the Physics
Master. The set comprises a four-valve receiver anda C.'W; and telephòny transmitter,
the former being shown on the left and the
latter on the right.
wireless receivingset was first installed at
the school -in March, 192f, but consisted then
of only a crystal set, which was vry soon
superseded bya siñglè-valve set, on which in
IIay of the same year the "-Dutch concerts"
were clearly audible. Both sets have been
constructed by the owner, with some assistance

THE

-A

:

from a few of the scholars, mostly oui of the
components of a Mark III. receiver, and other
ex-Army material.
The receiving set has one high-frequency
valve emioying the tuned anode method of
coupling, a detectòr and two low-frequency
valves. By means of the change-over switches
shown on the front of the panel any number
of'valves from one to fou? can be used, a
or three-coil circuit can be employed, and the
aerial còndenser can be put êithèr in parallel or
series with the aerial coil. Head 'phones or
a loud-speaker may be switched in as required.
The change-over switch, shown between :the
.

Io
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two sets, enables a quick change to be made
from sending to receiving, as it automatically
s itches on the aeria!, filament current, and
high-tension current to either set as required,
while an intermediate position serves to earth
the aerial.
By using all four valves and the loudspeaker, the broadcasting can be received wéll
enough for from 30 to 40 boys to hear at once.
The morning weather forecasts issued by the

ii,

1923

Air Ministry are received regularly, and are
posted in the school and in an adjoining
public park.
Unfortunately, being right on the coast,
considerable jammink from ships is- experienced, especially from those working on
300 or 450 metres, and it is quite likely that
the next move will he to try the Hinton rejector
circuits, as explained in Modern Wireless,

No.2.

THE AMATEUR WIRELESS ASSOCIATION
By GEORGE SUTTON.

What it

is;

how to loEn

it; and

MEMBERSHIP of an Amateur \Vire-

applicant for

a licence i
to approach the
secretary of a wireless society first and take.
the advice which that, worthy gentleman will
be only too ready to give.
This will undoubtedly save the harassed officials of the
General Post Office a lot of w'ork inolved in
the scrutiny of badly filled-in blue forms
which they have no option but to turn clown.
A multi-valve receiving set is as difficult to
operate propérly. as .the fiddle; yet no one
having arried at years of discretion
would think 'of buying a fiddle, and 'after
being told a few things about it at the

the experimenter.

undertaken to carry out a chefne of instruction and construction which had been mapped
out.
There was no licence difficulty other
than that imposed by the fact that the General
Post Office staff was inundated with applications. The Secretary of the Association in
question, however, made matters so straightforward that the appliçants had very little
trouble indeed, and obtained their licences
with remarkable promptitude. It is no time
to endeavour to apportion any blame for the
ll who are interested
present confusion.
must work together to get the tangled skein
unravelled. Without in any way taking up.
the duties of police officers, the members of
an Association can combine to keep the ether
clear of interference in the neighbourhood of
their town. Many offenders are unaware of

music dealer's shop, go home thinking that
he could master it without further instruction. The Amateur \Vireless Association insites aspirants to allow them toadvise on the
purchase of ihe instrument, and, if desired,
will help with instructions regarding the
"tuning in" and other necessary points.
No one w ho really desires to experiment need
despair of obtaining an experimental licence,
B 12

br

and it is thought that very few people who
take tip wireless will be content to turn knobs
on the outside of closed boxes. Many a
smart mechanic has " found himself " owing
to the breakdown of some simple niechanicàl
contrivance which he lias liad to try to put
right himself. If you have no amateur wireless organisation in your town or village,
endeavour to start one. The writer had occasion to spend a few weeks this spring in a
provincial town in which perhaps six people
were interested ir
ireless reception. Within
a month a strong association was formed, and
a list of forty names of club applicants for
experimental licences was sent in to the
Secretary of the General Post Oulice. These
applicants were all vouched for by the Secretary and Committee of the Association as
being of British nationality, and as haing,

Association is becoming increasingly nécessar to every person
w ho has to do with wireless reception, either
as an admitted listener in or as a more or
less genuine experimenter. lIad the Associations kept pace with the increase in .niirnber of receivers, the present somewhat confused licensing position might have been
avoided.
It is a pity that applicants for
licences often invert the proper mode of procedure, and perhaps the amateur associations in the past have been in a measure to
blame. It used to be a rule in some societies that no one could become a member
unless he possessed a receiving licence. This
rule, it is hoped, lias now been abolished.
The most con\enient course for an intending
less

i

what it does

-

the extent of the interference caused, and in
most cases are glad to amend their ways
when the matter is explained tQ them.
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A COMPLETE COURSE QN

THERMIONIC VALVES

/

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member IRE. AuThor ej
"Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," " Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuu,n Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply Ex.
pl.ained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.
By

We begin in this issue the first instalment of- a complete course on the volve. The
nature of the course will be such thai ii should be readily understood by eI'ery reader.

What

Valve?
word "valve," as ordinarily applied to
engineering, means a device which will allow
THEa fluid to pass through it in one direction only.
The wireless valve is an electric device which acts
in a somewhat
is

a

-

4

.

-

-

-

manuel
similar
towards
electric
currents; it only
allows current to
flow through it in
one direction. The

" valve M
name
was given to a
special tube (somewhat similar to
an oidinary electric lamp, hut contaming in addition

-

a

small metal

out iiclting.
The modern valve, in addition to having a filament
and an anode, is also provided with what is called
a " grid." In most cases this grid is a spiral of
vire surrounding the filament, the anode then surrounding, the whole. The grid does not touch either
the anode or the filament, and a separate vire is
aken from it to the outside of the glass bulb. The
terni " electrode " is also used in connection with the
grid, so that we sometimes call a valve of this type

valve. As already stated, the word
is sometimes replaced by such expressions
as " thermionic valve," ' thermionic tube " " thermionic vacuum tube," " vacuum tube " " vacuum
valve," etc.
Some of these names are more accurate
than the word " valve," but the latter term has now
come into general use in this country, although in
America it is very rarely employed.
a three-electrode

"

What Is Meant by the Terms "E1ectrode" " FilaP

two vires are taken, one from each terminal of
a battery, and the ends dipped into a glass of water,
an electric èurrent wilt flow from one virC to the
1f

.
15

14

-

cathode.
lii the case of a wireless valve, vc also have a
cathode and an anode. The cathode is normally a
nieraI filament (i.e.,. a fine metal wire) which is heated
to a very high temperature by means of an electric
current which is passed through it. The anode is
either a small metal plate placed near to the filament
or a cylinder surrounding the filament. Owing lo
the fact Ihat in the earlier types of valves the anode
was a fiat plate, the term " plata." has come to mean
the same as " anode " in a wireless valve, although
the term is not an accurate one. The filament and
anode are usually placed in a glass tube or bulb,
which is exhausted of air by special pumps.
The
filament is usually made, of the metal tungsten, which.
niay be heated up to a very high temperature with-

Dr.
plate)
by
J. A. Fleming,
1904,
who,
in
was the first to
apply this sort of
a lamp to the
detection of vireless signals.
modern
The
valve (an example
is
illusof which
F10 I
trated in Fig. i)
has enabled broadcasting to be acconiplished; it has enabled long-distance reception to become a practical proposition ; it
has placed long-distance transmission by wireless on
a satisfactory bisis. And yet, although its capabilities
are so great, it is a relatively simple device with an
outward appearance not unlike that of an ordinary
incandescent lamp as used for electric lighting. Other
names for valves include vacuum tubec, tubes, therinionic tubes, thermionic valves, vacuum valves

ment," "Cathode," "Grid," "Anode," " Plate"

other through the water. The wires under the water
are said to be " electrodes." The wire, or electrode,
connected to the negative terminal of the battery is
the " cathode " and the positive electrode is
called the " anode."
If we used a battery of very high voltage and placed
the two wires, not in water, but simply close to each
other without actually touching, we would get a
spark " owing to the electricity flowing from one
vire to the other through the air. The two wires
would be called electrodes, the end of the wire connected to the positive side of the battery being called
the anode, and the end of the other wire connected
to the negative side of the battery being called the

valve

"
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Two-electrode Valve, and What are its

two-electrode valve is a idass bulb containinc' a
filament which may be heated' by passing a curent
through it (this Current being derived from a battery
outside the bulb), and a plate or anode near to, or
surrounding, the filament.
The tao-electrode valve
was applied in 1904 to the rectification of- wireless
signals. The two-electrode or " Fleming " valve, as
it was called, was about as sensitive as a crystal detector and worked in very much the same way.
The two-electrode valve is not used for receiving
wireless signals, although its principle is still employed.
For transmission purposes, however, the
two-electrode valve is still used for changing high
voltage alternating Currents into high voltage direct
The two-electrode valve Cannot be used, as
Currents.
an amplifier.
Fig. 2 shows a two-electrode valve of an early type.

working

a loud-speaker.
The three-electrode valve
may also be used to amplify the aerial current before
the' are applied to a crystal or other form of detector. Several of these three-electrode valves may be
used together to produce still greater, amplification.

S.

What is a Three-electrode
Purposes is it Used?
A three-electrode valve is
filament,

and containing
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bulb exhausted of air

F/LAMEN,H

grid, and an anode.
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The three-electrode valve may also be used for transve are not concerned with
this use of t he valve at the moment.

mitting wireless waves, but

H--

L

H

BOTTOM CONTACT
-

'

Fig.

2.

-

'.

The grid is, in nearly all cases, between the 'filament
and the anode.
lt takes many forms, according to
the nature and position of the' anode.
When the
is a cylinder surrounding the filament, the grid is
anode
sometimes in the form of a smaller cylinder with a
large number of holes punched through it.
More
òften the grid is in the form of a spiral of wire
with distinct spacing between the turns. Again, ve
have valves in which the grid is made out of a
vire mesh.
Vheri the anode is in the form of a
flat plate the grid may be in the form of a flat plate
with holes in it or a kind of grid-iron of vire. Frequently the grid in this case looks like a miniature
riddle.
Typical forms of three-electrode valves are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the earliest
form the three-electrode valve took.
The three-electrode valve may be used as a detector
in the place of a crystal, but its chief use is as an
amplifier or magnifier of electric Currents.
It may
be used, for example, to strengthen the Currents which
would ordinarily flow through the telephone receivers.
By strengthening them t may make thm capable of
B 14

PIN CONTACT5
frJJ

j(JJ

CQNNECTEDTO
ELECTRODES IN

?I

VAL VE..
Ffg.

4.

Compare the Functions of
Those of a Valve.

a

Crystal Detector and

A crystal detector is used for changing the highfrequency Currents which are set up in the aerial circuit into low-frequency currents capftble of operating
the telephones and Causing them to give forth sounds.
The two-electrode valve tha3 bè used for this pur30
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pose, but otherwise it has no extensive applications
in connection with receiving apparatus.
The three-electrode valve, however, may be used,
not only as a detector,, but also to amplify wireless
signals, a function which the crystal detector Cannot
carry Out.

smaller than the electrons) and several fixed electrôns.
How exactly the protons and electrons are arranged in
the nucleus or core is not certain, bdt the fact remains
that they are all near the centre of the system, whereas there are several other electrons which revolve round
These
the nucleus at a comparatively great distance.
electrons may be called planetary electrons; they
revolve round the nucleus much in the same way that
Fig. 6 is an
the planets revolve round the sun.
enlarged view of an atom of a certain element.
The protons may be considered as particles of
positive electricity, while electrons are negative parUnder ordinary con4itions the total electrical
tides.
charge on all the electrons in each atom exactly

",'2.

N?/'..
Sketch One Form

of

4

-3
Fie.

.

.
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balances the total charge of the positive protons. The
result is that a complete atom under, ordinary conditions has no electrical charge at all, but is neutral.

'

*

What is the Difference between Free and Fixed

Electrons?

Free electrons are the planetary electrons which revolve round the central nucleus of fised electrons and

'
'

-

What Metal is a Filament made of, and What
Happens when it is Heated to Incandescence?
Valve filaments are, in practically every case, made
of fine tungsten wire. Tungsten is one of the rarer
metals. It is extremely hard and melts at very high
If a piece of tungsten wire is
temperatures only.
heated to incandescence in a vacuum so that it glows
brightly, millions of small particles of electricity are
shot off from the wire or filament. These particles
of electrrcity are called " elections."

What are "Electrons"?
Electrons are extraordinarily small (and, of course,
invisible) particles of negative electricity. To understand what electrons are it is necessary
to know something about the constitu-tion of matter. If we take a piece of
lead and keep on chopping it up into
little bits, we will finally get particles
which can only just be seen under the
microscope.
If we could possibly go
/
on cutting up the microscopic particles
ve would ultimately reach the point
where any further sub-division would

protons.
If the central nucleus is' represented by a large pea
the planetary electrons would be represented by several
peas revolving round the central one, but at a distance
of a quarter of a ,,iile from the nucleus pea.
The electrons in the nucleus are fixed electrons and
they govern the chemical nature of the complete atom.
If we alter the number of the fixed electrons ve will
change the atom into some other substance; for
example, an atom of lead, if some of its fixed electrons
vere ticen from it, would be changed into another
metal. The planetary, or free, electrons, however, may
be removed from the atom without altering its chemical
nature. Similarly, we can add planetary electrons without producing any chemical change.
If we take one or more planetary electrons from an
atom the atom will become positive electrically because
the positive protons will now more than balance the

0,P/XED ELECTRON.

result in a particle which would no
longer retain the chemical properties of
lead. Just before this stage is reached
the particle would be an ato,n. which
may be defined as the smallest particle
of an element which still retains the
natural chemical properties of that eleFig.
shows a cube of lead
ment.
1f, by cuthaving a side of i inch.
ting, we keep on halving the side of the
cube, about the twenty-sixth " cube " will be an atom.
Each atom, although in itself very minute, is built
up of smaller particles called electrons and Protons.
We
The atom is not unlike a small solar system.
have in the centre of this system a nucleus 01 core
which Consists of several protons (which are even

I,

-

FIXED ELECT/?ON.
PLANET'°"'
Fie.

6.

negative electrons. When a substance is said to be
positively charged, the condition really is a shortage
If, on the other hand, ve add free
of free electrons.
or planetary electrons to an atom that atom becomes

negatively charged.
(To be Continued.)
'7

5

u

5.

Two-electrode Valve.

Fig. 2 shows a simpk Fleming valve as originally
used for wireless reception purposes.
u i to b
noted that the, filament is in the form of a loop, the
anode being in the sb'ae -of a cylinder surrounding
the filament. The two ends of the filament are connected to the cap, which is similar to that of coi-tain
electric lights, such as pocket flash-lamps. A separate
connection is taken from the anode through the glass
of the bulb.

ti
5
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How they Grow.

IF

¿

The bulk of it comes from broadly tuned spark
stations, or from Government installations using
powerful arc transmitters which seem to scatter
harmonics on a variety of wave-lengths.
In many
cases it is a case of " what can't be cured must be
endured "; still, a good deal can be done by those
who care to tackle the problem. The most satisfactory anti-interference device is the frame aerial,
which, owing to its directional qualities, enables a
great deal of the interfering ' hash " to be cut out.
Its chief drawback is that it considerably reduces the
range of the set unless one or more high-frequency
valves are added to compensate for its inferior qualities as a " wave-trap." Another way of coping with

that one of your fellow passengers in
the train, tram or 'bus that takes you each morning to business is Leeping his eyes not on his paper
ou notice

but on the roofs of the houses you need not be a Slierlock Holmes to put him down as a wireless enthusiast.
\Vhy? Well, my dear \Vatson, he is engaged in the
fascinating pastime of counting and criticising aerials.
It is marvellous to see how they grow. At the end
of last year, for instance, there \vere only teelve
visible on one side of the line on the ten minutes'
run between a Certain suburban tation and the City.
Last week the number had increased to 43. They
are of all shapes, sizes, and designs. Some would do
credit to the most professional erector others appear
to have been inspired by the drawins of Mr. Heath
Robinson. One that I noticed in paticular consisted
several sections spliced together with odds and ends
of
of rope and cord in the artist's most approved style.
The main mast, so to speak, vas a stout clothes-prop,
the top mast was a hag pole-probably a relic of
\rmistice day-and the " top gallant " was an old
broom which proudly flaunted its ancient bristles to the

the nuisance is to make the set as selective as possible, using a closed circuit coupled to the
and
tuning the H.F. transformers by means of .0002
l'
variable condensers.
Sharply tuned transformers, however, are very liable to fall into oscillation of their own accord, and even when a
potentiometer is fitted it is not always easy to
control the antics of two or three in series. Probably
tuned-plate coupling will be found best by those who
are troubled by interference; it is exceedingly selective,
and it gives a higher degree of amplification than
transformers, but it requires careful handling if
1f interference comes
oscillation is to be avoided.
from induction effects due to the presence of highvoltage cables in the neighbourhood an improvement
can usually be effected by fitting a counterpoise
instead of the usual earth.
-

AlI.,

breezes.

A Suspension Tip.
Most people use rope for slinging their aerials, and
though it s satisfactory up to a point, it has certain
serious drawbacks. A new rope is very susceptible
to atmospheric changes lengthening in dry weather
and shortening to an amazing extent when mist or
rain is about. This means that unless one is preeared to let the wire down a little whenever the set
s not in use it must always be left slack enough to
allow for the possible contraction of the suspending
ropes, otherwise the strain will prove toce much on
some rainy night, and the aerial viIl be found next
morning coiled in tangles (worthy of Laocöon's snakes)
round the remnants of the best geranium bed. Rope
is expensive too, for it s useless to buy poor stuff.
especially if it has to withstand the corrosive effects
of the soot deposit always generously provided by the
chimneys of big towns. If you are rigging up a new
aerial, or refurbishing your existing one, you will find
it better to use stranded wire for the purpose. Array
telephone cable, which was speciall'' designed to
withstand great strains and sudden jerks, is ideal.
Hundreds of miles of this material, which Consists of
a great many, thin steel strands cabled round a
copper core, were sold by the Disposal authorities.
and it can be obtained in small quantities from many
of the 6rms which specialise in Army surplus goods.
As the breaking strain of this vire is something over
five hundredweight one need liare no fears about the
aerial's solidity once it is up. ¡t can be hauled up
quite tight and left so.

-

A Valve Suggestion.
I wonder when ve shall see the double-filamented
valve as the standard article of commerce iñ this
country. The filament is one of the smallest parts
of the valve, yet if ive, in an absent-minded moment,
mistake HT. for L.T. in making our connections the
ensuing flash, though it does no damage to plate,.
grid, oç glass, reduces the value of a fifteen-shilling
valve by about fourteen and ninepence in a fraction
of a second. In America, iustralia, and even Japan
(that queer mixture of ancient and modern), valves
with two filaments are rapidly becoming general.
Only one is used at a time, of course, but if it burns
out the other can be brought into play in a moment
and the valve has a new lease of life. Let us hope
that some of our makers will take up the idea before
long.

Repaired Valves.

lt has been possible for some years now to have
The
burnt out household electric lamps repaired.
process consists in cutting the bulb in two, fitting
a new 6lanient, re-sealing the glass, and then pumping out the air through a small tube welded into the
Several firms have recently applied the
glass.
process to valves, charging about half the price of a
The results
new valve for effecting the repairs.
obtained vary considerably. Some of the valves are
hospital,
but others
quite efficient on their return from

Interference and Broadcasting.
Most of those who lisren nightIe to the transmissions of Broadcasting Stations will have had con.
siderable experience of interference of various kinds.
¡8
B 16

.
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will' not function, as amplifiers since they have flot
been pumped to a sufficient degree of hardness. The
commonest fault, however, Is to be found in the size
and nature of the filament used ; as a rule it allows
far too much Current to pass. Tests made with a
batch of half a dozen valves that were sent up for
repair in order to see what could be done showed an

-

:

average consumption of .85 ampere, which, as the
The
Americans would say, Is " going some."
process will doubtless be improved as time goes on.
and even as it is it is' sdmething to b able to torn
three penn'orth of scrap into a valve that will work
'
..
after a fashoit

Amateur Transmission.
One does not hear

-

.

-

much of the amateur
transmitter nowadays owing to the hours at which he
has to work.
But if you use your set on Sunday
mornings or on week night after broadcasting lias
ceased you will find that he is still very much in
evidence.
2KT, 20N, 5BC and many othèrs are
always to be picked 'up, and their transmissions are
excellent. Many of our amateurs are heard regularly
by experimenters in the South of France with quite
small receiving sets. Considering the smallness of
the power radiated this is a really remarkable achieve-

.

Hightension 'Batterles
It- is a great 'mistake to fit a high-tension battery
of small size to a set with several stages of amplification.
The current per valve works Out at from
to 3 milliamperes only, but when four or five
are in use for long periods continuously this rate
of discharge is more than the tiny cells will stand
and the voltage begins to fluctuate, causing a variety of
unpleasant noises in loud-speaker or head phones.
Matters may he remedied to some extent by using
a very large bridging condenser with a capacity of
two or even three
Any breakdown in
F.
the paper dielectric generally used in these condensers
will allow the battery's charge to leak ùvav in a
very short time. lt is a good plan, therefore, to test
the condenser occasionally by connecting a shorted
milliammeter or galvo in one of the condenser leads
to the battery. Upon removing the shorting vire no
current flow should be indicated f the insulation ol
the condenser is up to standard. 13v the vav. a
run down dry cell may be given a nev lease of life
by puiiching several holes through the zinc container with a hammer and a nail, and then standing
it in a solution of sul ammonia. This tip conies in
useful sometimes when a breakdown Occurs Ofl
Sunday, or at a time at which no shops are open.
I

so

ment.

hearing U.S.A. Telephony.
Anyone who has an eflicient set fitted with a couple
of stages of radio-frequency amplification can probably
succeed in hearing American broadcasting, provided
that his aerial is neither very low nor badly screened.
The trouble is that it takes place at such an unearthly
hour. Those who live near London vill find it of very
little use to listen-in until after 2 a.m., by which time
Northolt and Leafield have usually finished their press
transmissions. \Vhilst they are working the " hash
that prevails on short wave-lengths is so bad that one
cannot hope for anything in the way of results. The
main requirements for the would-be hearer of W.J.Z.
and W.D.V. are (a) patience and (b) the ability to keep
awake, and (c) some skill in making fine tuning adjust.
nients. Whenever I have managed to " stick it out "
for an hour or two, weather conditions being favourable, ¡ have generally managed to pick up one or other
of these stations, sometimes on as few as two valves.
Conditions (b) and (c) one can manage; hot coffee
is an aid to the former, and the latter conies by
But (a) is a different matter; in fact, ¡
practice.
know of no pastime so likely to ruin an otherwise
You have just managed to tune in
sunny temper.
faint sounds of music when down comes a flood of
hash." and drowns everything. Even strong, silent
men are moved to bitter words on these occasions, so
let us hope that the Recording Angel is not too hard
on such ordinary mortals as

The Wireless Voice.
You have probably noticed what a vast difference
there is in the quality of the voices that make vireless transmissions. Sonie people whose speaking or
singing voices are quite pleasant when heard in the
ordinary way do not broadcast at all well; with others
just the reverse is the case. Certain voices seem to
suit the microphone exactly, whilst others don't
no one can say. A curious point is that the
slightest imperfection in pitch is intensified by wireless, probably owing to the enormous amount of

-'hy,

E

magnification to which the sounds are submitted at
both transmitting and receiving ends, Of all singers
the contralto has the hardest task when broadcasting;
any notes that are at all forced or imperfectly produced sound " puddingy." %Vireless is, in fact, an
automatic and keen critic, most unkind to faults of
any kind.

1AYFARER.

We shall be pleased to hear from readers in the larger towns, who could act as correspondents and submit regular weeIly reports of about 250-350
words dealing with the reception of broadcasting and local wireless developmerits. These reports should be written in an interesting manner and would
be paid for.. Application should be made at once to the Editor.
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SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH AN ARMSTRONG
SUPER-REGENERATIVE
By

..

I

J.

CRO YSDALE.

-

RECEIVER

...

.

*

Owing lo lite great difficulty experienced in getting this circuit lo function, the following description
c.f a
regenerative receiver which
actually n'orks successfully will be of great interest.

LAST year,

The particular circuit with which I have
experimented most is shown in Fig. 3. I
will describe in some detail the alterations
and refinements which I find necessary for
its successful operation.
Some writers state that the relative disposition of the various components of the set
is somewhat critical, and has an inflüence
on the orking. I haie found myself that
this is hardly true, and in my first experiments I had the coils and condensers lying
about all over the bench; yet, when I came
lo box things up, everything worked as

in common, I suppose, with
most wireless experimenters, my interest
as aroused by the many wonderful accounts of the super-regenerative circuit deised by Major E. II. Armstrong. The
results claimed for this Circuit offered me

I.

I

before.
I
will no

deal with Fig. 3.
of 70 turns of
24 S.\\'.G. on an ebonite tube
diam.
3111. long. A tapping is taken at each to
tu r n S.

s
F4g.

-

1.-Internal arrangement of

A.-The A.T.l. consists

the receiver

B.-The reaction varionieter. This is
mounted close up to the end of the A.T.I.
The stator of this variometer is ebonite tube
of same diameter as the A.T.I., and wound
with So turns, 28 S.\V.G.
The rotor is a
wooden ba1 2ifl. diam. wound with 70 turns,

sufficient indu'cement to scrap my existing set
and construct an Armstrong " super."
'r1ìoiig1ì I apologise for adding yet another
article on tills circuit to the already long list
of those which have appeared in the radio
journals in this country and America, I feel
there is, perhaps, some justification in my
attempt to add a little further practical information which will render the use of this
circuit more widespread.
Major Armstrong claims great things
for his invention, and in his paper cites
one or two examples of its powers of
ampi ilication. Many experimenters have
tried to emulate these performances hut
have been disappointed; consequently,
there seems to me to be a ort of general
belief that the ircuit is far too tricky as
yet to replace the orthodox valve amplifier
such as e now use. How eer, since I
have had a certain measurè of suëcess with
the circuit, I have come to regard it as the
thing for amplification, and already I feel that
ordinary high frequency amplification (reactance capacity, etc.) is out of date.
The photographs, Figs. i and 2, how the
complete apparatus.
There are many points, naturally, which
need careful attention in the construction of
an Armstrong super-regenerative receiver.

28

S.\V.G.

C.-Variable condenser

mum.

of .oco5 /LF maxi-

(

Fig.

2.-Complete inth,zmen!.

D.-Grid condenser

.000

1tcF.

E.-A multilayer coil of the duolateral type
having 750 turnS.
F.-A radio frequency choke coil of 1,500
to 2,000 turns approx. This may be a slab
coil of 34 S.\V.G. or any other form òf

multilayer coil.
G.-A radio frequency choke coil, approx.
3oo turns. This serves to keep the high fre20
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quençyoscilltions in the circuit

A C D from

As régajds the wiring up, no special oere
was taken, except in the matter of insulation.
The valves I am using are French (Mètal)
R valves for detector and low frequency, and,
a B.T.H.-B. valve for the oscillator valve.
High tension supply is about 120 volts and
low tension 6 volts.
I have made provision for the addition of
extra A.T.I. or reaction if required; and the
two plug sockets will be noticed in the photograph. These, of courge, are shorted if not

'

passing through condenser H.
H.-A variable condenser of .00I5F is
used here by others, but i ha've found a fixed
condenser of .006 F. capacity better, and this
eliminates the variable.
h-Blocking condenser .002 1uF.
J.-H.T. by-pass condenser i F.
K.-Gridleak variable, from 0-7 megohms.

L.-Condenser

P.-Pin plugs

F.
for extra

.002

AT.l. and

re-

action.

in usefl

Notes on Constructional Details
The A.T.I. coil is placed end-on over the
variometer.
This ensures çlosest
reaction coupling. The right-hand dial controis the reaction spindle.

Two Dewar switches are shown (Fig. 2),.
which cut the low frequency valve in or out.
Notes on Manipulation
It is useless tring to give much detail ith
regard to the manipulation of this set, but

6F

llE

E

-I't,.

V

-

I.p

I.'..

J.--'
"s

!

....r.
Fig.,3.-(

ircui1

diagram.

-

.

what I give is intended to serve as a startingpoint from which to work and learn the
meaning of each noise. The niceties of adjustment are gained by experience only.
%Vhen the whole is assembled the best thing
to do is to attach the set to an aerial and
earth. The detector valve is lighted, the set
tuned to óoo metres, and the gridleak, etc.,
adjusted. One can then determine whether
the detector part of the circuit is functioning
properly.
Now disconneci the aerial and earth and
connect the frame aerial at X and Y. The
first valve should be made to oscillate vigorously-on the .broadcásting ave band; the
quenching valve is next brought into actiqn
by simply lighting the filament and gradually
brightening it up. A very' high-pitched

The coils E, F, G are best mounted against'
the back of the instrument cabinet; in this
way they take up least room. The blocking
'condensers L and H are also screwed to the
back of the cabinet.
It is advisable to use vernier filament resistances for the oscillator and detector valves;
suitable types are now on the market.
One of the most important points in connection with this Circuit, at any rate when
using ordinary R valves, is the use çif gridleak rectification instead of the negative grid
volts method. I have cirried out many tests
with varióus combinations of leaks and potentiometers, and have found that it is necessary
to have a variable gridleak combined with a
potentiometer, asin the diagram. I generally
use a positive bias on the gridleak.

't
21
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tector valve, therefore it i necessáry to get
as much energy as possible into the grid
Circuit of the quenching valve. The condenser of .00I5-.002 aF is too small a by-pass
for ordinary valves, and tlierefore by increasing the capacity to .00ó this condition is
more easily fulfilled and better results
Ol)tai ned.
As to the actual results ¡have liad in the
wáy of reception on the instrument described,
i would like to quote one or two instances
which will give an idea of the relative power
of amplification obtainable.
Using no aerial, eàrth, dr. frame, simply
the set as it stands on the bench in my work.
shop in the basement of the house, I get
splendid signals on 200 metres. \Vitli the low
frequency valve cut out (that is, using just
the two valves). I get signals from 8AB, of
Nice, readable 6ft. froiîi the 'phones-8AI
radiatiiig 1.5 ITIP5 900 odd miles away.
Similarly, most of the Continental amateuis
come in strongly, also telephony from 2JZ,
20N, 2N1\I, etc., is of good strength.
As a matter of fact I find a frame aerial of
little help on the 200-metre wavelength, except, perhaps, for slight directional effect.

..

It

filamente

ädvisable in tuning to use the minimum amount of A.TC. possible, because tóo
much parallel capacity seems to have the
effect of resisting the quenching action of the
second valve.
In using a frame aerial connected as shown
in the diagran, its natural- wavelength
should he somewhere of the order of the
wavelength to be received.
I will now discuss one or two of the more
interesting phenomena met
ith in using
i

On the broadcast wae band, lìoie'er, a
frame aerial is very effective in directionl
reception. \Vith a ten-turn 4f t. sqtiare frame
2L0 gives good " loud-speaker" signals
using the three valves.
I have also heard \\ JZ's carrier wave, but
could get no telephony.
During the Transatlantic tests ¡ tried a
small 8ft aerial slung across the room, using
no earth, and with this.arrangement I heard

this circuit.
Those who have followed previous literature on this Circuit will know that the condenser -I-I is given generally as having a
capacity of .0015-002 F. This, I find, is not
suffic!ent capacity if one is working with
ordinary valves, and for the following reason,
the object in. this circuit is to get a sufficient

Have you read

this

ç

8AQO and one or two other American
amateurs, all of fair strength.
In conclusion, I consider that there is
undoubtedly great scope for the British experimenter in the development of this principle of super-regenêration devised by Major
Armstrong.

moñth

:
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variationof- potential oñ tue grid of the de

whistle should at once bé heard.If not,
something is wrong, and circuits should bé
tested for breaks.
As thé filament of the quenching vahe is
brightened a point is reached where the first
valve is " quenched," that is, stops oscillating. Now leave the filament of the quenching
valve-at this setting and increase the reaction
coupling a little more, so that there is just
sufficieñt- to overcome the quenching action
of the second alvé. With the set in this
state, by just \arying the A.T.C. arid reaction one cali search round for cárrier
vave. Having found one, decrease the re
a:tiori to just off oscillation point. The telephony should now be heard, horribly distorted
perhaps, but this is remedied by minor adjustments which one learns by trial and
error. For instance, variation of the gridleak combined with adjustment of the potentiometer makes all the difference beteen
loud signals or none at all. If the telephony
is badly distorted, the quenching frequency
may be too low; this may be altered, within
certain limits, by dimming the quenching
valve
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A Simple Crystal Réceiver

u
u

i
.L.

I
u

'i

D

'5.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
This is the simplest form of crystal
receiver circuit. It will be seen that
there are four pieces of apparatus
required:
L, an Inductance coil fitted with a

slider.

D, a crystal detector.
T, a pair of telephone receivers.
C, a blocking or telephone con-

denser.

GENERAL REMARKS.
This circuit is suitable for the reception of broadcasting and experimental
telephony transmission, the reception
of Morse signals from ship and shore
stations (particularly at night) and
the reception of the Paris (FL) time
signals. The circuit is easy to operate
and is an excellent one for the beginner
to try Out first.
VALUES OF COMPONENTS.
The variable inductance will depend
for its size on the range of wavelengths
to be covered. The distance of reception has nothing whatever to do with
the size of the coil, of course. If the
wavelength to be covered is from
about 200 to 1,000 metres, the inductance L might be wound with
No. 22 gauge double cotton covered
wire for a distance of about 8m, on a
-

3in. cardboard tube.

If the range of

wavelength is to include 2,600 metres
(the wavelength of the Paris time
signals transmission) the inductance
L might be wound with No. 24
enamelled copper wire wòund for a
distance of 10in. on a cardboard
tube 4m. in diameter.
The condenser C is fixed, and is
known as the, telephone condenser.
its value is usually about 0.002 F,
although this is not very important.
it might be made up of sheets of tinfoil measuring 3m, by 2m., separated
by slightly larger sheets of thin paper
which has been soaked in paramn wax.
Five sheets on one side might be joined
together and the other four, which are
sandwiched between them, are also
joined together in a similar manner.
The detector D might be of any of
tbe usual types with the point of a fine
spring made of No. 36 bare copper
wire pressing on a small piece of
Hertzite crystal.
The telephones T should he of high
resistance, not less than 1,000 ohms.
NOTES ON OPERATION.
See that the sliding contact S makes
good contact with every turn on the
Inductance L as it passes over it.
With the metal point touching the
Hertzite crystal, move the slider S
up and down the coil L until signals

are heard. Re-adjust the detector by
trying different points on the crystal
and varying the pressure; then carefully adjust the slider until the desired
signals are obtained. The flnat
position of the slider should be such
that a movement to either side of the
selected point will cause the signals

.
.

to fade off.

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS.
In most cases it will be found that
no telephone condenser will be necessary. This varies with different
circumstances and different telephone
receivers.
RANGE OBTAINABLE.
Broadcasting stations should be
heard up to 10 miles comfortably.
Such a circuit has been known to
receive Broadcasting up to 20 miles
regularly, but signals are not loud..
Much longer ranges are occasionally
received. Paris time signals should
be obtained alt over Great Britain on
Ship and shore
a crystal detector.
stations may frequently be heard up to
a range as much as 600 mites at night,
but 60 miles is a better average.
METHOD OF CONNECTING UP.
The lower figure shows pictorially
boss' the different components may be
connected up according to the circuit
No. 1.

AERIAL.
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than io miles if really satisfactory results are
to l)e expected.
in the first numhr of Modern lVireless
appeared particulars of The Paris 'lime
Signals. These should
undoubtedly be received anywhere iii
this country on the
crystal -set described
L
and the reception òf Nauen time
signals should also be
possible.
The receiving appa rat u s comprises
three parts, the variable inductance, the
crystal detector, and the
telephone
receivers.
These are connected
together by copper
-Tite Complele
wire in the manner
shown in Fig. i.
Let us consider these irious items in turn

jhere,

t -

The Variable Inductance
The variabl inductance is of ihe type
having a slider which moves along the coil
and enables contact to be made with indiidual turns. The principal raw materials,
as it were, are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 5, and 6.
Fig. 2 shows a bobbin of No. 26 enamelled
copper wire. One pound of this shduld be
purchased. lt will alays come in useful for
different purposes.
Fig. 3 shows a cardboard tube measuring
in. by iin. long.
Fig. shows a piece of od shaped frorn
a board 6in:x5in.x im.
It v'ill be seen

-

..

V

.

-

-

-

that the top corners are rounded for the sake
of appearance.
Thèse cornrs may bé left
square if the trouble of rounding them off is
to be aôided. A slOt L is provided where
indicated. The slot will perhaps afterwards
have to be deepened a little, but at this stage
its dimensions may be left as shown. Two
end pieces, similar to that shown in Fig. 4,
will be required.
Fig. shows a brass rod tin. quare and
i2m. long.
T'vo holes; indicatd by the
letter E, are:tnade jn ihé rod, oiieteacli

coiditions but tht \vriter neer advises the
use of a crystl set over a range of more

u

»

The adva»n1age of being able to receive the Eiffel Tower finie signals and those of Nauen near
Berlin, attract many n'ould-be listeners-in, and we give Ielw full details of a set which has
proved very successful for this purpose.
»

set illustrated in Fig. i is capable
of covering a wavelength range of about
It will re200 metres to 4,000 metres.
ceive broadcasting quite well over short
ranges, sucli as io miles. Of course, much
longer ra liges are possible under very good

1923
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nd 'Tliése-fuioles
have a diameter of
th or -th in.
Fig. 6 shows a slider
which should preferably be bought. The
slider should have a
hole through it
and is pro\ ided with a
small rod H :and a
springVG. The slider

Il ultimately he
slipped on to the rod
of Fig. 5
Fig. 7 shows a piece
of wood measuring
about 3ln.x iin. x lin.
Receivin,t Sel.
Two of these pieces of
wood will be required.
having provided these different parts, or
made them, thé assembly of the inductance
may be proceeded with, and the first step is
to complete the end pieces which support the
coil, by screwing the pieces of wood shown in
Fig. 7 on to the end pieces shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 8 shows the completed end piece and
indicates the position on the wooden piece C
of the small piece J. Screws K are used to
secure the piece J to the piece C. M is the
nut which helps to secUre a terminal, preferably of the 4 B.A. army type, to the end
piece C. A cross section of the end piece
is shown in Fig. 9, which clearly shows the
terminal.
Fig. io shows the two end pieces required,
each constructed in accordance with Figs. S
V'

-

24
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two s1ots in the eñd piecés in the manner
shown in Fig. 12. Details are shown in

,
together with the completed inductance coil arked N. This coil is wound on
a cardboàrd tube meásuring I2in.X4ifl.
On this tube is wound a single layer of
No. 26 enamelled wire for alength of ihn.,
care being taken to see that the turns are
wound very close together, and the wire pulled
tight at each turn.
The winding o this coil is sQmewhat
laborious, but this is unavoidable. The
.cardboard tube N may be enamelled after
the wire hás been wound on it.
It is, of course, very important that
the wire should be kept taut as it is
wound,. as otherwise it may come
undone with serious results.
The
whole art in preparing an induct-

and-

Fig.

/
-

.

-

Fig.

1.-Pi donai diagram

-

--

of connections.

ance coil of this kind, is in preventing
the turns coming undone. One end of the
coil' of wire is passed several times through
the holes Q at the end of the cardboard tube
N, a length, P, being left over. The end of
P is bared and secured to the nut 1\i of the
terminal going through the left-hand end
piece. The other end of the inductance coil
is secured to holes, and no lead is taken from
this end. A short length of wire, however,
is connected to the nut which is part of the
terminal passing through tile right-hand
end piece C, which is similar inall respects to
the end piece C at the left-hand de. The end
f this wire is bared and connected to he
brass rçd which is fixed into position in the

ii.

Before fixing the slider in position the two
end pieces shown in Fig. io are pressed
against the ends of the cardboard tube, the
ends of the wooden pieces J being smeared
with seccotine so that when the cardboard
tube is. pressed over these pieces the whole will
hold. together. Screws may be. passed
through the cardboard tube into the ends of
the pieces J if desired, to strengthen the whole
inductance.
Having secured the end pieces, the slider
is now slipped on to the brass rod, which is
then fitted into the slots in the end pieces of
C and C2 in Fig. 12. Screws Si and S2
secure the brass rod to the end pieces. Haying roughly fixed the slider in position, a
pencil line may he drawn on the énamelled
wire where the slider will:niove along it.
Having made a longitudinal line along the
coil the slider and brass rod may be removed
for the time being, and a- strip ein. wide of the
coil may be bared by rubbing it with emery
paper, until the bare copper shows. The
enamelling will still remain in between the
individual"turns and will prevent any shorl
circuiting. When the wire has been carefully bared, and this must be done very
thoroughly, tPìe brass rod and slider may be
replaced and care should be taken to see that
the slider i pressing fairly firmly on the bare
portion of the coil. The spring between the
plunger in the slider and the brass rod
should be compressed to about half its length,
and the brass rod, of course, should be absolutely parallel with the coil. This is the
most difficult adjustment in making a good
variable inductance of this kind, and it may
be necessary to deepen the slots in the two
end pieces C and C2 until the slider moves
smoothly and yet makes effective contact with
each turn of wire as it passes over it.
Fig. i r shows a cross section of the righthand end piece, showing the terminal to
which is connected a wire going to the
screw supporting one end of the brass
rod.
Having made the inductance, the next piece
of apparatus is the crystal detector, which
may be constructed as follows:

The Crystal Detector
constructing
the detector which.has the
In
finished appearance shown in Fig. i it i
necessary to construct a baseboard A, having
two little ledges' D, and fitted with two ter25

12
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minais B and C. The dimensions bf this
baseboard are 3in.x2ifl., although they are
not of very great importance.
Fig. 14 shows a cross-section of tile detector. lt will be seen that the spring Contact
is a spiral of copper wire which may be bent
-round a diary pencil or something similar.
The copper wire should be bare, anthniay
Consist of a small piece of No. 36 gauge wire.
This spiral is attached at the top end to a
strip of brass K, which should he springy.

ii,

¡923

rod E by means of two nuts H 'and j, which,
of course, are 2 B.A. brass nüts.
The hole marked R is really â longitudinal
slit, which is provided to allow for the spring
M to move up and down by turning the
terminal head L, which may be from an
ordinary terminal. By turning L in a clockise direction until it presses down on K the
spring may be lowered onto the crystal which
is contained in a cup P, a screw Q being provided to secure the cup to tue baseboard.
E

E

ç.

ß

1EE

4

I

5-Brass

Fig
I

-

slider bar

Fi

-

aructir

Fig. 3.-t5ard board tube for wind-

Fig. 2.-Showing
bobbin of enarn-

g.

Showing eonof

ing inductance coil.

cUed wire.

Fig.

-

4.-End

piece

\ \\

for lube.

K

Fig. 9.--Seclion
of end piece.

Fig. 14.--Eievaiion of detector.-

Fig. 8.-Position of
terminal and support
on end piece.

L'

\

\

Fig.
Plan

Fig. 12.-Complete inductance assembled.

of

de-

arm

Fig. 1L-Seclion of rig/ithand end-piece.
/1

Fig. 10.-Complete inductance in parts.

13.-

.---

.-.
1_J\\

Fig. 7.-Support for
lube.

This crystal cup may be purchased, and the

An ordinary piece of thin brass stri svitI do,
and springiness may be imparted to it. by
hammering it. The strip K, before being
bent, has the appearance shown in Fig. ¡3.
The hole S, and the cut-out portion R, are
arranged as shown. The bent strip is
mounted on a piece of 2 B.. brass studding
marked E, and dimensioned as shown. This
piece of studding is secured by means of two
nuts F and G to the baseboard of the detector. The bent strip K is fixed to the vertical

crystal in it is retained in position by means
of three screws. This will generally b found
more conenient than soldering the crystal
in the cup.
It will he noticed that the strip K is bent
at right angles at the point M. Care should
be taken that the crystal cornes directly under
the spring end. Connection should be rnade
from the cup P to the terminal B, and a
similar connection is made between the verti.

26
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-Operation of the Set
presents itself in the operadifficulty
No
tion of this set. The spring Contact of the
detector, which is preferably fitted with
The finished crystal detector presents the . a piece of 11ertzite crystal, should rest
appearance of Fig. 15
gently on a portion of
and will he found to work
the crystal, and the
excellently.
only other adjustment,
is to move the slider
Wiring of the Apparatus
very slowly up and
The apparatus is wired
down the
inductance
up as follows:-The
coil until signals are
aerial wire is connected to
heard. \Vhen this ocone terminal of the sari-curs the slider should
able inductance.
This
be left in the position
terminal is also connected
hich gies the loudest
to the terminal of the
results, and the deteccrystal detector, which is
tor care ful.ly re-adconnected to the crystal
justed.
Probably difcup. The other terminal
ferent Sorts of signals
of the crystal detector is
will be heard, including
connected tó one side of
ship stations sending
Fig. 16.-The crystal dccc!or.
a pair of high-resistance
on the spark system.
'phones, having a resistance, prefrabIy, of
Broadcasting stations should be heard with
not less than 2,000 ohms; the other side of the
the slider near the left-hand end of the coil,
telephones is connected to the other terminal
while FL (Paris) on 2,600 metres may he
of the variable iiìductance, which terminal is
heard when the slider is near the right-hand
connected to the earth lead. (See Fig. i.)
end.

cal standard E and the terminal C. These
connections can conveniently be made under
the baseboard, the ledges D serving to keep
the wiring off the level of the tal 1e.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL
AND THE HACKNEY AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
From the

HACKNEY

RADIO SOCIETY to

P.M.G.

Reply from POSTMASTER-GENER\L to the

the

/

16th Feb., 1923.
am instructed by my Executive to inform YOU that some doubt exists
amongst the members of the Society as to
the clause in their licences dealing with the
removal of receiving sets.
They are puzzled as to whether they may
take their apparatus to friends' houses or not,
for the purpose of comparison and demonstration, and would be glad if you will gi\'e a
definite ruling on the matter.-Yours faithfully,
DEAR

HACKNEY R \D1O SOCIETY.
General Post Office, E.C.i,

28th

SIR,-I

Feb.,

1923.

Ref. 62652/23.
RECEPTION OF WIRELESS SIGNALS.
to your letter of the
i6th February, 1 am directed by the Postmaster-General to say that he sees no objection
to members of the Society taking their wireless receiving apparatus occasionally to other
private houses for the purposes of comparison

SIR,-\Vith reference

or demonstration.-I am, Your obedient
servant,
(Signed) T. W. \VISSENDEN,
For the Secretary.
C. C. PHILLIPS, Esq.

(Signed) CHAS. C. PHILLIPS,
Hon. Sec., HACKNEY RADIO SOCIETY.
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ACCUMULATORS

i

:.

r

By ALAN L. Iii. DOUGLAS, Associare Editor of "Wireess Weekiy."

This ar1ile will give the experfmenler an insight into the manufacture, care añd use nf
accumulators for filament heating.

IT

I.

is a commoñ rmárk amongst many
experimenters, " Oh, I never give my
accumulators a thought; they dOn't
require attention, you know." Now nothing
could he further from the truth, because the
useful life of an accumulator is almost entirely dependent upon the amount of care
betoved on it. The fact is that a great
many enthusiasts have only had their cells
for a comparatively short period, and in
almost e\ery case the careful first charge
given them by an established accumulator
charging. station, together w ith acid of the
correct specific gra\ ity added by this
sation, has been sufficient to cause the
battery to settle down nd function regularly
aiid reliably.
But how long is this state of affairs going
to continue? There will he many who find
after a time that their battery does not seem
to hold the charge so well others will notice
a black deposit settling dow n upon the foot
of the containing case; and yet others who
find the plates, and especially the tops of the
plates, becoming a white or yellowish-white
colour.
Any of these effects may manifest
themselves within a period of a few months,
hut none of them, if due care be taken,
should be present even after a few years
service. Let us look further into the matter
and obtain an insight into the principles
underlying the use of accumulators. First of
all it will be necessary to examine and understand the Construction and principle of workIt is generally
ing of an accumulator.
recognised that an accumulator forms a ready
and convenient means of storing electricity of
a certain kind. The exact process by means
of which this is accomplished would not seem
so clear to everyone though, and therefore
we must first of all grasp this before the
accumulator " instinct," so to speak, can he
properly developed.
It will facilitate niatters to glance at the
diagrammatic sketch oL an. accuníulator,
Fig. i. From this it vill be seen that we
have two sets of plates, as they are called,
immersed in a solution of sulphuric acid and
water and contained in a glass, celluloid or
ebonite container.

There may be any number of plates on
either side, as it were, dependitig upon the
ability of the accuniulator to store up more
or less electrical energy; this ve call the
capacity" of the cell. These plates are,
although similar in size, by no means the
ame in cOnstruction.
They both consist
basically of a grid or framework of pure
lead, this being for strength from a
mechanical point .of view where the filling
is concerned. The plate or plates attached to
the positive pole or red terminal have
pressed into the grid formation spongy oxide
of lead of a somewhat similar chemical constitution to ordinary red lead. Thepaste is

;

Fig. 1.-Showing crrangement of
plates.

.

4-volt accumulator in
carrying case.

pressed into the grid-like formätion of the
plates by hydraulic means, the holes in the
plates taking many forms commercially with
a view to retaining the paste for as long as
possible.
Several factors may tend to dislodge the
paste, but that most generally encountered is
the too common tendency to charge or discharge the accumulator at a rate greatly in
excess of that ad ised by the manufacturer.
Tlìis.willcause the. plates to bend or buckle,
and as a sure way of destroying the accumulator cannot he surpassed.
These positive
plates are joined at regulär intervals to a lead
busbar by burned joints, no other method of
jointing lead being satisfactory.
28
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and remain there in a state of suspended
call upon the
añimation as it ..ere until
accumulator to re-transfer the electricity lili
have clarge it. Then the process
which
is reversed, the positive plates assume their
original formation, and the reversal of the
chemjcal energy causes an electric current to
flow through anx Circuit attached to the
terminals of the accumulator.
The difference between the action of a
dry cell or primary battery and an accumulator or secondary battery is that with the
former the process can he gone through once
only, but with the latter it can be repeated
time after time.
Hence, of course, the
enormous- practical value of the accumulato r is at once apparent.
Having now absorbed the principle upon
which the battery works, the several reasons.
for the shortcomings indicated at the beginning of the, article- ,çan -receive attention.
-Firstly, the most common fault with the experimenter is that his baftery does not appear
to be holding the charge sò well as when it
vas new. This may be due to several cuses,
and an examination of the accumulator is
necessary. Should this reveal lack of acid,
the falling-off may be attributed to that cause,
provided the plates are of normal colour. If
the plates are greyisb-white or whitè with
yellow tinge, the trouble is rather more
serious. To effectively treat this condition
it should be tackled the moment it makes its
appearance; hut it may he remarked here that
it never would have made its appearance verc
(a) the cell never allowed to stand in. a discharged condition, and (b) the specific gravity
of the electrolyte correct.
The only practicable method of eradicating
this condition is to pour out all the acid, and
repeatedly wash the cell out with hot o per
cent. solutions of washing soda and water.
Care should be taken not to shake the
accumulator during this process, as it is
liable to cause any deposit at the bottom of
the cells to become wedged in the holes in the
separators, whereby tending to shortcircuit
the plates.

The negative plates are forrned into an
open or diamond grid forhiatiop also, but are
pasted with pure lead Of a spongy or porous
nature. The object of this is to offer as
great a contact area to the acid (or electrolyte as it is called) as possible., This.paste is
also pressed in by hydraulic means, but is
just as readily dislodged as the red positive
paste is.
Referring to Fig. i, we will see that a series
of positive and negative plates alternately will
present themselves to us, reading from one
side of the cell to the other. These must all
be kept separate, aid yet the acid must
circulate freely around and between them.
This is best effected by means of corrugated
perforated celluloid sheets, very similar in
appearance to corrugated iron roofing with
nother and
which we are' all familiar.
superior arrangement is to' have a number
shaped glass tubes hanging over
of little
the top edges of each other plate, and of
such a length as to extend almost to the
bottom of the plates. Yet anotherarrangement consists -of -creosoted wood strips
separating the plates,. -a.nd-- which crtaihly
providesh more secute arrangement from a
purely théchanical point of view.
These constitute the main features of the
accUmulator. The acid solution used should
bc-of a specific gravity of 1.19 Of 1.2, and
should he máde up with pure brimstone
sulphuric acid -in the proportion of fôur parts
Cheap sulphuric
of water to one of acid.
acid often cOntains ulphur in excess quantities, and this is liable to deposit itself on the
plates' ánd prevent the proper circùlation of
the electrolyte. For this reason, also, pure
vater shoúld be used, for tap water often
contains carbonate f hme, which will behave
in exactly the sâme manner, and cause the
retaining powers of the accumulator to be
impaired.
Now the accumulator does not really store
electricity; what takesplace when we apply a
source of electrical supply to it is a chemical
action, in which certain of the elements in the
positive plates transfer themselves through
the medium of the acid to the negative plates,
l

.

(To be continued.)
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ElectriciFy

T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., Staff Editor (Physics).

Readìrs wlu are taking up wireless as a ho'bby, and have little or no electrical knowledge,
will find a careful perusal of this special series of articles of rea1 assistance.

PART I
-

who e er knew hat electricity was--and lie
has forgotten !
This little anecdote proides a suitable reply
to the questiòn. For- it shouldhe admitted
at the outset that nobody knows what electricity is, except that it is one of- the many
forms which energy may take. .......
lthough we do not know its Ultimate
nature, we do know a great- deal about -the
properties and behaviour of electricity, and
we have been able to employ it in a variety
of useful ways, many of which are so familiar
as hardly to need mention-the driving of
tranicars, lighting, heating, the telephone, and

Introductory'

has become so popular
since the establishment of broàdcasiWIRELESS
ing that it has been necessary to provide receiving sets of the utmost simplicity,
so that anyon purchasing a set and folldwing the simple instructions may he able, without any technical knowledge, to take advantage of this new form of entertainment.
Although there are ma1Iy thousánds of
people in .this position, there is nô doubt that
ali increasing number aré desirous of learning
something of the innèr working of their sets.
- In wireless, as in' many other matters, the
interest and pleasure aregreatly enhanced by
tile possession of a little technical knowledge.
For this reason, it is pròposedin this series
of articles to explain the fuñdamental facts of
electricity and magnetism for the absolute beginner, that is to say, not the absolute beginner in wireless-for it is evident that you
are already interested in wireless, or you would
not be reading this-hut for the listener-in
who is beginning to take an interest in the
workings of his set.

SO

On.

Electricity is, of course, invisible and intangible, and one of the most practical ways
to think of it, as we have said, is as a fonn
lt may be either at rest or in
of energy.
motion, just as the air may be at rest or in
motion. 1f the air is moving from one place
to another we have a cuirent of air and this
air in motion represents energy, since we can
use it for doing work-for example, for turning a windmill. Similarly, when electricity
is in motion ve can employ it for doing work,
and just as we speak of a current of air when
the air is in motion, so we speak of a current
of electricity when the electricity is in motion.
-

-

What is Electricity?
You wòuld imagine that the first and
simplest question to ask would be \Vhat is
electricity? The late Lord Kelvin (when Sir
Wm. Thomson) during a lecture noticed
one of his students falling asleep. The
Professor called upon him " Mr. So-and-So,
will you kindly tell nie what electricity is?
The student was momentarily confused and
stammered '' I did know, Sir, but I have forgotten." " Gentlemen," said the Professor,
addressing his class, ' this is the saddest
thing in my experience. Fiere is the only man
:

Electricity at Rest
\Vhen electricity is at rest, itis sonietimes
referred to as " static " electricity, and the
study of electricity at rest is known as
" electrostatics." A quantity of electricity at
rest is called an electric charge, or an electrostatic charge, and we usually only deal
with electric charges when they are associated
ith material bodies. For example, it is

:

:
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vell known that if a piece of ebonite be rubbed
it acquires an electric charge which remains
upon its surface.
To begin with, however, we shall find it
more convenient to study electricity in motion
rather than electricity at rest, and we shall
therefore postpone the study of electrostatics

commonly used insulating substances are
glass, paraffin vax, ebonite, india rubber,
mica, porcelain, dry cotton, and silk. When
we use a wire for conveying electricity from
one point to another the wire is sure to he in
contact, at some point or other, with material
substances, and if the electricity is to be pre-

until later on.

Elèctricity iii Motion
Just as an eledtrostatic charge when it is t
rest must be associated with a material body,
-

so also must it remain in association with a
material body when it moves from one place
to another; that is to say, under ordinary circumstances electricity can only move from
one place to another by means of a material
connection. Such a connection,- which is able
to provide a path for electricity in motion, is
known as an electrical conductor, or simply as
a conductor.
All substances are able to
conduct electricity, but they differ so greatly
in their ability to do so that they are generally
divided into two main classes, namely, those

'.'-'

Fie. 3

vented f röm escaping, the wire must only coni
in contact with insulating substances. For
example, when telephone wires are supported
upon poles, they are secured by porcelain
insulators which prevent them from coming
in contact with the wood of the telephone pole
which being usually damp, is a poor insulator and would allow some ot the electricity
in the wire to leak away into the ground.
Wire which is to bè used for indoor ourposes, where it is likely to come into cortact
with surrounding objects, is usually covered
over its entire length with insulating material
such as cotton, silk, or enamel. It is then
known as " insulated wire."

vhich conduct electricity fairly easily and
those which, for all practical purposes, do not
conduct it at.all. The former are known by
the general name of conductors, and the
latter asinsulatois.
Most metals are exCuuchg

w"-.'

-

_t

-'L

Sources of Electricity
Electricity may be obtained from various
sOurces, but the two principal ones are the
electric generator and the electric battery.
An electric generator, sometimes called a
dynamo, is a machine (driven usually by a
steam engine) which is able to convert the
energy supplied to it by the engine into electrical energy in the form of electric current.
This is the source of electricity which is used
for all industrial purposes, such as for electric power, lighting, and so on. In an
electric power station there are a number of
generators producing the current, which is
conveyed by means of insulated wires or
cables to the various factories, houses, etc., on
the system. We see here several transformations of energy First of all the coal is burned
in the furnaces and the chemical energy of the
coal is changed into heat energy; this is transferred to the steam boilers and reappears as
mechanical energy in the engine. This drives
the generator producing electricity, which, is
conveyed (say) to a dwelling-house, where it

ft-i-c,r_
1

3/

4
,

.

Figs.

1,

2 and

g/g_"'

4.

remely good conductors, and thus if two
bodies are connected together by a metal wire
an electric charge upon one of the bodies will
be readily conducted along the wire to
the other body,. until the charge has distributed itself, upon the two bodies. Whilst the
electricity is flowing along the wire, there is
sid to be at electric current in the wire.
Although conductors are extremely important, insulators are none the less so. Some
31
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ing bacl energy in theJorm of heat; or to
light an electric, lamp, -tbus giving its energy
in theY form of lighi. The eneigy supplied
at the generating station' has rëappeared in

special feàtureof. this battery is that the lead
plates are not consumed in action, but a
change takes place in themn when current is
drawn from The battery, andthis change is
reversible; when the battery is run down all
we have to do is. to pass urrèrit through it
.(from a generator, e.g.; the electric light
mains) in the " wrong " direction and the
lead plates are gradually restored to their
original condition, the battery being then
"charged " and ready for tise as before.
Owing to certain facts which w disctis later
on, accumulators aré able to supply much
stronger currents than dry batteries. The'
are more expensive, however, and so we
generally use dry batteries when we require
very small currents and accumulators when
require large currents. Accumulators
also need more attention than dry batteries,
and should be recharged at least once a month.

the home, these two points being connected.
merely by a vire; we conclude that the flow
of electricity' along the wire represents the
flowf energy along the wire.

'Primary Batteries
The electric battery produces electricity by
direct chemical action and is very convenient
for many purposes where..comparatively small
currents are required. A simple form of electricbatterv cOnsists öf a rod of zinc and one
of carhor immersed in a solutiön of salammoniac. 1f the two rods are connected to
gether, outside the battery, by a piece of
copper wire, a current of electricity w ill flow
f rom the carbon rod to the zinc, and chemical
action will take place in the battery, resulting
in the gradual destruction of the zinc rod.
This kind of battery is known as a " prthiary
battery," and when he component parts (in
this case the zinc ród and the solution) are exhausted, the battery is of no further use. lt
is then said to be " discharged " or "run
down," and can only be re-conditioned by the
replacement of the necessary parts. Batteries
of this kind (called Leclanché batteries, after
their inventor) are commonly used for ringing
electric bells and such-like purposes, where
the current is only required for short periods
and at intervals. Used in this way, stich
batteries will last without attention for many
months.
Dry Batteries.
Everyone is familiar with the so-called
dr3 " batteries used for pocket flash-lamps.
As a matter of fact, these are Leclanché
batteries, each unit consisting of a zinc container with a carbon rod in the centre and the
sal-ammoniac solution, absorbed in a porous
wrapping between the rod and the zinc.
The are "dry " only in the sense of being
unspillable, and if they become really dry they
are useless. We shafi see, later on, that this
tYpe of battery is largely used in wireless in
connection 'ith certain kinds of receiving'sets.
.

i
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great importance in electrical work, known as
the secondary battery, storige battery, or
accumulator.. This consists ofa number of
- .:lead plates immersed in sulphuricacid.
The

is used to operate an electric fire, thereby giv-

u

II,

IF
Fig.

:.:

5.

Poles or Terminals of a Battery
Every battery has two "poles" or " terminals," which generally consist of screvs
coñnected with the two plates; in the primary
battery described above, the screw attached
to the zinc rod would be called the negative
terminal and that attached to the carbon the
According to the older
positive terminal.
convention. the current is said to flow alone

an outside 'connecting wire from the positiv'
to the negative terminal of a battery. The
positive terminal is indicated by the sign +,
and the negative by the sign-. An accumulator generally has the positive terminal
marked in red, and the negative in black.
\Vhen we draw diagrams of electrical connectioñs, a battery (Or a "cell " as it is called
if it is only o'ne unit) is always represented as
shown in Fig. 5. The terms "cell " and
battery" are used more or less indiscriminately, but strictly a battery is a group of
cells.
In the next Article we will deal with some
of the effects of the electric current.

Storage Batteries or Accumulators
\Ve have said that a primary battery is useless hen theactive elements hâve been consumed. There is anothec type of battery, of

.

-

(To be continued.)
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Department will act as Secretary to. the Committee.
The formation of this Committee is a sign
of the times, and it is not unlikely that before
long transatlantic radio telephony will become
a commercial possibility.

S\VEDEN is contemplating the establish-

ment of broadcasting and their present
intentions are that their plans should
follow on much the, same lines as those in
this country. The Administration at Stockholm will probably grant a concession for a
term of five or ten yearsto a Broadcasting
Company which will receive licence fees.
It is prepared to establish Broadcasting
stations in Stockholm, Gothenburg, and in a
number of other towns.
A form of protection is to be introduced
which will prevent foreign competition for a
period of two years.

-

*

*

2L0, the London Station of the British

Broadcasting Co., will shortly move from
Marcon.i House, Strand. The reason, however, is not as has been stated in certain
sections of the press that interference has
been caused with the Air Ministry Station a
few hundrèd feet away. \Ve hear tJat the
current in the Air Ministry aerial, however,
is in the neighbourhood of '5° milliamperes
when 2L0 is radiating.
No doubt, one of the reasons for obtaining
a different site is that the British Broadcasting Co. is endeavouring as far as possible
to keep the ano!lyrnity of its stations.
However much an individual company may
have given of its best in the matter of the
technical development of broadcasting, the
company does not, as a fixed rule, 4esire that
any firm should receive any direct or indirect
ad ertisement.

*

The London County Council has stipulated
that a deposit of L' is necessary before anyone renting one of their lw'uses can instal a
wireless set.
a Meeting of the Council, Mr. Morrison
desired to know whether this deposit was
actually being enforced, and stated that the
tenants regarded the imposition as frivolous
and vexatious.
The Chairman of the Housing Committee
said that the idea of the deposit was to compensate for any possible damage to property.

*

*

*

There does not seem to be any truth in the
rumour that the power of 2L0 is to be increased.

The Postmaster-General has appointed a
Committee to cnsider the possibilities, from
a technical standpoint, of transatlantic wireless telephony of sufficient reliability for
commercial use, and to advise what practical
steps, if any, can at present be taken to
develop this means of communication.
The Committee is to he constituted as
follows: Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Henry
Jackson, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., R.N.,. Chairman; Major-General Sir F. H. Sykes,
G.B.E., K.C.B., C.M.G.; R. A. Dalziel,
C.B.E., Director of Telegraphs and Telephones, G.P.O.; W. IT. Eccies, D.Sc.,
F.R.S.; F. Gill, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., President
to the Institution of Electrical Engineers;
E. H. Shaughnessy, O.B..E., M.I.E.E., Chief
of the Wireless Section, G.P.O.; Major A.
G. Lee, M.C., of the Engineer-in-Chief's

*

*

*

The Broadcasting' Co. have beeñ carrying
out experiments with a view to transmitting
signals from a central studio in London to
the different stations. They declare that they
are not as yet satisfied with the resulLs obtained, although the test recently struck us
as being highly successful. In fact, mani of
our correspondents have declared that the
Birmingham items which came through to
London and vere radiated from 2L0 were
even an improvement on QLO.
A Wireless Club has been formed at
Colombo in Ceylon, and considerable local
interest is being taken in broadcasting. It
33
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that a broadcasting station will be
set up there, but the expenses which would
have to be incurred would hardly be justified
by the ñumber of possible listeners-in
is possible

We understand from the Belfast Evening
that thè Agent of the Heysham
steamers in Belfast has taken up the matter.
It is proposedlo change froíh direct tó induc-.
tive'coupling at the transmitting land Station.
This, however, is not likely to result in much
a,melioration'of the presentcondition, and it
i5 proposed to place before the PostmasterGeneral a proposal that the wavelength of
'the Heysham steamers shall be altered to a
wavelength which will not interfere with
broadcasting.
Telegraph

*

The Westinghouse C9., of America, have
been carrying out experiñients with great
success on the transmission of speech by
wired wireless.
Ordinary power lines are
used and excellent results have been obtained
over a distance of 30 miles between two power
stations near Pittsburg.
The system is duplex and operates in a
similar nianner to an ordinary telephone line.
The power lines are not interfered with in
any Way .......
*

*

'We hear that Mr. .Whitley, the Speaker of
the House of Commons, has installed a wireless set. This is a promising sign. Let us
hope that he becomes an enthusiast and uses
his influence to allow the broadcasting of
important debates. There is some suggestion
that possibly the Budget announcements will
be radiated. \Ve do not propose to listen-in!

-*

With regard to the broadcasting of plays,
there seems to be some trouble on account of
agreements between theatrical producers and
the gramophone companies. These agreements prohibit artists from singing into " any
other mechanical device." A broadcasting
micropìone is unquestionably a mechanical
as ell as an electrical device and an interesting legal point may arise if the gramophone
con'ipanies care to dispute the matter.
The whole question of the rights of artists,
authors, singers and others are involved, and
when things sèttie down a little inore these
rights will probably be enforced more strictly.

.*

The Austrian Parliament has passed a Bill
permitting Marconi 's 'Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., to establish a branch company in
Austria with a capital of nearly £i5o,000.

*

It is quite possible that in the future we
shall have broadcasting, not only through the
ether, hut along the electric light wires. Local
news, for example, might easily be transmitted
from a central power station, and the set
would be connected up to the electric light
A correspondent suggests that we
mains.
may ultiniately be able to get different kinds
of broadcasting not only from the electric
light but from. the gas mains and the vater
.

.

Outrageous demands are being made by.
certain landlords in the ay of additional rent
for houses fitted with aerials. Demands varying between jos. and £2 are being made.
Some tenants agree to these additional fees,
while others are strongly protesting against
this attempt to extort money. Many of those
who have been blackmailed in this manner
inténd carrying the matter to the Courts.

.*

Belfast enthusiasts are complaining that
they are being interfered with by the transmissions from the Belfast-Fleysham steamers.
\Ve gather that the wavelength of the Belfast-Heysham steamers is 400 metres and
that when communication is carried on across
the Irish Sea, it is practically impossible to
tune Out the interference with signals from the
London station of the Broadcasting Co.

*

32

*

*_

sttion is being flked up
Antananarivo in Madagascar. Eight
towêrs,each .8òo feet high, are.being erected.
A very powerful

an

.

*

*

*

We understand that the Air Ministry have
opened up a wireless station for meteorological
purposes in Guernsey.
.34
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*

.

*.

*

The broadcasting of musical items bétween
11.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. is to become a
permanent feature of the day's programme,
and these times will be adhered to byall the
broadcasting stations. No news, however,
will be transmitted in order that the newspapers shall not be anticipated.

1*.

pipes!

*

Mr. F. Laurie, the President of the Sheffield and District Virelèss Society, has been
making some strong remarks regardFng reception in Sheffield.
'The trouble regarding oscillating receivers
is very severe there, ànd he estimates that
there are about 6o,òoo éxperimenters in: Sheffield alone, although the total number of experimenter licénces grañtéd in this country
only amount to about 3o,000.

*

1
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Why "WIRELESS WEEKLY"
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be your Choice
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EFORE you bought this copy, you no doubt were a little impatient
at the idea of still another weekly. We hope that you have now
changed your attitude of mind. Your first thought will now bé:
"Shall F' continue with this new weekly or shall I continue with
the one I have always bought up till now."
To some of our readers, the purchasing of several weekly wireless
periodicals is not attractie financially. To these we would like to present
the advantages obtained by becoming a regular reader of "WIRELESS
WEEKLY."
(1) The paper is edited by a really technical staff experienced in
every phase of the subject. The names appearing elsewhere in this
issue are a guarantee in themselves.
(2) When reading "WIRELESS WEEKLY," you can experience
that feeling of confidence which only comes as a result of knówing who
is behind the paper. In the case of "WIRELESS WEEKLY," weare
not largely in the hands of outside contributors.
Every article is checked byseveral editors who are primarily
wireless engineers. Remember that their reputation depends upon
the accuracy of the contents of "WIRELESS WEEKLY."
If you are a beginner, and cannot judge the relative value of a
wireless periodical or its technical accuracy, ask an experimenter to
confirm what we-in view of the great influx of new enthusiasts-have,
unfortunately, to say for ourselves.
(3) May we remind you that Radio Press, Ltd.-the publishers
of "MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS WEEKLY," and numerous
handbooks-are wireless publishers and nothing else. There is an
obvious advantage to you in dealing with us rather than general
publishers who run wireless as a profitable side-line.
(4) The price of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" is greater than that of
other Weekly radio publications for the simple reason that the ideal of
excellence after which we strive necessarily increases the cost of production. We feel that very few will forego the luxury of a journal of
this type merely for the sake of saving a penny or two.
(5) Sound constructional articles will appear every week.
(6) New developments will be fully described in these pages.
(7) "WIRELESS WEEKLY" is entirely unconnected with any
Society or Association. Its views are its own and its 'policy entirely
-

unfettered.

If you find "WIRELESS WEEKLY" to your liking, we trust you will
buy it regularly every week, even if it means a sacrifice in other directions.
The standard will be maintained and we intend to make this journal
a worthy companion to "MODERN WIRELESS," the monthly Radio

=

=
=
=

-=

=

Press Magazine with over 100,000 readers.
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A NEW MODULATION SYSTEM. FOR WIRELESS
TELEPHOÑY' TRANSMISSION
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Ins(.P.

This article, explains a new modulation system recently patented by the .author. The
method has distinct possibilities for both broadcasting and general telephony trdnsmission.

HE idea of using an electric discharge
device or valve to absorb energy from
an aerial Circuit is by no means new.
Previous investigators have, however, employed some form of relay device in which
the microphone Circuit is used to control tle
passage of an electric current through a
vacuous, space. An early example of the
adoption of the general idea is the system of
J. Schiessler, who in 1913 invented a wireless
telephone transmission system (described in

the amount of energy diverted from the
aerial. In this way the aerial current could
be controlled or modulated by the microphone, and a very successful example of this
kind of circuit was that used by the Marconi
Company in 1920 when they broadcasted
songs by Dame Nellie Melba.
The invention described here, however,
differs from these previous methods in that
only a two-electrode device is used and no
relay action is employed. Any conductor
which possesses a kink in its characteristic
curve might be used, but an oidinary twoelectrode valve forms one of the best absorption elements.

p

The Fundamental Circuit
shows an aerial ciruit which includes the usual aerial inductance Li, to
which is coupled an inductance L2 carrying
oscillatory current which is supplied by the
generator S, which might he a valve, arc, or
other source of high-frequency current.
Varying amounts of energy are withdrawn

Fig.

V2(
5

'l'hp

II

i

r

M
Fig.

1.-The

basic circuü.

British Patent Specification 11708/14) in which
a mercury vapour lamp acted as an absorbing
element. The conductivity of this tube was
varied by the microphone currents, which
were used to produce a magnetic field acting
on the current between the two electrodes in
tle lamp;
\Vhen the three-electrode valve became
more generally used, the General Electric
Company of America employed it in place of
he vapour lamp. The anode and filament of
the valve were connected across the aerial inductance and the microphone potentials were
applied to the grid of the valve, and thereby
controlled the conductivity of it, and hence

v)J

À

+

ANODE VOLTAGE
:

:.

bVJ____

-

-

Fig. 2.-Graphical method of Illustrating th. aclion.

from the aerial circuit and dissipated in the
valve V2, which is a two-electrode valve. In
the anode circuit of this valve, if it may be
36
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so called, we have the secondary of a micro-

phone transformer T and

a

battery B3,;

a

-

by-path côndenser C maybe provided. Undei
ordinary conditions the battery B3 makes the
anode \. of the vahe V2 highly negative: Its
value might be adjusted to equal that of the
E.i\1.F. across Li due,to the osihlatory cur-'
rent in the aerial circuit. Under these conditions' there will he no leakage of current
through the valve V2 because the anode A
would never become positive; its potential
would vary betweén zero -and a high negative

.the

'I,

Some Practical Applications
3 shows a practical circuit embodying
the new method. This, and the succeeding
circuits, I'nay, be tHed by any experimenter.
The valve Vi acts as an ordina generator öf
oscillations, and iìo comment is needed on the
subject. Across the aerial inductance Li is
connected the salve V2, which may be an
ordinary thre&electrode valve with the grid
and anode connected together. It vilI be
seen that a separate filament accumulator k

-

I

1

'Fig.

A,

y1

V2

r'"

-L,@2

fl'FI

F2
rS

llIllIII

uIuIiIuIi

C2

microphone the negative potential on tue
anode A becomes less, and -talesup a value
which is, say, C. The positive half-cycle of
the Qscillat:ing current ill now make tim
anode A go v'ell oser the positive mark, and
hich the
Y3 shows the positive voltage
atiode A attempts to reach. There is. now,
however, a heavy current flowing through
the valve, and this has the effect of vitlidrawing enérgy fròm the aèrial circuit. At
the same time the length of the waves
radiated will also be. modified somewhat.
This double effect, of cou rsé takes place in
case of most modulation systems.

'

Ju----1
J

--.5.

T

-

J_
Fig.

3.-A prc1icat

arrangement.

salue. If, however, we speak into the microphone M, the normal potential on the anode
\. would var.y, and would, at times, become
probably nearly zero. \\Then this happens the'
high-frequency potentials supplied by Li vihl
add themselves to the modulating potentials,
and the anode A will become considerably
positie, thus causing a discharge through
the valve V2 from filament to anode. This
will cause considerable energy to be absorbed
from the aerial Circuit.

-.

T

A Graphical Representation
Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of.
what happens in the Fig. i circuit. This
figure shows a characteristic curve of the twoelectrode valve, the curve being represented
by AEF. The letter B represents the normal
high negative potential on the anode, and BA
represents the greatest E.M.F. across Li,
which is shown adjusted to equal the E.M.P.
of the battery B3. It will be seen that-even
at the peak of the positive half-cycle oi
oscillating current, the anode never becomes
positive. If, however, we speak into the

Fie.

4.-An

arrangelnen! using a common anode ba(kry.

employed, and also a separate battery B,,
which may haie a value of 6o volts. This
battery should he variable, anti sometimes
quite good results are obtainable even withoit
it. The microphoneis fed from the filament
accumulator.
Fig. 4 shows another scheme in which a
single high tension battery is used, but two
filament accumulators. This time energy is
not absorbed directly from the aerial iii37.;
B.35
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ing extent, owing to the absorption of high
frequency current through the lamp.
Use of a Crystal Detector
Even a crystal detector may be used as the
absorption element. It is not, however,
suggested that this is a practical system.

ductance, but from a coil L3 coupled to it.
Fig. 5 shows a modification of the Fig 4
arrangement, a single filament., accumulator
being provided, hut separate batteries B2
and B3.
.

.

Mr.

:
E'.

1923

II,

Interesting Suggestion
H. Robinson has used with con-

siderable success, an Osglim lamp, whilst
keeping .',to the' general principles óf the
method. The résistance wire foi.ind in.. the
cap of The Osglim lamp, which, by the way,
costs only a nominal sum; is taken out, arid
it will generally be found to work best with a
- positive potential, which should be variable on
one of the electrodes.
Fig. 6 shows a successful circuit. The
tapping of the high tension battery B2 is
such that the :Potential difference across the

r

'

V2
05g/im

Lamp

I
'S

SV2

SF.

Fig.

6.-Use of Oslim lamp

as absorber.

Conclusion
The crcuits leave pjenty of room for improvemeit for higher pdwers, and the microphone potentials would require to be ampli
fled. The Osglim lamp arrangement has
given perfect results up to 50 miles. ilr.
Robinson has told the writer that he finds no
difference between the results obtained by
this method and those resulting from the use
of a choke control circuit. We would le
pleased to receive any resuits of tests carried
out on these lines by experimenters.
S

Fig. 5.-Circuit using a single accumulator.

electrodes in the Osglim lamp may be varied.
When speaking into the microphone the
Osglim lamp becomes illuminated to a vary-

:. ... -..-
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NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
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..
The next. issue of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" will contain several very interesting
features. Readers must not imagine that No.I of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" is
in any sense a special number.

+

The same regular features will appear next week, and In addition there will be an article by
Sir Oliver Lodge, D.Sc., F.R.S., on "The Vast Range of Ether Vibrations." This article
discusses In a very interesting manner the possibilities of ether vibrations. The author hints at
the possibilities of psychic communications, and no one should miss this absorbing article.
There will also be the first of a series of articles by P. P. Eckersiey, B.Sc., A.MJ.E.E.-, the
Chief Engineer of the British Broadcasting Company. These articles will be of a
technical character,
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THE CONTROL OF WIRELESS
By Lt-Col. C. G. CHETWODE CRAWLE Y, R.M.A., M.I.E.E.,
Deputy inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O.
Tfie following article deals with the control exercised by the G.P.O. over all commercial and

experimental wireless activities.

MANY people, who are now for the first
time becoming interested in wireless
communication, are asking three very
natural questions; firstly,.why should wireless working be contr011ed; secondly,'lf control be iìecessary,
why shóuld it he
State control; and,
thirdly, if State
control be necessary, why should'
it be exercised by
the Post Oflicé?
Now it is in thé

naturebf thing, in

any free comiunity, that the individual is at heart
antagonistic
t o
control of ahy
kind, and is apt to
be especially distrustful .of Govern-.
ment control ; in

facf to

IIlI IL

011

au

-

v

as

"'\hy should

working
cdntrolled?
and there is little
difficulty in giving
wireless

be
a

satisfactory

reply. In wireless
telegraphy
and
telephony, energy
is transferred from
a sending to a receiving station by
wave motions in
the ether; and a
receiving
station
ca be adjusted to
respond to wave
motions of a defin ite
wavelength,
but can only receive
intelligibly
one message at a
time on that particular wavelength.
That is to say, that
if two or more
messages are being
received
simultaneously on waves
of identical character, length and
strength, they will
be mixed up towith the
gether,
showing wireless aerials.
,.
-. noue UI
resuur mar
them can be read:
But the number of
different wavelengths available in practice for
economical communication over any given
distance is very limited, and control of some
sort or another bconies, therefore, essentiaL
Now for any particular country the control
must be centralised in some one body, as

i

S

llr

Lii;.:
The G.P.O., London

points is simple, saies iìuch trouble, and
is sure of many adherents.
It might
almost be said that some of our most
popular newspapers seem to cater for people
who won't think, or, as in the case of some
of the illustrated papers, for those 'ho not
only won't thiñk but won't read. However
-

question

-

many

people such control
has an effect like
tlìát of: the pro
verhial red rag.
This feeling may
be less violent here
than w i t h our
friends across the
Irish Sea, but even
in the selectest of
million-sale circles
on this side the
feeling is clear and
strong. After all,
.a policy of being
agin the Govern-

that may be, a good wireless journal can
attract only those who both think and read,
so thát the championing here of a simple
anti- or indeed, pro-Government policy on
any matter without full discussion would be
futile. Our first

39
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unremunerative nâture at 'that time did not
make the service very attractive .tG prii'ate
enterprise.
Similar arrangements were made in most
other coúntries, though in some, Goverhment
control was not so clearly defined, notably in
the United States of. merica, where the telegraph and telephone systems Were, and still
are, in the hands of commercial companies.
As regards point-to-point wireless services,
the position is rather different. Wireless, in
its present state of development, is most unsuitable as compared with land lines for
point-to-point communication in a small
densely populated country like Great Britain;
firstly, because of the interference trouble,
and secondly, because of the ease with which
messages can be overheard by people to whom
they are not addressed. For these reasons
our Government has consistently discouraged
the use of wireless telegraphy and telephony
where land lines are available, and there are,
in fact, no internal point-to-point wireless
services in the country. In some other
countries, as in Germany and the United
States of America, where the conditions are
more favourable, the Governmenß are cautiously developing -such services, and as
selective and directional arrangements becóme
more efficient, so must the possibilities of
wireless for point-to-point internal commun ications increase.
The possibilities of wireless for broadcast, as opposed to point-to-point cornmunications are so obvious that the
problem is to direct them into useful
channels, while disèountenancing any hasty
and haphazard development which would only
result in chaos, and the necessity for starting
off all over again. In the United States of
America, where scientific developments are
received with more popular enthusiasm than
on this side, the people dived wholeheartedly
into these broadcasting possibilities, and it
is for us, now that we too have taken the
plunge, to profit by avoiding their mistakes
and by improving on their successes,
Lastly, e must turn to the other aspect of
point-to-point wireless signalling, the one
which is of vital importance to our country
as the centre of a world-wide Empire, that
of long-range communictiòns. At the moment in Great Britain some of the Stations
which work with Continental ountries are ìli
the hands of the Post Office, and the óther
'are in the hands of the Marconi.Company.
The Post Office carries out a service with
Egypt, and press services to Canada and

wireless còmmimnication in any part of the
country may obviously interfere with wireless
communication in any other part, thus
making divided control an impracticable proposition. The control miistbeexercised either
by the Governmeht or by priVaté enterprise,
and. if the latter, if would have to be a monopoly for one company or combination of
companies, thus suffering from all the usual
disabilities of commercial monopolies; but
in any case it would be imracticahle to leave
the control of wireless commùnications altogether in the hands of commercial companies,
as the needs of the Fighting Services in this
connection are obviously matters which can
only he decided by the Government.
- Hence we find that the State in every
country in the world controls its wireless
communications, though in some countries,
of course, the control is less complete than in
others.
There is another important aspect of wireless signalling which necessitates Government
action, that is, the international aspect which
arises from the fact that wireless working in
one country is liable to interfere with wireless
working in other countries for the reasons
already mentioned. The most important reason of all, however, that first made wireless
telegraphy appeal to every civilised Government, was its unique potentialities for assisting in the safety of life at sea.
This was first officially recognised by the
drafting of an International Convention in
1906 for the regulation of ships' wireless
communications throughout the world. By
this Convention it was laid down that all ship
stations were bound to intercommunicate on
certain wavelengths in accordance with certain definite regulations, irrespective of ownership or of the system fitted.
In this country the Government had already
taken over the general control of all our wireless communications by the Act of 1904,
which made the Postmaster-General the Statutory Authority for wireless telegraphy and
telephony. Later the Post Office purchased
all our commercial stations which worked to
ships, and thus acquired a monopoly of ship
and shore communication so far as the shore
end was concerned. This was regarded as a
logical development of. the Department's
monopoly of the inland telegraphs, which had
been provided foi in the Act ,of 1869, the
wireless transmission, to ships being in the
nature of an extension öf the telegraph
system of the country. This monopoly gave
rise to little comment) possibly because its
-

ii,

-
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India, and the Marconi Company àarries out
services with Canada and the United States
of America.
As regards our Imperial commun ication,
the Government appointed a Committee in
19t9 to prepare a complete scheme, and the
report of this Committee was presented to
Parliament in J une, ¡920. On the question of
control, the Committee were of opinion that,
"in order to secure efficient working, an
Imperial system, by whomsoever provided,
must be protected from interference from other
sources, and must, therefore, he a practical
monopoly "; and as théy considered that, a
commercial monopoly would he probably
prejudicial to research and progress, they recommended the alternative, a Stte monopoly.
In 1913 the same problem had been considered from a technical point'of view by a
Committee under the chairmanship of Lord
Parker, the famous patent lawyer, and this
Committee, in their report, laid stress on the
fact that the Government is not fettered by
considerations arising out of patent rights,
hut can use any patent on fair terms; a fact
which, no doubt, had weight

t

with the 1920

"iRabio

Wireless Weekly

Committee when they.recommendeda.State
monopoly..
This policy of a State monopoly for Imperial wireless communication was.agreed to
by the late Government, but first Australia,
and then South Africa, showed a preference
for private enterprise, and the whole matter
was reviewed afresh by the present Government, with the result that a new policy vas
formulated, and was announced by the Prime
Minister in the House of Commons on March
5th. This policy is to the effect that the
Government are prepared to issue licences for
the erection of stations in this country for
communication with stations in the Dominions, Colonies, and foreign countries,
subject to British control being ensured, and
that, in addition, a station owned and operated
by the State, and capable of communicating
with the Dominions, is to be erected as soon
as possible. We are thus on the eve of interesting developments in the control of our
long-distance wireless communications, and
now that we are turning from theory to
practice, ve are entitled, from past experience,
to

expect satisfactory results.

flt'cs"

%uccèe

The competition inaugurated by the Radio Society of Creat
Britain for the best Armstrong Super-regenerative receiver
has just been decided. The winner of the ist Prize is
A. D. Cowper, B.Sc. (London), M.Sc., an Editor on the regular
Staff of" WIRELESS WEEKLY" and "MODERN WIRELESS."
The patent rights are the property of Radio Press Limited,
who hold the exclusWe publishing rights of the practical
details of the prize-winning apparatus. These details will be
published in the next issue (No.4) of " MODERN WIRELESS."
We are naturally pleased that the' coveted distinction should
have been bestowed on one of our Staff and this recognition
-

i.

further justifies our claims.
We are also pleased to announce that we have acquired the
exclusiJe rights in regard to the publishing of the practical
details of the excellent set designed by G. P. Mair, A.M.I.C.E.,
which won the 2nd Prize.

s
.
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Take Care of the 'Phones
WE are a little apt to take the telephones rather too much for granted,
giving them but a ery poor share of
the care that we expend in keeping the vireless set in a state of efficiency. The 'phones
as a matter of fact, are ery delicate instruments indeed for all their seeming robustness, and we cannot afford to neglect them if
we wish them to continue to do good service.

cell, one or more nails fall off, th current
flow is in the wrong direction.
Having found the positive lead, mark it as
described with a binding of red silk, and be
careful to connect rigidly when wiring the
'phones to the output terminals of the set.

Caps and diaphragms should be remoed
occasionally in order that all traces of dust
or dampness may be done away with. \\ hen
the 'phones are worn for long periods moisture
from the skin condenses on the diaphragm.
This may in time cause a skin of rust to
form on the ends of the magnet poles; sometimes, if receivers are neglected, the rust is so
extensive that it bridges the tiny gap between
poles and diaphragm, causing the instrument to become insensitive.
The. Slider Inductance in the Valve Set
' very large proportion of radio enthusiasts.
start their wireless careers by fixing up a
crystal set of sorne kind, tuned by means of
long cylindrical inductance coil wound with
from 400 to 800 turns of enamelled vire and

Fir. I

Yet how many people pay any attention to
the direction in which current flows through
their windings? This is a most important
point, for if the flow is in the wrong way it
is slowly weakening the permanent magnets,
which meâns that when some time has elapsed
their 'phones will become insensitive until
they have been re-magnetised.
Some makes of telephones have one terminal marked +. The flex wire coming from
it should be bound with red silk to distinguish
it, and must always be attached to the terminal
on the set that is directly connected to the
positive of the high-tension battery.
Even if the 'phones are not marked it is
quite easy to discoer by means of a simple
test which lead is which. Unscrew the cap
of one ear-piece, and connect one lead to. one
terminal of a dry cell. Now hold the receiver
upside down and load the magnets with a
chain of small iron nails. If, upon connecting the remaining telephone lead to the dry

Fig.

2.

-

-

provided with a sliding contact.
s progress
is made the desire to possess a valve set
becomes paramount, and eventually the
crystal is discarded. As a rule the old inductance coil finds its way on to a dusty shelf,
the handier and more selective double or
triple holder with honeycomb coils taking its
42
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place on the wireless table.

wonderfully finely, since we, can take in a

There is no

single turn more or less of thé windings of
the foimer.
A further advantage is that ha ing once
found the desired transmission, we can go
on gradually increasing the inductance value
and decreasing the capacity of the circuit,
working one against the other until the critical balance point is found. In this way we
obtain mich better signals on short wavélengths, where it is particularly undesirable
to have large capacities in the aerial circuit.

apparent sphere of usefulness for the slid er
inductance in the valve set. Yet it is quite a
mistake to regrd the old tried friend as a
back number, unable to serve any useful pt rIf you look at Fig. 2 you will see
a moment how the discarded coil may be.
employed iii a most profitable
The slider upon the inductance coil, as
will be seen, is wired in series with t he
primary of the .T.l. The advantages of
this arrangement will be obvious after
moment's thought. Tuning on the shorter
wavelengths is always difficult, especially if
the aerial tuning condenser lias a large capacity value. Though we nearly always speak
of va elengths when referring to particular
wish to receive, it is really
stations which
their frequencies that matter in tuning, and
on the short lengths the tiniest movement
of the condenser knob makes a vast difference
to the frequency of the circuit which it tunes.
At oo metres, for example, the frequency
IS 1,000,000; that is, the waves picked up by
the aerial are undulating at this almost incredible number of times in every second. If
the wavelength is increased to only 305 metres
the frequency drops to 983,607, a difference
of 16,393 cycles a second. To take an instance
from actual brOadcasting transTmissions,
Glasgow's wavelength of 415 metres differs
from Birmingham's 420 by a mere 5 metres,
but their respective frequencies are 722,891
and 714,476. Here the merest touch of the
condenser varies the frequency by 8,415. The
shorter the wavelength the greater is the Irei

i

Weekly

I'

u-.-...
A VARIABLE GRID LEAK
THE value of a grid leak

is

very im:.

portant, especially hen a loud speaker
is used. It may make all the difference
between muffled or clear results. The value
of the required leak varies with practically
every valve, and therefore an adjustable leak
is very useful. The folloing leak may be
mounted on the underside of a nanel or used
as a separate unit.
A piece of slate pencil three and a half
inches long is fixed to the underside of the
panel or on a piece of ebonite. This can be
easily done by using what are sometimes
called telephone or pillar type terminals.
Two of these are screwed to the ebonite panel
3m. apart, and the slate pencil is pushed
through them so that there is about fin. at
each end under the terminal. The centre of
each terminal is screwed down and will hold
ii

Undei'siae olpaiwl

Slate pci ¿dZ

w

t ppulg.Í twt'tcircle ofstaLLs uipciiteL
i.í-

Method

of

mounting

quency change brought above by any variation of inductance or capacity.
It. will be seen at once that if we are to
obtain anything like sharp tuning on short
wavelengths, we must have the means of
making very delicate adjustments. By placing the despised slider cbil in series with
the honeycomb or basket inductance of the
primary, as described,' we are able to tune

leak.

the pencil firmly. Tappings are taken from
ire tightly
this by twisting bare copper
round the slate at intervals of, say, iin., and
leads from these tappings are taken to a multipoint switch. The tappings can be more
frequent if required. The leak is connected
in circuit by using one of the two terminals,
and the arm of the tapping switçh as the
points of attachment.
J. C.
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Conducted by A. D:COWPER, B.Sc. (London), M.Sc.

apparatus which we have received for test. Ordinary trade notices
in technical periodicals are of no real value lo the reader as the opinion is in no way an impartial one,
but usually has sorne subtle connection with advertising. In these columns the opinions will actually
be those of this journal' and may be treated as entirely impartial. The reader may purchase any
apparatus commended in these columns with absolute confidence. If apparatus abmiIted has obvious
defects1
is our intention to mention
them, but manufacturers who have every confidence in their
apparatué are invited to submit it for test and a report in these columns.
In this section we n'z71 deal with

it

Variab1e 'Cdndnser
have.received from Messrs. Burndept, Ltd.. a variable condenser
having a capacity. Qf o..00i F which
fulfils all the necessary . conditions for a
thoroughly. reliable cçndener.
The i!lsulation resistance is Jiifinity when
tested on a Mgger.
The two sets of plates are well spaced, and
the construction of the condensér ensures that
accidental slort-circuiting is impossible.
Air dielectri is used and the connections
to the moving plates are reliable and do not
result in the scraping noises often heard on
inferior apparatus.

The condenser is of rather an unusually
large size, but the robust construction has no
doubt necessitated this. The, workmanship,
of course, is well up to the Burndept Standard, and the design is equally representative
of the best modern

WE

-

practice.

A Vernier Coil-holder
The Radio Communication Co., Ltd.,
have placed on the market a useful form of
plug-ui coil holder. It is possible with this
"cam-vernier" arrangement to get a rough
adjustment in the ordinary way and a vernier
adjustment by turning the handle backwards.
For example, the coils might. normally be at
right-angles to each other, and it might be
desirable to obtain a careful adjustment with
the coils at about 450 to each other. This
would be done. by turning the adjusting
handle until the coils were at about 420 apart.
This adjustment would be obtained by turning the handle through 48°. To arrive at
the correct adjustment of 45°, the handle is
now turned back and the coil, in moving
backwards, does not move at the same speed
as it went forward, but at a very much lower
speed.
The chief criticism we have to make is that
when two coils are made to approach each
other for the purpose of reaction, the reaction
has to be made too tight to begin with and
then decreased in order to arrive at-the critical
point. This means, in other words, that the
rough adjustment of the coupling between
the coils makes the valve oscillate, and then it
has to he brought out of the self-oscilfating
stage to the best reaction condition.

A Burndept condenser.

B42
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Intervalve Transformers
\Ve have receitly liad occasion to test the
interválve transformers supplied at 5s. each
byMessrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd. We find
that their cliaacteistics are very uniform
and identical resultvere Qbtained with eight

1.

separate ,.transforniers,, The-finislì is ecellente and the rcorístructioii sou jid -'in every
respect.
-: Y
The añiplification obtained . withthese
transformers, is above the average, but there
is no tendency to distortion or self-oscillation
when several valves are used in series for
low-frequency amplification. The iron work
could do with' an extra coat of preservatie,
as any' damp is inclined to .produce rust,
which,' hoveve(, does ,jot i n any way impair
the effectiveness 'of the transformer.
-

-

-.

tne Vernier
-

Iwa-coil haider.

-

Varotheteis

\Ve have received two variometers from
Messrs. McClelland & Co., and we iade up a
receiving set which gave excellent results,
and which we -propose to describe in next
week's issue. The variometers are beautifully finished and work very' well 'indeed.
The inductance ra"ne is about q to i_and ve
found that vitli tliestandard Post 011ice aeiai
tite wavelength range varied beteen 5O
metres and 750 metres.
Tue variometers may be employed either
for aerial tuning or for tuned anode circuit
use, in which case a small Iìed condenser of
about o.000 F may be connected across it.
A very wide raiige of wavelengths may be
obtained by connecting different sizes of condensers across the variometer A fine piece
of workmanship and a component which
may be mounted in any position and used
wherever a variable inductañce is desired.

-

:

.

I,.

¡nler,'al,'e transformer by Radio instruments, Lid.

Broadcast Major (a Two-vahe Receiving Set)
This reeiing set, -made hy;i\lessrs. The
Peto Scott Co., is a partcularft «ell-!mnishedpieée of apparatus' entloseci iii a fumed oak
cabipe' itirsloping fi-ont and double-hinged

lid. Of the two Val,ves, the first fúntións as
a detector and thé second as a low-frequency
amIifier, separate' filameht rheostat's being
pro'ided: .'The opératioîi of; the set-is simplicity -itself, there being onls'one'tuning adjustthent Jhe .intetnal. arrarige,ments of he
set arè simple, hut sufficient.-, All, external
'connections, with th 'ecception. of the telephoné réeivrs,' are nade. -to -teminals
moun,eçl Upon a strip Qf:eho'nite at the'back
of theset, and are therefore out of the way
when the set- is in use. Under test, the resuits obtained were f ully satisfactory. The
et represents very good value.
-

-

A frlcClelland.varionzaer.

-
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BY OUR SPECIAL CORpspoNDENrS.

PJ-1 I-lE immortal

voice of Mr. Arthur
has
received
much attentron in
jBurrows
both tJe technical and general pres.
I wonder how many of those who fondly believe that the announcements of musical
items, etc., are those of Uncle Arthur know
that they do not emanate from the popular
Director of Programmes of the British
Broadcasting Company.
I âm sorry to disillusion the thousands of
listeners-in who imagine that Mr. Burrows
spends his spare time in the evenings in
nutldng announcements from 2L0.
Fortunately for him he has two very able
lieutenants. One, by the way, is a captainCapt. Lewis, while the other is Mr. Palmer.

-

to4e broadcasted.

*

*

*

*

*

Mr. Burrows lias attempted to broadcast
other exceedingly interesting items, but he
meets with many obstacles which no one
knows anything about. There was the trouble
of the broadcasting of the King's Speech
which we heard about, and there have been
other occasions when the Broadcasting Company lias been willing to provide very interesting items but has been prevented from
doing so by circumstances outside their
control.
Obviously public opinion must enable the
facilities to be obtained for the Broadcasting
Company which at present they cannot obtain
for themselves.

Mr. Burrows himself, one of the hardestworked members of the Broadcasting Company, has very little time for keeping directly
in touch with his admirers. On Sundays,
however, he may be heard making the- annouricement. I hope we appreciate even this,
for it is not all beer and skittles "announc¡ng" from the upper room of 2L0 up till
10.30 p.m.
*.

*

One of his difficulties, for example, vas in
connection with the Boat Race recently. All
the technical details had been arranged, but
the newspaper proprietors dechned to permit
the broadcasting of the progress of the race..
They stated that under the agreement of the
Broadcasting Company with the Post Office
no. news was to be radiated before
o'clock.
Hence the disappointment of tens of thousands of listeners-in who had hoped to receive
the news red-hot.

Every day letters reach the offices of the
British Broadcasting Company at 2, Savoy
Hill, remarking on the beautiful voice of
Uncle Athur, whereas it is far more likely to
have been that of Linde Caractacus.
Uncle Caractacus, by the way, is a very
cheerful and pleasing personality. His voice
is undoubtedly an excellent one for broadcasting, but i only modulates the high frequency current in the aerial of 2L0 on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Mr. Palmer, however, apparently works a
little harder, and does the announcing on
Monday,. Wednesday and Friday..

.)

work which he carries out.. He strikes the
interviewer as being not only a genial personality but a vigorous one. There is something decisive in lis manner which augurs
well for the programmes of the future. He
is well aware of the pub'ic demand for good
programmes, but he does not always get
everything his own way.
He has in the first place to keep on frietdly
terms with the newspaper proprietors and tò
persuade officials. to allow intezesting items

*

*

*

*

Speaking of voices, and the way that
listeners-in do not seem to be able to distinguish between some of the announcers, ¡t

himself is uflquestionably
admirably suited temperamentally for the
Mr. Burrows

46
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we cannot do better than hope that he

is interesting to note that the ambiguity has
been caused by vihatis really a great advance
on the old microphone used at 2L0. Formerly a carboti microphone was used and 1Ir.
Burrows' voice was peculiarly suitable for
transmissions by means of this microphone.
Now, however, four microphones are used
which work on the magnetophone principl,
and the result is that very much better speech
is obtainable, and anyone with a fairly godd
dice is ablè to be 'uhdeistood clearly Abdiit
the microphone more will be said at another

time.

BIRMINGHAM.-The

recent experimer!ts conducted by the :B.B.C.; in
which a cdncett perfòrthed ih ßirmingham was transmitted to London by land-line
änd rádiated from 2L0, proed a great
success from the " listening-in " point of
view. The first attempt was not very successf ul, but upon the second evening the musical
items were exceptionally good and probably
even better than when the concert was actually

Many people must wonder whether the
announcers do any other work. On enquiry I
discovered that announcing is more or less a
spare-time-but arduous-occu pat ion. The
announcers during the day time work as hard
as anyone else, if not more so. Uncle
Caractacus, for example, is very busy pre..
paring the programme for the children's entertainment. lIe is also troing to assist in the
arrangements for broadcasting items of interest to women.
.

*

There is considerable troublé rit thé moment
the pròposed ban on broadcasting
Jheatrical pieces. This, of course, is a very
impòríant matter, arid it will be a great pity
if the Broadcasting Company are unable to
broadcast piéces from the theatres. Of course
we can understand a poor piece getting the
reverse of an advertisement, but a good play
would undoubtedly lie greatly helped.

performed in the studio at 2L0.
There were, of course, certain periods when
over-modulation was apparent, but this was
no doubt due to alteration of adjustments
made by the engineers conducting the experi.
ments.
.

*
.

*
'.

....
-.

addition to. the
regular
broadcasting
programme
vhich
.MANCHESTER._In
has been successfully carried on for some
time at tle Manchester station, we learn thata
new feature is now being tried. The wellknown Paris. Time Signals, transmitted by
means of the spark system from the Eiffel
Tower, Paris, at 10.44 p.m., are received upon
aseparateaerialattheMancl-iester station; and
by means of special apparatus are made to
operate the C.\V. transmitting set so that the
actual Time Signals are re-transmitted upon
the broadcasting wavelength.
The time involved is estimated to be about
/300ths of a second only. We hope to publish some particulars of the method and
apparatus employed in an early issue.

-

owingto

*

vi11

prove as popular as his predecessor, who,-we
understand, lias been recalled to London.
The programmes radiated by the Cardiff
station have in general been of a high standard and equal to those of other broadcasting
Stations.

-.

*

Weekly

.

CARDIFF.-\\Tireless lias made con-

-

siderable progress in South 'Wales,
especially since the Cardiff station commenced operations, and the number of
authorised stations in the vicinity of Cardiff
is estimated at 1,000.
We understand that crystal sets haie sold
like hot cakes to residents within io miles of
Cardiff, and, in general, satisfactory results
are being obtained. 1\Iore or less " blind"
spots appear to exist, however, in some of the
deep, narrow valleys, and only poor results
are obtainable even with two- or three-valve
receiving sets.
The broadcasting station itself is. at the
moment, experiencing some little trouble, hut
the "voice" is that of an optimist, and no
doubt the difficulty, whatever it is, will soon
he overcome.
By the way, the " voice" is a new one,
and in extending its owner a hearty welcome,

I

*

GLASGO TT7.-Grea interest, has been
aroused in connection with the 'transmission of grand opera from the Glasgow broadcasting station 5SC. The apparatus
used is identical with that which was employed
for the transmissions from Covent Garden
Opera House, with the exception that the
cable used to convey the speech was of much
greater length than in the case of the London
Station. Additional observation was introduced at the studio of 5SC in Bath Street,
which is over a mile from the broadcasting
transmitter, and in view of the 2 miles of
cable used in connecting the whole system
further ampi ification was necessitated.
47
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A PROGRESSIVE UNIT 'RECEIVING SYSTEM
Its Construction and Operatkn
PART'I
A

Variable Inductance Tapped at Every
-

-

is the first of a series of articles
dealing with the construction of different
-wireless recei ing units and the method

THIS

of connecting them up and operating differ-

lengths desired and one which is interchangeable. There are many different ways of tuning
a circuit, but the one we are going to be concerned with involves only a variable inductance. The particular form of inductance it is
proposed to describe is one provided with
tappings at every turn. One provided with
tappings
at
every 20 turns

ently arranged
sets. The writer DOi:
has always fa- D
..voured the use
bítor's
Notc
of component t1
AVE you ever felt the need of a really progressive course of
which b
instruction in the construction of -wireless receiving apparatus?
There must be thousands of readers who have, at some time
may be interD.
or other, wanted guidance from the very beginning regarding
a cchanged
the construction of apparatus
.

-

.

-

parts

which will not be discarded the
the
moment some new set is to be constructed; guidance which will be
P
continued, not only-until the apparatus is made, but which will be
class of çircuit
available while the apparatus is actually being used.
in which they
Thère have been so many articles written on the construction of
are to appear.
different sets, that the reader is at a loss to know which to make,
Given a certain
and if he makes, say, a crystal set, he will have to discard it if he
number ot corn- :: wishes to construct a valve set described by some other author.
lt has long been the ambition of the Editr to present a series
ponent parts, P
of articles on the constructing of wireless receiving apparatus, this
it is possible to
series to be of a different character from anything which has yet
arrange innu
appeared. Thé reader will be able to start his constructional work
merable C r- P to-day, and every week he will be able to construct some new piece
of apparatus which will fit in with the other pieces he has already
cuits and carry
He will, start with tuners which will first be used in a
out real experi- D made.
crystal recriver, but these same tuners which he has made will be
mental work.
used again latet when he comes to make a valve set. Full instrucThis is not D tions regarding the working, as well as the making, of the apparatus
will be given. Standard sizes of wire will be used throughout,
possible when
where possible, and the same will apply to the cardboard tubes,
b
complete
set
a
terminals and other parts employed.
is made up.
Having very definite ideàs ¿n the question of a course of this

cording

to.

!

o

bi

Moreover,

P:
o

kind, and to make sure that they will be carried out, the Editor

D

be de-

viIl

scrihed . n e x t
ii week.
Some variable inductances are proo vided with a
O:
switch which
vill give tappings at every
turn up to,
D
say, Io, and
:::
another switch
wh'ich will ena b I e the reb mainder of the
inductance to
o be tapped off
b every io turns.
After careful

-

-

bi

c o n s

i

d e r a-

tion, the writer
has decided to
b have two varia b e inductances, each
with
0 fitted
switches; the
!

has, in spite of much preoccupation, decided to conduct this section
there is always
himself. Every piece of apparatus used will be designed and
a much greater D actually tested by himself, and the reader may proceed with the
construction of the apparatus with the fullest confidence that
chance of obbe obtainable.
taining success D excellent resultsofwillapparatus
D
Each
piece
will be so designed as to minimise the
first will be
with a set made
skill required in constructing it. Moreover, the apparatus will be
o called the
up of comof a fool-proof character.
ponents t h a n P.
single turn
Lastly, the whole organisation of the Radio Press will be àt
i nwith one which b your service should you have any difficulty in following the o variable
instructions given.
ductance and
is mounted on
a panel or in a
will consist of
u
u
20
cabinet or box.
tUrns o f
By the use of separate units it is possible to
wire, the coils being tapped off at.every turn,
wire up the apparatus in an infinite number
the tappings going to studs along which
moves a selector switch arm.
of ways, and many experimental tests may be
If more inductance than 20 turns is recarried out with great facility.
quired, another unit- will be used, this unit
Tuning Apparatus
consisting of a total of ioo turns, tapped at
every 20 turns. By connecting these two inThe first piece of apparatus to Ñakè, is -a
ductances in series it will he 'possible to obtain
tuner which will cover the range of wave1

-

t

L.
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:any valueof inductance. from-i turn to-12o
turns. Another advantage of having two
separate variable inductances is that they will
be more useful for interchanging in different
arrangements of apparatus which we will he
discussing later on.

..

-

Method of Winding the Inductance
The inductance coil is wound for a distance
of gin. on a cardboard tube sin. in diameter
and i-in. long, and is tapped at every turn,
there being 20 tappings altogether, these
tappings going to studs over which moves a
selector switch arm.

An Inductance Tapped at Each Turn
Inductances may be wound either in a
clockwise or anti-clockwise direction.
The
best way of designating an inductance coil is
to say whether it has a right-hand screw or a
left-hand screw. An ordinary corkscrew is
called a right-hand screw, because to make
the corkscrew enter the cork it is necessary to
turn the handle round in a right-hand or
clockwise direction.
An inductance coil
voind as a right-hand screw ill be similar
to a corkscrew. 1f ve take the inductance coil,
which we will presume is wound on a cylindrical cardboard tube, and if it is necessary to
turn it to the right (i.e., in a clockwise direction) to make it eñter n imaginary cork, then
the inductance is wound as a right-hand
screw (see Fig.

Fig.

-

i.

1.-A

tance round. the otJer.. way does not in any
way affect it being a left-hand or right-hand.
screw. It will be necessary to turn it in the
same direction as before to make it enter an
imaginary cork.

Fig.

..

flrt step

in winding the coil.

To the experienced constructor this conveys
all the information which is really necessary,
except as regards the size of wire, and this is
No.. 26 s.w.g. double cotton-covered copper
wire, whict! is obtainable from many of the
wireless dealers advertising in this journal.
For the benefù of the beginner, however, a
detailed explanation of the way the variable
inductance is wound and made will be of interest, as different kinds of inductance may be
wound in a similar manner at any future date.
Fig. 3 shows the cardboard tube C measuring 5m, diameter by 1*in. in length. About
tin. from the left-hand side is made a hole i,
a similar hole H2 being made close to the
edge of the tube and very slightly lower than
the other hole.
A reel of No. 26 double
cotton-covered copper wire is now obtained;
a half-pound reel vill do, but it is better to
bbtain a full pound if much experimental
work is to be done. The reel may be allowed
to rest on the floor, or is preferably fixed to an
old table by a nail which will allow the reel
to rotate as the end of the wire is pulled.
Th.e end of the wire is slipped through the
hole Hi, round the end of the tube at the left,
and down through the hole 112 and out again,
a loose end of about 12m, being left.
The
wire is pulled tight so that it is secured by
the aid of the
holes. Any 9111er method
of fastening the vire to the tube will do, but

rlghf-hand screw.

If,on the othér hand, the inductànce coil
is wound in such a manner that to make it
enter the imaginary cork it is necessary to
turn it to. the left, or man anti-c1ockvise direction, then the inductance is wound as a lefthand screw (see Fig. 2).
It is to be noticed that turning the induc-

il

to

Fi2.

2.-.4 1f-hii1

scre.'.
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this is sufficiently satisfactory for the purpose.
The size of the holes has been exaggerated in
order to show how the wire is threaded
through them, but in practice they would fit
the wire tightly. The wire is now wound
round the tube for one turn. A hole, H3
(Fig. 4), is now pierced through the cardboard
tube with the point of a pair of scissors or
in any other manner. A similar hole, H4, is
also made and is slightly below the level of
H3 and placed close to the edge of the cardboard tube. The hole H3 should be a little
lower than the hole I-Ii and should be about
the width of the wire to the right of Hi. The
wire is now formed into a loop L, and the
pointed end of this loop is passed through the

1923

then looped round the hole H5 in the same
manner as before.
The same procedure is adopted until 20
tappings have been taken, excluding the wire
going to the beginning of the inding, hut
including the connection to. the end of the
coil.
Fig.8 shows the general :riianner in which
each tapping is made.
-

:

P

hole H3.

,

Fg. 6.-The firsi làpping

i

ii,

eompleled.

Fig. ç shows another view of the outside of
the tube, and shows how the.various tappings
aré taken.
Fig. io shos a view of a portion of the
inner surface of the cardboard tube.
Fig. ii shows the completed inductance
tube with all the tappings coming out at the
left-hand side.

Ftg. 4.-Completing the first (urn.

Fig. 4 shows the construction of the inductance just prior to inserting the end of the
loop L through the hole H3.
Fig. 5 shows the end L of the loop passed
through the hole H3. The end of the ioop L
is now passed through the hole H4, and when
this operation is completed the appearance of
the inductance is as in Fig. 6. The loop
should now extend beyond the cardboard tube
for a distance of about 8 to 12m., and should

L

Fg. 7.-Completing

JiWIfl

the second turn.

The Base-board
The cardboard tube wound with its 20 turns
of ire is mounted on a base-board fitted with
terminals and a switch.
Two pieces of wood, measuring
x
in.xin., are required, and one piece of
wood as in Fig. 13, measuring 5in.x3in.
x gin. The Fig. 12 pieces are for the vertical supports, and the Fig. 1.3 is for the horizontal board on which the tube is actually
mounted.
The Inductance Switch
The switch, which is for the purpose of
selecting different numbers of turns of sin-

¡r

Fig. 5.-Taking the first tapping_

be pullçl tight. Having pulled the loôp tight,
continue winding thé wire round the coil,
keeping the turns close together.
-nother loop L (see Fig. 7) is now made
and passes through another hole f16, and is
50
fl48
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Fig. i6 shows a side view of the board
carrying the switch arm, and lig. 17 shows
the rear of the panel. The letters R and L
indicate right and left; and correspond to the
letters L and R of the front view of the panel

ductance, is arranged on a vertical piece of
wood dimensioned as above. The vertical

.

Fig. 8.-Method of taking tappin

piece of wood, vith its switch and two terminals. is shown in FieS.
and is the next

i.

tiling

t'o

make.

Fig. 11.-Another view
rhowing tappings.

-

,i1

Fig. 12.-Vertical portion

Fig. 16.-Another view of

shown in Fig. 15. lt will be seen that the
hacl of the terminal T2 is connected to the
itch arm. The first stud (starting from
the L side) is No. o, and is connected to Ti
and also the left-handend of the inductance
coil.

Two single " Army" términals, Ti and
1'2, constitufe the terminals of the inductance.
The left-halid terminal Ti goes to the
beginning of the coil direct, whereas the right-

of coil

base-board.

the selector switch.

Fig. 9.-Appearance of finished lappings.

Fig. 1O.-Ioside

of

showing lappings.

Fig. 14.-Arrangement of selector swil*,

hand terminal is connected to the switch arm.
Fig. 15 shows the general lay-out of the
vertical board carrying the rotary switch. The
holes for the studs are drilled as shown, and
the actual studs may measure lin, in diameter.
The actual diameter of the circle round which
the studs are arranged will depend upon the
length of the switch arm. This, however, is
more a matter of commonsense than anything
else, but the reader is advised to separate the
studs by a distance equal to about half their
diameter

Fig. 15.-Holes drilled for selector switch and terminals.
5'
B
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Completing Base-board
Having constructed the thee .different
hoards, the two vertical ones- and the horizQntal one, they are assembled as shown in
Fig: i8, screws or nails being used to secüre
the top board to the two vertical ones.

11,

1923

being connected to the right-hand end of the
coiJ, i.e., to th last turn
The idea of hav,ing stud No. o is that-the
whole inductance may be cut out if sodesired.
Screws or other projections should be fixed
at the end of the arc formed by the studs.
These screws should be placed in the same

Fig. 18-Comp1eed base-board.
Fig. 19.-The finished indueJance.

positions as would be occupied by an additional stud at each end, and they serve to
prevent the switch arm from slipping off the
last stud. They are merely stops, and no
connections are made to them.

The only remaining operation is to screw
the cardboard tube to the top board and to
make connections between the tappings and
the studs which correspond to them. There
are altogether 21 studs, the one on the left
(Fig. 19) being directly connected to the

Wiring up the Inductance
The backs of the different studs are connected in strict rotation to the different tappings, the loops, which constitute the tapP1ngs, being bared at th&r ends for making

1

-

-

-""«

to the Studs, either by Soldering or
by means of nuts. Soldering is mucj to be pre
ferred, and if the ioop is too long it should be
cut off where desired, the ends of both the
wires being then bared, twisted together and
soldered on to the back of the stud.
Fig. 19 shows how the completed inductCon nectio

pai

terminal Ti at the back of the panel. The
terminal Ti itself is connected to the left-hand
side of the coil, in other words, to the beginning of the coil. Stud No. i goes to the
first tapping, stud No. 2 goes to the second
tapping, and so on, the final stud, No. 20,

ance will look.

"
Next week's issue of
Wireless Weekly " will give full instructions for making
another variable inductance and also a crystal detector. The constructor will then
have sufficient apparatus to receive broadcasting, ship stations and experimental
telephony transmissions. Further issues will contain full instructions for making
combined crystal and Valve sets and sets using valves alone. The reader is advisedfor his own sake as well as ours-not to miss any instalments..

'
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The Club station is now being equipped with a
three-valve recei'ing set (i H.F., Detector and i L.F.,
employing tuned-anode intervalvc coupling)- and a
4-fÇ frame aerial wound, with three complete turns
of bell wire. This apparatus isto be used for directional vdrk in cOnjunctiôn with a portable smallpower spark 'transmitting set, comprising an ex-

society.

o

o
D
D
O
D

D

.Goei'nment aircraft transmitter worked from a 4-volt
accumulator, 2 light, portable steel masts 2oft. high
with a 4oft. 2-wire aerial and wire-netting earth.
Preliminary tests will take place in about a fortnight's time, and during the coming_summer it', is
hoped to put in some good.work.. The Secretary will

The object of all, amateur wireless
societIes may, for all practical purposes,
be summarised as follows
"To assist and encourage member's in the
study of experimental wlreléss telegraphy and
wireless telephony, and' In the construction
of the necessary apparatus."
Substituté the word raders for the
vord members, and it will be seen how
closely 'allied are the objects of the amateur wiréléss societies and ourselves.
No we well know that, for any society
to 'make creditable progress both as
regird ifs strèngth of membership and
the technical work accomplished, a certain
amount of publicity is very desirable, if
not absolutely necessary.
But this publicity must be of the right
kind.
We consider that reports published should, firstly, indicate the active
existence of the society concerned;
secondly, should give technical details,
carefully edited if necessary, of any
interesting lectures, demonstrations or experiments which have taken place; and,
lastly; invite suggestions and frieiiclly
criticisms from other societies.
Under these conditions, instead of read-

:-

.0

D
D
D
'J

D
D
0

within a to-mile
radius who are agreeable to co-operate in the exbe pleased to hear from any societies

periments."

or,

,

'D

.

'

'

.

-

meeting of the Society was held on the 21st
inst., the lecturer being Mr. John Smith, who spoke
on
Methods of High-frequency Amplil,cation."
The lecturer stated that in his opinion the best
method of amplifying high-frequency Currents vas to'
use a tuned-anode circuit, especially when- several
valves were used for high-frequency amplification.
He gave a demonstration on broadcasting with a set
in which the intervalve coupling unit consisted of inductance coils, wounL for 4 inches with No. 26 gauge
double cotton covered wire, on a cardboard tube
inches in diameter; 6 equal tappings were taken
3
A

from this coil, which vas shunted by a variable
condenser of o.00i ,F capacity 2 high-frequency
valves were used, and the last valve was used as a
detector. On - an aerial 20 ft. high and So ft. long
broadcasting vas received from both Cardiff and Newcastle with excellent results."
;

cordially invite the secretaries of all
amateur wireless societies to send us technicalreports for publication in this journal.. Literary
effect need not be striven for: concise and
accurate technical details (and a rough sketch
or diagram if considered necessary) are all
that we require. All reports should state
clearly (1) the name of the. society; (2) the
name and address of the sécretary; (3) the
address of the club rooms; and (4) the day
and time of regular meetings.
In this- matter we do not propose to act
as the official organ of any one, but prefer
to remain the unofficial órgàn of air the
Soçieties
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char..1here

John Jones occupied the
sas a good attendance of members and Friends.
The Committee
Orte new member was elected
complained that the buzzer practice was not going
well . . . (it seldom does) . . . A number of ¡mi
provements to the Club's apparatus vere discussed.
Mr.

D

Mr. Tom Smith :gave an instrutiv discourse
on aerials and seems quite at home
the subject.
-.
The evening concluded with a demonstration
by Mr. Jim Brown, the apparattís being knd1y loaned
for the occasion, etc."
.

commence a ction of-this journal.
devoted tothe needs and interests
of British amater -adio societies. We
belie%e that the publication of suitable
reports will serve as a record of the progréss of the society concerned, wi'1 enable
all societies to know of and appreciate one
another's activities and prove of great
value toal1 readers who are membeis of a

ingthat:

D

in. future issues,
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Valves
A causerie relating to the use of valves. This feature will
appear every week and n'il be conducted by the Editor.

i

Connecting up the High Tension Battery
THERE are still many experimenters
who connect the negative terminal of
their high tension batteiy to the negative terminal of their accumulator. There is
no reason why this should be continued, as
it is highly desirable that some standard
practice should be adopted, not only by man ufcttirers but niso by exnerimenters.
It isa very good lan whenever more than
one valve is used, to connect the high tension
battery next to the low tension accumulator
and to connect the negative terminal of the
high tension battery to the positive terminal
of the filament battery. The advantage of
doing this is that the total voltage on the
anode is increased by the voltage across the
filament accumulator, which will usually be
6 volts. Thus, if we were to connect the
negative terminal of the high tension battery
to the negative terminal of the accumulator,
and the high tension voltage were 6o, the
anode voltage would be 6o.. If, however, we
connect the high tension battery negative
terminal to tue positie of the accumulator
battery, the anode voltage would be 66 volts.
Apart from standardising practice, an
economy of 6 volts is effected by doing this,
and I know of no circumstances where any
advantage attaches to the connection to the
negative terminal of the filament accumulator,
except, perhaps, when taking measurements
of characteristics.
Whenever two pieces of apparatus employing valves are connected to the same
batteries it is essential that the high tension
battery should be next to the filament battery,
and that in those cases the negative terminal
of the high tension battery be connected to
the same terminal of the accumulator, which
terminal should, in my opinion, always he. the
positive terminal.
B52

The Position of the Filament Rheostat
4nother common fault on the part of the
beginner is to pay no attention to the position
of his filament rheostat. Many who use
valve-holder panels do not trouble to look
under the panel to see which terminal the
rheostat is connected to. The accompanying
ligure shows the rheostat connected next to
the negative terminal of the 6-volt accumulator Bi. The electron current from the
accumulator Bi flows in the direction of the
dotted arrow head, and heats the filament to
incandescence. If we assume that the used
portion of the resistance R has a value of
3 ohms, and that the current flowing round
the filament circuit is 0.7 amp., the voltage
drop across the points XY will be 2.1 volts.
This means that the point Y is at a potential
of - 2.1 volts with respect to the negative side
of the filament F.

I
A,'

The Circuit shown is a simple low frequency
amplifier, and it will be seen that one end of
the secondary T2 is connected to the vrid and
the other to the point Y. Itwill therefore be
seen that the grid has normally a negative
potential of 2.! volts, and this is usually a
54.
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distinct advantage, because if the grid were
connected through T2 to the negatie side
of the filament F, instead of to the point Y,
its normal potential would be zero, and positive half-cycles of alternating current in P2
\vQuld cause the grid potential to rise vell
above zero in a positive direction, and so set
u -an appreciable' grid current due to the
flow of electrons from the filament to the grid
and round the grid circuit-. This grid
current woúld damp out, td a certain extent,
th
oii ive half-cycles and disiortion would
result, also a Certain loss of amplification.
Provided thêre is nò tendency to selfoscillation, it is always better to connect the
bottom end of the grid circuit of an amplifying
vahe to the negative terminal of the accumulatoi-, the filament i-heostat being connected in
the position shown. Care must be taken to
see that the high tension voltage is of the
right value.
-

Regarding the ST 45 CircuIt
This çircuit is one employing a tuned anode
Á Note

Circuit with reaction from the anode circuit
of the second valve. It sòmêtimes happens
that the first valve vil1 oscillate whén the reaction is applied, even though this reaction
ony takes plac,e on the anode circuit of the
first valve. This is due to the increasing of
the natural retroaction between the anode
éfrcuit of the first valve and the grid circuit of
thefirst \alve. The effect may be lessened by
connecting the bottom of the grid circuit of
the first valve to the positive terminal of the
filament accumulator, or to a point on a
potentiometer across the filament accumu-

lator. This introduces damping into the
grid circuit, and should counteract the tendency to self-oscillation.
The effect may also be decreased by connecting a filament rheostat as a conenient
form of variable resistance in the grid oscillation circuit in one of the leads to the variable
condenser, if stich is used.

Variable Cridleaks
ltis interesting to noté that as the number
of people, interested in wireless increases,
the greater is the .ariety of the apparatus
placed upon the market. For years we have
been satisfied with ordinary gridleaks, but
now there are several types which re stated
to give greatly improved results.
I have tried several of these myself, and am
not very happy with the results obtained.
This is due to the irregularity of some of the

Weekly

A home-made variable
gridleak of. the kind described in No. 2 of
Modern lVirelessis much more likely to give
good results. The trouble about the type of
variable gridleak which employs a pencilline running in a groove is that it is very
difficult, in the first place, toget an effective
contact with the end of the pencil line, and,'
owing to the exposur of the leak 'to the
atmosphere and the uncerlaintyof the ¿ontact
with the graphite lñ - the groove, -this is a
difficult problem. Some of the variable gridleaks, moreover, have a very long path, in the
form of a groove, along which the eléctrons
apparently have to find their way. Some
have to go through veritable mazes before
completing their leaky journey, and the road
is not infrequently a ery rough one.
There is no doubt that a really reliable
.variahlegridleak is required. Considerable advantages result from its use, and much of the
distortion in a valve receiver may be traced
to the rectifying valve. .Let us hope that
sudi a goód variable gridleak will be placed
lanufacturers who read
on the- market.
.thes hities might take the hint.
commercial products.

High or Low Frequency Amplification on
a Two-Valve Set?
A question frequently asked is: " \Vhen
using
valves, is it better to use the first
as a rectifier and the second as a low frequency
amplifier, or the first as a high frequency
amplifier and the second as a detector?
Except in certain cases where long or particularly short ranges have to be covered,
there is practically no difference between the
results obtained between a "straight " high
frequency amplifier valve followed by a detector \alve and a detector valve followed by a
-low frequency amplifier.
If, however, we obtain reaction from the
anode circuit of the first valve to the grid
circuit of the first. valve (which is not perniissible in the case -of a broadcast receiver),
r the anode circuit of the second vale to the
inter-valve coupling, provided the latter is
tunable, this arrangement is greatly preferable to the ordinary circuit using the valve
as a detector followed by a low frequency
amplifying valve.
The latter arrangement, however, mày he
greatly improved by introducing reaction from
the anode circuit of the first valve into the
grid circuit of the first valve, but this is not
permissible for the reception of broadcasting,
owing to the danger of self-oscillation
-

to
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APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
7752.

Moeeis.-Generation

H.

AIREY,

wireless telegraphy, etc.
ANGus, A.

7192.

of

7579.
7071.
7235.

waves for

March i7th.

etc.

765
6th.
7293.

reception.
7051.

DEAN,

DÄÑ,

7752:

H-Electric accumulators. March
j-L. J.-Eledróstatic condensers.
.-

.

.

SANFTLEBEN,
SEYMOUR,

telegraphy, etc.

m6th.

V.-Crystal detectors. March

E. A.

C.-Generation

of waves for wireless

March i7th.

G.-Generation of waves for s ireless
March i7th.
7622.
SIIURLOK, H. H. M.-Telephone etc., receivers.
March i6th.
7028. TEE, J.-Aerials
for wireless telegraphy, etc.
March 12th.
7117. TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co., LTD-Crystal
detectors. March 12th.
7691. TILLEY, J. T.-Crystal detectors for wireless telephony, etc. March 17th.
7159. WATSON, A. E.-Variable condensers for wireless
telegraphy, etc. March i3th.
7343. WIIITEHEAD, W.-Electric accumulators. March
I4th.

March

7752.

SHEARING,

telegraphy, etc.

.

H. H.-Crystal detectors for' wireless
March i3th.
H.LE, G. W.-Receivimig broadcasted signals.
GROVES,

March 12th.

.

7028. HEADLEY, S. T.-Aerials for wireless telegraphy,
etc. March 12th.
7072. HEATh, R. J. W.-Combined filament rheostat
and holder for wireless valves. March 12th.
7405. HINE, J. J.-Loud.speaking and sound-collecting,

etc., apparatus.

March 4th.
E. %V.-Wireless aerials. March i4th.
J0ANEs, J.-Telephone or headphone terminal
board. March 12th.
7073. JONES, T. L.-Switches for variable electric resistances, etc. March 12th.
telegraph,
etc.,
W.-%Vireless
7610. Kiwros,
apparatus. March i6th.
March
7562. LEIGH, C.-Loud-speaking. telephones.
iôth.
7752. MATTHEWS, C.-Generation of waves for wireless
telegraphy, etc. March 17th.
7682. MINO, H. E.-Slider and contact bar for wireless
tuning-coils. March 17th.
72fl. NELL, J. E.-Means for amplification of audible
waves or vibrations in wireless receiving-apparatus: March
i3th.
7405. PALMER, G.-Loud-speaking and sound-coflectig,
etc., apparatus. March i4th.
7413.
7052.

-

Qut,

12th.

coils for, wireless receiv-

ing-aparatus. March i6th.
7651.

POULTON,

H.-Electric terminals. March i6th.
C-Wireless valves. March 12th.
G.-Wireress
receiving-apparatus.

March 12th.

7117.

Cnw.y, L.-lnductance

H.

J. R.-Transinitting, recording, or re
producing sound electrically. March i5th.
7372. ROBERTS, V. S.-Wireless tçlegraphy, etc. March
i4th.
7515.
ROEINSON, E. Y.-Vacuum electric tubes. March
i5th.
7093.
ROUND. J. C-Aerials for wireless telegraphy,
7493.

ith.

7637.

1.

PhILLIPS,

March i3th.

R.-Devices for charging accumulator

cells. March i3th.
?606 BOLITIJO, J. B-Receiving-apparatus for wireless
telegraphy, etc. March i6th.
7056. BONELL;, E.-\Vireless receiver. March 12th.
BURTON, DELINGPOLE & Co., LTD-Crystal detec7691.
tors for wireless telephony, etc. March 7th.
E.-Means foi' amplification of
7222.
CADETT, E.
audible waves or vibrations in wireless receiving-apparatus.

March

Ptssos,

HYNES,

V

V

ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
192,090.

WESTINGhOUSE

ELECTRIC

&

MANUFCTUR1NG

Co.-Relates

tó receiving-apparatus for wireless and like
signals employing a back-coupled valve which is set into
oscillation by a received impulse and is choked into
quiescence immediately afterwards by a negative charge
accumulating on its grid; and consists in providing means
for controlling the choking effect in accordance withthè
intensity of the received Impulses. (January 22nd, 1923.
Convention date, January 20th, 1922.)

-

l92;133. BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co., LTD-Duplex
wireless signalthg apparatus comprises an aerial which is
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a diide
aerial system,
and signalling is effected by varying the relative phase
of the oscillations supplied to the aerials or aerial sections,
such phase variations are produced by magnetic controlling
devices. The aerial are set apart so that the phase variation produces 'i displacement of the direction of maximum
propagation, and consequently a variation of the strength
of radiation in any given direction. (October 24th, 1921.)
192,171.
DOWSETT, H.
methods of generating
oscillations employing thore than one arc and in which
two condensers are arranged between like electrodes, the
output circuit being connected between these condenscrs,
each of the- iter-arc condensers is made large compared
with the condenser in the output circuit. Preferably inductances are also included, the two al-c circuits being deetrically equivalent. (October 28th, 1921.)
192,183. ThREE STAR ACCWICLATORS. Lio.,
D KENDILL,
tight joint is made between the lid of a storage
battery and the container by means of a rubber washer
which is held in a rectangulai groove in the lid and bears
on the flat upper end of the container. The lid is pressed
down by means of a ring which bears on the upper surface
of the lid, the lower surface being of a smaller diameter so
as to enter the mouth of the container. (November 2nd,
192!.)

made resonant for two different frequencies by coupling to
it a closed oscillatory. Circuit, one of which frequencies is
used for transmission by a generator, and the other for
reception by a tuned circuit and detector. In order that theitransmissio cirren may not affect the receiver, a balancing connection is provided betwéen -the -generator sourcet
and the detector, comprising a transformer and- phase
adjustor, the oscillatory current transmitted thereby being
adjusted to neutralise Ihat transmitted from the generator
through the aerial èircuit and the tuned circuit. (October
20th, 1921.)

tions are continuously supplied to

M-In

-

C-A

C

.

1.

FgI

¿Iti P

R2'

H

Illuzs!raUn

Illustrating Paient No: 192,171.
DONIsToORPE, H. St. j. de A.-ln thermionic
helical grid, interposed between a filament cathode
and an anode, is enei-gised by passage of current, so as to
produce magnetic fields which counteract the efTect of
mutual repulsion on the electrons cmitted from the ends
of the filament, and prevent the escape of these electrons
through the open ends of the anode. In one arrangement
both endsof a grid are connected to the positiveerminal
f a battery, and the middle point is connected through
a resistance with the negative terminal, so that each half
of the helix produces a magnetic field. ¡n another al-rangement one half of the grid is wound in one direction, and the
other half in the other direction, the ends of the gi-id being
connected with a battery through a resistance. (October
24th, 192 i.)
192,1 II,
BRITISh
TnolsoN-!-loUsToN Co., LrD.-In
a ireless transmission systems of the kind in which oscilla.

192,140.

vahes,

Patent No. 192,212.

F-Electric

inductance coils of
insulated wire for wireless telegraphy or other purposes, of
the kind wound in superimposed layers with the turns
spaced apart and crossing at an angle to give the coil
a latticed or cellular stiuctuie, are wound so that the wire
describes a semi-wave form on the periphery of the coil.
In the caseof narrow coils, the spacing of the turns and
the angle at which they cross are thus increased. The
wire may describe about o complete cycles of a semi-wave
in every 24 turns of the coil. The coil may be wound on
the machine described in Specification 189,376. (January
192,212.

a

SUTTON,

J.

21st, 1922.)
192,285. BRrrIsIu

L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTLRING
Co.. L ro., AND Ceowe, \V. M.-In an electromagnetic relay having two or more electromagnets, with corresponding armatures and contacts, mounted on a common yoke
forming part of the magnetic Circuit of each of the magnets,
the magnets are arranged alternately on opposite aides of
the yoke. The contacts and armatures (which may be of
pivoted or knife-edge type) are also alternately arranged,
the contacts propel to one magnet beiu adjacent to and
magnet.
on the same side of the yoke as the next
(February 3rd, 1922.)
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The Practical Electrician's Pocket
Book, 1923. (S. Rente!! & Co.,

Ltd. 3S. net.)
This is the twenty-fifth annual issue
of this red-coated manual, and the
editor appears to have celebrated Ehe
quarter century by making the book,
- if possible, more vahiable than ever to
its numerous readers. Various sections
have been most carefully re-wri'cteii.
For instance, the chapters on Steam
Boilers, Motor Control Gear, Portable
Electric Tools, Flexibles, Railway
Signalling, and Fuses, have all received attention, and more Special
Wiring Systems have been added in
order to'keep pace with the times.

The most recent developments in Electiic Welding are treated by an expert,
and an entirely new Chapter has been
Wireless
Broadcasting.
on
added
l'urther, the useful set of Central
Station Tables now includes the cornniencement of a new table showing the
average number of units used per
annum by consumers taking supply
under rateable value tariffs.
This, we
believe, i
information nowhere else
obtainable, and is distinctly useful to
eritral staffon engineers
Absolute re-

liability is essential in any work which
gains a place in the City and Guilds
list of " \Vorks of Reference,'' as has
been done by this hardy anñual, and
the publishers aim at maintaining that
reputation to the best of their ability.
The book is compact and well printed,
and covers a ver5' vide ground in a
concise and practical way which should
ensure it an ever-increasing sale
throughout the whole electrical profession.

"How to Erect Your Own
less Aerial." By B.

I.

I

WireE. G.

4 of the Radio Press
Wireless Series, and deals in a coniplete manner with the erection of
aerials for experimental work. Details
are given regarding numerous differcnt kinds of aerials, and the author
sl)eats with some authority, as his experience is based -on many years association with the firm that has erected
probably more aerials in various parts
of the world than any other.
Although more at home with, or,

JYtf(entton

"Small

Lathes

Using."

Mittell, A.M.I.E.E. (London:
Radio. Press Limited. Price ss.

net.)
This is No.

rather, on, 400-ft. masts, the author
applies scientific principles to the erection of the experimenter's aerial.
There is more in erecting an aerial
than meets the eye. Some of the vital
parts of the aerial-earth system never
meet the eye at all, with the result that
they are often neglected. Mr. Mittel!
unearths these facts, if such a term
may be .used in this instance.

- Making

(London: Cassell
Co., Ltd. Price !s. ód. net.)

This

and
&

the vell-known
which relate to
different handicrafts.
\nyone who
wishes to make really presentable vireless apparatus will, sooner or later,
want to use a lathe.. Those who wish
to Construct a serviceable tool, either
is

one

of

" Work " handbooks

a simple type of wood-bed or a 21-inch

centre lathe with back-gear and slide
rest, will be well advised to buy this
admirable little book, which is one of
a series edited by Mr. Bernard Jones,
whose long experience in this class of
literature enables him to bring to bear
an unerring judgment in supplying just
that information which i wanted.

Ye 1aper

This is what Caxton printed at the foot of each advertisement page of the
first periodical printed in this country.
The same formula is used to-day. Some even go so far as to say that you
get better service by mentioning the paper when replying to advertisements.
Don't you believe it! It doesn't matter a brass farthing whether you mention the
papèr or not.
What does matter is the hard commercial fact that without advertisements the
whole quality of a periodical must fall: off. If "Wireless Weekly " does not become
the premier weekly advertising medium we will not be able to keep up its
standard. You can help by "mentioning ye paper."
We ask this favour but do not try to beguile you into thinking you'll benefit
from the advertiser. It is simply the sporting thing to do and we are confident I
that, if you like our paper, you will oblige us by a little act of courtesy which will
be to our ultimate mutual advantage
I
I
We will see to it that ample text pages are provided every week.
We respectfully ask you to ORDER YOUR REQUIREMENTS from Advertisers
I
in " Wireless Weekly."

.1

....
I
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had to be taken. to. see the actual piece.
Listening to loud laughter when nothing
humorous had been said, apparently was too
tantahising, and it was obvious that half the
humour lay in what was doii rather than in
what was said.
I
hope you will do wharyou can to hack
up the theatrical managers.-Good luck to
them !
I am, etc.,
DEFLATED.
Gouldbuirn.

EFFECTS OF NEIGHBOURING AERIALS
To the Editor, Radio Press, Ltd.
SIR,-1 have noticed an effect which,
whilst verr annoying to myself, has a certain technical interest, and it would be
interesting to know whether any other of

your readers have experienced the sanie
trouble.
My house adjoins that of a neighbour who
has also fitted up an aerial w hich runs
parallel to my own and very close to it.
At times, when receiving signals, they
have become very -much feebler, and thinking that this was due to fading, it was not
until recentis- that I discovered that the trouble
occurred when my friend-or friend that was
-also listened-in at the same time. lt
seems that wheti the two aerial circuits are
both tuned in to a signal, one aerial deprives
the other of a considerable portion of its
energy, and, on enquiry, I discovered that my
neighbour hid also noticed a similar effect.
I would like to know whether there is any
method of pre\enting this trouble, and
whether the experience I have related is something unusual or whether other listeners-in
hav&met with the same phenomenon.
I

Basi ngstoke.

CARBORUNDUM WITHOUT A POTENTIOMETER
To tlie Editor, Radio Press, Ltd.
SIR,-Most experimenters with crystal receiving sets have tried various crystals and
many appear to have arrived at the concluSiOn that Heitzite, Galena, or Silicon cannot
be surpassed. Certainly these crystals are
vers sensitive and yield excellent results,
hut being most unstable cannot be considered
really satisfactory. As a genuine experinietiter I wilfully depart front all ruIs and
the coni entions laid down by experts who
invariably say that the carhorundurn crystal
vihl noi work without an applied potential.
I purchased several carborundum crystals at
different shops, soldered them firmly into
crystal cups, and ha e had better results
with them without any applied potential than
I have liad
ith any other crystal. Upon first

am, etc.,
SNooKs

SHOULD THEATRE BROADCASTING BE
BANNED?

obtaining such results I suspected that m
particular crystal was an unusual sample, hut
have since houpht other crstals and obtained
similar results.
1
find that a piece of filament-resistance
wire making firm contact at almost any part
of the crystal gives excellent results, and,
möreoer, is quite stable and will withstand
even rough or careless handling. I reside
about six miles fröm 2L0, and the music
etc., is very loud indeed. I shall be pleased
to learn whether any other readers have
experimented along these lines.

To the Editor, 1adio Press, Ltd.
SIR,-I have read with interest in the daily

Press that a Committee of Theatre Manageis
are proposing to discourage the broadcasting
of plays.
Allow me, as the father of a family, to
add my protest to those of the theatrical
managers.
Not only has the apparatus cost me a considerable sum, hut after '' The Lady of the
Rose " mv wife insisted on mv. taking, her to
see it. The real trouble, however, arose
th rough us listening-i n to '' Cinderella.''
The whole family, especially the younger
members, were so delighted that they simply

.

.

.

lam, etc.,

.

.

.

C.

MULCH.

l-Iornsey, N.8.
59
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lo the genuine á'mateur expèrimenler.

EADERS of this Journal will be interested to. note
in our business pages particulars of a competition
organised by the City Accumulator Company in con-'
nectibn with the R.A.F. Type io Aircraft Receiver. This
receiver, although never actually used, vas designed at
the close of the.war for use on aeroplanes. The apparatus

¡

on a wavelengtf range of between 300 and 3,OOO metres.
In other words, the apparatus should be capable of receiving not only the British broadcasting stations, but also
the Eiffel Tower transmissions on 2,600 metres.
We hope in our next issue to give, fuller technical details of the set, showing the prsent circuit diagrams. Those

POTENTIOMETER

DETECTOR

VALVE
/

-

L.RVALVES
RHEOSTAT

f

-

..

1.

INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMERS
.

/

*

AERIAL
TERMINAL

--

.

A

"

I

8E:

4f
:oNoENR

LFVALES

't\
/

v.as

-

C

VERNIER

L

H.T. PLUG

T

C
C

AERIAL

COIDENSER,COIL

&LEAOS.

APERIODIC
COIL

of our readers who propose entering for this competition
will be able to exercise their ingenuity in re-designing the
apparatus, as much of the original instrument being
used as possible. The chief alterations, of course, will
be those relating to the' high-frequency amplification

intended for the reception of wireless telephony signals

on a wavelength of 440 metres.
The instrument is a five-valve set, the first two valves
acting as high-frequcncy amplifiers, the third as a de-

tector, and the last two as low frequency amplifiers.
A number of these instuments are now being
placed on the market, the actual number, hovever,.being
only 400.
The City Accumulator Company are offering
prizes to the total value of £250 for the best suggestions
for converting these instruments so that they will work

circuit.
We may state here that we are at all times willing to
place our columns at the disposal of manufacturers who
desire to encourage design work amongst genuine ex-

perimenters.

óo
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Information
Conducted by

J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.&., assis!ed

by A. L. M.

DÓUGLAS.

In i/us section 1e will deal with all queries regarding anything which appars in ".Vireless
Noi more than three questions will be
Wee kl'n," "Modèn Wireless," or Radio Press Books.
answered al once. Queries, accompanied by Ehe Cou pan from Vie current issue, must be enclosed in
an envelope marked "Query" and addressed Io the Editor. Replies will be sent by posi if sianiped
As' ibis
is our first issue, we have, used questions which Radio
addree.sed envelope i enclosed.
Press had on hand.

caniiot be cìi,iecied directly in the dtector
circuit, because there are so feiv turns of vire
upon the magnet poles that a sufficiently intense field is not proIuced to energise the
diaphragm by. the current rectified by the
detector.

W: A. B. (EASTFIELD) asks for a good receivingcireuit employing one high-frequency
valve, a- rectifier and two low-frequency
valves. He wishes to obtain reaCtion èíther
into .the high-frequency transforther or'the
aeriaLcircuit.
Suitable circuits are Nos.ST. 48 ad S.T. 4tJ
in
'" Practical \\lireless -Vale Circuit

(Radio Press, Ltd.).

.

.

.
G. G. (EDINBURGH). asks- whether
basket, honeycomb or single layer coils are
most efficient for receptiez of short waves
on a crystal receiver.
Tliëe is very little to choose between :any

.

J.'M:T. A; (NEWcAsTLE) asks what:a
potentiometer is
a rèsistnèe uiiaHy
potentiothet&r.

òf the three types of coil mentioned.- Honeycóinh or single layer coils should h used in
preferénce to tim basket pattern, but f re.qu'ently the basket type-is more suitable where

i

connected aéioss a sôiirce 'of small E.M,.F..
such as 2 or 3 dry cèlis or.a 6-volt acumulator, in rder to supply.avery smalLpotetitial to-a point. CQrlflected to.thelidiríg contact of the potentiorpeter in suëh a way that
a vide range of, adjutpmnt, although oiJy
over a small totàj electrical pressure, can b.
secured: This device is of particular use for
controlling the potential upon the grids of
vah'es amplifying at radio frequency.
D. B. (BIRMINGHAM) asks what the
purposé of a telephonetransfornier is.
A telephone transformer is inserted in the
circuit ofa receivérin piace of high resistance
telephones .so that, firstly, the telephones may
be isolated from direct Contact with the highvoltage circuit; and, secondly, so that low resistance receivers may be used which have

cdnsiderably greater strength and consequently immunity from breakdown, both
mechanical arid electrical, than hirh resistance 'phones have. This' point is 'specially
of value where a loud speaker is connected in
the anode circuit of a valve receiver operating
with a high potential on the plate of the last
magnifying valve. Low resistance telephones

-

pa

is

electrical

resrictèd. The difference in their
flhciency is negligiblé;

-:

-

.H; C. -V. (HOLLEYWOOD.)asks whether it
is better to use magnetic'reaction or capacity.
reactiofí on wavelengths ' above the broadcasting batid, and also the hwest wavelength
on which it is..possible to òbtain satisfactory
reaction by the electrostatic method.
Magnefic reactionandcapacity reactin are
both eqùally efficacious. The advantage of
magnetic ieation is that it is very much more
easily controlled than electrostatic or capacity
reaction, and also that it is more suitable for
short wavelengths. On the other hand, capacity reaction is very handy over the upper
wavelength, as a small conçienser will cover
any value between about i,00 and 30,000
metres.
BEGINNER (ACTON) asks if he can erect
an aerial across a public road.
\\Te believe that pro\ ided the aerial' is over
3Oft. from the ground and that the permission
of the local surveyor is obtained, there is no
B 59
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709, ROMFORD ROAD,
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LONDON, E.12.

BLACK

PRINCE
Receiver

Crystal

_N..2._

Price

35/6

Includilig B.B.C. Royalties.
Complete with aerial, phones, insulators, etc., £3 8 0
No. I, as illustrated, 17/6 each.
Postage ano!

pading 21- extra.

These Receivers are exceptionally efficient and give
excellent results on telephony up to a range of
about 20 miles. -They are beautifully finished in
polished Black cabinets and tuning up to 500
metres is controlled by a simple switch movement.
No. 2 gives finer tuning than No. i and is therefore recommended especially at fairly long ranges.
Special Notice to "Wireless Weekly" Readers:
We are in a position to supply Very Cheaply ALL
the parts to build the apparatus described in constructional articles in these pages.

Sprl d Ck811

m ESInX AERIAL
mALes an awkward
b eaSy.
Maxi-

the Wire ess corner

gnaranteed.

Over

3,000 in use.

Ioettl:/7511

126

SOLID OAK OCCASIONAL TABLE
AND WIRELESS BUREAU COMBINED

-

No more scattered batteries rheostats, tuning coils and connecfions. The whole set can fe conveniently hidden, with easy
access at both sides of the table, and the wiring up " may be
permanently fixed. Clear away the annoyance of a jumbled set.
Tble bureau

le

the only addition you reqwre to make o Cabinet-do-Lime Reeetvrr.
STANDARD PINISH IN RICH BROWN SHADE £3] 5e.

Table top shr X ¡74°. Height 300 carr.fud.
QUICK DELIVERY FR011 STOOK
Other Smoke, of dark orni liebt oak, ebony, etc., at as.

Ages Is tor

Wilt,,

EL WELL WIRELESS

Crystal Panel No.
¡z and amplifying
units can be fitted
in
this bureau,
making a cabinet
receiver.
Ask for ParIiculas

R60

roll

o,

additional charge of 5.
'p5ase NOIe foe jo,o,edkil5

deliren'

CHE! LIS
-

.(Chnsber

Ellis)

IIuIuI
.

6

&

7,

Kingsway,
'PI,o,se:
-

-

Craven House,

LONDON,
.

W.C.2.

Repend 113(7,

I
I

ii,
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restriction on the erection of such an aerial.
It is not, as a rule, difficult to obtain permission of this nature where the aerial is to be
erected over a side road or quiet thoroughfare,
but where there are electric tram wires or
telephone wires running along the street, it is
most likely that permission would be refused.
The aerial should he as high as possible, as
it will probably he badly screened.
HUGH (BEXHILL-ON-SEA) asks whether
better signais would be obtained if he used 2
crystal detectors than i detector.
It is not a practical proposition to use two
crystal detectors as rectifiers together. One
detector may be arranged to act as a standby to the other, and with careful adjustment
good results might be obtained by two detectors working in parallel.; but generally
speaking, the results would be very disappointing, and much better signals would be
obtained from one rectifier alone.
E. Q. (WOOLWICH) asks whether it is
better to use à variometer, or a coil and condenser for aerial tuning.
The variometer method is the more efficient
for aerial circuit tuning. The reason for this
is that all the wire in the tuner is constantly
in circuit and there are no losses due to either
dead-end or series capacity effect. Variometers are, as a rule, only used for short wave
reception on account of the difficulty of winding a sufficient amount of wire on to the
formers, whilst at the sanie time keeping them
to a reasonable size. The wire on the variometer should not be so fine as to offer appreciable high-frequency resistance. A series
condenser inserted between a tuning coil and
the aerial or earth side of the circuit generally
gives about the same results.
ANXIOUS (BELFAST) asks whether the
life of a valve is shortened by using a higher
plate voltage than the normal.
The use of -a plate voltage higher than the
normal, provided this increase does not exceed too much the normal working voltage, will not appreciably shorten the life
of the valve. It is increase in filament current which reduces the life of a valve to a
considerable extent, because the filament becomes attenuated in course of time owing
to oxidisation taking place, and in consequence it becomes less and less able to withstand the current flowing through it as more
and more is required to obtain the same
electronic emission. The plate voltage will,
of course, vary in the case of every individual
valve, and the correct value should be, found
by experiment. The novice is advised to
adhere to the instructions furnished by' the
maker with the valves.
-
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:'A. M. O.. (JLFRACØMBE) asks what the
natural wavelength of a standard P.M.G.
The- natural wavelength of an aerial is' practically four times its length in metres.
It should thus be sufficierttly obv'ìoÜs how to
calculate the length of one's own individual
aerial.
A. D (DOVER) asks what the capacity of a
-

condenser for electrostatic 'reaction should
he.

.

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE
We do bot specialise in a few cheap lines only, we carry large
stocks of all Wireless Accessories, so necessary for the Amateur
£ s. d.
..
0 17 6
TELEPHONES, genuine French, 4,000 ohms. ..
British. stamped B.B.C., 4,0)0 ohms... I 2 6
AERIAL WIRE, bare copper stranded, 7/22 per 100 ft... 0 2 6
.. 0 0 3
INSULATORS. Reel, I d. Shell, 9d. Egg
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on ebonite base, 2/-& 0 3 0
.. 0 4 0
PERIKON DETECTORS, complete with crystals
OOJAH BASKET COILS, set of 7, 150-4,000 metres, 0 -5 0
stesi

This depends on the range of wavelengths
which it is desired to cover. If the reaction
condenser is .oc0005 /LF in value, it ill re-

COI

.

.6005

Tolephony.

-

.

;.
..

.
.

126

-

-

about ioo rñetres and up to about
If it is .ocoot F in capacity it will
I2;000.
react down tö about 1,000 metres and up to
o,000, and would, of course, react above that
waveIength. \Vhatever pattern of condenser
is used it should Shave a micrometer adjustment for ery fine regúlation of the capacity.

condensers

--.,.

.

COIL HOLDERS, with anti-capacity

.

Il!..

-

all types of
.

.

handles.

-

CRYSTAL

Per doe.
Easy to replace singlé cells.
SETS, B:B.C: Prices including Royalty
. .

AMPLION LOUDSPEAKERS,
upwards from
TWO-VALVE REIVER, B.B.C., including Royalty

N. V. P. (LINCOLN) asks what-is meant
by säying that a valve is soft or hard.
'A' valve is said to be hard,' generally sp'eaking, if the vacuum is high; co'nërselythe
alve is soft if tile vacuum is low. -. These two
types of valves work on' entirely different prirlciples when used, for instai'ice, as rectifiers,
but ve may state that in general a soft vahe
is the best rectifier and the hard alve is the
best type for high and low frequency amplification. A soft valve can readily be distiriguished from a hard valve because it requires
lower anode voltage to function efflcientfy.
and if the anode voltage, is raised much above
the normal, its amplifying powers cease to

O

9

lO
0 14
0 14

6
0
0

0

0,

O

.

2-way
3-way

-.
TRANSFORMERS. Ratio 5-1. Distortionless
POCKET LAMP BATTERIES, economical and efficient
for HT.

6

-

13/-

.
-

7

l5/-'-

.

10/6

f003
9J6
EXTENSION HANDLES. Adaptable for

act. down to

O

;

.

4
12

I

2206
I

2 12

6

9 5
0 15

0
0
6

VALVES. Marconi, 17/6. Ediswan Mullard, B.T.H...
SOFT 'ALVES, Ideal for detecting ..
.
O
Complete Receiving Sets manufactured to your
own specification. Panels Drilled. Coils Wound.
.

lO

THE WATERLOO. ELECTRIC COMPANY,
129

Electrical and Wireless Engineers,
& 129f Waterloo Road, S.E.1.
'Phone Hop. 5649

THE PIED PIPER'OF'PECKUAM
but one of greater interest
to the public and the radio instrument manufacturer is
was one of our innovations,

&

increase. A hard valve, on the other hand,
will increase the amplification by a considerable extent after the normal anode voltage
has been exceeded. Soft valves will also glow
with a pale blue light inside when the anode
voltage is too great owing to ionisation
taking place, whereas a hard valve will not
exhibit thèse symptoms.
R. D. K. (CALAIS) asks for particulars of
the aerial circuit coil and grid coil for a C.W.
and telephone transmitter working on 180

KA NIlE

i39ijj0ve

2(6een

'
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metres wavelength.
The aerial circuit coil for this transmitter

.

should consist of 30 turnS of either th brass
strip or 14 gauge copper wire used in duplicate on a former 6m, in diameter, the turns
being spaced apart by a distance equal to
their own diameter. The grid coil which will
react into this may consist of a winding of
40 turns of a No. 20 or 22 gauge D.C.C. wire
in. in
wound upon a cardboard tube
diameter, sliding into the aerial coil. It w ill
not be necessary, to hâve tappi ngs on this grid

tor
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If the àerial used for this short wave
transmission is very long, it máy be necessary to insert a series condenser to reduce the
wave.length. This nfay' be of a valuç of
about .0005 F.
AMPLIFIER (WALTON-ON-THE-NAZE)
asks how he can calculate the frequency
corresponding to a given wavelength.
The frequency of a given wavelength is found
by dividing thewavelength in metres into
coil.
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GAM-O-PHONE
CRYSTAL
SET
RECEIVING

i

300,000,000.
M. L. (FOREST GATE) asks whether he
could use a sparking plug as a lightning

arrester.

its undoubtea superiority in simplicity,
FOR
absolute reliability and efficiency at a popular
price, your choice must fall upon the "GAM-OPHONE," which is admirably suited to the reception of the popular broadcasting concerts.

This proposal is quite a sound one. The
aerial should be connected to the centre electrode of the plug and the earth to the outside
point, that is, the metal casing. Care should
be taken that the points of the sparking plug
are nearly closed, so that there is only a very
small gap between them. To avoid any
ambiguity on the subject, it may be stated
that the gap between the points should be
just sufficiently great to allow a piece of thiñ
writing paper to pass through it.
C. H. E. (LEEDS) asks how he can find
out the correct charging rate for an accumulator of a certain capacity.
The charging rates for accumulators may be

The "GAM-O-PHONE" has a wave length
range of 100 to 1,000 metres: only one simple
adjustment has to be made, by which very
fine tuning is obtainable.
Including
D
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-
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taken to be based upon an allowance of io
amperes rate for every ioo amperes actual
capacity of the cell. That means that an
ordinary ignition accumulator (which has a
rated capacity of xoo ampere hours and of 50
ampere hours continuous) would have a
charging rate of
amperes. This will be
found to be a safe rate to allow. We may
point out that nothing puts an end to the
useful life of an accumulator so quickly as
excessive charging and discharging, and if
any further information Ofl this subject is
desired-we shall be very glad to answer it
through these columns

(ttocwk.
We are always pleased to receive interesting articles for ou!
various publications, and those accepted will be purchased at
good rates. Articles canbesubmittedwithorwithoutdiagrams
or photographs Where constructional articles are submitted.
evidence of the actual wo. ng of the apparatus descrtbed must
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V.24 valve.

The internat resistance, so far as the current
flowing through the platé circuit is concerned,
varies slightly according to the part of the
characteristic curve on which the valve i
worked. Thè average resistance of
V.24
valve may be takeb to be from 2o;000 to
50,000 ohms.
SPARKS (BARROW-IN-FURNESS) asks
whether a 2-electrode Fleming valve-i any
improvement on a crystal for. reception.
Thé Fléming valve is not really an impro'ement on the crystal as faF'assensitivitygdes,
64
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but, of course, the yalve is much more stable
-and does nt require constant adjustment like
a ciystal
We ould advise you not to
attempt the use of a two-electrode Fleming
valve, but to use a good crystal in your re-

.1
-

-.

r- -

-'«.._.

ceiver as a rectifier.
ENQUIRER (TEXAS) asks whether he can

wind simple inductances for crystal reception

'

It is useless to attempt to w'ind an inductance
upon an iron former such as the tins you
suggest. The effect of the metal is to form a
closed metallic circuit which will reduce the
'inductance effect of the windings to a
negligible quantity. You should make your
formers
of cardboard well shellaced.
B. R. (DEVIZES) asks for the simplest
possible winding for an efficient inter-valve
transformer for a single stage of lowfrequency magnification which will give him
the maximum signal strength.
On an iron core
of an inch in diameter,
formed of soft iron wire bound tightly togetlier, wind half an ounce of No. 44 gauge
single silk-covered wire for the primary
winding, and i? ounces of the same wire for
the scondary vinding. These windings must
be well insulated from each other and from the
core. This transformer will be found to
give a good magnification ratio, but should
not be used for more than one stage, owing
to the thin vire with which it is wound.
H. V. (HULL) asks whether he can use a
valve to magnify the speech from an ordinary
land line telephone, and if so could we give
him an idea of the circuit required.
This is quite a feasible plan, arid can be done
in two different ways. lii both cases a tvovalve low frequency amplifier should be üsed.
In the first case the two leads to the ordinary
telephone receivers should be connected to the
input terminals of the low frequency magnifier, and in the second case an o.rdinary
microphone and battery is connected in series
with the input transformer of the amplifier,
and the microphone placed against the earpiece of the telephone receiver. The second
arrangement is the better of the two, as t hiere
is not then so much magnification of other
noises in the line besides the speech.
N.B.-The Post Office do not allow any
alteration to be made to their instruments.
H. S. W; (LOWESTOFT) asks what is a
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"Jigger."
A "jigger"

is the name sometimes given tó
a loose-coupled tuninginductance, either for
.transmission or reception. of wireless messages. The term is almost obsolete nowadays,
and is probably only used still in connection
with spark transmitters.
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No more announcements from the Broadcasting Stations regarding re-

radiation.

Sold on the money-back system.
You can add to your on-n pleasure, prevent annoanee to your wireless
neighbours, and comply with the P.M.G.'s requirements by ñtting this
tjnit to your receiving set.

j

THE CLAIMS FOR THE UNIT ARE AS FOLLOWS:

.

i. Prevents Re-radiation.
2. Sharpens Tuning.
3. Increases strength of signals, thereby amplifying.
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4. ClarIfies speech and music.
5. Gives Telephony without distortion.
6. Eliminates atmospheries to a considerable extent.
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Makes jamming almost impossible

8. Regenerates the Plate and Grid Circuits.
9. Makes wireless reception a pleasure.
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-
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reliability, perfect tone, and handsome appeartne has earned the praise of thousands of
delighted "Deskophone" users, who find that
it fulfils the most exacting requirements of
modern wireless conditions.

'Phone: Holborn 2368.

4/-
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by virtue of an unique combination of efficiency,

267,
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Editor
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going to press, (lie licence position remains unchanged.

-

OMETHING must be done at once. The licence
position is a great deal more acute than the
great majority of those in authority know.
There are at least 200,000 would-be experimenters
who are furious at the present state of affairs.
Perhaps it is only the Press that appreciates fully

-

-

-.
i

CANNOT SOMEONE ACT

At (lie moment

-

-

-

r

-

the present position, and certain sections of the
Press, in their endeavour to expedite matters, only
make them wore.
Recently an influential daily paper went so far
as to suggest scrapping the British Broadcasting
Company altogether. They stated that the programmes were poor and the monopoly of the B.B.C.
pernicious. That such an attitude should be taken
up by a large daily paper is due solely to the impossible situation which has arisen with regard to
the issue of licences to would-be experimenters.
The threatening clouds bode no good, either to
the B.B.C., the manufacturer, or, in the end, the
listener-in_himself. To talk of disbanding the B.B.C.
is, of course, sheer rubbish .Those who are in
favour of throwing open the ether to a number of
organisations, obviously have given the matter only
cursory attention. The present position, however,
which by some is attributed to the B.B.C., is enough
to make even clear-headed people talk v.ildly.
Why has nothing already been done? The position is not a new one. lt has been in existence for
months and months. Over four months ago the
Wireless Society of London sent a deputation to the
Post Office to recommend the free granting of
experimental licences at a figure which would
enable the Broadcasting Company to derive
revenue. lt is all very well for tbose in authority
to say " These matters cannot be dealt with in a
day." Apparently they cannot be decided within a
year. It is a pity that someone at thPost Office
cannot cut the Gordian knot and say: "This shall
be done." The present position apparently is that
for months they have been receiving ¿Il Sorts of
different opinions from different quarters. It is for
the British Post Office to make a decision, and make
it quickly. If they wait for all the opoosed interests
to compromise amongst themseh'es, they will have
to wait till Doomsday.
State-aided broadcasting - is something unprecedented ard there are, no doubt, many constitutional purists
ho will seize on this fact with
alacrity.
The unforthnate position is that, instead of all
the wireless interests getting together and settling
the matter, a position has arisen which has been
developing over a long period, and it is inflaming
:

-

A

-

-

not only the constitutional purists, but hundreds of
thousands of those interested in wireless. The result
of this strong feeling is reflected in the lay press,
in which all Sorts of impossible remedies are
advocated.
%Ve, at least, cannot be considered as not knowing
the inner history of the whole position, arid we know
that something must be done at once, and that
something is the immediate granting of constructional licences.
The time has gone hen ve smugly remarked that
these applications for experimental licences did not
come from people who wished to carry out research
work of national importance. Of course, they do
not. They want to listen-in to broadcasting, and
then later, probably, do more valuable work. Ninetynine per cent. of those at present interested in vireless are interested in it merely as a hobby.
The
whole business has for a long time been a farce, and
farces can never continue when those clamouring
for a remedy are numbered in six figures.
Unless we get this matter settled immediately, the
Broadcasting Company and the manufacturers, and
also the experimenters, will lose all the advantages
which they have already gained.. Awkward ques.
tions will be asked in Parliament, the daily press
will seize on this as an excuse for flaming headlines,
and the whole progress of organised broadcasting
will receive a severe check.
All of us know that from a constitutional standpoint, State-aided broadcasting raises the gravest
issues. We all want good broadcasting, and we all
need the British Broadcasting Company, provided it
carries Out its duties adequately. Whether sve want
sets marked " B.B.C." or not, raises another important question which we will not discuss here;
the main matter is the issue of constructional
licences. This licence will go to alleviate eighty per
cent. of the present discontent.
There is always a section which is apt to smile
in a self-satisfied manner at the declamations of
the press. " Sitting tight" is an art at which some
people are adept, and they are supercilious at
attempts to get them to do something. Three Postmasters-General have considered this matter in turnt
but this is not sufficient excuse to justify the delay.
Unless stmething were said about the matter,
probably half a dozen more Postmasters-General
would consider the whole subject.
The Radio Society, a large section of the manufacturers, and the B.B.C., have agreed on the
general issues, 'and there is no excuse for any
further delay. Let the Post Office act.

--
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THE VAST RANGE OF ETHER VIBRATIOÑS
-

¡n

.!

By SIR

OLIVER LODGE,

D.Sc.,

F.R.S.

the following exclusive article (he famous scientist deals with this piosi fascinating

T is of interest to call attention to the fact
that what is called the spectrum-that is to
say, the known range of vibrations in the
ether-is now nearly complete. By different
methods it is now possible to detect and obtain
rates of vibration ranging from those of quite
low frequency, expressed by such small
figures as i, or even a fraction, per second, up
to those which are so immensely rapid as to
he almost uncountable.
To deal with the sldw ones first, the capacity of a farad joined to an inducthnce of a
henry would have an oscillation period of
6 seconds, which is about the same as the
oscillation period of a charge upon the sun,
On the earth a charge would complete an
oscillation in the seventeenth part of a second.
A 1uF connected to a henry of inductance
would oscillate a thousand times in six
seconds, and so generate a feeble wave i,800
kilometres long. To get anything like strong
radiation we must quicken the rate of vibration, and shorten the wave; but a very
metres long, with a
frequency of vibration abolit 170,000 per.
second, can be got by coupling a milli-microfarad, or 9 metres capacity,tu a milli-henry,
or io kilometres inductance. Ills still easier
to get waves of great intensity only a few
metres long. A wave- of 300 metres has an
oscillation frequency of a million per second;
and with care and precautions these so-called
wireless waves can be shortened in the
laboratory down to something like a centimetre, which would correspond to thirty
thousand million vibrations per second.
-. So already the electrical rates of-vibration
are getting considerable, but still nothing
like those vhich we have learnt to associate
ith ordinary light.
The range of luminous vibrations, that is,
those which can affect the eye, and therefore
are popularly called light, i, as is well known,
limited to "an octave " ranging from about
400 to 800 millions of millions per second.
But below the visible range ve have the infrai-ed, sometimes called " heat " aves, extending downwards without anything but ari
ecperimental limit, till they almost -reach a :
range of extremely high electrical vibrations,
such as those above mentioned, rising up to

subjel

ii

a ¡ruaslerly n'av.

i

meet them. Electrical vibrations go on extending do nwards, through the great range
of wireless waves, with frequencies of anything from a million to, say, ten thousand

-

-

per second, to the slow oscillation of large
capacities joined to great inductances, such
as one might have in a transformer station,
or with alternating dynamos; it being understood that the radiation from these slower
things is insignificant, and that the radiating
power increases-other things being equalwith the fourth power oíthe frequency of the
vibration.
At the other end of the scale, above the
visible range, we have ultra-violet radiation,
extending into the photographic region without obvious limit. There has been a practical limit till lately, but now the range has been
extended, by photo-electric devices, until it
overtakes and begins to overlap the soft Xrays. And these rise, through ordinary
X-rays of excessively high frequency, up to
the gamma rays emitted by radium, which at
present éonstitute the highest terrestrially
known rate of vibration, some hundreds
of thousands of millions of millions per
second.
It is possible that in the sun, or especially
in the interior of some of the hotter stars,
there may be rates of vibration even higher
than that, due to the disintegration of atoms
and the excessive temperatures which would
be there encountered.
All these higher rates of vibration would be
very deleterious to us; but fortunately they
are easily stopped by a thin layer of matter,
so that from the stars they hardly emerge,
while those from the sun are screened from us
y the earth's atmosphere. \\Te only encounter a few of them when we ascend to
great heights, and then we do experience their
blistering effect;
It is beginning W seem probable now that
the earth is kept warm by the absorbing
power of a layer of ozone in the upper regions
of the atmosphere, which has the power of
stopping a good deal of radiation and of becoming warmed by it, thus constituting a soit
of blanket, and preventing us from, ever feelS
Ing the full intensity of the dread cold ol
space, which must be a close approximatio

69
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TABLE SHOWING THE KNOWN RANGE OF ETHER VIBRATIONS.
Wave
Spectrum,

Frequency
(vibrations
per second).

I

I

I

Wavelength

Method by
which Waves
are produced.

Remarks.

Investigated by

Charge on Sun?
Charge on Earth?

I

506

___

I

Radiatin extremely

E1ectri generator..

102
I

metres.

feeble.
I

I

rn5mntrnq

i

-

I

Long distance wireless

transmitters.

Io4

Io

metres.

Io3

metres.

Amateur transmitters.
_________

/

-

Not easily absorbed.
Travel round earth.

Fairly easily absorbed.

Broadcast Stations.
Amateur transmitters.

-

106

¡2 metres.

Many experimenters
(i888 up to present time).
Hertz ¡888.

Large oscillator.

io metres.
¡08

Small oscillator.

metre.

________

Used for Directional

Wireless.

Righi I8ço.
Righi 1892.
Bose 1897.
Lebedew 1899.
Bayer 1909.

Fleating effect.

Rubens 1913.

Ruberis

aid Nichols

1897.

Langley 1895.
Herschel iSoo.

Luminous rays.

Strong photographic

Schuman

5900.

aGtion

Possibly absorbed by
all knownsubstances.

Stokes.

Moseley 1914.

Pass through most substances.
Still more penetrating.

Röntgen 1895.

Becquerel.

'..

-

Properties unknown
At the date of going.to press it is announced by Drs. Nichols and Tear, of the Nela Research Laboratories at Cleveland, in a paper read before the
American Physical Society, that wireless waves have now been generated down to mm. wavelength and that long heat-waves (mfra-red mys) ol the sanie
wavelength have been received by wireless methods.
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bered that the earth is one of them, though a
small one, yet just as much a heavenly body
as the others, difficult as it may be occasionally to heliee it, or to reconcile that fact with
some of the doings of humanity-the ether,
I say, has already brought us so much information about the heavenly bodies that it
may by the progress of science bring us more;
and so in due time we may receive quite
unexpected information about them.
For science is as yet in its infancy. Our
methods of exploration are continually enlarging; and we have already found that we
are not as isolated and disconnected from the
rest of the universe as we used to think, and

to: absolute zero. When the sky is clear and
the sun is set, we do feel sorne traces of this
cold, and that is what gives us our hard
frosts. But for the most part the earth as a
whole is mercifully screened from the more
violent ranges of temperature. Otherwise
life could not have persisted and attained the
approach to perfection which in the course of
millions of centuries it has attained. Presumably there is some kind of similar provision on most of the other planets; and
accordingly it appears probable that life of

kind-though not necessarily
life-would be found on them also.
some

human

By the planets here mentioned we mean the
planets of the solar system, the..only planets
of which we have anything like adequate
knowledge. What may he happening on the
innunierable other planets which may be circulating round the infinitude of stars in spaëe
we have at present no conception. But the
universe is so majestic, and its possibilities
so immense, that no one with any wisdom
would venture to put a limit to the possibili-

-

-

ties and variety of existence.
We seem to have travelled far afield from
the more or less practica! considerations with
which we began. But now that we are
beginning to deal in an intelligible and practical manner with the ether-that universal
medium which unites all the worlds-no one
-rarr-say ivhaLiny be the ultimate outcome.
The ether has already brought us much information as to the chemical constitution and
other details of vhat are caIled the heavenly
bodies; though it should always be remem-

as in old time for all practical purposes and
by the methods of science we were. Though
it should always be remembered and admitted

that, by methods other than those of science,
men have always believed themselves to be in
touch-at first awe-stricken, but afterwards
a reverent and even affectionate touch-with,a
Things half
higher order of existence.
known and but dimly glimpsed by the
ancients may in process of time became known
to us, through the accumulation and handing
on of laboriously acquired knowledge.

And just as the higher and lower regions
of the spectrum have gradually united, so
that some approach to continuity is established through the whole range, so it may be
hoped, and even confidently expected, that in
the long run the regions of knowledge and
of faith. will approach each other by gradual
extension, and merge into a comprehensive

"

unity.

To the ìditor, \VIRELESS WEEKLY,
SIR,-! congratulate you on the quality of

meeting to-morrow night, nd shall be pleased to
co-operate In a matter of club reports.
I am, etc.
E. A. PYWELL,
Hon. Sec., Oxford and District Society.-

V1RELESS

i, and wish it every success.
Up to the present the mot popular magazine
amongst ou members has been Modern TVireless, and
¡ expect \VLRELESS \VEEKLY vill be equally popular.
I shall be pleased to collaborate with a view to
making the Radio Societies Section a success, an
vill send a report at an early date.
WEEKLY No.

-

.

A FEW APPRECIATIONS

-

J

'To the Editor, \\1IRELESS

-

W. F. NEAL.
Hon. Sec., Luton Wireless Society.

WEEKLY.
an experimenter of three years'
have not been long in appreciating the

Sia,-.\s

standing
sterling
'orth of your periodicals, Modern Wireless and
\VIRELESS \VEEILY, and am quite with you in your
statement on page 33 of your first issue.
J

iametc.,

I

Leyton, E.io.
To the Editor, WIRELESS \VEEKLV.
SIR,-! thank you for your letter and copy of No. i

am, etc.,

R. BAKER.

To the Editor, WIRELESS \VEEILY.

Sti,-Having read with great enjoyment

of your new weekly journal.
This is undoubtedly a thoroughly good weekly, and
I am requesting the local newsagent to send it to me

No.

i

of

your WIRELESS WEEKcY, I feel that I must offer
congratulations upon your latest effort to bring wireless and the public together:
Plumstead, S.E.i8.
J.. R. ALLISON.

regularly.
I

-

wilt pass the copy you sent me round at our
V
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Another Crystal Receiver Circuit
.1

u
u
u
.

I___
APPARATUS REQUIRED.
C1 : A variable condenser having
a capacity of not less than
0.0005 MF (microfarad). A
preferable value is 0.001 MF.
variableinductance having
A
L
several tappings taken from
it, a selector switch being
provided.
fixed
telephone condenser
C: A
of about 0.002 MF capacity.
telephone reresistance
High
T
ceivers.
D : Crystal detector.
GENERAL REMARKS.
In circuIt No.2 the tuniag condenser
C1 is connected in series with the aerial.
lt might, however, be connected in
parallel with the used portion of the
aerial inductance L. The condenser
C1 is for the purpose of fine tuning,
rough tuning being accomplished by
means of the selector switch and tapped
Inductance.
Circuit No. 2 with the condenser C1
In series is specially suitable for receiving the shorter wavelengths, and
may be used with advantage when the
aerial consists of a number of svires.
The parallel arrangement is more
suitable (or receiving wavelengths

above 600 metres, such as Paris time
signals (2,600 metres).
VALUES

OF

PONENTS.

DIFFERENT

COM-

The tuning condenser C1 in both
circuits should have a value of about
0.001 F, but a capacity of 0.0005 MF
may be used if sufficient tappings are
provided. The crystal detector may be
of any of the well-known types. The
telephone receivers should be of high
resistance (not less than i,000 ohms)
and the telephone condenser C may
have a value of 0.002 MF. particulars of
a suitable condenser were given in the
description of circuit No. t.
The inductance L may consist'of a
cardboard tube 3)in. diameter wound
with No. 2 gauge double cotton
covered wire for a distance of Sin.,
twelve tappings being taken. This
should give a wavelength range of
about 200 metres to 3,000 metres when
C1 is in parallel. For the reception
of

broadcasting, a

3in. cardboard

tube wound for 3m, with six tappings
will be satisfactory.
NOTES ON OPERATION.
Both these circuits should be tried
when receiving shorter wavelengths

u

to see which gives the best results.
The procedure for tuning is to place
the selector switch on the first stud
nearest the aerial end of the coil and
to adjust the variable Condenser C1
from zero to its maximum. If signais
are not heard try stud 2 and repeat
the operation. If nothing is heard try
the various studs until the desired
signal is obtained and then carefully
adjust on the condenser. Sometimes
the signals will be heard on two or
three different studs with different
values of the condenser. If so, select the
stud which gives the loudest results.
POSSIBLE VARIATIONS.
Sometimes the last stud is connected
to the selective switch. This some-.
times results In louder signals. The
result of this is that a portion of the
inductance is short-circuited. This
Iortion, of course, Is the unused
portion.
The telephone condenser can, in
most cases, be omitted without any
-

disadvantage.
RESULTS OBTAINABLE.
The results obtainable With these
circuits compare with those obtained
with circuit No. i and similar ranges
may be covered.
-

D -

/'
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A FRENCH EXPERIMENTAL STATION
THOUVAJS.

By M

The President of the Radio Club of Sologne gives a description of the apparatus
with which he obtained excellent results during the ltzst Transatlantic lests.

THE receiving

set which I used

during

telephony in February and March, 92O
always on galena. My actual equipment- entirely home made, with the exception ol
valves and 'phones-consist of a single-valve
receiver, a separate heterodyne, and a single
stage low-frequency magnifier. The accompanying picture, Fig.
shows the three
pieces of apparatus distinct. The singlevalve receiver and the heterodyne unit have
both the same appearance, as they are each
housed within a similar wooden bo. In fact,
they differ but very little, only that the receiver is fitted with a grid leak and condenser
for detection. Each box contains a standard
o.00 11F variable condenser, a small vernier
condenser, and a filament rheostat. Both sets

the Transatlantic lests was not at all
designed in view of such long-distance
work. In fact, it is not a short-wave receiver
at all, but an all-round experimental set, with
an all-wavelength tuner.
The tuning -is
ellected by means of interchangeable coils of

',

various sizes covering the whole range
150 metres-24,000 netres.
As it stands, I
believed it far less efficieht than a Grebe, a
Paragon, or any standard variometer receiver,
and I belieedit was absolutely incapable of
making such a performance. As time and
material were lacking to build another especiall)' designed set, I did not intend to enter
the competition My aerial is nothjgh, erected

37rn&es-

NNE

I

-7tr

-

IN000R LEAD-1N

EART.W WIRE

7MErgs

3O

W.L.A8OUT 230 Mt

5 MTRCS

Fee. I .-Showing the aerial arrangement.

use either basket coils for short and medium
waves, and flat pancake or honeycomb coils
for longer ones. The heterodyne is used for
long waves only, from io,000 to 24,000 metres.
It becomes unnecessary below 5,000 metres,
and is practically useless for really short
waves. While combined with the autodvne
receiver it has allowed me to listen lo longwave, high-powered American stations prac.
but this is
tically without jamming .
quite a different story. This unit did not
take part in the tests.
The single-vahe receiver is a usual single
circuit tuner with reaction. It has allowed
me to receive with a fair inteñsity-sufficient
for reading-all the high-power U.S. stations,
such as NSS, \\TSO, Will, \VGG, WQK,
etc. The single stage low-frequency magni-

between the chimney of my house and a
wooden mast in the garden. It iS 27 ft.
high at each end, and hardly 23 in the middle,
as the vires stretched three years ago are
slack and now form a graceful curve. It is a
three-wire antenn about 120 ft. long; the
lead-in is shaped as Fig. i. The ground connection Consists of a 'ide zinc sheet buried
3 ft. deep in wet soil. The fundamental. wavelength of the vhole is something about 230
metres. This aerial, though nothing unusual,
has proved rather efficient, as immediately
after the war, when valves were not yet obtainable, I was able to read, regularly, on a
crystal detector, many distant stations, such as
Lisbon, Gibraltar, Bizerta, Malta, Vienna,
Budapesth, Copenhage n, Karlsborg, etc.,
and I even picked up the first Chelmsford
.

.
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greatly increase

not

fixed coil in series with the variable condenser. This method is doubtless less selective than using a vario-coupler, but it is really
efficient, and is very much simpler to manage.
With the aerial described and the variable
condenser in series, a 30-turn coil tunes from
¡50 to 300 metres, while a 50-turn one covers
the W.L. range 250-500. In either case a 50turn inductance is quite suitable for reaction.
Before the tests I had only heard two French
amateurs, SAG and 8AB, the latter extremely
loud although located about 375 miles away,
three British amateurs, 2AW, 20D, and 2JZ,
vere also received with excellent intensity,

the weak

signals; in short, I believed this simple
appartiiis quite unable to receive the easiest

'test."

had found some big difficulties
short waves, and only a
before the event did I get my set working
really well down to 300 metres. On the W.L.
band 350-450 I heard three British broadcasting stations with a very great intensity,
both music and speech being often too loud
to be comfortable when wearing the 'phones;
and it could be almost continuously heard in
the whole room without any loud-speaking
Last year

-April 18,1923
-

I

in receiving the

-

I
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r

-
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Fig. 2.-The conipkle installalion; lielerodyne oñ right.

device. A little while later, that is, hardly a
week before the commencement of the tests,
t at last succeeded in getting my receiver
oscillating freely on as short a wave as
200 metres.
I obtained this result by using
a special type of winding for the inductances.
My coils are somewhat like the well-known
basket coils, but an improvement on them.
The different manner in which they are wound

as

gives a still lower capacity for a given inductance, thus making them especially efficient
for short-wave work. As this method of my
own is not yet covered by a patent, I am
unable to describe it more fully now. As
previously stated, I did not use a two-circuit
tuner, but a much simpler single circuit-a

several

I.

B5

well as telephony from several British
amateurs that I vas unable to identify.
These results decided me to spend one night
listening-in to try if I could pick up anything
during the tests. I was not at all confident,
to tell the truth, and it was on the fifth day
of the tests that I tried. During the first two
nights (i6th and r7th) I was only able to
enjoy the concerts sent on 360 metres by

American broadcasting stations,
among which is WJZ. It was on my third
night (7th of the tests, i8th of December)
that I picked up two American amateurs in
addition to the usual broadcasting, and it
was then that I realised that my set worked
much worse on 200 metres than on 360. To
74
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remedy this, on the following daysl built a
new variable condenser, of the air dielectric
type, to replace my unsuitable condenser
insulated with paper, which I found really inefficient. Also, in view of lowering the highfrequency resistance of the whole, I tripled
Immediately my
the single ground wire.
apparatus oscillated much more freely on as
short a wavelength as 150 metres and the
efficiency on the band 180-250 was very
I
was enabled to
greatly increased.
receive ten further call-letters on tile
following night, and the next day,
having again found time to improve several
details, increasing up to 8o volts my high
tension battery and removing the lead-in a
little further from the wall, I was quickly
rewarded for my trouble by picking up
no less than twenty-five calis from the

-

-

the night was a little better; the arc jamming
having disappeared, I was enabled tQ register
a dozen more call-letters, and at the last
moment I was even successful enough to
catch the call sign of a radiophone-2XAP
-among the several ones that I had already
heard almost each night on 200 and 275
met res.
Iti conclusion I wish to point out that I
listenea-in on six days only, and that on the
first three my set worked badly on 200 metres.
Further, it was only on the last night that I
worked for as long as five hours; on- all
previous nights I had spent but three hours on
account of my usual business throughout tbe
day. Also, I daresay that if I had been more
confident in my set and so liad started to listenin on the first night of the tests, and, above all,
if my apparatus had been carefully prepared
to work right down to as short a wave as i8o
metres a little while before the Outset of the
tests, I believe that I should have been enabled
to receive most of the stations heard throughout Europe as most of the calls I heard were
strong enough, and would have been received
as well without the second valve, that is, with
the detector valve alone. The second valve
acting as a low-frequency magnifier, is by no
means an element of sensitivity, but as it
facilitates reading to sonic extent by giving
body to the sigi1as I did not dare to eliminate
it, although I could have done so.
J will not introduce mv set as a model, but
as it stands it is, I think, one of the best
among the simplest, and yet in spite of its
simplicity ¡t has proved quite efficient. It
is certainly one of the easiest to operate, and
can be confidently recommended to everyone,
as it could he handled safely even by an
absolute novice.
List of the 41 different American amateurs
correctly received
1AJP, 1AWP, 1BDT, ÌBES, 1BET,
1FB, III, bR, 1X1\'l, IZE, 2AWF. 2CBX,
2CKR, 2CQZ, 2G1, 2GM, 2L0, 2FP, 2FW,
2GY, 2XAP, 2ZK, 313G,- 3AQR, 3BLF,
313GT, 3HG, 3ZP, SADG. 8AQO, SAGZ,
8 \VP, 8I3RK, 8BSS, SAM, 8CJH, SCYH,
SIB, SSP, SYD, 90X. Several, such as
8ÀQO, 3FIG, III, 1BDT, 1FB, have been
received frequently. SÀQ() seems to be the
strongest and the steadiest. It was received
regularly every night, quite loudly.

Fig. 3.-Circuit diagram.

American amateurs within a period of less
For
than two hours (20th of December).
the last night, being no longer afraid of lack
of filament current, I decided to listen-in up to
the end, and fighting against sleep I worked
continuously from midnight up to after
5 a.m. (G.M.T.). But this night--the lastwas certainly among the worst on which I
had experimented. The static was very bad
throughout, the atmospherics extremely violent, and arcs caused considerable interference
on some wavelengths, making these bands
entirely useless. The usual jamming from
ship and coast stations was yet more severe
than ever and outweighed the rest, so that J
could only pick up two or three calls during
the free-for-áll period. The second part of

:-
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IL Questions &Answérs
ontheValve
A COMPLETE COURSE ON THERMIONIC VALVES
-

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnsl.P., Member 1.R.E. Author of
"Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Texl-bòok onWireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc-
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What is an Electric Current Generally Supposed
to be?
4 N electric current is generally considered to
be a flow of free electrons, whèther through
a vacuum or along a conducting wire.
When the current flows through a vacuum it
actually takes the form of electrons passing
between the electrodes in the vacuum, but when
a current is flowing along a wire each electron
does not necessarily travel the whole length of
the wire. What happens is that, if we imagine
a row of atoms in the wire, a planetary electron
from the first atom will proceed to the next atom
This
and push out one of its free electrons.
frèe electron will now migrate to the next atom
and push out one of its electrons and so the process goes on, the electrons migrating from atom
to atom and in that way progressing along the
wire. The moment an electron leaves the first
atom to move forward, an electron from the last
atom will also move forward, the passage of elec-.
tricity being practically instantaneous.
The passage of an electric currcnt through a
wire is illustrated in Fig. 7. An analogy is

into the third; one of tkt fish in the third bowl
jumps into the foctrth, and soon. Each bowl
continues to have the same numbel f go1dfisI
in it, but there is a steady movement of fish along
the whole line.
Much the same sort of thing
happens in an ordinary wire when an electric cur
rent is flowing through it. The movement of the
electrons is caused by the voltage of the battery,
the electrons flowing from the negative side to
the positive side. This is because the positive
side of the battery is short of electrons, while
the negative side has more than it wants.
lt is to be noted here that the old idea of an
electric current was a flow of positive electricity
from positive to negative, whereas the present
theory is that a flow of negative electricity
(electrons) takes place between negative and
positive, and constitutes an electric current.

-
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Upon What does the Rate of Emission of Electrons
from a Hot Filament Depend?
When a metal wire is heated to incandescence,
the internal vibration of the particles, due to the
great heat, result in many of the free electrons
shooting right outside the vire. The
electrons which are thus shot off from the
filament are said to be emitted, and the
rate of emission of electrons depends on
several different factors.
(i) The metal of which the filament is

/

show movemen of electrons along a WirE,

w
41'
í-*r

.

-

Ft. 8.-Analogy

-*

made.
(2)

-

The temperature of the filament.

() The size of the filament.
() The nature and pressure of the sur-

rounding gas.
Some metals emit electrons more readily
than others. In all cases, as the temperature of the metal is increased, the rate at
which the electrons are emitted is also increased. Obviously the area of the surface
of the metal exposed has an important
bearing on the emission.
The thicker
or longer the filament, the greater will be the
As
emission from it. at a given temperature.
regards the nature and pressure of the gas surrounding the filament, this will depend on the
manufacture of the valve. Although we speak
of producing a vacuum in the bulb, even the best

o/ the goldfish

shown in Fig. 8.
Here we have represented
seven bowls containing goldfish. Each bowl con- '
tains several goldfish which swim round in a
circle in the water. A goldfish jumps out of the
right-hand bowl into the next bowl; as it arrives,
one of the goldfish in the second bowl jumps out
76
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attracting some of the electrons emitted from the
filament.
This is in accordance with the well-known
electrical rule that positive and negative charges

vacuum which has ever been attained always
contains a certain small quantity of gas, though
it be highly rarefied. It is found that different
gases affect the emission of electrons, water
vapour, for example, having a great retarding
effect on the emission of electrons from filaments.
The important point here for the student to
notice is that in any given valve the number of
electrons emitted per second depends solely on
the temperature of the filament-in other words,
on the amount of current passing through the
filament.
The greater the current from the
accumulator, the brighter will be the filament,
and the greater will be the number of electrons

___¡Ira

emitted from the filament per second.

What are Thermionic Currents?
These are the currents due to the emission of
electrons from, in the case of a valve,, the heated
filament.

What are "Dullemitter" Valves, and What are
Coated Filaments?
Dull-emitter valves is the name often given to
valves which are fitted with filaments which give
off electrons in copious quantities, even when the
temperature of the filament is relatively low.
The advantage of using such valves is that only
a very small filament current is necessary, with
the result that dry batteries may be used for
heating the filament. The method of manufacturing dull-emitter valves is more or less a secret
process. Much can be done by decreasing the
amount of water vapour left in the valve when
pumping it. The addition of a small quantity of
a substance called thoria, the oxide of a rare
metal called "thorium," will greatly increase the
emission fi-orn a tungsten filament.
Certain manufacturers coat their valve fila-

H

ACCUMULATOR
Fie. 9.-Electro,u flowing lo

ande.

attract each other, whereas similar charges repel
eaèh other. The plate, which has now become an
anode by virtue of being given a positive
potential, is short 6f electrons, and the electrons
which are shot off from the filament are anxious
to make up the deficiency, and therefore flow to
the plate and round the external plae citcuit
back to the filament.
Vhy is a Vacuum Necessary In a Valve?
Partly because an incandescent filament would
burn away in the air owing to oxidisation and

ments with a special compound which readily
gives off electrons. It is usual to employ lime or
oxides of other alkaline metals, a these give off
a copious supply of electrons even at comparatively low temperatures.
Filaments which are
treated by coating with some compound of this
sort are called "coated filaments."

partly because the emission from the filament
would be much less. Moreover, the electrons
could not travel far through air at ordinary
pressure. They would collide with the atoms of
tne air

What is Meant by the Terms "Unidirectional,"
Unilateral," and "Asymmetric Conductivity"?
The conductivity of a valve is its ability
to allow the passage of electricity through it.
Unilateral conductivity means that electricity will
only flow through the conductor in one direction.
If we connect an ordinary piece of copper wire
across a battery, a current will flow through the
wire, and reversing the battery so as to make the
current flow in the opposite direction will have
no effect whatever on the strength of the current. Some conductors, however, like the twoelectrode valve, will only allow the passage of
current in one direction, and, if we reverse the
battery, we vill get no current shatever in the
opposite direction. Such special conductors are
called unidirectional or unilateral conductors.
Sometimes a conductor will allow more current
to flow in one direction than in the other. Such
a conductor is said to have asyiizmetric conductivity.
(To be continued.)

What is the Purpose of a Plate or Anode In a
Two-electrode Valve?
if a filament is heated to incandescence in a
-acuum, electrons are given oli. The student
will naturally wonder what happens to these
electrons. Some of them travel to the inside of
the glass bulb and stay there, charging it negatively, while most of them return again to the
filament, jist as a stone when thrown ùp into
the air will descend again to the ground. If we
insert a metal plate- inside the bulb close to the
filament, we are able to attract and collect the
electrons shot off from the filament. In order
to attract the electrons, however, we have to give
to the plate a positive potential or voltage. If
we connect a battery between the plate and one
side of the filament and arrange that the positive
terminal of the battery is connected to the plate
end the negative side to the filament, we will
malce the plate positive and it will then attract
the particles of negative electricity which are shot
off from the filament. Fig. 9 shows the anode

-
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Which Kind of 'Phones'?
HIGH or low resistance 'phones which shall
it be? This is a problem with which the
beginner is faced when he starts to lay in
the gadgets necessary for fitting up a set. Each tYpe has its own distinct advantages, and it is
not always easy to come to a decision. Every
transformer of the iron-cored kind must produce
some small loss in efficiency, as vell as a slight
amount of distortion, owing to the presence of
flux leakage, eddy currents, ahd various other
undesirable little factors which cannot be
eliminated entirely even in the best designed
models. When using a crystal alone, ve cannot
afford to lose a fraction of the minute currents
that are available; high resistance 'phones al-e
therefore probabl,' to be preferred in this case.
When we come to valves, howeVer, the problem
is more difficult.
Here we have much more
current available, so that a very small loss will
not be noticed.
As far as purity of tone and
clearness are concerned I would plump for high
resistance 'phones every time; there are, however, two very strong points in favour of the
other kind. The magnets of high resistance
receivers are wound with very fine vire, añd

41)

.00x ,1F by standing it in a jam-pot
taining sufficient oil to cover the vanes.

into a

:

con-

On Soldering Wires.
If you have to make a soldered joint between
two wires, don't scrape off the skin of tinning
that covers them, for its presence will make the
job. a much easier one. The bared ends should
be made bright, not by scraping them with a
knife, but by giving them a rub with an old torn
piece of the finest emery cloth. The tinning will
thus be preserved intact. One of the most difficult pieces of work is to solder two pieces of
such fine wire as is used for transformer windings, for if órdinary methods are usd the wire
will often be burnt up. A simple way of doing
the job is to twist the leads together, and, after
dressing with fluxite, to wrap a piece of tinfoil
round the joint. If a lighted match is held under
the tinfoil for a few moments, it will run like
solder and make a very firm joint indeed. As
the temperature necessary. to make the tinfoil
flow is much less than that required for solder,
there is little risk of injuring the wires.
Annealing Hard Wire.
It is as vell, when you are buying wire, to see
,that it has. been sufficiently vell annealed to
stand the twisting to which it will be subjected
when joints or loops for terminals are made.
The easiest test is to bend the \vire sharply two
or three times in the same place.
If it will
stand this it will prove satisfactory, but if it
breazs or cracks at the first or second time of
bending, it will probably be found difficult to
work with. \Vhen 'ou are using stiff, bare wire
for connections on the underside of a panel i
may be an advantage to anneal the ends before
making loops with your round-nosed pliers. This
can be done by heating them red-hot and then
plunging into water. Soft wire may be hardened
by being heated and allowed to cool slowly. It
ill be noticed that for annealing brass or copper
the process is just the reverse of that necessary
for steel or iron. Another curious " oppositeness " applies 4o the drilling of these metals.
Iron calls for lubrication with oil, but lrass
should be drilled " dry."

should a sudden great strain be thro n uppn
the windings a " burn-out" may occur; if a
step-down transformer and low resistance 'phones
are fitted there need be no fear on this score.
Point number two is that the transformer acts
to some extent as a filter towards parasitic noises
and produces cIuiete
working. What it all
comes to is this either arrangement will be
found satisfactory so long as the instrument is
well made and used with proper care.
Personally, I use the high resistance kind as a rule,
because the trouble of fitting another transformer
is thereby saved.
ondenser Tip.
It happens sometimes that when you are
experimenting vitli new circuits you need a
variable condenser of a much larger capacity
han any that you possess. Some of the muchsuper-regenerators, for
talked-of Armstrong
exanple, require as many as three of .00i
apiece, a number which fe\v of us possess.
Here is a little tip that may be found useful,
for it enables the capacity of any condenser to.
be doubled, temporarily or permanently. As a
dielectric, good mineral oil is about twice as
effective as air. If, therefore, the condenser is
immersed in oil, its capacity v-ilI be twice what
it was when aix only was between the vanes. A
.0005
F variable condenser can thus be turned

-

An Effective Earth.
An " earth " should be like the policeman's
boots of tradition-it should make firm contact
One that is as
with a large area of ground.
satisfactory as any-experto crede-consists of a
disused galvanised iron bath- or bucket, a few
more holes being punched in it, in addition to
tl3ose that have arrived throUgh wear and tear in
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The " mystery
tunities for the Journalst
transmission was apparently a harmonic of the
Ecole Superieure.

the scullery. Di a hole three or four feet deep
and plant the bath In it; the unstrancled earth
lead vili, of course, have been already soldered to
t in several places. Now fill the bath ith finely
powdered coke and complete its burial. Coke is
trongiy hygrosoplo, attracting and retaining
moisture to a remarkable extent; it will ensure
the presence of dampness that is essential to a
good earth contact; if the superfluous earth is
piled ûp so as to form a kind of crater immediately over the buried bath, you may feel sure
that a bucketful of water poured into the hollow
In dry weather will get to the right place.

I

An Experimental Concert.
Did you happen to bear the experimental concert transmitted late at night recently by the
British Broadcasting Company? The first of
them was a great surprise. Captain Eckersley
announced, "We -are going to experiment for a
little," and there followed an excellent pro-

gramme lusting unti' nearly midnight. He vas
quite in his old 2MT form when apologising for
keeping us up so ate, but how many were prepared for his statement that the concert had been
transmitted frum Birmingham? It was not one
of his " spoofs," but an actual fact. The performers, including a largely augmented orchestra,
were in Birmingham, where their strains were
collected by microphones and transmitted via the
land-line," to 2L0. Save that there was a
little over-modulation at times, the transmission
vas in every way a success. The idea is, I
believe, that it may shortly be possible to broadcast simultaneously from both London and Bir
mingham, a performance being given at either
station. This means, of course, that such things as Grand Opera, "Polly," and the "Lady of
the Rose," will soon be within the range of
crystal sets over quite a large portion of the
country. In many broadcasting stations of other
countries, the studio is at some distance from
the transmitting plant. Performers in the justly
fajnous Radiola concerts actually sing and play,'
iii a room at the Boulevard Haussmann in
Paris, whilst the wireless apparatus is in the
rather distant suburb of Levallois-Perret.

Lightning Switches.
Now that the season of thunierstorrns is
approaching, care should be taken to provide
.adequate means of earthing The aerial. There is
little danger of the aerial being actually struck
by lightning, but it. is liable to become very
highly charged during thundery weather, which
may damage the set if it is left connected up.
My own tip is to disconnect both aêrial and earth
vires from the outside terminals of their respective leading-in tubes. They are then hooked together and allowed to swing clear of the house.
A piece of string kept fastened to one of them
allows them to be hauled in again when they are
required. If a lightning switch is used, it should
be of a heavy type mounted on a glazed porcelain
base, and it should be fitted outside the house.
The switch must be arranged so that it actually
breaks contact between the aerial and the set;
it is of little use if it simply forms a shunt
between aerial and earth leads. Those who are
nervous about their aerials during thunderstorms
should ask themselves how often they have heard
of telephone and telegraph wires being struck.
As a matter of fact a properly eartheci aerial is a
splendid protection from the effects of lightning.

.

A

The Paris Mystery.
Quite a storm in a teacup vas raited by one
paper over the story that a mysterious station
(which could not be located in spite of the fact
that it vas using S kilowatts in the aerial) vas
anonymously broadcasting in competition with
the Eiffel Tower. Efforts to track it down were
described in breathless detail, and success 'was
promised within a few days, since a committee
of experts had undertaken the task of measuring
the wavelength.
Can you picture them,
wrinkling their lofty brows and wagging their
beards, as they struggle with the terribly complicated piece of apparatus, the heterodyne wavemeter? Truly, wireless offers wondrous oppor-.

L
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Central Broadcasting Studio?
It is possible, .1 suppose, that in tiilie there
may be only one orchestra and one set of singers
and instrumentalists for all the British Broadcasting Company's programmes. I do not know
whether such a step is contemplated, but in view
of the success of the London-Birmingham experinient, there seems to be no good reason why it
should not eventually become possibre. It would
lessen one's choice, of course, for one would
no longer be able to switch on to Manchester or
Glasgow for a change, if Cardiff was transmitting an item that did not appeal. Still, it
would lead to an immense improvement in the
quality of the programme, since the very best
could be gien from a single studio.
WAYFARER.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL. FIVE-VALVE
AMPLIFIER
*

-

By A. L. M. DOUGLAS, Associate Editor, "Wireless

Weeiy."

A constructional article of considerable iñteresl to those whose means are limited, yet who require
a sensilii'e and flexible receiver.

H.F. stages, whichever method of coupling

TLIE cOnsiderations governing the design
of this amplifier vere of ail, exacting
nature; in a badly served area in Scotland it was decided that such a receiver as

would intercept all existing t&èphony liad to
he erected, and the following constructional
notes of the final design are published as
being of interest. Although provision is
made for the use of five valves and their
associated circuits, yet reception vas almost
variably carried out
With this
on four.
combination there is
no
radio - telephone
ì

i

plant in Europe that
cannot be heard in j
Scotland; a brief list
of stations received is
appended to the end of
this article.
Before investigating
the construction proper of the receiver, a
few remarks as to the
combinations possible
without switching will
not be out of place.
The set may be used

as:-

i. A detector and
two-stage radio f requency amplifier.
2.

i

A

quency

high-fre-

amplifier
with anode react- ___________________
atice.
Fig. 1-The
3. The same ex- tended to two stages..
4. Reaction upon either I-I.F. stage, or
on the aerial, or not at all.
5. ll.F. coupling in one or two stages by
means of air-core transformers, resistances
or anode reactance coils; tuned or untuned.
6. Separate IT.T. supply for I-IF. and
L F. valves, or a common battery.
7. Grid leak or potentiometercontrol to
the l-I.F. valves, and + or - control to tue
rectifying valve grid leak.
8. + or - control to the input side of the

i

employed;

9. Telephone jacks arranged so that insertion of the plug in one or the other reverses
the polarity of the output current.
io. Provision for using any pattern.of
grid leak for the rectifying valve, either

fixed or variable.
In view of the number of possible arrailgements, it is interesting to note that no
switches are used, and
only two single pole
travelling plugs are introduced into the circuits. Let us now go
more thoroughly into
the actual construction
'i.
of the amplifier.

'Th

instrument
nieasures overall
XIin.x5ifl. \Vhen
the transformer or
other method of highfrequency coupling is
in position, the height
is extended to i4in.
This now totals
xl4in.x5in. For the
mounting of the components two ebonite
panels will be required,
one
i2iri. x6in. x iin.
and the other 4in.x
If desired
6inx?rin.
one piece could be emploved as illustrated in
complete amplifier
Fig. 2. If two separate panels are_ used,
they must be attached as indicated in Fig. 2
by means of 4BAXin. brass cheese-head
scrcws, nuts and a distance. piece. The shape
of this ill be e ¡dent from Fig. 3A. The drilling of the panels must now be carried out,
whilst two additional smaller panels are to he
prepared as in Fig. 3B and 3C. These measure
4ifl.X2ifl.Xiifl. and 8in.x3in.xin. respectivelv, and as shown in the flgure. They
require drilling also, the position and siles
e

.1

i

'I

iin.

iin.

of the holes being clear from the sketches.
8o
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The panel A, Fig. , is to be attached to
the main front portion at the points marked
for the purpose in Fig. 2, and B (Fig. 3) is
also to be attached as indicated, so that the
complete panel assembly w ill he as indicated
in Fig. 4. This also illustrates the valveholders, etc., attached in their respective positions. The ebonite panels will, of course,
have, been rubbed down carefully prior to
drilling, and for the benefit of those not
accustomed to this kind of work, it may be
said that, as the ebonite is cast in moulds
lined with tinfoil, a certain proportion of this
adheres to the stirface of the sheets and is
apt to act as a source of leakage, particularly to high-frequency currents. The bright
sur.face must, therefore, be removed for electrical reasous, and the simplest 'ay to carry
this-out is to rub the panel front and rear
with reasonably fine emery cloth.
Coarse emery removes the surface more
quickly, but it is a mqch more laborious pro-

small wooden blocks, dimensioned as in Fig.
5, must be made in order to attach the amplilier wheii complete to the case; which may,
however, vary tinder different ci rcumstánces,
the case ised in this instance being an exGovernment.high-tension battery case which
was bought with a number of plugs, sockets,
and other devices for about live shillings.
An excellent feature was the provision of a
stout carrying handle made of canvas, which
can be seen in Fig. i.
Referring again to the little blocks hown
in Fig. 5, no attempt should be made to
attach these to the case until the amplifier.
itself is completely finished. As the construction of this device is rather unusual, a
list of component parts will be of considerable assistance. We vill need
14 terminals, Army pattern x 4BA.
5 valveholders (or the corresponding
number of sockets).
4 additional sockets and 2 valve legs.
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Fig.

.-Drilling plan bI

the panel.

Fig.

3-Drilling for

cess to remove the rough scratches afterwards. As the emery will probably leave a
biownish surface on the ebonite, a very
excellent and rather brilliant matt finish may
be imparted to the panel by rubbing with
powdered rottenstone and soapy water. The
soap acts as a lubricant, and the more finelydivided the rottenstone is, the more brilliant
will be the resulting finish. Very little effort
is required to produce a good surface by this
method.
I-Joies will be drilled and tapped 4BA in
the places indicated in Figs. 2 and 3A respectively, so that screws may be used to attach
the various portions of the frame, as it were,
together. FW the convenience of experimenters possessing a miscellaneous selection
of tools, it may be mentioned that a in.
\Vhitworth twist drill will make a hole of the
correct size to tap out 4BA. No taper tap
will be necessary in this instance. Four

valve panels.

-

Fig. 4.-.---Back view oJ panels.

2' small ebonite heads or knobs for these
valve legs.
2 filament rheostats.
2 contact studs.
i switch arm and knob of small radius.
z potentiometer, preferably of the rotary

pattern.
1.
i grid leak in clips, 2
2 telephone jacks and one plug.
2 intervalve L.F. transforirers,
And the following condensers

:-

I

0.0003 /AF.

1

0.002 pF.

pF.
0.033 pF.
small variable condensers, 0.00025 1uF,
hut in the case of the actual receiver described only one was used, of 0.00025 pF
capacity.
8 V24 valve clips.
The condensers may be of the interchangeable pattern mounted in clips, or
might be of the Mullard-Ùubilier mica patr

o.00i

I

2
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ternj; it is of no importance which type is
used, but the 0.033 F condenser will naturally he large, and in this particular instance
was attached to the outside of the case at the
top right-hand corner (Fig. i). This is the
condenser affording a path for high-frequency
current across the high-tension battery..
At this stage it may be as well to examine
a circuit diagram of the complete arrangement. Fig. 6 indicates the various possible connections described at the beginning
of the article and show the general scheme of
wiring. The low-frequency traiìsformers actually used were those made by Radio Instruments, Ltd., and which are no doubt familiar
to all experimenters. They have proved so
satisfactory for multi-stage amplification that
they can he recommended with every confi-.
dence, and it will he observed that, owing

-

tion it should be mentioned that pure resin
is unquestionably the best flux to use, but
owing to the difficulty often xperienced in
working with it many of the patent fiwes
now on the market may be used. The in-

experienced are sure to leave some surplis

5

ß/ock.5

Fig 5.-Supporls for panel

behind, so this should be carefully removed
with a rag of linen or cotton; soft substances
will simply become tangled up in the wiring
and should not be used.
If the two telephone jacks are inserted, so
that the larger springs of both point vertically upwards, and if the two adjacent springs
are electrically connected (and the same with
the outer springs), a reversal of the anode
current will be ohtained through any circuit

r
f

Fig.

6-Circuil diararn.

3/i6

//o/..

Fig. 7.-Connecling straps.

to the almost entire absence- of hter-ction,
they are placed near to each other and in the
same plane; the coils tre, however, reversed
as regards their mutual positions, by way of

additional precaution.
When assembling this instrunient, the
terminals and filament rheostats should be
mounte first. 'l'he basic wiring may then he
carried out in a thorough manner, all conductors being enclosed in systoflex tubing
by way of safety. No. i8 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire is ideal to work with, and
eminently suitable for connecting together the
associated parts of the circuit. Care should
be taken that no flux runs over the panel
when soldering the connections, as it might
be a possible source of leakage, and probably will also tend to corrode any metalwork
it comes into contact with.. In this connecan

.

2

,,

Fig. 8.-Telephone plug mounting.

attached to a telephone plt?g sim1y by
changing it from the top to the bottom
socket and viçe veisa. This vill be clear
from Fig. 7A, which shows the jacks.
(To be continued.)
52
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Readers who are taking up wireless as a hobby, and have little or no electrical knowledge, will find a careful perusal of this special series of articles of great assi'1ance.

PARTI!
(Continued from No.

The Flow of Electric Current
of this series we explained
how a body may be given a charge of
electricity and how, if that body is connected to a ,second body by means of a
conductor such as .a metal wire, some of the
charge will pass along the vire whilst the
electricity is actually fioing there is said to
he an electric current in the wire. We also
saw that this electric current represents
energy, since it is capable of doing work, and
that if we wish to maintain the flow of the
current we must have a source of energy such
as a generator to provide the energy in the
forni of current.

I.

page

32.)

The higher the temperature
the greater the " pressure " tending to make
some of the heat flow away f rom the body
until it has attained the same temperature as
the surrounding bodies. As a matter of fact,
the analogy between temperature and heat on
the one hand and potential and electric charge
on the other is a very close one and the
reader will find it very helpful to keep it
carefully in mind until he has become accustomed to the conception of potential.
Remember, temperature is the heat-condition which influences the flow of quantity of
heat: potential is the electrical condition
which influences the flow of quantity of elecflow out again.

IN the first article

:

uricRy.
Now the moment the charge begins to leave
the first body, the potential of that body begins
to drop and the potential of the second body
begins to rise: the difference of potential
between the two, therefore, becomes gradually
less and less. Since the rate at which the
current flows between them depends upon the
difference of potential (or electrical " pressure," as we have called it), the current will
gradually become less and less as the two
approach_the final uniform potential, until,
when the two bodies are at the same potential,
the current becomes zero. Or, going back to
the temperature analogy, if a red-hot body is
connected (say by a metal bar) with a cold
body, heat will flow along the bar, at first
rapidly but gradually less and less rapidly,'
until, when the two bodies attain the same
temperature, no further heat flows along the

Potential Difference (P.D.)
\Vhy should the electric charge upon one
body flow along a wire to another body? We
know from ordinary experience that if we wish
to rnoie anything from one place to another
we must exert force. The same applies to an
electric charge. When a body is electrically
charged it is said to be at a different potential from its surroundings, and there is
actually set up a "field of' force " which tends
to push the electric charge along any available conductor until it has distributed itself so
as to bring the previously charged body to the
same potential as its surroundings. The
potential really refers to the "electrical
state " or " condition " of the body, upon
which depends its power of communicating
electricity to surrounding bodies.
Electric potential may very well be compared
to temperature. \Ve know that if heat is communicated to a body its temperature is raised,
and this rise of temperature causes a " back
pressure," as it were, tending to make the heat

Electromotive Force (E.M.F.)
Thus, if we wish to maintain the current
in a

ire, we must find some means of main-
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action continues in the battery. If the process goes on long enough the materials of the
battery will be all consumed; the battery is
then said to be "run down," and is of no
further use for supplying current.
I want to make it clear that the chemical
action between certain substances (there are
innumerable examples besides those given
here), which makes them assume different
potentials when they are in contact with one
another, is a natural phenomenon. We do
not know why they do it. All ve know is that
they do it, and we take advantage of the fact
to make up an electric battery.
\\'c have said that the flow of current reDresents energy, and in the case just described
the energy is produced at the expense of tite
materials of the battery, which are consumed
by chemical action, just as heat is produced
by burning coal with air or oxygen.
The p.d. between the battery terminals represents the force which drives the current
through the wire-the greater the p.d. the
greater the current. When this p.d. is maintained, as in the case of the battery, it is
called electro-motive force, or E.M.F.

this potential difference between th
two bodies which are connected by the wire.
1f we wish to maintain the flow of heat along
a bar we must keen one end of the bar bot
and the other end cold and this might be
done by placing a gas burner under one
taizing

-
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Fig. 6.-Diagrammatic represenlalton of the potential
differcnces existing between ¡he elements of an ekclric cell.

end and immersing the other in running
water.
But how are we to maintain an electrical
potential difference between two bodies?
There are many methods of doing this, but
we will deal here with only one, and that is
by the use of certain chemical actions, namely,
by the use of an electric battery. We described
roughly in the first article how an electric
battery was used, but we did not say how it
maintained the notential difference at its
terminals.
It has been found by experiment that if we
take a solution of sal-ammoniac and immerse
in it a piece of zinc, chemical action is set up
which creates (nobody knows.exactly how) a
certain definite potential-difference, between
the zinc and the liquid, the zinc assuming a
lower potentiaithan the liquid. A piece of
carbon immersed in the same liquid assumes a
higher potential than the liquid.. 1f the zin.
and the carbon are not connected together, no
further chemical action thkes place.
Since the zinc is at a lower potential than
the liquid and the carbon is at a higher potential than the liquid, there must be a potential

Resistance of a Conductor
If the connecting wire is very thick or is
made of a very good conductor, such as
copper, the current produced by a given
E.M.F. will be greater than if the wire is thin
or made of a poor conductor, such as iron.
Thus the wire possesses the property of
electrical resistance.
The unit of current is called the ampere, the
PotatfthlofCa,bo.-

----Pot,nfiaI

vF&plL

j

difference between the carbon and the zinc,
and if we connect them together by a piece of
wire, current vil1 flow froin the carbon to the
zinc in an endeavour to equalise the potentials; but the chemical nature of zinc and saiammoniac solution is such that they are only
satisfied to be in contact when the necessary
p.d. exists between them. So the moment the
current begins to flow, thereby raising the
potential of the zinc and upsetting their normal

A

Fig. 7.-Potential difference between ends
wire

maintalnd

by means

of

of

Conducting

battery.

unit of E.M.F. is the volt, and the unit of
resistance the o Jim, and we say that i volt
is the E.M.F. necessary to be maintained aU
the ends of a conductor whose resistance is
i ohm in order to maintain a current of
i ampere strength along that conductor.
(Tobe continued.)

relationship, chemical action starts between
the zinc and the solution and tries to maintain
the proper p.d. : similarly with the carbon.
Thus the p.d.. is maintained, the current
continues to flow in the wire and chemical

M
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A 'GOOD EARTH.
By

E.

REDPATH,

NEXT to the aerial itself, the perma-'
nent feature of a receiving station
which has most effect upon the general
efficiency, is the earth
From the great number and variety of
questions which the present writer has been
called upon to answer, there arc evrdently
many experimenters, especially beginners,
who are not quite clear as to what does and
what does not constitute a really satisfactory
earth.
An illustration of this is given in a letter

Assis!n1

Editor.

terminal of the receiving set should he secured
to the pipe by one of the two methods illustrated in Figs. i and 2.
It is important
the initial good electrical contact at the

connection.that

Fig.

received only recently in which the questiort
is asked whether a satisfactory earth connection can be made by burying a wire in the soil
contained in a window-box.

Two Kinds of

"Earth"

Jn Connection with wireless there are two
kinds of earth one in which actual contact is
-

I4

/

E.znhLea

-

Fie.

1.-Clip on waler pipe.

made with as large an area as possible of the
ground, preferably below or in the immediate vicinity of the aerial; and the other,
known as a counterpoise earth, which does
not make contact with the ground at all, but
is deliberàtely insulated from it.
Of the former type, probably the most
easily obtained and usually quite a satisfactory earth connection is the domestic main
water-supply pipe.
If possible, the water pipe should be unearthed outside the house and as close as pos'
sible to the aerial lead-in point, which, of
course, will in turn be as close to the instrument as possible. The pipe itself should be
thoroughly cleaned by means of a file and
glass paper, and the.earth lead from the,earth

2.-Mcthod

of

J1re

a»pd

Round

P%oe

lightening binding wire.

pipe should be maintained and, in order to
prevent subsequent corrosion, the complete
connection shCid be carefully wrapped with
adhesive tape br canvas and be painted or
tarred.
The Earth Lead.
This should be as siort as possible and of
fairly stout gauge wire, not less than No. i6
.s.w.g, if a single wire is used, or 7/22
stranded conductor as supplied for aerials.
The object of these conditions is to keep the
ohmic resistance of the earth-lead as low as
possible so as not to waste any of the signal
- energy. There is another disadvantage in
employing a long earth lead, apart from the
question of resistance. In the case of a receiving set installed in an upper room of a
house and having the earth lead taken
through the lower portion of the window
frame and down the side of the house to the
water pipe, the long lead acts to some extent
as another aeiial and the receiving set itself

-

*UY$l4d,?ril lnGalivrn,.cni
!rvn Fh:t

In

,Cha/lt,g.

liroke,,

FÉ.e.

1o,Ci,,,Ie,t'

3.-Melal

ploie earth.

is not at that point iñ the system where the

greatest potential difference exists.
Earth Resistance
In addition to the ohmic resistance of the
earth lead, that of the earth connection itself
must be considerèd. As already mentioned,
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good contact-and by this expression is
meant good electrical contact-with as large
an area of ground as possible is required.
Practical experience proves that moist soil is
a much better conductor than dry soil,

8,

¡923

where the question of earth resistance becomes
exceedingly important.
A very effective earth, and one which is
rçadily removable, should occasion require,
consists of a long roll of galvanised wire netting, not necessarily new, simply unrolled

I

\\There an earth conductor is used (whether

-

¼

-I

-q-

rpothe Copper JVi

etia

-Lie

i

Fig. 5.----Complele aerial and counterpoise ysleni.

along the ground immediately under the aerial
and held in place by means of- a number of
heavy stones placed upon it at intervals, the
lead to the earth terminal of the receiving
set being carefully soldered to the nearest
corner of the netting.
This netting arrangement, where the nettirig is laid upon very dry ground, becomes
practically a " balanced-capacity " or counterpoise earth.
A Counterpoise Earth
.
This type of earth formed an essent!al
fe?ture of the original Lodge-Muirhead wire-

the. vater pipe already nentioned, or copperwire or netting, as wil[ be described presently), for which a hole has been dug in the
soil, the hole should be partially filled with
snaIl coke or even cinders before the soil is replaced, and several bucketfuls of water should subsequently be poured over the surface.
The broken coke or cinders retains the
moisture fora long period and greatly improses the conductivity of the earth. in fact,
the method has been for years the standard
practice for the earthing of lightning con-

-

L

ductors.

Copper Wire and Plate Earth
Where the open space is available a very
satisfactory earth connection ma be mide
by digging one or
long, shallow trenches,
anything from toft. to oft apart, parallel to
and, if possible, immediately underneath.the
aerial, and laying in the bottom of each
trench a long length of 7/22 bare copper

S

)

.lfl4dD51t18

to

wire.

-

0

i

Il

-

i- :i____:J__d_.

-

.4

.-

A

-.

FEC. 4.-Counterpoise earth.

-

-

The addition of a rectangular, galvanized
iron plate (say, 2ft. square) soldered to the
extremity of each wire and buried edgewise
in a coke- or cinder-filled hole, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, effects a considerable improvement,
especially in the case of a transmitting station,
BIS

'-

S

less system, in operatiOn as long ago as 1897.
The method, which consists essentially in the
employment of a second aerial system, a reflection, as it were, of the aerial itself, but
elevated only a few feet above the ground
from which, however, it is carefully insu86

-
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an easy matter, the arrangement shown in
Fio-. should be tried.
Pour light poles, each about 6ft. high,
are erected as shown in Fig. 5, two
being close to the down-lead end and
beneath the free end of the aerial,
the two former being about 8ft. and
Between
the two latter about I2ft. apart.
the respective pairs is suspended a cross
wire having an insulator at each end, and
between the two cross wires are four or five
No. i8 s.w.g. bare copper wires, all brought
and
to a common point as shown in Fig.
soldered to an Insulating leading-in wire as
in the case of the down-lead from the aerial
itself. This should be brought into the house
some little distance from the aerial lead.

lated, is receiiing a good deal of attention
just now at the hands of amateur experimenters, both in connection with transmitting
and receiving work.
Improved selectivity is obtained by -the use
of a counterpoise instead of the more usual
earth Connection, and as many readers may
care to experiment with thearrangement, two
simple forms are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
Fig. 4 shows the wire netting, already mentioned earlier in the presen,t article, but now,
instead of being spread out upon the ground
itself, it is supported by (but insulated from)
a double row of posts standing three or_four
feet out of the ground. Better results will
beobtainecl if the height of the uprights can
he increased to about 8ft., but, as this is not
-

-
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Aunfte Sophie (Mise Dixon), Uncle Jeff (Mr. Jefferies), Uncle Rex
(Mr. Burrows), Untie Caraciacus (Capi. Lewu)..
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(Mr. Palmer),

Uncle Arthur
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THE TESTING AND OPERATION OF
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS
IA

few practical hints which will enable beginners to get good results without loss

ROBABLY the greatest difficulty experienced in conwith a newly-made or newly-purchased
J' nection
crystal receiving set is the obtaining of the first
signal.
To the beginner there appear to be so many.
points which, if not in order, may account for failure
to receive. This is particularly the case where the entire
iostallation is new.
The aerial may he faulty; it may not be well insulated
not high enough; or badly screened by surrounding trees

.

time.

should be rotated slowly through ¡So degrees as the tuning
switch makes ontact upon each stud in turn. Where
two tuning switches are provided the tappings from the
coil will usually be arranged upon the " sub-multiple
system, in which one set of contacts includes either one
or two turns md the other includes groups of ten or
twenty tUrns.
If the main tuning switch only is operated the wavelength wIll be increased (Or decreased) in jumps and the
may easily be missed.
lt is necessary
therefore that for each position of the main tuning switch
the auxiliary tuning switch should be rotated over its full
set of contact stùds.
desired signals

or buddings. Doubts may exist as to the effectiveness
of the earth connection.

Adjusting the Detector.
The principal adjustments in the average crystal receiving set are two in number-namely, the tuning of the
aerihl circuit to resonance with the distant transmitting
station and the adjustment of the crystal detector to give
effective rectification of incoming signals. As, no matter
how carefully the tuning may be carried out, no signals
can be received unless the detector Is in good working
order, it adìustment should be the first point to receive
f a small signalling buzzer, or even an old
attention.
electric bell with the gong and the hammer removed, and
a single dry cell are provided, the adjustment of the detector cari be carried out satisfactorily, quite apart from any
considerations of tuning, or the effectiveness or otherwise
of the aerial and earth system.
1he buzzer itself should have leads attached to the proper
terminals and then be muffled by being well wrapped up
in cloth or soft felt and stowed into a small wooden
box. lt should then be connected up to the dry cell and
placed at a distance of 2 or 3 feet from the receiving
apparatus. The buzzer leads may now be connected to
the di-y cell and the crystal detector caiefully adjusted,
both as regards the point of contact and the mechanical
pressure betveen the wire and crystal or the pair of
crystals, according to the type of crystal tted, until the
loudest buzz is heard in the telephone receivers duly

Searching for Signals.
I-laying connected the receiving set to the aerial and
earth leads, donned the telephone receivers, and being satisfied by the " buzzer test " that the detector is in good
working order, switch off the buzzer and bring the set
to its minimum wavelength setting.
Then proceed to
tune the set through its complete range of- wavelengths,
proceeding slowly and listening intently throughout.
Upon liearng signals of any description pause a moment.
Do not at this stage hastily attempt to improve the setting
of the crystal detector.
First make quite certain that
the signals cannot be improved by any tuning adjustment.
When the best possible tuning adjustment has been found,
and not until then, attention should be given to improving the setting of the detector, which, although already
adjusted to buzzer signals, may generally be made to give
slightly better results by careful adjustment upon actual
sìrcnals

Failure

to Receive

Signals.

.\lthough the foregoing instructions may have been Calefully followed, failure to receive signals may still occur.
1f so, a process of careful elimination will generally show
where the fault lies.
Firstly, put the testing buzzer into
operation; and, if good signals from It are heard in the

connected to the set.
Next, connect up the receiving set to the aerial and
enith, and try the effect of removing the testing buzzer
to n greater distance from the set. In most Cases good
results should be obtained when the buzzer is at a considerable distance from the set, but in close proximity to
the earth lead. Satisfactory results thus obtained indicate
that, in a general way, the aerial and earth system is
in order.
-

telephone, the detector and the telephone receivers themselves may be considered satisfactory.
Secondly, carefully examine the connections of the receiving set and the
winding of the tuning coil and test the continuity of the
latter by connecting it in series between the dry cell and
the testing buzzer. The buzzer should certainly operate,
though not so strongly as before.
If the set itself appears in order, examine carefully the
aerial lead-in and the earth connection.
Should these
appear quite in order and further trials of the apparatus
yiel no better results, the best thing to do next is to
asIc some other experimenter to bring his apparatus along
arid endeavour to obtain results from your aerial. Should
this test indicate that your aerial and earth system is
satisfactory, the fault must lie in the winding, connections,
or general tuning arrangementof your set or in your
faulty manipulation of it.
Here, probably, your frend will be able to advise you,
or you may be able to arrange to take your apparatus along
As a means of obtaining
and test it upon his aerial.
friendly advice and assistance of this nature, membership of an amatehr wireless society has very great adtantages, and every beginner should make a point of becoming a member of his own local amateur association.
RD1US.

-

Tuning the Receiving Set.
crystal receiving
over the wire on
switches moving
contact, with, in
condenser, either
in series or parallel with the tuning coil. In the case of
a tpriing coil having a single slider, all that is necessary
in order to cover the full ange of wavelengths is that
tite slider be slowly moved from one end ofthe coil to
thc other. If two sliders aie provided they should be
moved along together in the first place, and, when signals
are actually heard, results will no doubt be improved by
increasing the number of turns included in the detector
side of the coil.
In the case of a receiving set having one tuning switch
moving over contacts, and a variable condenser, the latter
The usual arrangement for tuning

of

a

set consists of (a) a slider which moves
the tuning coils, (b) a tuning switch or
over either one or two semi-circles of
sonic cases, the addition of a variable

-

i
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A NEW SYSTEM FOR THE PRODUCTION.
OF CONTINUOUS OSCILLATIONS
By

J

J

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member I.R.E.

The following is a description of a new negaiive resistance device, the chief application of which is in the
production of continuons oscillations. A. distinctly new principle is involved, ¡he valve used having ,o grid.

the A2 anode circuit to measure the anode
AT the time the writer was developing
current.
the Negatron valve, considerable attenWhen this apparatus is connected up, some
tion was given to the development of
the electrons emitted from the incandescent
of
of
capable
devices
resistance
negative
variois
filament F will travel to the anode A1, while
producing continuous oscillations. These
sohie will travel to the anode A2. The dccwere required for local oscillators for C.W.
tron current is therefore distributed between
receptior and transmission.
the two anodes. If there is a copious emission
In this connection it may be of interest to
of electrons fròm the filament F, an increase
readers to know that the Negatron valve,
in the potential of the anode A, will produce
described in the current issue of Modern
an increase of electron current to the anode
¡Vireless, is very extensively used in sets for
A2, owing to a neutralisation of the space
the mercantile marine.
charge around the filament, this neutralisation
The arrangement described below proved
favourably influencing the electron
equally a effecdve as the Negatron,.
flow to both anodes.
'Fhis result,
md while there are features resembling
which to some might be unexpected,
those found in the Negati1on, yet this
vas described in detail by the author
new method of obtaining a negative i
in an article in the Electrical Review
resistance effect is distinctive in miny
of February 27th, 1920.
ways. The most obvious difference is
If, however, the electron emission is
that no grid is used in the valve, A
2
reduced by increasing the value of the
which simply consists of a filament
resistance R2, a point will be reached
and twO anodes, both of which may he
when the valve will be saturated and all
at a potential of about + 50 volts. The
the electrons will be absorbed by the
apparatus in rio way involves secont\vo anodes A1 and A2. Under these
dary emission, and its theory of
conditions, if we increase the voltage
action is quite different from that of
on the anode A1, the latter will effecthe Dynatron.
tively compete with the anode '2,
The Valve Used
and there will be an increase in the
'Fue particular valve found most
number of electrons travelling to A,.
suitable for this invention is illusThese electrons are really those which
i
trated in Fig. i. It Consists of a
would have gone to the anode A2.
gli:
in the
filament F, a large anode
Consequently, an increase of the voltform of a flat plate Close to the filaage of
produces an increase of
at Fi. 1.-The valve, anode current and a decrease of A2
ment, and a smaller anode
a considerable distance from the
anode current. It is simply a case of
filament.
the anode having the greater attractive force
securing the major portion of the electrons.
The Characieristic Curve of the Valve
In order that the anode
may have the
Fig. 2 shows a circuital arrangement
most effective control of the
anode current,
the plate
is made large and placéd very
enabling a characteristic curve of the valve
close to the filament F, while A2 is kept
w be made. It will be seen that by means
fairly small and at a considerable distance
óf a battery B1 of about 6o volts and a poteii
from the filament.
tiometer resistance R1 having a slider S
Under these conditions a characteristic
moving along it, it is possible to vary the
voltage on the anode A1, the A1 anode current
curve similar to that shown in Fig. 3 was
obtained. It will he seen that the curve cornbeing measured by the milliammeter M1. In
mences with an A2 anode voltage at +30
the anode Circuit A2 is a battery B3 of about
volts. As this voltage is increased it ill be
25 volts, a milliammeter M2 bein included in
A1

A1

A1

A2

A1

A2

A1
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seen that the A2 anode current decreases and
the valvé is so constructed that the curve is
as steep as possible.

of the grid G with respect to either the
filament F2 or the anode A3.
In the circuit it will be seen that á potentiometer is connected across the arid and filament of V2 for ùe° purpose of
demonstrating the action of
the whole device as an amplifier. It is to be noted that the
valve V2 itself need not in any
way be a voltage amplifier,
provided that the valve V1 is
properly constructed. In fact,
L
the ordinary threeelectrdde
valve V2 may be a voltage decreaser, and the potentials applied to the grid G may
even be reduced when
transferred to the anode
A1. This will not preI
valve V1 acting
as an amplifier.
The advantage of using
the valve
is
input
that
the
3Q#35#4Q#5.5Q55
VOLTA6E0NANODEA2
potentials are
not
damped out
curve
Fig. 3.-Characieristic
the producby
of valve,
tion of a heavy
current, as would be the case if they wereapplied directly to the anode A.

The Two-Anode Valve as an Amplifier
The anode A, although an anode in the
strict sense of the word, is also a controlling
electrode, but its action is entirely different
from that of the grid of an ordinary threeelectrode valve. In the latter type of device
the grid is an electrostatic control element,
the current to which, under operating conditions, has no appreciable effect on its control
action. A positive potential on the grid.
would produce an increase in the anode
current, whereas in the two-anode valve
operating at saturation an increase in the A1
anode potential produces a decrease of the
.\ anode current, and this decrease is due
I__

-

\ne

-

V2

i

I

t

-

Fig. 2.-Obtazning characteristic curve.

to a heavy

current (lowing ir the

A1

Circuit having Static Negative Resistance
Characteristics
Fig. 5 shows a complete circuit which will
give a negative resistance characteristic
A

anode

circuit.
The fact that the anode circuit connected to
A, carries a heavy electron current prevents
the valve being used as an amplifier in the
ordinary way.
-

curve.

Use of a Subsidiary Three-Electrode
Valve
By the use of a sepatrate three-electrode
valve it is possible to make the main valve act
as an amplifier.
This is done.by connecting a three-electrode
valve in series with the A, anode circuit, as
shown in Fig. 4. The anode A1, it will be
seen, is connected to the filament F2 of an
ordinary three-electrode vahe V2, the anode
A3 of which is connected through the battery
The electron
B4 to the filament F of V1.
current passing to the anode A1 now flows
through the additional path between F2 and
battery B4
A3, and so round through the
back to the filament F. The amount of this
current may be varied by altering the potential

-

L84

Fie. 4.-Speciai amplifier circuit. -,

The principle of the new system is briefly
as follows :-Looking t Fig. 2, we will see
that if an additional battery is included in
90
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To decrease the A2 anode current we have to
get rid of many of the electrons already
flowing to the anode A2, and they have to go

the A2 anode Circuit SO as to increaSe the
voltage on the anode Ag, there wou1d. normally be an increase in the electron current
If we
flowing round the A2 anode circuit.
can so arrange matters that, when the A,
anode voltage is increased, the A2 anode
current is decreased, a negative resistance
effect will be obtained in the A2 anode circuit.
The author produces this effect by applyiñg
the increased voltage not only to the anode A,
but o the anode A1. Owing to the anode A1
being closer to the filament than A2, the
same increase of anode voltage will produce a
lrger effect on the anode current. For
example, if we added 20 volts to the anode
A2 and 20 olis to the anode A1, the current
If, of course, we
to A2 would decrease.
amplified the 20 volts before applying them
to A, ve 'ould get a still greater effect, but
this is nm necessary if the double-anode valve
is properly constructed.
The problem now resolves itself into a
method of applying the increased voltage
to the anode A2 and also to A1, but applying
it in such a manner that the increased current
flowing to A1 shall not pass through the

somewhere.

Fig. shows a complete Circuit in which
a subsidiary valve 'is used to prevent the A1
anode current flowing through the source of
potential which varies the voltage of A,. It
will be seen that the circuit F, A1, F,, A,,
-

r
L

14Rj
Fig.

r

-

'(1II1I1uIIIII

5-Stalle

oscillations.

B1, F is quite a separate circuit, unconnected
with the main Circuit A2, B3, F.
Milliammeters M1 and M2 are connected as
shown for the purpose of indicating the two
repective anode currents. If the tapping on
B3 is so adjusted that the voltage on the anode
A2 is increased, we vould normally expect
an increase in the electron current flowing
from F to A2, round through M1 and B3
back to F. The directly opposite effect, however, is obtained by joining the anode À
to the grid G of the three-electrode valve.
When A2 becomes more positive, the grid G
becomes more positive, and the three-electrode
valve allows a stronger electron current to flow
between F2 and A3. Put in other words, we
can say that the voltage on A1 has been increased perhaps to a greater (Or a less) extent
than that on the anode A2.
Whether the
changes in voltage on A1 are greater or less
than those on A2 does not matter very much
within limits, provided the anode A, is closer
to the filament than is A2.
The action of the valve V2, while a necessary one, is a very minor one, and the anode
current through this valve does not itself form
any useful function or flow through any

-

[

Fig.

6.-Circuil for producing

negative resistance device.

source of additional electromotive force influencing A2 and
The desired effect is obtained in practice
by making the
anode circùit a separate
shunt circuit which really acts as a suitable
path for side-tracking un wanted electrons.
A1.

A1

91'
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It is interesting to note. the comparison
between the oscillating three-electrode valve
and the author's arrangement. In the latter
case both the control electrode and the main
anode potentials are in phase. When one is
growing more positive, so is the other. In the
case of the three-electrode oscillating valve,
the grid and anode potential variations are
usually i8p degrees out of phase, one being
positive when the other is negative, and

-

The increase in the voltage of A1 occurring
simultaneously with the increase of the voltage
Ofl
F
, causes the electrons emitted from
to make up their minds whether they will
travel to
or to A2.
Since A, is closer
and is exercising a stronger attraction, the
electrons prefer to go to A1 and the A2 anode
current consequently decreases and a desired
negative resistance effect is obtained in the
circuit A2, M,, BI, F.
If we connect an
oscillatory circuit in this anode circuit, continuous oscillatiobs will be set up in that oscillatorv circuit nd we would theh lìave a very
usefl method of generating alternatin
A1

vice-versa.

-

Arrangement Using Ordinary ThreeElectrode Valves
Fig. 7 shows how an ordinary three-lec-

An

trode valve, if operated at suitable potentials,

'Practical Generating Circuit
'
practical circuit for generating'continuous oscillations isshown in Fig. 6. It vill be
seen that we have now dispensed with separate
high-tension batteries and that one, B1, only
is used. T6 p1-event the grid G of the valve
V2 being at an unsuitable normal potential,
a grid condenser C2 and grid leak
are provided. This grid condenser does not prevent
the communication of high-frequency potentials from the oscillating circuit- L, C1 from
affecting it, but it does prevent the grid being
given a high undesirable positive Potential.
due to the'battery
If the circuit of Fig. 6 be connected up,
continuous oscillations, will be produced in
the circuit L, c and alternating currents
of any frequency and öf considerable power
are capable of being generated in this manner.
A very important adjustment, of course, is
that of the filament current flowing through F.
The current through F is adjusted by altering'
the rheostat R2 until saturation of the valve
V1 occurs. If the filament current is too great
and there is a copious supply of electrons,
the apparatus, of course, completely fails to
A

R3

-

B1.

,.

-

-

q

'

Fig.

7.-Showing

use of two ordinary valves.

may be used to produce the desired negative
resitance effect and so produce continuous
oscillations.
The circuit needs no explanation. In this
circuit the phase relationship between grid
and anode potential variations is particularly

striking.
(N.B ._-T he
covered

by

invention here described .s
the Author's British Patent

174,134, Sept. 30,

work.

1920.).

We desire to inform our readers that several of our contemporaries have
refused to insert advertisements of this weekly.
We regret this narrow-minded attitude, as we ourselves have always
thrown our advertisement pages open to all and even allowed our advertisers
to declare that so-and-so is the best periodical. Readers must therefore look
to our wn publications for announcements. Wireless Weekly is published
every Wednesday, and Modern Wireless (commencing with the next issue) on
the ist day of each month.
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-

A VARIQMETER SET FOR BROADCAST

RECEPTION
-

The Jollowing description covers the arrangement of a two-valve receiver which will receive broodcosIin
effectively by the use of two variomelers. Variometers are very efficient for many purposes, and we
bave recently carried Oui tests with a type of variometer manufacturi by the firm of McClelland &
Company.

AVÀR1OMETER is particularly useful
for aerial tuning, but it is not so successful generally for coupling valves in a
receivér. This is largely because variometers

are more or less aperiodic and a considerable
amount of jamming is usually experienced.
This defect, however, may be overcome by
shunting the variometer by a fixed condenser,
and in the apparatus described below the
tuned anode circuit of the first valve consists,
not of a fixed inductance and a variable condenser, as is usually the case, but a variometer
and a fixed condenser.

,

.93

L

Fig. i shows the type of circuit employed.
lt will be seen that the first varjpmeter V1 is
connected in the aerial circuit, and that connections are taken from across it to the grid
and filament of the first valve. It. will be
noticed that the connection from the bottoni
end of the variometer is connected to the
negative terminal of the filament accumulator.
This is for the purpose of giving the first grid
a slight negative potential. In the anode
circuit of the first valve we have the variometer -V2 shunted by a condenser C1.
The
condenser C1 is a Dubilier condenser of
B25
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this kind are the two variometers V1 an V2.
The apparatus is exceedingly simple to
operate, and will cover a wavelength range of
from about 2C0 to 700 metres.
The valve-holders and rheostats may be
mounted up in any desired manner, but very
useful valve panels may be purÇhased for.a

excellently as
a fixed condenser for connecting across the
variometer. Of course, any other condenser
of this capacity could be employed, but we are
simply referring to the apparatus used in the
tests which we have made.
it serves

Ftg.

i8,

t,wo-i,alve

z'arthrneter

circuit.

reasonable sum. These panels are simply
valve-holders wiCh rheostats and four terminais, two going to the filament and the
other two going to the grid and anode respectively. These latter terminals are usually
marked G and A or G and P, the-letter P
standing for plate or anode.
Fig. 2 shows the pictorial arrangement of
the apparatus just described. The variometers
may be mounted on panels if desired, but
they may, on the other hand, be mounted as
separate units on ebonite bases as shown.
In next week's issue we will show how these
variometers may be used to make u a threeor four-valve receiver.

The anode A1 is connected to the grid G2
through the grid condenser C2, having a
capacity of about 0.003 p.F. A resistance R3
of two megohms, or a variable gridleak, is
connected across the grid and positive terminal of the filament battery B1. The anode
circuit of the second valve contains the telephones T and the high tension battery B2 of
about 70 volts, which also feeds the anode
circuit of the first valve.
It will be found that a circuit of this kind
vi1l prove very satisfactory fór the reception
of broadcasting, and there is practically no
tendency to self-oscillation.
The only adjustments necessary on a set of'

A GREAT SUCCESS!
No. i of Wireless Weekly has proved an extràordinary success. The actual
sales amount to nearly 100,000 copies and we are informed that we have
broken a record for a 6d. weekly periodical.
Letters of appreciation are pouring in and we are finding that tens of
thousands are ready to pay 6d. for a really good-paper:
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E

E
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THE TECHNICALITIES OF BROADCASTING
-

-

By P. P. ECKERSLEY, B.Sc., AJI1.1.E.E.

Chief Engineer

of

the British Broadcasting Co..

This is tue first of an important and ¡nos! intereCting series of articles on te successful transmission
and reception of broadcasting by the Engineer responsible for the technical arrangements in connection
with BritiCh broadca.c!ing.

-

PART 1.-THE MICROPHONE
The Fundamental Principles

e

-

çNE
of the greatest problems.in Broadcasting is that of the conversion of
sound as an air wave disturbance
into an equivalent añd undistorted electrical
disturbance in the transmitter.
For ordinary cornmerciai speech the
common type of carbon
ni icrophone is excellent, but when it
'
comes to really faithfui reproduction, such
7
än arrangement fails
for various reasons.
First and foremost,
the ordinary type of
microphone depends
for its action upon the
moement of a dia-

the microphone, whatevei form it takes, must
respond to all frequencies within the range of
audibility equally; must be, in fact,
aperiodic.
Something has got to be moved by the
sound waves impinging on it, and that something must move in exact proportion to the
intensity of t h e se
waves giving
predominance to no parlar frequency.
In practice, what is
N
required is something
that will respond to
the lowest note of the
o rg a n
(somewhere
about 15 cycles a
second) up to the

r
/

-ticu
W

phragm, and this diaphragm has a resonalice point. That is io
say, at about z,000
cycles frequency the
diaphragm is mo r e
sensitive than it is to
disturbances of 200

youngest of
bat's
squeaks (about 6,000 a
second), and give predominance to neither
one nor the other, nor
any other note in
between.
The practical range
of audibility will then
be covered. lt vill be
clear' from this that
a resonance somewhere
above audibility will
not matter as long as
one can guarantee that
no disturbances will
take place at such
frequencies.
For it is interesting
to realise t h a t i f'

cycles, say,
and is infinitely more
responsive to 1,000
than to io,000. Now,
it is wonderful what
liberties one may take
with speech without
losing its' " understandability," if I may
coin a word; it is A very successful lype of microphone used for broadcas1in. "loud" disturbances
equally wonderful how
of, say, 20,000 a second
much or1e has to do before one really reprotook place, although quite inaudible, still the
duces the actual voice. Thus this resonant
microphone, if it had a resonance of 20,000,
microphone does perfectly well for commercial
would respond, .and one would get the conpurposes, but seeing that it gives such a large
trol circuits over-controlled l)y sounds not
predominance to certain frequencies, it is
audible, provided, of course, no precautions
fundamentally bad for really faithful reprowere taken to doaway with this possibility.
duction.
Much of the sensitivity of the ordinary
Thus the first line of thought indicates that
microphone is given by the fact of its being
or

3,000

L.

-,
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resonant to abdut 1,000 cycles, which tias been
found to be the best resonant point for understan dab il ity..
Once do away with this quality of resonance
and immediately the sensitivity of the
arrangement is reduced tremendously.
Thanks, however, to the use of valves, this
loss of sensitivity can be made up for by the
use of an amplifier.
It might at first sight then seem perfectly
easy to get a microphone movement absolutely aperiodic up to, say, io,000 a second
by relying upon having salve amplifiers and
a very insensitive arrangement.
But here another trouble arises.
Every valve makes a slight hiss, and when
tapped emits a " pong." Suppose, then, a
20-valve amplifier had to be used because
the microphone was o insensitive (albeit
perfectly aperiodic 1) the result would be a
Broadcast of Niagara Fills, the hiss drownAgain, the slightest
ing all other noises.
jar on the valves would produce terrible
spurious noises. Thus, there is an insensitivity past which one Cannot safely go at the
mo men t.

Thus ideally we require this aperiodic
movement with sufficient sensitivity to allow
of practical amplification.
We wish to Broadcast from a theatre, and
immediately the sensitivity problem presents
itself.
If we have a reasonably sensitive arrangement, then this may give fair results if the
disturbance is 5 feet or even io feet away.
But in a theatre the actor may move from
being a foot away and shouting to being
20 feet away and doing a stage whisper.
Thus for a theatrè a very sensitive microphone is required that can be placed well
away in the auditorium. The difficulty, as
before stated, is to get such an arrangement
sensitive aperiodic and without spurious
noise.
Thus fundamentally the basic problems are
quite clear-cut, but obviously there are very
great diuhiculties in the way of. a practical
solution.
In one type of microphone that has met with
a good deal of success the natural period of
th diaphragm is made to rise above audibility. Other arrangements have been tried
in which the natural period is alldwed to
remain in the movement, but the effect of
'which is overcome later by electrical means.
Many other methods have been tried,' sorne
with real success. The latest type in use is
remarkably elicient.
B28

-

What is really wanted is a substance that
is affected in its electrical conductivity by
the presence of sound waves-a sort of.
selenium cell for sound and not for lightthen nothing would have to move, and the
fundamental problems of resonance would be
overcome.

This is a great trouble in Broadcasting,especia uy for theatre work.
In the theatre the microphone usually has
to be placed at the footlights; place it back
in the auditorium and the amplification required will be excessive, and a restive or
cough i ng audience ou Id predominate over
the stage.
Thus the footlights is perhaps the best,
position, but the problem of controlling is
awful. At one moment the leading lady is
proclaiming her woes 5 feet from the microphone; at the next the hero whispers at the
back of the stage, and to the mechanical
microphone the difference is enormous. The
man working the control has to sit somewhere
in the dark underneath the stage, and unless
he knows the play by heart, has to be a
prophet and often gets badly let down by the
rapid changes of intensity.
What we want is a sort of sound selenium
cell which alters its resistance as the sound
impinges upon it. This would solve a lot of
the problems of resonance, and, of course, if
it was really sensitive, would be all that could
be desired.
The microphone is our greatest problem,
and I have dealt with it first, as it is the first
link in the Broadcast chain. Later I shall
deal with the various stages of Broadcasting,
ending up with the loud speaker.
Now suppose a really aperio4ic and a fairly
sensitive microphone has been achieved, a
microphone that responds equally and
sympathetically to all the sounds that impinge
upon it, one would think that troubles would
corne to an end. This is not so, ho\\ever,
because the ear has extraordinary qualities not
given by The microphone.
In the first place, the ear to a certain exteilt adjusts itself to conditions, and if a loud
shout, so loud as to be uncomfortable, impinges upon ìt, it closes up and rejects a
On the other
certain part of the sound.
hand, a very weak sound can be given under
ûtvourahle conditions, the ear automatically
sensitising itself.
The microphone has no such power, and
obeys the ordinary inverse square laws to a
point, so that the loud shout is too loud, and
the weak soind too weak.
-

-
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here is the recipe: Take 8o per cent. of
graphite and 20 per cent. of .Aquadag by
weight. Powder the graphite and suspend it
in absolute alcohol. Then evaporate the
alcohol until a paste remains at the bottom of
the test tube. Mix this paste with the Aquadag, working the two well together so that
the graphite may be evenly distributed.
Now take a sheet of thin cartridge paper of
good quality and, with a stencil brush, work
the compound well inO its surface. Allow the

is the small "gadgeCs" required for the
wireless set that run away with one's
money. Whether you are constructing a
set, improving it, or conducting one of those
frequent rehuildings with which all wireless
enthusiasts are familiar, a whole host of small
parts becomes necessary. Some can be made
quite easily; others cannot, and that is where
the money goes. Having recently adopted
a novel system-which will be described later
-calling for quite a number óf non-inductive
resistances, each with a value of about
ioo,000 ohms, I rather shied at paying from
half a crown to three and sixpence apiece for

paper to dry hard and you have the material
for a supply of resistances that will last you
for years.
It is not possible to give definitely the dimensions of strips of the dressed paper that
will have a given resistance, so much depends
upon the way in which the coating mixture is
mixed and the thickness and regularity of thç
film applied to the paper.. If a resistance box
is available, strips can be calibrated with
ease; if not, the best method is to cut several
strips all of the same length but of different
breadths, and to test them until a size is found

li'

Fig. 1.-Elevation

of

grid leak.

them, especially as the scheme was still
nothing but an idea, and might prove to be
unsatisfactory in practice. No one wants to
lay out thirty shillings or so on apparatus
that may after all beof little or no use.
\Vas it possible to make resistances that
would function properly? To be of any use
they had to be compact and moderately
robust; most important of all, they must he
perfectly constant in action, remaining at
their full value during the whole time that the
set was in action. It was essential, too, that
they should be easy and quick to make, and
that they should not give rise to any parasitic
noises in the set.
Numerous experiments were tried with indifferent sucdess until the idea came of using
the compound known as "Aquadag," which
is made for the purpose of lubricating
machinery. This, when mixed with graphite,
gives a sticky paste which can be applied to
paper with a stiff brush. When dry it forms
a coating that will not easily rub off, and resistances made with its aid were found to be
perfectly satisfactory.

that gives the results desired. I found that
strips iin. in length and lin, broad gave a
resistance of approximately 6o,000 ohms, but
these figures would probably be quite different
for pieces cut from another treated sheet.
J Ebonile
O
-

V

-.

-

-

-

TermhwI

I

-

Paper

-

Fig.

Holt' Por

.

'Brass l'la/e

Strip

2.-Plan

o/ grid !eak.

l'ue strips can be mounted without greatdifficulty. Fig. i shows a method which will
BA clearance
be found to answer well.
hole is drilled near eithei end of a piece of
ebonite measuring 2+iri. in length by tin.
wide and kin. thick. Holes are punched in

-
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the paper to correspond with those in the
ebonite. Each end of the strip is sand iched
between two thin washers, the stems of the
terminals being passed through these and
through the ebonite. The nut on the underside must be tightened very carefully, othervise the paper may be torn.
A ràther better metlod is seen in Fig. 2.
In this case
strip is secured by small hi-ass
plates which are screwed to the ebonite. The
stems of the terminals are passed through the
4BA clearance holes seen in the drawing.
\Vhichever mounting is used, a little of the
graphite and Aquadag paste should be worked
iii round the washers or jlates in order that
there may be a good
ntact between the
terminals and the strip.
A third method, which makes neater and
handier job, since resistances of different
values can he inserted in a moment, is given
in Fig. 3. here a piece of undressed paper,
rolled into a stiff tube, is inserted into the
ends of a couple of usd .22 bore rifle cartridges-these, by the way, should first be

capacity coupling, and even for gridleaks,
since any value can be obtained by cutting
the strips sufficiently long and sufficiently
narrow; but it has another application which
will, it is thought, be novel to the majority
of readers.

DODD

te

TAKE CARE OF YOUR VALVES.
TIIOUGH valves are expensive things
\\re often ill-treat them rather badly and
-

'2Bo..i'('ath.ieIqptas

Ebo,1e
Fig.

3.-Another gild

x8, 1923

leak.

'ell cleaned inside. A resistance line is then
painted on the tube, the compound being
smeared fairly thickly over the joints between
the copper cases and the paper. A small base
made of ebonite supports a pair of spring
clips spaced so as to grip the ends of the
cartridge cases tiehtly
Test' made witI a lost Office resistance box
sho ed that these ,improvised resistances were
remarkably constant. When loo volts was
passed through them they showed a falling
off after a few minutes under load of about
Thus a strip that had
15 per cent. in value.
a resistance of So,000 ohms when first tested
showed rather less than 70,000 at the end of
half an hour, but after this it remained perfectly Constant though left connected up for
three hours on end. When used on the set
the resistance proved to he stisfactory in
every wav, and no noises at all could be
traced to them.
The method described serves excellently for
makiig the resistances required for resistance-

.

.

-

-

so shorten their valuable lives. 1f it is
carefully handled and never subjected to
strains too great toc it, an average valve
should bave a working life of quite 70e
hours; that is to say, that if it is in use for
two hours every evening it shouldcontinue to
give good service for at least seven months.
Many valses, however, last for longer than
this; I have two on my set whose working
life is already well over i,000 hours, and they
seem sound enough to do a good deal yet.
Here are some of the little points that make
all the difference to the life of a valve. Never
use too high a voltage or too much current on
the tilaments. It is, of course; best to use a
6-volt accumulator, for then you have plenty
of power in hand.; but with a battery of this
kind your filament rheostats must have a fairly
large resistance value if you are not going to
overload such valves as the i\Iullard " Ora
or the Cossor " P.i," for these require only
3' volts on the filament with a current of less
tlian half an ampere. To give them more than
this means simply that you are needlessly
wearing out the delicate lìlaments..\\Then using
any valve, turn the rheostat knob only just far
enough to make signals loud and clear; it is
useless to give the valve more current than
this.
In the same way cut dovn the anode voltage to the smallest amount that will give good
results. -n excéssive anode potential lias a
very bad effect on many types of valve.
Handle your valves with care, remembering
that, though filaments will stand a certain
amount of jolting when new, they become
very brittle indeed with age. Before you remove a valve from its holder disconnect the
H.T.+ lead. If you make a rule of this you
will never burn out a valve by accidentall'
touching "live " I-LT. sockets with the filament prongs. When pulling a valve out of
its holder grasp it by the metal cap, and not
by the glass bulb, which is liable to become
loose if continually strained.
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BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.
THE B.B.C. has

been basking

in the glare of publicity of
late, and has escaped the
curse which falls upon those of
horn everyone speaks well. Sorne
aspects of the newspaper criticism
have not been exactly fair, as, for

instance, when the news bulletins
are held up to ridicule. The company is compelled to transmit Only
such items as it receives from the
news agency, and if there is any
fault in the service it is the agencies
who are to blame.
*

*

*

Glasgow is to fall into line with
the other broadcasting stations and
to have Sunday transmissions. The
B:B.c. vere afraid that the Sabbath-keeping Scot would object to
Sunday programmes, but the demand for them has been so great
that it cannot be long resisted. An
unkind Sassenach has suggested
that when the Scot realised that
there would be no extra chat-ge for
the Sunday shows, he insisted on
full value for his money.
*

2L0 will

*

:

transferred
Savoy 1h11 about the ist of
The new studio is built on the
principle as Carlyle's room at
be

sea-a room within

a

to 2,
May.
same

Cliel-

room-to

be

absolutely sound-proof. lt is certain, however, that 2L0 will be a
greater success in this direction than
Carlvle's room vas. lt will be big
enough to accommodate a large
orchestra, so that there should be
no more complaints on this score.
*

lt

*

*

looks as if Captain Lewis, the
accomplished young Deputy Director of Programmes of the B.B.C.,
and known to a host of children
as Uncle Caractacus, vere going to
have a busy time of it. In addition to having charge of the children's hour, a women's hour is to
be under his care, and he vill also
be responsible for certain features
of the ordinary programmes. Of
course, in the women's hour he will
have some extremely competent

ladies to assist him, but even with
their help men of mature years will,
not envy him his job. 1f he is able
to lind out exactly what women
want, he will rank with the great
discoverers of the ages.
*

*

*

There are several Broadcasting
officials who are very much in the
public eye, but very little seems to
have been written about the secretary, Major P. F. Anderson, who
w as the first official of the Company,
and who was dumped down in temporary premises with nothing but
four walls and a chair. In an incredibly short space of time he has
organised the office on thoroughly
business lines. He has a host of
people to see every day, and while
he is most anxious to meet every
one, it
'ould be safer if people
would fix an appointment with him
beforehand.
*

*

*

Major Anderson is one of those
fellows who obtrusively keeps himself in the background (to use a
paradox), but he has had a most
interesting career in various parts
of the world.
He vas one of two
or three officers who met in the
basement of a house at Grantham
during the Great \\ ar, and ham
mered the Machine Gun Corps into
shape. lt afterwards became one
of the great sections of the Army,
but it had its first lowly beginnings
in that Grantham basement. By
the way, some disgruntled manufacturers think that Major Anderson is responsible for the B.B.C.
agreemen', but it vas formed before he entered the service of the
company.
*

*

*

A great many artists and others
interested in the programmes at
21.0 do ¡iot seem to have realised
that Mr. Stanton Jeunes is now
Musical Director, and Mr. R. F.
Palmer has been appointed Director
of 2L0. Mr. Palmer is proving
an efficient stccessor to Mr. Jeffries. He is the possessor of a very

ie voice, which, we hope, will be
heard over the microihone more
frequently.
*

The

statement has frequently
been made that a good concert
artist is not necessarily a good
broadcasting
artist.
This
is
especially so in regard to humorous
singers and entertainers. They are
the most responsie of people and
quickly sensitive to atmosphere.
They dépend for this effect so much
on their facial play, and the microphone receiVes their funniest bits
with such deadly, chilling silence
that the poor humorist is quite discouraged.

it is usually found, however, that
really great artists gifted with
imagination broadcast very well.
They forget the emptiness of the
studio and the inartistic microphone, and see in their mind's
eye a greater audience than was
on shore or sea, and they pour out
their heart to the unseen, but very
real, audience.
*

*

*

There are some good voices, of
course, which will never broadcast
well, but in the long run it will be
found that the presence or otherwise of imagination in an artist has
almost everything to do with the
success achieved. Some blind per
formers have been exceedingly successful because they are not accustomed to the inspiration which a
crowd of people gives.
*

-»

*

The B.B.C. is making a special
effort to find Out artists who by
reason of physical infirmity cannot
appear on o,-dinarv platforms.
*

.-)l

A high Broadcasting official
r.
j. C. W. Reith, general manager
of the B.B.C., is six feet six inches
in height.

2L0 is frequently picked up in
America now, and various amateurs
are also being heard in the States.
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give below the first practical description
which has been published of how the broadcasting of grand opera, musidal comedies, etc,
iè carried out directly from the stages of theatres and
whilst the plays are actually in progress.. The doscription must necessarily be brief, but many details
of considerable interest will be found in this article.

1923
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An article describing the' actual

a

The Microphones

-

lt will readily be appreciated that the microphones used for this class of. transmission must be
exceedingly sensitive to the smallest sound and yet
comparatively insensitive to mechanical vibration.
The ordinary type of microphone does not fulfil these
conditions, particularly as regards sensitivity to distant sounds. The special type of microphone employed has been evolved by one of the firms responsible for the design of a certain type of broadcasting
transmitter, and is remarkably sensitive tb distant
sounds.
One or two of these microphones are
mounted in. suitable positions behind the footlights.
Here they are so disposed as to ensure a balance of
tone between singers and performers on the stage,
with. thei ielatively weak voices, and the music of
the orchestra, whieh has considerably more volume.
This particular type of microphone is sensitive to
sound impinging upon it from both sides, and is
eminently adapted for this class of transmission.

page will explain how the microphones, placed behind
the footlights, are connected to the speech amplifier,
which is beneath the stage. The same firm who are
responsible for the design of the microphone have
evolved this type of speech amplifier. It Is, of
course, an audio-frequency amplifier, and employs
three stages of magnification.
There are novel points which will be appreciated
on examination of the circuit diagram shown in the
pictorial representation of the stage.
Observation
is made on the transmissions from this amplifier by
means of either a loud speaker or a pair of telephones
worn by the person- in charge of the amplifier. This
enables him to pass on the correct voiume of speech
and music to the cable which Is connected to the
control circuits of the transmitter. The amplifier is
a piece of apparatus upon which considerable time
and care has been expended,and it is without doubt
the most efficient instrument of its class in existence.
High amplification without distortion is ensured by
the careful and correct application of the necessary
grid voltages to ensure the valves working at the
proper points on their characteristic curves.
The Underground Cable
The amplified audio-frequency currents are transferred to a cable which is laid undergiound from
the theatre to the actual transmitter. Here observation is again made on the incoming audiofrequency current, in order that the operator at the
broadcasting station may regulate the current supplied to. the modulating apparatus..
The Modulation System
The modulating system includes an iron-core
high ratio transformer, which is connected across a
small valve having an output of about 50 watts. In
order, however, that this may produce a greater
potential variation across the control circuil of the
transmitter, the output from this tube is further
amplified by means of a second valve having a power
output of about io watts. The variations in plate
potential of this valve are now of sufficient intensity
to affect the high tension supply of the main transmitting valve when applied across the end of an ironcore choke of high inductance value, wound upon
an open iron-core.

-

The Speech Amplifier
Whilst, however, it is exceedingly sensitive to,.
sound, the current output from it is very small and,
in consequence, must be amplified electrically before
it vill be of sufficient intensity to impress speech
A
upon the control circuits of the transmitter.
glance at the figure in the left hand çorer of the

-

-

:

The Oscillatory System
This is inductively coupled to an oscillatory circuit consisting .of a tube dissipating slightly over i
kilowatts of high frequency energy. This arrangement, as a matter of fact, is really duplicated, so
that two oscillatory circuits are supplying the

74w/i4J
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OM THE STAGE
paraLus used for this purpose.

J

.

power to a coupled circuit t which the aerial and
capacity earth systems are connected. The valves
throughout the transmitter are lighted from accumulator batteries. The valves of the speech amplifier
at the stage are, of course, lighted from accumulators
there. The use of A.C. to light these filaments
causes an undesirable hum in the speech, and for
this reason it is only of use for lighting the filaments
of the rectifying valve, where it will be in phase with
the rectification taking place.
..
'I

..

The Power Supply

Power for the various stations comes from different sources, and in some cases is direct current of
high voltage, and in other cases alternating current of
low voltage. In this jnstance, the power supplied takes
the form of alternating current at 300 cycles, rectified
by means of two largevalves on the double wave
system so that a current of Loo cycles per second is
obtained ; this is filtered to a great extent by means
of a large condenser which is connected across the
high tension supply. The main power input for
the A.C. supply is (btained from an alternator driven
from the 2oo-volt main of the Supply Co.
There is, of course, a duplication of electrical
supply sources, so that should one fail, the other is
always ready for use. This duplication is carried
out in several forner instances throughout the transmitter. Our illustration on the right depicts the complete lay-out of the broadcasting station pictorially,
with the difference that instead of the actual transmitter being shown, a modified circuit diagram is
illustrated. Suitable meters are fitted at all points of
the circuit in the broadcasting transmitter itself, so
that each particular valve circuit can be checked so
far as its own functioning is concerned, and at the
saine time so that the whole apparatus may bemade
to work in perfect harmony.
The Aerial System
The type of aerial used is one which has a very low
radiation resistance for short wavelengths, which is
of course essential if the greater portion of the power
supplied to the aerial is to be radiated. The aerial
ammeter will, of course, indicate the power supplied
by the transmitter, which is no guarantee of how
much is being radiated. This brief description will
give the reader an insight into the technicalities
underlying the transmission of performances from
the stages of theatres. We hope it will not be long
before a regular programme of this type of transmission is in force.

.
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JU1XMENT
The following is lije first sec/ion of the Judgment of the Cour/ of Appeat in the action of the Marconi Company
against the Mullard Radio Valve Company, Limited. lt will be remembered that the Marconi Company sued the
Mullard Radio Valve Company, Limited, for alleged infringement of their Iwo Patents 28,413/13 and 126,658.
Mr. Justice Lawrence hed that neither of the Patents was infringed by the Defendants; and Plaintiffs appealed
against this decision.
The appeal was dismissed by the Court of Appeal with costs; and the reasons for the decision are given below.
Mr. J. Runter Gray, K.C., Mr. James Whitehead, K.C., and Mr. W. Trevor Watson (instructed isv Messrs.
Coward & Hawksley, Sons & Chance), appeared for the Appellants.
Sir Duncan M. Kerly, K.C., Mr. R. Moritz and Mr. Courtney Terrell(lnslructed by the Treasury Solicitor, Law
Courts Branch) appeared for the Respondents.

P11HE

MASTER OF TUE RoLLs: This was
an action in which the Plaintiffs alleged

r

-

tlie potential between the electrodes and the
filament. To obviate this disadvantage, both
the grid and the third electrode are, according to this invention, made in the form of
closed cylinders which completely surround
the hot filälment. These cylinders effectively
protect the glass from elèctrification, and
possess the capacity above referred to as
desirable. Our inention is illustrated in the
accompanying drawings." Then there is a
description of the drawings. " In all these
figures the filament, grid, and third electrode
are shown in the conventional manner, but,
as above stated, we find it advantageous to
form the grid as a closed cylinder surrounding the filament, and to form the third electrode as a cylinder outside the grid." The
third claim, which is the important one in this
case, is, "A vacuum tube coataining a hot
filament, a grid formed as a closed cylinder
completely surrounding the filament, and a
third electrode in the form of a cylinr
surrounding the grid substantially as
described."
I agree with Mr. Justice Lawrence and ihe
learned Counsel for the Appellants that, in
order to appreciate the meaning of the specification and claims, it is necessary to look at
the state of things prevailing in the industry
at the time of the invention, and the kind of
vacuum tubes in existence at the time which
it was intended to improve, n order to see
what meaning a person who knew these
things would attach to the words used. -To
use an expression often employed with regard
to other documents, these are the surrounding circumstances which it is legitimate to
notice for the purpose of construction. They
are so well described in the judgment of Mr.
Justice Lawrence that I cannot do better than
Ele says:
tat<e them as they stand there.
in order to appreciate the true meaning of
the third claim in Round's patent, it is, in
my judgment, essential to arri'e at a clear

that the Defendants had' iñfringed two
patents of which they are the registered
owners, one granted to the Plaintiffs and
H. J. Round in 1913, No. 28,413, the other
granted to Michel Péri and Jacques Biguet
in 1916, No. 126,658. The Defendants deny
infringement of either of the patents and also
dispute the validity of both. The patents are
quite distinct and require the consideration
of different circumstances in each case.
Round's patent is not only the earlier in
date, btit also far the more important, and
I propose to. deal with it first. It is a patent
for " Improvements in receivers for use in
wireless telegraphy," and as it is short, I
think I had better read the whole of it so far
as it concerns this case. " In vacuum tubes
of this type, moreover "-the type I need not
read, it is in the earlier part of the specification-" even where the grid has entirely
separated the hot filament from the third
electrode, the glass has hitherto been exposed
to the cathode stream and has become electrifled, producing a polarising effect which

necessitated varying the potential between
the electrodes and the filament." Now 'tome
the operative words " To obviate this disadvantage, both the grid and the third electrode are, according to this invention, made
in the form of cylinders which completely
surround the hot filament. These cylinders
effectively protect the glass from electrification, and possess the capacity above referred
to as desirable." That is the provisional
specifications
The complete specification is this.: " In
vacuum tubes of this type, moreover, even
where the grid has entirely separated the hot
filament from the third electrode, the glass
has hitherto been exposed to the cathode
stream, and has become electrified, producing
a polarising effect which necessitated varying

102
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understanding as to the type of aIve which
Round's invention was intended to improve.
In 1904, Fleming invented a 2-electrode
valve, consisting of an evacuated glass bulb
which contained a filament and a metal
cylinder. The metal cylinder was described
as being open at the top and bottom, and
as surrounding, but not touching, the filament. This valve operated to rectify or
transform an alternating current into a continuous current capable of actuating a
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duction of' this third electrode-indeed, I
thinl. it is very doubtful whether he even
appreciated that his valve would act as an
amplifier. What makes me doubt this is, in
the first place, that he does not clearly state
it in his specification and, in the second
place, because the connections shown in the
figures (although consistent with having a
larger current in the anode surface than in
the grid) are inconsistent with amplification
without rectification, j.c., with the relay part
of the modern 3-electrode valves. However
this may be, De Forest illustrates his invention by drawings in which the electrodes are
shown in thre parallel planes, the filament
being represented as a hair-pin filament, the
anode as a flat metal plate, and the third
electrode as a flat grid. It is inthis form that
De Forest valves were put upon the market
under the name bi ' Audion.' In 1911 Von
Lieben invented an improvement in the
3-electrode valve. This invention consisted
of placing the grid in such a position as to
effect an entire separation of the space occupied by the hot filament from the space occupied by the anode. Accordin to this invenlion, the grid consisted of a flat round perforated metal disc which was fixed horizontally so as to fill up entirely the centre.cross
section of the bulb, thereby dividing the
bulb into two c6mpartments, the lowerof
vhic1r-contained the filament and the upper
the anode. The object of this arrangement
was to make the grid form (and control the
movement of) the boundary ktween the dark
space near the cathode and the glow region
near the anode. It was an essential element
of the invention that the grid should effect a
complete physical separation of the two compartments because the inventor desired to
achieve two objects, the first object being to
compel all the electrons which were going to
reach the anode to pass through the grid, and
the second object being to prevent any' positi'.e ions f1oing round the edge of the
grid out of the glow region into the dark
space, which, if permitted, would have the
effectof shunting the controlled boundary of
ionisation. In \Ton Lieben's valve, no
ionisation takes place in the lower compartment occupied by the filament, because of
the comparatively low speed of the electrons,
until after they have passed through the grid
and have come under the attraction of the

Fjg2.
FIg,. I and 2.-Drawings accompanying De Forcs('s
PaIent 1427/08.

galvanometer by which signals could be
read. In 1908, De Forest discovered that by
introducing into a valve of the type invented
by Fleming a third electrode in the shape of
a grid interposed between the hot filament
and the anode, the sensitiveness, of the
oscillation detector vas increased. A perusai of the complete specification, in my
opinion, shows that De Forest did not fully
appreciate the great advantages of the intro-

anode. Incidentally, therefore, Von Lieben's
invention entirely shielded the filament f rom
bombardment by positive ions. The invention, however, left the glass of the bulb very
103
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largely exposed to the cathode stieam, with.
the result that the glass became charged with
electrons and, when thus electrified, produced
the polarising effect referred to by Round,
which necessitated a frequent change of the
potentiometer voltage. A further fact to be
borne in mind when considering Round's
jnvention.is that at the date of that invention
ionisation took place in all 3-electrode valves
whenever high voltages were employed,
owing to the high velocity at which the
electron stream was then moving. In fact,
at that date it was thought that ionisation
was essential to the eflicient working of these
valves, and in some of the valves appliances
were introduced iñ order to insure that ionisation should continue after the occluded gases
had been extracted from the electrodes by
long use."
The first improvement is that the grid and
the anode are made in the form of cylinders,
whereas in Von Lieben's patent they are of
quite a different shape. The word "grid"
is singularly inapplicable to what is called the
grid by Round, for an ordinary person would
not think of describing a piece of small mesh
wire netting rolled into the form of a cylinder, hether opened or closed at the ends,
as a grid. It is, however, the word used no
doubt from the fact that the third electrode
introduced by De Forest into Fleming's
2-electrode valve did somewhat resemble a
grid, and the name was transferred to the
electrode which in Round's patent took its
- place.
I think it is clear that Round wished
by this invention to improve Von Lieben's
design, preserving the benefits of it, and in
order to do so he intended to preserve the
feature of a grid entirely separating the space
occupied by the filament from that occupied
by the anode, and he states that the grid must
be in the form of a closed cylinder and cornpletely surround the filament. He also states
that the anode must completely surround
the grid, and in one part of his specification
he speaks of it as a closed cylinder,
but in another and in the claim the
word "closed " is omitted. The grid is,
however, always described as closed in form.
Mr. Justice Lawrence has held that although
the grid must be in the form of a closed
cylinder, whatever that may mean, the anode
may be either in the form of a closed or an
open cylinder, and I do not see any reason
for differing from him. I also agree that the
claim is a claim for an apparatus and not only
of an apparatus that will produce a ceTtain
result, i.e., the avoidance of varying the

i8,

1923

potential by adjustment of the potentiometer,
but for an apparatus of a particular kind
described in the specification which will produce that result, and that one of the-essential
elements in that apparatus is a grid in the
form of a closed cylinder.
The deciding question, in my opinion, for
the decision of the case so far as Round's
patent is concerned is, \Vhat is the meaning
of " in the form of " or " formed as a closed
cylinder "? The Defendants say that it has
the ordinary meaning of a cylinder closed at
both ends, while the Plaintiffs say that it
means electrically closed, an expression the

K

Fie. 3.-The Von Lieben valve described in his Paten!
1482/11.

use of which cannot be traced further back
than 1919, though, no doubt, what is meant
by an electrically closed cylinder was known
before that. There was a good deal of discussion during the case as to the meaning of
"electrically closed," but the following was
accepted by the learned Counsel for the Plaintiffs as not an unfair description. lt is a
question that I put to the learned Counsel
The question was this: " Is this a
- myself.
reasonable meaning of aclosed cylinder in
104
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able amount of gas,
the filament in
general use then as what is called a hair-pin
filament, the hottest part of which is at the
top. I do not say that Round's patent is
confined to soft valves or to .hair-pin filaments, but the fact that the previous iriventions upon which Round meant to introduce
an improvement were concerned with such
valves and filaments is one of the circumstances to be considered.
I have alreaçly pointed, out tIat one object
of Von Lieben's invention was to separate
completely the space occupied by the filament
from that occupied by the anode, and this he
did by making the grid physically separate
the two spaces. Round's improvement was,
in my opinion, meant to follow in the same
path, but produced the result by a grid in
the form of a closed cylinder in the ordinary
sense, thereby creating the same physical
separation beteen the two spaces. ì\Ioreover, the hottest part of the hair-pin filament
being at the top, it was important that
the top part should be the most closed in, and
that was done by closing the top of the cylinder by what was called thimbling it. The
closing at the bottom was not so important as
the top. There was considerable differénce
of opinion as to the result of the introduction
of hard valves, i.e., valves from which the gas
had been so far as possible extracted, as described in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Lawrence, hut t think it is a correct conclusion from the evidence that a physical separation of the spaces as contemplated by Von
Lieben and effected by a grid in the form of
a physically closed cylind'er is much less important, if important at all, in a hard than in
a soft valve. The filament also generally
used in these valves is a straight filament, the
hottest part of which is in the middle, and not
at the top, and therefore the closing of the
top of the cylinder is much less important.
a matter of fact, the valves ñianufactiiired
under Round's patent at first, and, I think,
until the introduction of the hard valve, were
made with the top of the grid thimbled over.
It is true that the bottom was not made in
that way, but it was closed by being fastened
down on a glass foot or bulb which completely closed it and produced the same effect.
That is shown in Exhibits D. 12 and D. 13.
I do not think that this can be used to construe the claim or specilication, but it is consistent with the meaning which I put upon it.
i.e., that " in the form of a closed cylinder
means closed in the ordinary sense.

your sense; a grid in the form of a closed
cylinder, a grid of cylindrical form of such
dimensions relative to the Filament or anode
that it will avoid any variation of the potentiometer by reason of the action of the electrons or ions?" Mr. Hunter Gray said
"Yes." Then I asked again, " It is rather
a long definition ,f 'closed,' but that is what
you say it means?" Mr. Hunter Gray said
Yes. One Cannot get at what the definition of these words is unless one applies the
knowledge at the time." Then I said, "I
quite understand that; you think that is not
an unfair dçscription of what you said may
be closed?" and 1\Ir. Hunter Gray said, " It
is not." It does not seem a very clear guide
to anyone who wishes to make his grid in the
form of a closed cylinder, but it might to an
electrician convey the meaning of a certain
form, and I therefore asked the learned
Junior Counsel for the Plaintiffs what as the
difference between the form of a grid which
is electrically closed and. one which is not
electrically closed, and his answer as that
there need not necessarily be any difference.
The exact question and answer were, " Let
me put this to you you all talk as if the
-. word ' closed ' was the only ord, it is not
it is a 'grid formed :as a closed cylinder.'
-\Vhat is the difference in form between a grid
which is electrically closed and a grid which
is not electrically closed ? \Vhat is the duferen in form of the two?" Mr. Whitehead said: "There may he differences, but
there need not necessarily be a difference."
Then I asked: "There need be no difference
in the form of an electrically closed and an
electrically open cylinder; those are the words
which we have to deal with, ' formed as a
closed cylinder'; it is not only ' closed,' it is
'a grid formed as a closed cylinder.' ' Mr.
Whitehead said, " Yes." This seems to me
to go a long way towards deciding the question. If there he no difference between theform of an electrically closed and an electrically open grid in the form of a cylinder, it
is idle to specify that it must be in the form
of a closed one; it would convey nothing to
anybody more than the "form of a cylin
der," whereas, if "closed " be read in the
ordinary sense of the word there isa great
difference in the form of a closed and an
open eylinder.
In ordinary language, a
closed cylinder is one closed at the ends and
an open cylinder is one open at the ehds.
Moreover,-it is to be remembered that all
valves in tise at this time were what are called
soft valves, i.e., valves coniainiig an appreci-

andY
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(To be continued.)
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reception in
Canada has been used for some
BROADCASTING
time past to receive tips and
prices in connection with horseracing, and this in spite of the present laws against the publication of
betting items. This betting information cornes from the broadcasting
stations in the United States, and
it is, of course, impossible for the
Canadian authorities to prevent the
waves passing the frontier.

The Sunday broadcasting programme commenced at Glasgow
on Sunday last.
The programme
consisted of a sermon and various
concert items.
*

*

*

-

On an average 150 letters a day
from children and 350 from grown.up people are received by tue head
office of the British Broadcasting
Company. These letters criticise
the programmes and are welcomed
by the comnanv. Criticisms and
siggestions shoild be written on
postcards and addressed to the
Company's new offices at 2, Savoy

Hill, London, WC.; a photograph
of whose " name_plate " appears
elsewhere.

The Gramophone Company, who
produce " His Master's Voice
records, have, we understand,
served notice upon artists who are
under contract with them not to
take part in broadcasting without
permission.

*.
The question of broadcasdng and
the stage is an involved one, as not
only are the different gramophone
companies involved, but also the
Performing Rights Society, the
Variety Artists' Federation, the
Actors' Association and the Musicians' Union.
There seems to be considerable
doubt as to the legal position regarding the copyright of musical
and other items. Does the broadcasting of a musical piece constitute a breach of the copvriht?
The Act of 1911, which deais ith
*

musical copyright, states that a
performance is " any acoustic representation, including such
a
representation made by means of
any mechanical instrument." This
would, \ve think, probably include
loud speakers and telephone receivers. The Act goes on to state
that copyright includes " the sole
right to perform the work or any
substantial part thereof in public."
It could-hardly be said that
broadcasting station is perfonning
in public, nor could a receiver who
simply listens-in, say, on his telephone receiver apparatus, be said to
be reproducing the music in public.
If, however, a loud speaker is
being used to entertain an audience
in, say, a cinematograph theatre,
there seems to be a possibility that
a copyright would be infringed.
*

It

*

*

if the different associations representing artists
and others become unpleasant, the
seems to us that

British

Broadcasting

Company

could easily enlarge their present
musical staff and be entirely independent of outside artists. We do
not think that this would be desirable, but this is always a possible
line of defence open to the BroadThey have
casting Comiany.
already their own orchestra, and a

short-sighted attitude on the part
of the Federations representing the
artists would only result in a vin
on the part of the Company.
*

.*

*

*

correspondent at Kirkcudbright, on the East Coast of Scotland, about 70 miles from-Glasgow,
states that he can hear Cardiff
betterthan Glasgow.
*

Numerous

*

vary

-*

listeners-in

-

to

the

/

from

apples

and

cider

to

Sweets.

The listeners-in in the Lândon
area appear to be the fonde.t of
vriting letters to the Station. In
reply to the request of Major
Cor bett-Smith (of the Cardiff station) as to whether or not his audi-..
ence would prefer the proportion of
dance music to be reduced, four
letters were received which were
against'the proposition, while one
was in favour of a reiucUon.
*
*
-*
The music to the film " Robin
Hood " was beautifully reproduced
by 2L0 recently, and if this standard could always be maintained
there would be nothing to grumble
about.
It is, of course, a very
much simpler matter to broadcast
music of this sort than to reproduce
the utterances of people who ar
moving about on the stage.

*
*
*presentation of a handsome
marble clock has been made to the
retiring Secretary of the North
Middlesex Wireless Club, Mr.
E. M. Savage, on the occasion of
his marriage. This society is one
of the most flourishing in the South
of England, and this is due in no
small measure to the work of its
late secretary.

A

*

for the publicity afforded.

/

Cardiff wireless station are expressing. their appreciation of the programmes by sending gifts which

*

that the Manchester
Broadcasting Station is well sup.
plied with singers and that no more
applications can be considered for
It is surprising the
the present.
number of artists vho are ready to
perform without a fee, presumably
Ve hear

/

*_

*

We understand that the Marconi
Company is proposing to erect a
very high-power station in the Midlands to communicate with he
Colonies. They are now awaiting
a licence from the Government. It
is expected that between two
million and three million pounds
will be expended in the erection of
the station. The number of words
per hour which it is expected to
transmit is between 35,000 and
40,000.

There is no doubt that thousands
of enthusiasts will fix upportabie
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got in a direct line with wireless
waves (sic) they would fall dead.

sets for use during the summer
months. With a new circuit which
has just been evolved by the Editor
of this journal, it is possible to
obtain broadcasting on a loud
speaker with an aerial only a few
feet long and one or two feet high.
Only two valves are used and ernarkable results are obtairible.
The circuit is known as the ST ion,
and full details vil1 appear exclusively in No.

5

of Modern

*

Wireless.

Two addresses vere recentl'
broadcasted from the Newcastle
Station by Canon Newson, Vicar of
Newcastle, and by the Rev. Collins
respectively.
The voices of both
preachers were easily recognisable,
and their addresses were received
by an appreciative, if invisible,
audience.
*

*

\Vhen the British steamer " City
of Victoria"
as on fire in mid:
Atlantic, many New England
listeners-in were enjoying an opera
broadcast from a station in Boston.
The S.O.S. calls which came from
the burning ship interrupted the
opera and broadcasting closed down
for a quarter of an hour. Later
messages indicated that the fire vas
under control and that thi shit vas
prccecding to St. Michaels, the
Azores, under her own steam.
*

L

*

*

There is much rubbish beng published regarding wireless as a cure
'for the deaf. First of all wireless
'as stated to be good for promoting the growth of hair, then it vas
good for eyesight, and now it is
good for hearing. There is no
doubt that the concentration of
sound results in people suffering
forni a certain form of deafness to
hear more clearly, but to state that
wireless is a cure for deafness is
almost as bad as stating, as one
titled lady recently did, that if birds
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Listeners-in in the Dundee area
very much enjoyed the first act of
"I Pagliacci " from the Gasgov
Coliseum recently. As a matter of
fact, the volume of sound was the
greatest yet heard from the Glasgo' station, and every part of the
opera was received with success.
Considerable jamming, ho ever,
was experienced. There seems to
be a great deal oV this in the
Dundee aea.
*

*

*

There are hundreds of demonstrations going on all over the
country with loud speaker. Pr:bably

90

per tent. of these demon-

strations are unsuccessful and do
far more harm than good. Unless
really good results are obtainable it
is much better to demonstrate on
telephone receivers.
*

*

*

The Thanet Radio Society is experiencing trouble due to .jamming
from the local lightship sending
telegraphy on 300 metres.
*

*

*

Many of our correspondents have
suggested that instead of fiddling
about ith their apparaftis it would
be much better if those possessing
valve sets using reaction were to
content themselves with listeningin on a given adjustment. Most of
the trouble is not due to radiating,
but due to constant tuning which iS
generally quite unnecessary.
A

statement in the Press to the
ir Liners.

effect that the Instone
FItted

with wireless telephony

ap-

paratus, do not employ an earth
connection
rather feod. The
contractors supplying the Instone
Air Liners with, apparatus obviously
do not intend the aircraft to be tied
down to the ordinary method of
reception on the ground.
i
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transmissipns
Some excellent
from 'ihe Oxford. Picture House in
Manchester have been taking place.
The transmissions have been relayed by land-line to the Broadcasting

station:

Manchester

Company's
_*

*

*

In reply to a question by Sir
Burton Chadwick, the PostmasterGeneral has written a reply stating
that the total expenses of the Leafield and Cairo stations are estimated at about £36,coo and
£49,000 per annum respectively.
In addition to the Egyptian service,
Leafield station is used for the
transmission of press telegrams to
India,
Halifax, Nova Scotia,
ships at sea and for the broadcastof British official communiqués.
J he revenue derived by Leafie!d
amounts to £24,000 for nine
months, or £32,000 for the whole
year. The Cairo station has collected £4,700 for nine months,
which amounts to about £6,200
for the whole year. The whole
revenue from the two stations
to
about
therefore
amounts
£40,000, vhereas the total expen-

ig

diture is £85,000.
The loss on this service therefore
amounts to about £46,000.
This
almost makes one wonder whether
State-owned wirele ;s is worth
while, but of course the strategic
situation has to be considered.
Nevertheless, we would prefer to
see organised services conducted by
some British commercial organisation.
For example, the Marconi
Company could carry out the work
and provide a desirable eryice
without a loss to the State.
*

*

*

The Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers of America
have decided to exact royalty payments in respect of musical,' literary, dramatic and similar material
broadcast by wireless.
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PROGRESSIVE UNIT RECEl VIÑG SYSTEM;
This forms the second part of' our special series of articles on a complete wireless unii receiving
system. All the componen! parts wili be Incorporated Into different arrangements later on
and great economy of tinte and trouble is thereby effected.
By following this series closely
the beginner and also the more advanced experimenter, will be assured of success. The apparatus
described is of the simplest ,character and has all been tested out very carefully by the Editor before
being described.
..-

j,

PARTII

-

'(Continued from No.

A

Variable Inductance Tapped at Every
20

Turns

26

page

52.)

double cotton-covered copper wire, and

tappings are taken at every

.

.-

1,

-

20

turns.

Fig. 3 shows the completed inductance with
the tappings hanging out at the left-hand
side. The method of taking these tappings
is that described in the case of the single stud
induchìnce, but if the reader has any preference for any other method he is, of course,
at liberty to employ such method without
interfering at all with the final operation of
the apparatus.

IN

last week's issue we described a variable
inductance consisting of 20 turns of wire
tapped at every turn. lt is now proposed
to describe a companion inductance, which is
wound on a similar sized tube with similar
vire that is tapped at every 20 turns. It is
later proposed to connect these two inductances in series-so that any number of turns
of inductance between zero and 120 may be
Ol)tained. Accurate tuning may be effected
in this manner and there is no necessity for
the use of a variable condenser.

-

The Baseboard

The

baseboard is formed in exactly the
sanie way as before, but the sizes are natur-

not the same. Three pieces of wood are
required; two of them measure
by
by i-in., as shown in Fig. 4, and one piece
measures
by 5in. by in., as shown in
Fig. 5. IIaving made these pieces of wood
tò the right size, the next step is to mount the
selector switch, stud and terminal- on one
of the pieces of wood dimensioned as in

:.

Fig.4..

J

-

Fig. 6 shows the gene.al arrangement of
the studs and terminals. lt will be seen that
the right-hand terminal R is connected to the
tight-hand stud, which also goes to .the righthand end of the inductance coil. When the
switch arm is on the last stud, which ve will
number zero, none of the inductance of the
coil is included in the circuit, but if we move
the switch arm so that it rests on the stud
No. we will include 20 turns of inductance,
and if we move the switch over to stud 2 we
vill include 40 tlirnS. If we move the switch
over to studs 3, 4, and 5, we will get 6o, 8o,
and ioo turns respectively connected in circuit. Two stops are provided, one at each
end of the arc formed by the studs. These
stops may be nails or screw, and their object
is to prevent the switch arm from slipping
off the end stud. A wire connection ¡s taken
from the selector switch to the left-hand
terminal L.
ï

Fg. 1.-Showing

the complete inductance.

Fig. ¡ shows the completed variable inductance, and it viIl be seen that the method of
construction is very similar indeed to that
emplóyed in the single stud inductance
described in Part I. of this series.
Fig. 2 shows a cardboard tube on which
the inductance ¡s wound. It measures 5m.
external diameter and 3in. long.
This tube is wound with loo turns of No.

p
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Fig. shows the end view of the completed
variable inductance. It is very important to
see that the right tappings go to the right
studs, and it is desirable that these various
studs should be numbered on the front of
the panel in ink on the wood. There will
then be no doubtas to how much inductance
is in circuit at any adjustment.

nected to the conducting strip of brass F and
the other wire to the right-hand terminal R.
The strip of brass F is dimensioned in.
accordance with the figure and is screwed to
a blOck of wood by means of a round-headed
screw H. The block of wood V-is screwed

The Crystal Detector
The crystal detector for us& with this
apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 8 and forms
another unit in the system. This -detector

Fig.

Fig

2.-The

Inductance lube.

S which is mounted in such a way that the
pressure may be adjusted.
The detector is mounted on a baseboard
B dimensioned as shown. lt vill be seen that
two little ledges, L1 and L2, are proided in

-------

Fig.

Fig.

3-The

base.

-

5.-Top

-of base.

on each side of the brass strip. The nut and
bolt, or equivalent arrangement, is for the
purpose of scuring the end of the brass
spring S, the other end of which should
lightly touch the surface of the crystal in the
cup C.
In order that the pressure on the crystal
may be varied, a piece of threaded brass rod
N is made to pass through an oval slit in
the brass strip F, and is secured to the base
board by means of the two nuts Q and R.
The head P of a brass terminal is screwed on

-

complete inductance willi lapping!.

order to raise the underneath wiring above the
surface of the table. The crystal cup C is
connected to the terminal L by a wire underneath the board, while the spring S, which
is a piece of No. 36 bare copper wire, is coni34

of

down to the baseboard B by means of a screw,
let in from the bottom.
For a greater portion of its length, the brass
strip F is flat, but just at the end, at the point
K it is bent at right angles so as to be vertical. At its end' is drilled a hole through
which passes a small bolt M fitted with a nut.
A convenient substitute is a small pie'ce of
threaded brass rod passing through the hole
in the brass strip and having nuts fitted, one

will be used on different occasions later on.
It will be seen that it simply consists of a
crystal cup containing a piece of Rectarite
or Elertzite, on which presses a light spring

J

4.-Sides

'Io
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able to bake the wood in an oven before using
it, and, if it is then soaked. in paraffin wax,
so much the better.
As regards tlìe inductances, these hould
be kept well dried and would probably be
better if they were waxed. In order, however, to simplify the apparatus and to lessen

to the piece of studding N, and by moving this
terminal P round in an anti-clockwise or
clockwise direction, the spring S may be
.moved up or down. The strip F should be
of hin. thick brass, and it may be made
- springier by hammering before use. The
process of hammering on an anvil or its
equivalent adds considerable springiness to
the metal, and the trip should be given a

N
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Fis. 8.-Showing the detector.
Fig. 6.-Arrangemenl

of

studs and terminals.

I

-

Fig. 9.-Elevation of crystal detector.

slight bend so that, under ordinary conditions,
.the point of the spring S is kept well clear of
the crystal. \'Vhen the terminal head P is
rotated in a clockwise direction, the strip F
is pressed downwards and the point of the
metal spring S is lowered on to the crystal.
\Vhen the terminal head is rotated n the
opposite direction the springiness of the brass
strip F flits the point of the spring S off the

Fzg.

7.-End

view of completed inductance

the number of operations necessary,_the inductance coils described here have not been
so treated, and providedthey are occasionally
allowed to dry slowly before a ìre there is
rio particular necessity for waxing the coils.
If the inductances, however, are left out in
a damp shed or tol house or similar place,
they are liable to become less efficient owing
to the absorption of moisture,whiclì vill re-

crystal again.
Fig. 9 shos the elevation of the crystal
detector..
Special Note
lt ¡s important when constructing these different component parts to ensure that the
wood used is absolutely dry. lt is prefer-

suit in leakage taking place.

using the kt,o
(Next week: Receiver No.
inductances and the crystal detector.)
r
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THE PRINCE

Pvesideit.-W. H. ECCLES,

FRS.,

TVO lectures to Associate \letnhers of
the Radio Society of Great Britain are
announced. One will be entitled the
"Elementary Principles of the Valve," and
will be given by Mr. E. Redpath, Assistant
Editor of Wireless Weekly and Moderu
lVireless. This lecture is being given to-day,
Wednesday, April i8th, at 6.30 p.m., at the
Institution of Electricil Engineers, Victoria
Embankment, London.

.

reit Brttatn.
OF

WALES, KG.
ARCS., M.1.E.E.

D.Sc.,

Another lecture which will prove very interesting is one by Mr. G. G. BIake who will
speak on " Some Notes on the History of
Radio T&egraphy and Telephony," on
Wednesday, Api!il 25th. The lecture will
commence at 6 p.m., and will also be held at
the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
A good deal of explanatory apparatus
will be on view and experiments vill be
given.

MEMORANDUM U PON BROADCASTING
The following is a copy of a Memorandum upon broadcasting which has just been handed to the
Postmaster-General by the Radio Society of Great Britain. This Mesnorandum has previo usl heer
sent all over the country to the Societies affiliated to the Radio Society, and has been discussed at
their various meetings. AU the main points set forth in the document have been accepted by hie
Societies which have reported up to this date, and nearly ail the delaited suggestions have been
supported by a large majority of ¿he Societies.

of Great
Britain is an organisation representing about 6o of the
scattered
S oci eti es
Vireless
throughout the British Isles and
about 30,000 persons. The Society
includes men of science who have
vorked upon the fundamentals of
wireless, engineers and designers.
artians and operators, and an
even larger number of non-professional students of the subject. All
these meet with the common ideal
of spreading the study of electricity
in one of its most fascinating

THE Radio Society

phases

among

all classes

of the

community and join hands in the
public spirited endeavour to foster
wireless science in the national
interest.
The study of wireless is one of
the best gateways to all electrical
The design and conknowledge.
struction of wireless apparatus is a
valuable part of eIectrical education.
The practice obtained by actual use
of the apparatus is an excellent
way of acquiring skill in manipula-

tion and makes the amateur a participator in the regulation of the
world's wireless traffic. All this is
immensely to the public advantage;
for, in the first place, in our modern
electrical civilisation our commercial survival depends upon the attention given to electrical subjects.
In the second place, the existence
of a nucleus of persons trained in
wireless is an important contribution to the national security. In
the third place, the wide dissemination of electrical thought produces
an atmosphere that fosters electrical ability and facilitates the emergence of electrical genius.

Unless
this encouragement exists we shall
become even more indebted than
we are t present to foreign discovery and iIvention and we shall
have to pay an even larger tribute
as royalties on foreign patents than
we do to-day.
The Radio . Society of Great
Britain can therefore claim that its
activities are in the highest degree
of national importance, and it need
I

-

hardly be said that iii spreading a
love of the study and practice of
wireless the Society is absolutely
disinterested.
In this spirit the
Society has welcomed the advent of
Broadcasting for. at least two
reasons. lt appears probable that
all those who listen-in frequently
will gain information of the possibilities and of the limitations of
wireless intercommunication, and
it is probable that some of those
who begin by listening-in for amusement may be led on to take a
thoughtful interest in this brinch
of science. The Society, therefore,
looked forward hopefully to the
rapid multiplication of students,
constructors and operators of wireless apparatus.
Threeor four months' experience
of Broadcasting has brought unexpected consequences.
For instance, practice in the art of receiving signals with modern apparatus
has been made difficult or physi.
catty impossible in certain areas at
Again, many new
certain times.

12
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restrictions have been Imposed on
old licence-holders, and the obtain¡ng of new licences has been made
less easy.
All this is so clearly
against the public interest and
affects so many members of the
Radio Society that the matter has
been foyced to the urgent attention
of the Committee.
The principal ways In which
members of the Sociéty and others
are affected adversely may be summarised as follows
(a) Experimental receiving stations within a few miles of a
Broadcastkg station are jammed so
badly that practice in picking up
other stations, In learning the
Morse code, and In teting apparatus is impossible during the hours
usually available to the experimenter. It is even impossible to
calibrate a wavemeter for strictly
scientific purposes.
(b) Experimental
transmitting
stations are greatly hampered because the co-operating station is
jammed and because it is inipossible to intercept before transmission
on the licensed wavelength in the
manner required by the permit. A
branch of science with high potentialities is thus destroyed during a
large portion of each day.
existing. Broadcasting
(c) The
regulations prohibit an owner from
studying or improving his own
apparatus. This prohibition if it
could be enforced would be an edict
compelling ignorance, and would
destroy the only chance that Broadcasting had of being of national
educational value as well as an
entertainment.
(d) The granting of experimental
licences has been made more difficult rather than more easy, and
serious would-be learners of \vireless science are hindered in beginning their studies.
This is quite
contrary to the public interest and
appears, besides, to be contrary to

Wireless WeeKly

-

the intention of the Act of Parlia- licence, arid must not be coeçced
ment. It is said to have led to into paying any sum or sums tomuch evasion of the regulations wards tle Broadcasting Company
and possibly to infraction of the if he does not use the entertainment
they provide, always excepting any
law.
proportion of the usual licence fee
(e) The selling of apparatus in
sealed cases is tending to lower the w hich the Postmaster-General may
standard of manufacture, and the allocate to the Company.
The following scheme of licensing
limiting of designs to certain stanwas agreed upon as likely to be
dard types usable only in this country cannot but react most injuri- satisfactory to all parties concerned.
Three kinds of licence might be
ously upon all attempts to build up
an export trade in wireless appara- issued
(i) The broadcasting licence for
tus.
The Committee collected a num- use with apparatus marked B.B.C.,
ber of suggestions for the ameliora- fee Tos.
(2) The experimental licence at a
tion of the disadvantages enumerlow fee for qualified persons not
ated above. The technical sugges
jistenlng-tn to the broadcasting
tions included the following
i. The
Broadcasting stations transmissions, say ios.
should be prohibited from emitting
() The listening-in licence allowhigh-frequency harmonics or over- ing the use of any apparatus,
tones and should be restricted ab- bought or home-made, for the pursolutely to their proper wavelengths. pose of listening-in, fee 20S. The
2. The
power to be employed Broadcasting Company might supshould not be allowed to exceed the ply holders of this licence with a
neat badge, changed annually, as
allotted figure.
acknowledgment of payment of
3. Modern methods of modulation should be made compulsory.
the fee. Such a badge suspended
near the apparatus would serve as
4. More blank hours should be
arranged for the use of students of a guarantee of payment for the enwireless, especially on Sundays, tertainment.
The Committee suggested that a
and the hours fixed should be adfourth kind of licence might be
hei-ed to. It is stated that at present ihe blank hour is frequently issued to hotels, restaurants, cinemas, etc., costing £5 or
filled illegitimately, and the BroadIt was agreed that the Society
casting station thereby becomes a
permanent obstacle to the worker. could not accept the suggestion that
For the benefit of the listener-in, any form of licence should be enthe blank hours might be taken in dorsed with a requirement that any
component parts purchased under
rotation by the various Broadcastthe licence must be marked B.B.C.
ing stations.
The Committee also discussed a The Society would offer no objection to an endorsement limiting
number of suggestions for the improvement of the present system of purchasers to components marked
of British manufacture.
As desirable guiding
licences.
The Committee decided to put on
principles it was agreed that every
competent British subject must re- record their demand that action
tain his right to possess a licence taken on the above suggestions
for experimental work, must re- should not affect the enjoyment or
main entitled to construct and to issue of transmitting licences for
use his own apparatus under the experimental purposes.
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We have had numrous letters from Secretaries of Radio Societies promising to
support us in our endeavours to provide useful society reports. We aim at
Wireless Weekly being the Unofficial Organ of ALL the Societies. Our next
week's Issue will contain the first set of.reports.
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THIS treatiient if persisted in, and if the
sulphating is not too bad, will eventually
restore the cell to its original freshness,
although the plates will probably now be a
little more fragile than before. It should be
borne in mind that an accumulator is not
robust at the best of times, and must be
Although large and
handled with care.
heavy they are not strong mechanically, and
a wooden container should always be used for
their transport from place to place. Such an
accumulator is shown in Fig. 2, which
illustrates one of the latest patterns of filanient heating batteries. lt may be of interest
to point out that a cell means a singlé
primary unit, whether of the dry type
or of the accumulator pattern ; whereas a
battery means the multiple of cell; i.e., one
should speak of six cells as a battery and

z
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By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS; Associate Editor of "Wireless Weekly."

-

¡8,

in use, is sometimes to be
a small
portion of the. paste having becomedislodged
and wedged in the separator holes, causing
an almost complete short-circuit between the
positive and negative elements when there is
any demand from the accumulator. The only
cure for this is to open up the cell and remos e
and clean the offending separator.
Another cause of falling-off in holding
power, is occasionally due to sediment (which
is metallic in composition) from the bottom
of the cell having entered the holes in the
separators, again causing a partial shortcircuit; but this is unlikely unless the bat-

hot six cells.
These terms apply equally to all types of
cell, nd there is often an erroneous impression that an accumulator and a battery are
totally different things. It would be more
correct to speak of a 2-volt accumulator as
an accumulator cell, and of a 4-volt (and
upwards) accumulator as an accumulator
battery. There does not, however, appear to
he much attention given to these points
nowadays.
The next cause of trouble will probably be
found to be due to buckling of the plates
and consequent shedding of the paste. This
is due either to charging the battery at a
great rate, or discharging it in a like manner.
The celebrted trick of some experimenters
f drawing sparks from the terminals by
closing contact across them with a file is
responsible for much damage of this nature,
and should not be persisted in. \Vhen the
paste begins to drop out it is time to discard
the battery altogether, as not- only will it
hold its charge now for a short time only,
hut if used in valve circuits will probably gie
rise to parasitic sounds in the receiver, and
may produce "fading" effects.
A mysterious fault whereby an accumulator will often gas and indicate a full charge
some hours after, but yet vilI fall off rapidly

ÏCGLP1OR

Fig.

2.-A

common form

oJ

flamen! healing baile,y.

tery is subjected to much rough usage For
this last reason great care should be exercised
in the choice of an accumulator; the following points should receive attention. The
most important feature about an accumulator
is the formation of the plates. These should
be of the regulation straight pattern, and the
thicker they are the better.
They should
have a heavy joint to the terminal bar, and
this should be somê distance above the top
surface of the plates themselves, so as to
allow plenty of acid space. The terminals
should be long and project well above the
case, passing through rubber collars inserted
These and all the
into the celluloid top.
metal portions appearing on the outside of the
114
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case must be kept well vaselined, because
although no acid may be spilled on the case
slight spraying takes place, both while charging and discharging, and will speedily corrode
the metallic portions' exterior to the case.
It is important to see that the plates are
well supported at some considerable distance
from the bottom of the case, and a point that
should be insisted on is that each 2-volt cell
should be built up as a separate unit and
then assembled into a common case.
All
really good accumulators are so made, and
attention to this point will prevent any possibility of leakage occurring should the cell
receive a blow or even a fall.
\Vhen a leakage occurs, the faulty cell
and its neighbour become one large cell,
having the capacity in ampere-hours of the
two but only the voltage of the one. It is
nevera source of satisfaction to patch a cell
of the single-shell type, as celluloid patches
rarely have any strength.
A few words as to the mixing of/acid and
water for the electrolyte may not be out of
place. An enamelled metal container should
be used for this purpose, as heat is generated
arid may even crack a glass or earthenware
sessel.
The measured quantity of water should he
put in first; then the acid may be added very
slowly, almost drop by drop, the mixture
being stirred constantly with a stick or glass
rod. Great 'care must 'be exercised that the
heat generated is riot too great, and the acid

must not be poured into the battery until it is
cold. The specific gravity should be testt'd
at this point, as it should be perfectly correct.
When tle acid has been poured into the
accumulator in such a manner as to cover
the tops of the plates by a quarter to half an
inch, the initial charge may be commenced.
It cannot be too strongly pointed out that this
first charge really forms the battery-that is,
causes it to settle down into a normal working state. To do this forming process correctly takes a considerable time, and it is as
well to let the first charge be as long as possible. The maker will state a certain length
of time and a definite charging rate on each
separate battery, but this time should be cxtended, and the charging rate lowered somewhat if tbe very best results are to be
obtained.
It is fatal to attempt to hurry the initial
Vent
charge, and no one should do so.
plugs should be removed whilst charging,
and if the level of the electrolyte sinks,.thenadd water only to bring it back to the
original level remember that acid itself
cannot evaporate, and therefore unless some
of the mixture actually gets spilled nothing
but distilled or rain water should be added.
These remarks will assist the experimenter
to obtain the best possible results from his
accumulators, and the methods of most use
to him for charging them from sources of
both direct and alternating currents, will be,
discussed in further issues of this journal.
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FORTHCÓMING EVENTS.
April

.

-

.

i8th.
-

.

18th.
'

.

19th.

Thursday,

"Short Wave Reception."
Derby WTireless Club, Shaftesbury Restaurant. Lecture by
Gwinn on

Mr. Cowlishaw on

2oth.

Wednesday. Swansea and District Radio
Experimèntal Society. Mr. H. K. Benson, A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., will lecture on
" Alternating and Oscillating
Currents."
Y.M.C.A., St.
Helen's Road.
Wednesday, Manchester Wireless Society,
7.30 p.m.
Houldsworth Hall. Lecture
for Beginners, by the Secre
tary.
mord and District Radio
Thursday.
Society. Lecture by Mr, A.

Friday,
7.30 p.ni.

.

.

.

7.30 p.m.

Associate Members on "Fieruentary Principles of the
Valve," by E. Redpath,
Assistant Editor, Wireless
Weekly

-

.

Wednesdw, Radio Society of Great Britain.
At the Institution of Elec
6.30 p.m.
trical Engineers, Victoria
Embankment.
Lecture to

i8th.

19th.

.

-

24th.

Tuesday
-'till 28th)

Shields.

28th.

Saturday

"Radio

Gadgets."
South Shields and District
Radio Club, 34, King's Street,
South Shields. Mr. R. 'J.
Oliver vill lecture on " Directive Transmission and Reception."
South Shields and District
Radio Club open their Exhibition in Congregational
Hall, Ocean Road, South

-

I

.

Luton Wireless Society, HitchitÇ
Road Boys' School, Lutoii.
3rd Annual Exhibition.
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A TELEPHONE TRAÑSFORMER MADE
FROM A "FORD" COIL
As disused Ford ignition coils can be

readily obtained, the following method
of conversion to a telephone transformer
will probably prove of use to wireless experimenters. The coil which actually underwent
this transformation was, for ignition purposes,
absolutely useless.
A few simple tests were carried out, chiefly'
with a dry cell and a telephone receiver, and
Ends

of.

(7condn,/WiItdnZ93

7

'

Prinwi3l
Core

Fig.

1.-Siowlng

original coiL

the following diagnosis completed. The
secondary winding was quite in order, that is,
there was no break in the wire. The condenser was hopelessly waterlogged and possibly punctured.
The outer wooden base was carefully removed, as well as most of the superfidous wax
or pitch, taking care not to break any wires.
The condenser was next removed, together
with the slab of plate glass which insulates it
from the secondary windings.
The two ends of the primary ór thick wire
winding were cleared of wax, etc., at the point
where they entered the inside of the coil. Carefully pulling on one of these wires it began
to come away in cork-screw fashion, as shown
in the sketch, Fi. i. This pulling was continued until all the vire was withdrawn and
the, iron core quite free. A few turns of the
waxed paper from the inside of the secondary
coil wer&removed to give more space. As the
iron wire core was already covered with a
layer of waxed paper, no special treatment was

required beyond fitting a couple of fibre
washers of such overall size that they would
just slide inside the hole through the centre
of the secondary coil. A winding of 36
s.w.g. s.s.c. copper wire was now put on
to the core to fill up all the available space,
that is, up to the outside of the fibre washers.
About 6m, of wire was left free at the beginning and eñd of this wihding for connecting-up purposes. Core and winding were
now immersed in molten paraffin wax for a
few minutes and then placed inside the old
secondary winding.
A suitable box was made up to take the
complete coil. Four terminals were fitted on
two pieces of tin. ebonite sheet (i.e., two ter-'
minais on each piece) and mounted at each
end of the box in such a way that the ter-minais themselves vere not in contact with
the wood. The two wires from the old
secondary winding were taken to one pair of
terminals, and these terminals were marked
Primary." The ends of the 36-gauge
winding were connected to the remaining ter¡ninal in the same way and marked "Telephones." The box -was now filled up with
molten wax and a suitable lid fltted.
,,-/uM ,viUjus1
Fibre
1&-i,ist4e ofSeconda'y cvd

Co,e

co.-d

On

Thebee'oea4/'U.'P
30S.bYG.SS.0 Copper wore
Fig.

2.-Showing new primary winding.

On test, with a pair of 120 ohm telephones
on a crystal set, the results were quite satisfactory, though not so good as on a profes-

sionally made transformer. This particular
transformer has been in use for about a year
on a crystal set, and continues t give quite
good results; it has well repaid the time
spent in converting.
A. J.

-

.ìi6
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A causerie relating to the use of valves. This feature will
appear every week and will be conducted by the Editor.

A Note on Reaction.
ANY experimenters will have noticed at some
time or other that when they use reaction,
either on an intervalve circuit or on to the grid
circuit of the first valve, self-oscillation sometimes
sets in at a point just a little to one side of the best
tuning adjustment for the particular signals to be
received.
For example, when using réaction on an intervalve
oscillationcircuit, such as a tuned anode circuit, it
frequently occurs that although the valve vill not
oscillate on the actual w avelength of, say, the
Broadcasting Station, if the tuning condenser is
adjusted a little to either side self-oscillation sets in,
the continuous oscillations will beat with the carrier
ave of the Broadcasting Station and will produce
the well-known howl.
Of course I am not alluding to the adjustment
that some of the less experienced experimenters
make; although their valves may be oscillating, by
adjusting their condenser until the silent point is
reached on the beat note between the local oscillations and the carrier wave of the Broadcasting
Station, they imagine that their valve has stopped
oscillating, which is often very far from being the
case.
What I hrn referring to is the phenomenon which
occurs when the condenser is varied and the valve
starts oscillating on an adjustment of the condenser
slightly different from that on which the loudest resuits are obtained from the Broadcasting Station.
For example, 2L0 might come in best on 350 on
the condenser of the tuned anode circuit. Signals
might be strengthened by tightening the reaction
on to the tuned anode circuit, and a slight readjustment of the condenser would usually be found necessary. It may often happen, however, that on this
particular adjustment of the condenser the reaction
may not be capable of being tightened sufficiently to
produce self-oscillation and, therefore, it is impossible
to say definitely that the best reaction has been

.

Effects of Different Sizes of Reaction Coils.
In the case of a reaction coil for receiving 2L0
(369 metres), the reaction circuit might have a
natural wavelength of 350. The fact that the reaction
circuit has a natural frequency of its own does not
generally matter, because the circuit for most purposes may be considered as more or less aperiodic.
1f, however, the grid circuit of the valve, whose
anode circuit contains the reaction coil, has its wavelength reduced from 369 metres to 350, the valve
immediately begins to oscillate. This is because the
reaction effect between two circuits, one the grid
circuit and the other the anode circuit-both tuned
to the same frequency-is at a maximum when
these frequencies are equal.
When the frequencies are different, a tighter
coupling is necessary to produce reaction, but in the
present case the fullest reaction could not be obtained
on 2L0, yet when the condenser is reduced to 30°
self-oscillation immediately sets in owing to the
greater reaction effect between the reaction coil and
the arid circuit. The reaction effect is enhanced
b" the capacity coupling between the two tuned circuits, the one being the tuned grid circuit and the
other the semi-tuned circuit containing the reaction
coil.
A similar effect is also often noticeable when too
laige a reaction coil is used. Full reactidn may
not be obtained on the desired waveJength, but if
the wavelength of the grid circuit be increased, selfoscillation sets in. This time the natural wavelength of the reaction coil is greater than the
wave-length to be received.
The moral to be drawn from these remarks is
that the reaction coil should be designed carefully,
and flot allowed to have a natural oscillation frequency which approaches too closely to the wavelength to be received.
The trouble may be overcome by using smaller
reaction coils than many people employ, and by
using a tighter coupling. This, of course, is very
difficult in the case of-plug-in coils. When honeycomb and similar coils are used, it is very often
difficult to get sufficient reaction without making
the natural frequency of the reaction coil close to
that of the signals to be received. That is why honeycomb coils used as reaction coils are usually larger
than the grid Circuit coils.
The difficulty may be overcome to a certain etent by winding the reaction coil with resistance
wire, but the best remedy -is to use fewer turns
on the reaction coil and to get a tighter coupling.

I

-

.

obtained.
It frequently happens that under these conditions,
if the value of the condenser be decreased, say, to
30, self-oscillation immediately sets in, although
the reaction has not been tightened. This may b
due to the fact that valves always oscillate more
readily when the condenser values are small, but the
more usual reason is that the reaction coil has a
natural frequency of its own, due to the self-capacity
of the inductance coil and also the small capacity of
the filament to anode space.
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DIRECT OR INDUCTIVE COUPLING?
By E.

'A

REDPATH4

Assislani Editor:

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of these two
of coupling as applied lo crystal receiving sets.

methods

THE usual form of crystal receiving sets

to which the set is tuned, and in order to gel
the greatest potential difference applied to the
detector D,. the aperiodic Circuit S shunted
across the whole of the active turns of the

employed for the reception of broadcasting, whether the set is home constructed or Qne purchased ready made, is of
the single-circuit or direct-coupled type. The
arrangement includes only one tuned circuit
comprising the aerial, aerial tuning induct-'
ance and earth, with an aperiodic (or nonoscillatory) circuit comprising the detector,
and telephone reivers.
The aerial tuning inductance itself may he
a single- or two-slide inductance coil, a

inductance. On short wavelengths the number of turns is small and the total potential
drop along them will also be small.. All of
these turns being common to .both circuits,
the coupling is exceedingly "tight" and the
damping of the aerial circuit due to the rapid
transfer of energy from it to the detector circuit, firstly, prevents selective tuning and,
secondly, prevents persistent oscillation.

r

'r
p...

.

-

r

AT1

T

ATI

T

I

L

Fig. 1.-Direct-coupled receiier
with single-slide coil.

f-J
Fig. 2.-Direct-coupled receiver
with Iwo-slider coil.

"tapped"

Fig.

coil or a varionieter, whilst the detector in the aperiodic circuitniay be either a
crystal contact or a valve. A typical circuit
diagram of such a set is given in Fig. i, in
which JE represents the aerial; AT! the aerial
tuning inductance; E the earth connection;
S the slider Of the inductance; D a crystal
detector; and T the telephone receivers with
a small fixed condenser C (shown dotted)
which is optional.
The position of the slider (S) upon the inductance is determined by the wavelength

circuit diagram of a set
tuning inductance is provided with two sliders shown at S, and S2
2 is a typical
in which the aerial

respectively, the position of the former determining the number of coils included in the
aerial circuit and consequently the wavelength to which the set is tuned, and the
latter, the number of turns included in the
aperiodic or detector circuit.
Note that the number of turns of the aerial
tuning inductance included in the detector
circuit is now greater than the number of

ii8
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turns in the aerial Circuit; consequently, due
to the auto-transformer action of the ATI
the potential differences set up between the
point S1 and the earth end of the coil are
"stepped-up" and the higher potentials between the point S2 and the earth end of the
coil are applied to the detector, resulting.in
improved 'ignal strength.

T:

such as comparative ease of adjústment and
simplicity of construction or low Cost to purchase. The disadvantages are that they are
not at all selective (that is to say, the tuning
is not exact and interfering signals cannot be
cut out), and, on account of the excessive
damping or dissipation of energy, persistence of oscillations is prevented 'and the
principle of resonance is not made full
use of.

-

Fig. 4 shows a typical circuit diàgram ol
an inductively-coupled crystal receiving set
in which the aerial circuit comprises the aerial
itself, iE; the aerial tuning inductance
ATI, with slider S, and earth E. This
circuit is also frequently termed the open
oscillatory circuit. The tuned secondary circuit or closed oscillatory circuit consists of
a second inductance coil L with slider S2
arid the variable condenser C.
The ATI forms the primary and the coil
L the secondary winding of an air core highfrequency transformer (sometimes termed an
oscillation transformer), and, as long as the
capacity of the condenser C is very small,
the number of turns of wire included between the slider S2. and the opposite end of
the coil L may be much greater than the number of turns in the ATI, so that an appreciable stepup effect is obtainable. This

-

-.
-

»4

$

'

4
/

ATI

FiA'.

3.-A

C

T
(

two-circuit direct-coupled receiver.

The coupling, however, is, if anything,
tighter than it was in the case of Fig. i;
consequently the damping in the aerial circuit is increased and this partially neutralises
the gain just referred to. The arrangement
shown in Fig. 3 is an improvement upon those
shown in Figs. i and 2. By the introduction
of the small variable condenser C between
the slider S2 and the earth end of the aerial
tuning inductance, we now have two tuned
circuits, and, provided the capacity of the
condenser C is less than that of the aerial
itself, more turns of the ATI can be included by the slider S2 than by S1, so that a
certain "step-up" effect will remain.
Advantage may now be taken of the principle of resonance between the aerial circuit
and this new secondary circuit. The
coupling, however, is still direct and very
tight, so that the damping in the aerial circuit will still be high.
All of the foregoing methods employ diret
coupling. They possess certain advantages,
-

T

e.
E
,Fig. 4.-Arz inductively-coupled crystal receiver.

-

means, of coùrse, that higher potentials are
available to operate the detector D, and, as
crystal detectors are essentially potentialoperated, improved signals will result.

"9
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The fact that the degree of coupling between the two inductance coils is variable is
indicated by the arrow drawn through the
two çoils.
The advantages of inductive coupling, as
illustrated in Fig. 4, are, firstly, greatly increased selectivity (more accurate tuning and
greater facility for tuning out unwanted signals); secondly, greater persistence. of oscillation due to reduced damping; thirdly, persistent oscillations at higher potentials in the
secondary circuit, capable of more effectively
operating the detector D. The only disadvantages as compared to the Circuit illustrated in
Fig. 3 are that an additional inductance coil
is required and there is one more adjustment
to be made, namely, the coupling between the
coils.
In the writer's opinion, however, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages, and
it is rather surprising that more universal use
is not made of inductively-coupled crystal
receivers for the reception of broadcasting.
It is hoped to publish in an early issue of
this journal full particulars of a serviceable
inductively-coupled receiving set for broadcast reception.

As the transfer of energy from the aerial is
now made to a tuned circuit, and as the
degree of coupling between the two coils may
be made quite small by sliding one out of
or away from the other, full advantage may
be taken of the principle of resonance.
By operating the receiving set with a loose
coupling between the inductance coils, the
damping in the aerial circuit can be kept to

a workable minimum; Consequently, the
oscillations in that circuit are more persistent
and cause the induced oscillatory Currents
in the closed circuit to build up to a cornparatively high value.
Apart from the question of being able to
have the largest possible number of turns of
wire in the secondary coil L, there is another
reason why the capacity of the variable con
denser C should he as low as possible
namely, with any given and definite amount
of electrical energy a small condenser will
be charged to a higher potential than a large
condenser. The smaller the value of this
condenser, therefore (as long as it is large
enough to effectively tune the secondary circuit), the higher will be the potential obtained
to operate the detector D.

TRADE NEWS

-

note that the Western
Electric Company, Limited,
are now manufacturing a
complete loud-speaking equipment,
comprising a 'ery businesslike loudspeaking telephone and a power
amplifier. We have not yet had an
opportunity of testing this equipment, but hope to do so in the near
future, when wè shall comment
upon it in our " Apparatus Tested
page.
WE

-

In order. to meet increased demands, Radio Instruments, Ltd.,
have extended their works and announce that they are now in a
position to give delivery of apparatus in two days from receipt of the
order.
s

*

-*

interesting to note that
Messrs. Alfred Graham & Co.,
manufacturers of the Amphion loudspeakers, first demonstrated loudspeaking telephones in 1887. They
were adopted by the British Admiralty in 1894 and, in the Navy,

lt

is

are called Navyphones.

Up to the
end of 1919, no less than 12,000
vessels were fitted with these loudspeaking telephones. To-day, more
loud-speakers than ever are being
produced in the Graham factory or
under licence.
*

.5

-

eliminating interference, a
receiving set having two tuned circuits has great advantages. The
British L.M. Ericcson Manufacturing Co., Ltd:, make a set of this
description in which provisioo is
made for the use of the utmost reaction allowed by the G.P.O.
Foi-

*

'5

*

-

From certain quarters we learn
of a shortage of ebonite. No doubt
this was only a temporary shortage,
as we understand that the Amencan Hard Rubber Co. (British),
Ltd., who supply this material to
the trade, have plenty of this
material actually in stock.
*

*

*

Stratford Works, the
City Accumulator Co. are proceedAt their

with the sorting, classifying
and catáloguing of their huge stock.
of ex-Government apparatus. We
understand that the apparatus inchides practically everything from a
receiving valve to a 5-kw. transmitting set, and that a complete
list will be issued very shortly.
¡ng

*

*

*

It is interesting to note the increased tendency of wireless firms
to offer wireless service.
As a
rule, this service appears to include
the supply of the desired set, together with free advice, presumably with regard to the operation of
the set in question. We think
there is a very good field open to
firms who will undertake to supply
the apparatus, erect the necessary
aerial and put the complete insta!lation into working order. A complete proposition of this nature,
which obviates all necessity for
the purchaser risking his neck
climbing upon the houseby
top, should find many willing
subscribers.
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APPLICATÌONS FOR PATENTS.
8331.

AlLEN,

A.-Headpieces

8048.

for

telephone receivers. March 23rd.
7892. ARRovsIlTIj, A. C. R.March
Wireless receiving-apparatus.

oth.

8106.

BARBER,

March 2 Ist.
8463. GATII, T. P-Rectifiers for
alternating electric current. March
24th.
8293. GQsr1 T.-Electric switch.
March 23rd.
7928. GRACE, B. B-Sockets for
thermionic valves, electric lamps, etc.
March 20th.

E.-Thermionic

%V.

valves, etc. March 21st.
7858. BovLeY, A. S-Telephones,
phonographs, etc. March i9th.
ELECTRICAL
AND
8266. BIlTIsII
ALLIED INDUSTRIES RESEARCh ASSOCIAlION -Electric switches and circuit-

breakers.
Co.
Maich

8341.

BRITISH

2

8114.

B-Wireless

B.

TiloIsoN-HouSToN

7973.

A-Cabinets

E.

GRAHAM,

Co., LTD.-Supension devices for
battery boxes, etc. March 21st.
A.-Electric
8052. BRO\V,
F.
svitch. 1\Íarch 2 ist.
8020. Bsv., B.-\Vireless appara-

sound-reproducers. March 20th.

tus.

21St.

March 21st.

8286. CAMEKO,
T.
battery, etc. March 23rd.
March 8th, 1922.)

8113.

7911.

\\

8228.

C!IAPM\x,

C-Storage

8248.

(Australia,

ceivers.

8229.

7943.

FI

7945.

rD

for wireless
March 22nd.

telegraphy,

CREEo, F. G.,
8122.
Co., LTD-Translating

messages.

March

2

Hsuiesniie,

F.

H-Signalling

F.

UAYNES,

\V.-Tele-

March 20th.

8366.

HORTON. C. E., AND SEYMOUR,

C-Apparatus for direction-finding

variable con-

by

wireless telegraphy.

xo \VADSA. E.,
-Resistance-capacity de-

vices

F. E.-Wireless re1larch 22nd.

GUEST,

and amplifying systems employing electric oscillations. March 20th.
7935.
HILTON, C. F-Microphone
relay. March 20th.

.-Telephorte

CIIAPM.4N,
L.

2 ist.

phone, etc., receivers.

March 22nd.

densers.
WORTH,

E.,

A.

H-Electric

March

8114. GRIFFITIIS, L-Suspension devices for battery boxes, etc.
March

receiver circuits for radio telegraphy,
etc. March 20th.
WORTh. L.

for

L.-Electric bat-

GRIFFITITS,

tery boxes.

7911. CARLSON. W. L.-Telephone
receiver circuits for radio telegraphy,
etc. March 20th.
CARPENTER, G.

re-

20th.

ist.
BRITISh

GRAcE,

ceiving-apporarus. March 23rd.
7972. GemAs,, E. A-Cabinets for
wireless receiving-apparatus.
M arch

March 23rd.

Ti,os!so-HousToN
LTD-Electric battery boxes.

8113.

R.-\Vireless

E.

GARDNER,

detectors.

etc.

AD.CREEO &
wireless, etc.,..

ist.

LEVY, R.

7785.

LowTn.

for

wireless

telephone receivers, etc. March 20th.
8253. DOwN, P. 8.-Crystal de-

i9th.

tecto'rs. March 23 rd.
8239. DUBILIER. V.-Variable electric condensers. March22nd. (United
States, July 20th, 1922.) 8190. FOSTER. A. E.-lnsulation of
electric conductors. March 22nd.

detectors.

8075.

March 19th.

W. H.-Terminals
telegraphy, etc. March

MCCLENAGHAN,

H. S.-Cryst-al

March 21st.
8039. MACHIN, F. R.-Locking.device for crystal detectors. March 21st.
8399. MALLETT, G. E.-Device for

varying resistance or tuning inductance
-

8154.

of coils.

arch 24th.

I.

PARSONS,

switches.

H-Wireless

H-Electric

March 22nd.
7963. f'IIILLIPs,
C. C.-Variable
electric condensers, resistances, etc.
March 20th.

744. Pococ,

S-Apparatus for.

1-I.

winding electric . inductance coils.
March 20th.
8308. RicliAsos, W. E. WINDSOR.Manufacture of electric insulators.
March 23rd.
8426. RIchES, F. W.-Crystal detectors, and mounts .thercfor.
March
24th.
8246.

Ricnes, V-Electric fittiijs

jor

wireless apparatus. March 22nd.
8254. ShANNON, D. S. B-Receiving-apparatus for wireless telegraphy.
March 23rd.
8054. SIIURLOCK, H. H. M.-Ear
cushions, etc., for telephone receivers.
March 21St.
8190.
SIEiENs BROS. &
Insulation -of electric
March 22nd.
SILuSIINITE

808.

-

Lip.conductors.

Co.,

INSULATOR

Co.,

LTD-Manufacture of electric insula-

\V.

8198.

NASH, G.

March z3rd.
8250. NIxON, A.-Means for converting headphones, etc., into loud.
speakers. March 22nd.

23rd.

C.-Detectors for
wireless telegraphy, etc. Marci 22nd.

-

8340, 8341.

tors.

-Thermionic valves.

C--Crystal deteotor.

MILLs,

receiving-apparatus.

March 23rd.
KATTINGER, F., AND REGER, F.
7990.
-Foot for masts or poles. March 20th.
(.\ustria, March 20th, 1922.)
LEVY, S-Reception appara8344.
tus for radio telephony, etc. March.
7839, 7840, 7841, 7842.-LEvY, L. A..

Dsvis, H. E.-Crystal detector. March 231d.
8263. DAVENPORT, E.-Crystal detector. March 231d.
7981. DEELEY, R. \L-Microphones,
8345.

8369.

March 24th.

March 23rd.
SNELL,

7801.

E.-Electric

con-

E.-Electric insula-

SNELL, C.

8172.

tors.

C.

March i9th.

densers.

March 22nd.

8389.

TAYLOR.

E-Electric

j.

H.,

AND TAYLOR,

batteries. March 24th.
8161.
'ftIostAs, \V. M. W.-W'ired
wireless telephone systems.
March
22nd.
8283.

VERAnEES,

wireless telephony.
8266.

VEDMORE.

T. A-Receiver for
March 23rd.
E.

B-Electric

sv, itches
23 rd.

and circuit-bieakers.

7928.

VESTERS ELECTRIC

March

Co.,

lTD.

-Sockets for thérmionic valves, electric lamps, etc. March 20th.
8340, 8341.-WEsTERN ELEcrEIc Co.,

I

.ro.-\\'i

reless.

receiving-apparatus.

March 23rd.
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ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
frequency

aerials of the kind
175,315
in
Specification
described
wherein the received energy and the
ether-wave energy build up cumulatively
along the aerial, to reach a maximum
at the end of the aerial furthest away
from the transmitting station, and consists in an arrangement whereby the
may
be
actual detecting-apparatus
located at the end furthest away from
the actual point of maximum aerial
current or at any convenient distance
from that end. (September 3oth, 1921.)

tive

reoeiviog

192,382.

AKT.-GES.

KUMMLER

an even

SErroN-Ilighars obtained
from a low-freueney source by means
of a transformer with a core arranged
to be saturated with a small fraction of
192,460.

I92,346
J3ts1TSTl TIloìusoN-HousToN
Co., LTD-Relates 'to horizontal direc-

Joxas,

Vt.

oscillations

quency

192,464.

soucce

in

placed

is

BULLIMORE,
a

R-In

V.

a

filament cathode of

spherical or egg shape is enclosed in
turn in a similarly shaped grid and
anode in order to utilise fully the electron emission and to ensure even spacing of the electrodes. In a modification
for use in beat reception of wireless
signals the grid is formed In two parts.
October 31St, 1921.

&

192,476.
BULLIMOImE,
W. R--An
anode or other electrode of a them-nmionic
valve, Röntgen-ray, or other vacuum
tube, is carried on or secured by a conical ferrule seating over a re-entrant
tube having a conical end, thereby
ensuring axial alignment of the electrodes. In another arrangen.ent the
anode is formed with a tapering end by
removing long V-shaped pieces from the
end and closing, in the remaining portions, the tapering end being secured
directly to the ferrule. November Ist,

1922.)

Gts.-A diaphragm
telephone instruments, relays, gramophones, diaphragm horns,
etc., is constructed to have an increased
elasticity of movement in its own plane,
so as to respond to temperature changes
without bending, and so causing
rhanges in tuning and air-gap. In one
lorm th diaphragm has corrugations
impressed upon its periphery, and nay
also have radial corrugations, in which
(-ase the diaphragm vibrates as a rigid
structure. January 26th, 1923. (Convention date, January 26th, 1922.)
192,429. TAGGART, J. SCOTT, AND
RADIO COMMUNICATION Co., Lrn.-In a
wireless receiving arrangement for cor'tinuous waves the incoming signals are
applied to a thermionic valve the normal
steady anode potential of which Is zero,
negative or only slightly positive, and
SIGNAL

for use in

L

the

parallel with the transformer wInding,
permanent dIrect-current magnetisation.
of the core of the transformer being
employed when an even harmonic is
desired. October 29th, 1921.

thermionic valve

MATTER-In electric resistances silicon
carbide is heated
in silicon vapour, pro.
duced at about 3,0000 C. by heating
a mixture of quartz and carbon, to
form a resistance material having a
small spccic resistance compared with
January i9th,
silicon carbide itself.
1923. (Convention date, January 3oth,
192,404.

or odd harmonic of the freof

1921.

-

192,575.

Illustrating Paient No. 192,464.

L.,
J.
plastic material

MATIIIEU,

A-A

AND

for
sound-amplifying horns consists of
100 1hs. of pulverised wood, 42 lbs. of
starch, and 33 lbs. of colophony. The
intimately-mixed ingredients are formed
into a paste by sprinkling with starched
vater containing 2 lbs. of starch per
gallon, the mixture being gathered into
a pile so as lo obtain uniform moistness. After standing for two hours the
material is placed in a mould and baked
at 2000 F. for 20 minutes. January
6th, 1922.
192,592. PRESTÖN, L. G., HODGSON,
B., AND HUGHES, H. G-In thermionic
valves a grid is secured to a support
by placing the grid wire or wires in one
BENOIT,

the maximum Current strength developed in the low-frequency circuit.

transformer is preferably airOctober 29th, 1921.
192,461. JoNes, H. SEFT0N.-In an
arrangement for multiplying the frequency of an alternating current by the
aid of static freciuency transformers, the
winding of a transformer with a closed
magnetic Circuit adapted to become
highly saturated is connected to the
source of alternating current through
The

cooled.

-

-

L

illustrating Paient No. 192476.
-

-

-

Illusf.raling Paleni No.

92 429

on which is also impressed a locallyproduced turrent of an audible Irequency or of a high frequency slightly

different from that of the incoming
signals. August 8th, 1921.
-

r

-

inditied, and one edge only
In another arrangement the grid wire is threaded through
holes In a support, and the support is
indented to clamp the wire. January
the slot

a circuit which includes an inductance

of a value considerably greater than the
inductance of the transformer, this tircuit being tuned to the frequency of the

source.

slots in the support, the edges
of the slots being burred over the \vire by
a blow from a tool. In a modification

An oscillatory circuit, tuned to

122

is

is-

burxd

over.-

24th, 1922.

-

--
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AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
To

the Editor,

deriving some benefit through the reaction effects in
my neighbour's set. If he is using reaction on to his
aerial circuit, it might surely be possible that some of
this reaction effect is being transferred to my own
aerial circuit and making it more receptive to incoming waves.
It wilÍ be interesting to know whether other
readers of your excellent periodical have met with the
same effect, which is very noticeable in my own case.
For obyious reasons I do not desire my name published, but eticlose my card.
I am, etc.,
BLIIAM.

WIRELESS \VEEKLY.

SIR,-Judging by the aerials which I have observed,
it appears a common practice for amateurs to insert
insulators between the aerial wires themselves and
the spreaders. This does not appear to be the best
plan, as the insulators attached to one vire are in
parallel with those attached to the other wire and,
consequently, the total insulation resistance is halved.
A further point I notice is that by this method the
aerial is "open ended," whereas in pre-\var days it
vas considered important that the two wires forming
the aerial should be connected together at the end.

i

Possibly you could let me have your views on this
matter. \Vhat do our other pre-war readers think of
this matter?
I am, etc.,
"PRE-WAR."
\Veston-uper-Maze.
[This raises au old controversy. Perhaps readers
who have views on this subject will write us.-ED.]

ANOTHER PIRATE'
To the Editor,

-

FADING
To the Editor, WIRELESS VEEELY.
SIR,-As the question of "fading" is receiving
considerable attention just now, you will possibly be
interested in my own experience, which was as follows. I was receiving quite good and clear signals
(music fi-orn 2L0 uoon mv crystal set when sud¿lenly he strength of 'signal inceased to at least il
times its original value. I noted the time of this
sudden increase in signal strength, and found that
it coincided with the moment when my friend next
door, whose aerial is parallel to and higher than
mine, tuned in the same signals upon his two-valve
non-reactive receiving set. I have always understood
that a decrease in signal strength was to be expected
upon such occasions, and am therefore at a loss to
explain the phenomenon. I intend to investigate the
matter further, and vill let you know the results in
due course.
I

Dart ford

-

am, etc.,

knovledge.

\Ve are all willing to pay for a licence which will
enable us to listen-in on home-made apparatus. but
the only thing to do is to contravene the regulations
and simply carry on.
With regard to the remarks about drawing a red
herring across the path, I entirely agree that the
first thing to do is to grant the constructor's licence.
\Ve are thoroughly satiated with meetings, conferences, and committees. Let us have the licence, and
let the manufacturers figjit out the B,. B.C. stamp
question afterwards.
I am, etc.,,

EFFECT OF NEIGHBOURING AERIALS
To

'the Editor,

WIRELESS

VEEKLY.

the letter signed by
"Snooks" in your first issue relating to 'the above
subject, I would like to put forward my own experito

ences.
I use a crystal receiver and live, next door to an
experimenter using a valve set I find that when he
is listening-in I receive even louder signals.
Our
aerials are quite close together, and I am wondering
'hether I am getting stronger 'signals as a result of
s'

(

-

-

PUZZLED.

SIR,-With reference

.

-

SIR,-! i-ead with great interest your Editorial In
the first number of your new weekly. I myself must
confess that I am of the new "pirates " who are
listening-in to broadcasting regularly every night
and not paying a cent for it.
I am, however, not an intentional breaker of the
law, if there is-a lav. I am neither- aburglar, a pickpocket, or even an evader of the income-tax. I pay
my dog licence regularly, and am not more than a
month late with my rates. I greatly enjoy the present programmes of the British Broadcasting Company by the aid of a carefully concealed aerial under
the roof of my house. Every evening I and my
family listen-in without the least qualm, although
occasionally ve visit some friends, also pirates, who
have a five-valve set-entiely devoid of stamps made
up from bought parts on the strength of a broadcasting licence. They themselves have modified their set
in various ways by adding different units which they
have made themselves.
\Ve have all applied for experimental licences to
the Post Oflice, but although it is three months ago
since we first made application, nothing appears to
happen. Our chief interest lies in constructing cur
own sets and improving them, and generally learning all about the subject and then applying our

-

-

%VIRELESS \VEEILY.

-

A MANChESTER PIRATE.

23
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A compeLiion of particular interest
to the genuine amateur experimenter.
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The circuil diagram

THE above illustration shows the Circuit
diagram of the R.A.F. type io Aircraft

of

the receiver.

potential with respect to the filaments. Thefilament temperature control for these valves
is mounted on the small box forining the
rei-note control unit, together with the tuning
arrangement, which consists of two small variable condensers in parallel, one ofwhich can
be fixed at a definite point so that the other
may be used to give more accurate tuning
over a small range of wavelength.
The filament resistance for the high-frequency vahe is fitted inside the case containing the rest of the instrument, and is only
variable by opening the case and setting it at
a definite point. These points have already
been fixed, but it will be an advantage to have
them variable for purposes of experiment.
The aerial tuning arrangement Consists
of a miniature loose coupler, in the form of
two small basket Coils wound with very
fine wire, about No. 44 s.w.g. The relative positions of these two coils are also
fixed. - Connections to the high- and lowtension batteries are effected by means of
multi-pin plugs, which are supplied with the
instrument. The pins are so arranged that
it is impossible to insert them in a wrong
hole. These should be retained when convert-;
ing this instrument for the purposes of the/
competition.

Receiver which forms the subject of the
competition mentioned last week.
It will be seen that it Consists of two high,frequency valves, followed by a detector
valve, and then two stages of low-frequency
amplification. In the original instrument the
coils forming the high-frequency coupling
consists of two small basket coils wound with
resistance wire and embedded in paraffin wax.
These are fixed so that there is a certain definite. coupling between them, and there are
two for each stage of high-frequency amplilication. They lie immediately underneath
the two high-frequency valves below the
ebonite panel carrying the valve clips and
are side-by-side in a flat ebonite case.
The detecting valve has neither a grid leak
nor condenser, and one of the possible conversions is the substitution of the ordinary
four-pin type of valve holder, with a grid
condenser and leak for rectifying purposes.
The low-frequency amplifying part of the
apparatus Consists of two army pattern lowfrequency transformers Connected in the usual
manner and having the secondary connections so arranged that the grids of the lòwfrequency valves are given a slight negative
124
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Information

Conducted by

J.

Dep aiiment

H. T. Roberts, D.Sc., assisted by

A. L.

M. DOUGLAS.

in this section we will deal with all queries regarding anything which appears In " Wireless
Weekly," "Modern Wireless," or Radio Press Books. Not more than three questions will be
answered at once. Queries, accompanied by the Coupon from the current issue, musi be enclosed in
an envelope marked "Query," and addressed to the Edilor. ¡?eplies will be sent by posi if stampel
addressed envelope is enclosed.

J. M. (PLYMOUTH) asks (1) I live in rooms in
Plymouth and cannot use an outside aerial. What
is the minimum Installation I must have to get
the London Broadcasting with a frame aerial P
(2) What would be useful dimensions for this frame
aerial aid number of turns of wire necessary P
(3) Will any Installation permit me to use a loud
speaker ?

s'

considerable number of weeks to exhaust the accumulator.

R. E. A. (TUFNALL PARK) states that hewlshes
to make a two- or three-valve set capable of receiving

all the British Broadcasting Stations and possibly
Continental telephony. He rather favours the set
described on page 104 of the March issue of
"MODERN WIRELESS," and asks whether it
will be suitable.

We are afraid you will not have satisfactory results
in Plymouth from a frame aerial even with a sevenvalve high-frequency amplifier. The reason for this
¡s that Plymouth appears to be in what is knovn as
a " blind spot," quite apart from its distance from
the London Broadcasting Station. A loud speaker
could, of course, be used with an outdoor aerial, but
probably no telephony'would be heard at all with
a frame.
B. M. W. (KILBIRNIE asks: With reference to
the Compact Broadcast Receiving Set by E. Redpath (described in the March issue of "MODERN
WIRELESS "), whether he-could use one of the

The receiver you mention would prove exceedingly
suitable for your purpose. If used in the district
you mention, all Continental telephony should be
audible upon it.

E.A. B. (LOÑDON) encloses a sketch of a double
reaction circuit published in "MODERN WIRELESS " and asks certain questions regarding the
value of various components he has on hand and
whether they will be sûitable for use in this circuit
The aerial circuit coil should, of course, be of the
size required to tune to the wavelength you desire
to receive. The reaction coils should be of just
sufficient size to produce the necessary results and
the correct values, for these must, of course, be determined by experiment. Referring to the valve, any
good hard receiving valve will be suitable for this
purpose. The H.T. battery should have a value of
between so and ioo volts, the rheostat 6 or 7 ohms,
the fixed condenser you mention may have a value of

variometers advertised in the April issue on pages
iv. and xlvi., and what size of condnser is required
with it.

The variometer which you mention will be quite
suitable for the purpose. If anything, it slightly increases the range of wavelength of this set. N
condenser is necessary, nor should one be used.
W. E. F. (HULL) wishes to build a six-valve
broadcast receiver with two high-frequency valves,
one detector and three low-frequency valves. The
last valve is to be controlled by a switch so that it
may be rut Out il necessary. He asks for a circuit
diagram of this arrangement, and also states that
he cannot understand why a potentiometer is connected directly across the low-tension battery
because, in his opinion, the battery would be constantly running down.
Circuit No. St. 51 in Practical TVireless Valve Circuits (Radio Press, Ltd.), would fulfil your requirements, with the addition of another stage of highand low-frequency amplification. We would remind
you that reaction on to the aerial circuit is not permitted on broadcast wavelengths under ¿ny circumstances. The potentiometer will not run down the
low-tension battery because it has such a high resistance that the total amount of current passing
through it is very, very low, and it would take some

F, and the two variable condensers should
have the same values, which may be .0005 MF.
.003

K. C. G. (WREXHAM) asks whether the circuit
diagram he encloses is correct and whether he may
use it for the reception of British broadcasting.
The arrangement you indicate is quite correct, and

forms a very suitable receiver for British broadcasting pùrposes.

A. E. B. (SOUThìAMPTON) asks in connection
with circuit No. St 45 "PRACTICAL WIRELESS
VALVE CIRCUITS" (Radio Press), whether the
resistance R.4 is a standard valve grid leak and if
not what Its value should be.
The resistance you indicate may have a value of
from i to 2 megohms. A standard grid leak will
therefore be quite suitable,
-
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i. K. (EALING) asks where he may find a simple
wiring diagram illustrating the use of dual amplification. He wishes to use this In connection with a
crystal rectifier.

V

1\
liEn.,

i8,

A

/

suitable circuit for this purpose will be found on
Modern Wireless for February.

page26 of

THE CONSTRUCTION
WIRELESS RECEIVIN(
APPARATUS

-

V

V
V

PAUL DIVERS
V

Jack (CRAYFORD) asks for a wiring diagram for
the construction of a two-valve telephony transmitter, using about 30 watts, for either C.W. or
telephony transmission. He wishes to know the
necessary values for the different components of
this circuit.

or

Yo

f
i

Posi

i.
z

Freè.

:oIo.

Crysta' Detectors, L.F. Transformers,
H.F. Transformers.

iJ.i
From all Booksellers
and Nèwsagents, or
117} post free.

J'r1L

PuBLISHeRS OF AUTIIOR.I TATIV

B58

2
,%fic-Trs

G. J. (HIGHGATE) proposes to build a lowfrequency inter-valve transformer and asks whether
windings of the following values would be suitable.
Primary winding 10,000 turns 44 s.w.g. copper
wire; secondary winding 15,000 turns 46 s.w.g.
copper wire. He also asks whether if the secondary
is used as the primary and vice versa it will form a
suitable telephone transformer and wishes to
know the number of laminations that should be
used for the core of this transformer.
The windings you suggest vill not give a very good
ratio of magnification. We suggest a primary winding of 5,000 turns of 4 gauge d.s.c.c. wire and a
secondary winding of 15,000 turns of the same wire.
No. 46 is rather fine for this purpose. Quite satisfactory resuts will be obtained if this is wound
upon an iron core *in. in diameter, the wires of
which may be bent round over the finished windings
You vill probably
so as to form a closed core.
find difficulty in obtaining.laminations for this pur
pose from the average wireless dealer, and in any

WIR.CLESS LITeMTU

DEVREUX COURT. STRANDS W.C.2.

r.

AC

40 s.iv.g. ssc. wire, core
inch diameter iron wires.
Mie. Trs.-Primary, 360 tUrns, 22 s.w.g. d.s.c. wire; Secondary, 20,000
tUrns, 40 s.w.g. ssc. wire; core, 20 mils., iron wiles.
V1 -0.20 Mollard valve.
V2-o.o Muilard valve.
M ic-Standard P.O. solid back type.

build .............

Anode and Grid Resistances, Filament
Potentiometers, Basket
Rheostats,
Coils,SlabCoils, Solenoid Coils, Loose
Couplers, Honeycomb Coils, DuotateralCoile,H.T. Batteries,Condensers,

c.c

4 -Aerial ammeter, 0/0.5 amps.
E.C.-Fixed condenser. o.or paF.
i2:
0.005
X,-Aerial circuit condenser, o.on Mi7. (if desired.)
G,C.-Grid coil, 40 turns, 22 s.w.g. dcc. wire, former 4 inches in diameter.
.4 C-Aerial Circuit ccii, 30 turns,
lh inch copper steip spaced (th mcli,
former 6 incb diameter.
W.-Grid leak, xa000 ohms.
CiL-Speech choke, 2o,000 turns.
V-Grid condenser, o.00s MF.

the following apparatus

tuith

'

L-G rid circuit condenser,

By Paul D.Tyers
to

X

-E.C.

Wireless Receiving-A ppa ra tus
how

V

A

The construction of

Shows

V

V

V

Essentially practical, well written, and illustrated
th working diagrams, this is a book which
every experimenter must have-whether he
does much constructional work or little
Get a copy to-day----you will certainly save its
cost on the very first piece of apparatus you make.

'

.

coA

-

HERE, for the first time, is a collection of
constructive articles giving full details for
making almost every piece of apparatus required
in the building up of a complete Receiving Set.

-

r

-.

p'
-

We give herewith a suitable circuit diagram for this
transmitter; the values you require are indicated.
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case considerable time has to be expended in pre-

paring these so that they shall be insulated from contact with each other. These vindings are unsuitable
for use with a telephone transformer. For this pur
pose the 'phone winding might consist of 2,000 turns
of No. 32 gauge d.s.c. \vire, and the plate winding
may Consist of 15,000 turns of 44 gauge d.s.c. ,wire.
G. D. (INVERGORDON) is 600 miles from 2L0
and wishes to know of n suitable circuit which will
enable him to receive it satisfactorily. He wishes
to know whether Ford Coils would be of any use to
him in the making of his set.

suitable circuit for your purpose will be found on
page 196 of the April issue of Modern lVireless.
Ford coils are of no use as they are, in connection
with receiving apparatus, although they make very
good microphone transformers for transmission pur.
:

poses.

.

TiiE BOÚK:'l

i

interested in WIRELESS
J
I

one that deals thoroughly with every brancli
Wielss in an Thteresting, Simple, and
Understandable way.
The best possible Book is
is

of

I

I

I

R. V. R. (NORVOOD) asks the following questions
with reference to "MODERN WIRELESS" No. 3.
On page 175 details for the construction of an H.T.
Safety Unit are given. He wishes to know a suitable
number of foils for the condenser described In
connection with this article. In the same No. of
"MODERN WIRELESS" and on pagea 201 in
ccnnectlon with the inter-valve transformer, he
wishes to know how much 38 gauge wire should be
obtained to complete the winding.

Et11

EC Ti? ILt 1

By HAROLD H. SIMMONS, M.1.E.E.,

1

and ALFRED H. AVERY, A.M.1.E.E.
Nothing is omitted 1/ial
can be of interest or
use lo those interested in
electricity. The book will

l'velve foils each side will be sufficient for the condenser described on page 175, ond a half a pound of
38 gauge vire should be obtained for the transformer, as, although there will be some left, it is
- always of use to the experimenter for odd jobs.

be

WIRELESS
GENERATORS
DYNAMOS
MOTORS
TRANSFORMERS
BALANCEES
BOOSTERS
TESTING INSTRUMENIS
ARMATURES
£OMMUTATOR
WINDING SCHEMES
BRUSH GEARS
CONTROLS RESISTANCES
SWITCREoARD3
ACCUMULATORS
LIGHTING
HEATING
t
POWER

particular use lo

of

those interested in Wireless

Telegraphy, as it treats
everything relating to that
subject /ully and practically, clearing away every
difficulty
and answering
every question.

J. B. (EAST HAM) asks where he can procure
tooks giving him details for the construction of
experimental transmitting and receiving apparatus.

Practical ¡l'jreless Valve Circuits, Radio Press,
Ltd., and The Conslruclio,z of Wireless Receivin'
.lpparatus, Radio Press, Ltd., vill give you all the
information you desire on the subject of reception.
Complete details that should enable you to construct
an efficient transmitter are given elsewhere in these

A FEW OF THE FULLPAGE PLATES
An Electric Control Panel-Balancer
Booster
An Electric Coil Winding

-

Machine-Types 01 Lilting MagnetsCrompton Alternator with taciterPórtatile Teating Instruments-Various
Meisuring Inatruments - Continuous

col iimn s.
J. P. G. (SHREWSBURY) wishes to make a frame
aerial to receive on a fixed wavelength of 400 metres,
and asks for details.

Current Armature

TELEGRAPH!

.- Tramway ConC.C. -

erollars-Threp Phae Motors Electric
Winding

SIGNALLING

Car-Ironctd

TELEPHON!

Swithbosrd-Siogle Motor Drive with

etc. etc.
________________

Magnetic Clutches and Reducing Gear
rltanetic Searator, Pulley. &c. &c.

the size of your frame. is to be 3ft. square, then
you should wind seven turns of ydur No. i6 gauge
d.c.c. vire round it, spaced about in apart.. A condenser of 0.0002 F may be ,used to tune this.
If

A FREE Illustrated
sviti lie sent so you on receipt of the coupon
booklet gives lull particulars of tht work
illustrations, terms of payment, etc.

P. S. (FORE STREET) wishes to construct three
solenoid coils to function as primary, secondary and
reaction to cover a wavelength of from 150 to
1,500 metres and wishes to know the size of former,
number of turns, tappings, if any, and the gauge of
wire for this purpose.

The winding of the primary coil should consist of
200 turns of No. 22 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire wound on a
rn. former; to tappings s'hould be taken from this
at equal intervals. The secondary winding should
be 300 turns of No. 24 s.sv.g. d.c.c. vire wound upon
a tube which will slide comfortably inside the primary; io tappings should also be taken at equal intervals from this coil. Reaction on broadast wavelengths is not permitted.

for everyone 'who is

Booklet

below. Th5 interesting
together wish specimen

NO MONEY 'REQUIRED
Io the WAVERLEY

BOOK CO.. LTD (W.W.E. Dept.),

9ff, Farringdon Street. London, E.O.4.
Please send me, free of charge or obligation, your Free Descriptive Booklet
explaining contents, etc.. of "Electrical Engineering" with specimen pages

and pictures and particulars
to your terms for
bogïnning 30 dayu after delivery.

urna11

monthly payments.

NAME. ...........................................................................................
ISend

thi

Form.

o

I

ADDRESS ......................................................................................
W.W.E.
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square centiFive foils, each haing an overlap of
metres, should be used on each side, and they should
be separated by a g'ass plate .1 cm. thick.
H. W. (SWANSEA) asks for particulars of a
Solenoid inductance to cover a wavelength range ot
from 150 to 650 metres.
A cardboard tube kin. in diameter by
long,
wound full lth No. 20 s.w.g. dcc. ire, will cover
this range.
Five tappings should be taken from this
at approximately equal intervals.
F. C. E. (YARMOUTH) asks for the numbers of

plates required for variable condensers of 0.001
F, 0.0005 MF and 0.0003 MF capacity.
The moving plates are 2ifl, in diameter, .o28jn.

thick, and the spacing washers 125m, thick. You
will require 93 plates for the .00i pF condenser, .
for the .0005 MF, and 29 for the .0003 MF coudensr'r)
H. H. (MIDDLESEX) wishes to build a Ioos2coupled inductance having a considerable wavelength and wishes to know the size of formers and
amount of wire required.
\\'e suggest ou use a former in. in diametr and
12m. long for the primar\' coil, wound full of No. 24
dcc. wire ith 20 tappings at equal intervals. The
secondary circuit coils, should be
in diameter
and the same length, and may be wound with No. 28
d.c.c. \vlre with 12 tappings. If variable condensers
of .00i
F and .0005
F be used for primary and
secondary circuits respectively, the wavelength range
with a series-parallel switch would be from 200 to
io,000 metres.
-

We suggest you use a four-valve receiver, consisting
of one high-frequency valve on the tuned anode
principle, one detector and two low-frequency valves.
\Vith a good aerial signal strength should be sufficient
to almost operate a loud speaker if the set is carefully designed. If the aerial is lower or the screening is bad,. you should use two high-frequency valves.
The' should be coupled by means of the tuned anode
arrangement. A very good circuit for this purpose is
given in Practical Wireless Valve Circuits (Radio
Press, Ltd.).
-
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A. D. (LONDON) asks how to make a transmitting condenser having a capacity of .0005 F and
using glass di-electric.

I_
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E

D. G. (WATFORD) asks how the Brown patent
telephone works.
Detailed information is given in various text books,
but, briefly speaking, a light steel reed is supported
in the magnetic field close to the pole of a permanent
magnet of, roughly, horse-shoe shape. To the centre
of titis reed is attached a light coned aluminium diaphragm, which is vibrated by the reed, and thus sets
up sound waves in the same manner as any other pat-,

is situated about 500
E. B. A. (DUMFRIES)
miles from the Hague and wishes to receive these
transmissions, also the telephony from Paris. He
asks what number f valves will be necessary to
obtain satisfactory reception.
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G. H. P. (HUDDERSFIELD) asks whether It is
the case that a fixed condenser should be connected
across the primary winding of a low-frequency intervalve transformer and if so, what is the reason for
this.
lt is customary to by-pass the primary winding of the
first low-frequency transformer by means ot a fixed
128
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condenser having a value of .00i to .003 /2F. The.
reason for this is that any high-frequency current
which leaks past the rectifying valve will find its way
across the condenser very much more easily than
through the highly inductive windings of the transformer. If the condenser were not there, losses might
be produced due to slight damping in the windings.
It is, therefore, generally speaking, a distinct improvement to add such a condenser to a low-frequency
amplifier. One very good low-frequency transformer
now on the market is shielded by means of the byepass condenser which is actually wrapped round the
vinding.
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of, then the process may be conveniently
carried out. A description of methods employed for
charging accumulators from AC. mains vill appear
in this paper in the néar future.
is made use

No mot'e scattered batteries rheostats, tuning CiIs and coimeetions. 'Ihe whole set can 'be conveniently hidden, with easy
of the table and the "wiring up" may be
permanently fixed. Clear awa) die annoyance cit a jumbled set.
Thi, bureau is the only addition you require to make a Cabinet-de-Luxa Receiver.
STANDARD FINISH IN RICH BROWN SHADE £3 its.
Table top
I7. Height 3'f. carr.fed.
QUICK DELIVERY PROM STOCIC.
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M. E. S. (COLCHESTER) asks whether SiemensI-Ialskevalves may be used for his receiver.
Siemens-Halske valves may be employed if desired,

E. F. (SWANSEA) asks what Is meant

job

guartteed.
3,000 lU US.

to charge accumulators from the AC. mains.
lt is not possible to charge accumulators directly from
the alternating current main. If some form of chemical or valve rectifier or rotary converter arrangement

"stand-by " and "tune" switch.
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fmakesan awkward

Wir1ess corner

W. H. R. (NORWAY) asks whether it is possible

but we suggest the use of a hard salve such as " R
type. The Siemens-Halske valve is not a good rectifier, but is a very excellent low-frequency amplifier
if many stages are to be used. It is possible to construct a six-valve low-frequency amplifier employing
Siemens-Halske valves without the distortion which
frequently accompanies a three-valve amjlier using
the ordinary hard valve.
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" stand-by " and " tune " switch is an ariangement by means of which either the aerial circuit coil
or closed coil of a receiving tuner may be coupled
to the detector or the first valve of the receiver at
will. It is an advantage when rapid searching for
stations is necessitated, as in the " stand-by " position tuning can be carried out on the aerial Circuit
.oil and condenser only; and, when the desired station has been found, the secondary or detector circuit niav then be tuned to the aerial circuit.
A

.1. E. S. (BRISTOL) asks whether it will make
any difference to his receiver if he has a number of
telephones connected to cords about 30 feet long,
attached to his set.
The length of \vire in the telephone circuit vil not
make sny difference to the signal strength in ail
probability. Low-resistance telephones with a transformer should be used for this purpose, otherwise
there might he some slight upsetting of the receiver.

J.

Here's Real Radio Service!
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 bare copper stranded, loo feet - 2 6 ¡
9 b
INSULATORS, Reel lid., Egg 3d., Shell - 2 6 f
BASKET COILS, set of 7. 170-3,000 metres £NDUCTAN COILS, l2' X 4" wound 24 Enamel 2 .0
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on Ebonite1
3 j
j FIXED CONDENSERS, any capacity
- 14
0
LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5-1
- 10 6
SOFT VALVES. Ideal for detecting
VARIOMETERS, Plug In. 170-440 m. for AT.!.,
Tuned Anode, etc.
15 0
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from interference due to 50-cycle A.C. power lines and asks
how he can reduce it.
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frame aerial will probably be found the most satisfactory solution of the trouble, although using highfrequency valves in place of lo-frequency valves is
generally a very effective method of reducing hum.
Iron core transformers themselves pick up a considerable amount of L.F. energy due to the magnetic
field set up by the transmission line. As a final precaution, the set may be completely screened with tinfoil, and the telephone and battery leads wrapped
round with vire and earthed.
A

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS.
Abo oc prices induje

fax.
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or, as it. is called in
America,
Regeneration-is
one of
REACTIONthe most valuable properties of the
Thermionic Valve, and yet a very large
proportion of experimenters do not
really understand its principles.

Wireless Valves
Simply explained

L

This is probably due to the fact that up
to recently there has not been published
an authoritative book giving an explani-Now,
tion in non-technical language.
howcver, in this new book by John
Scott - Taggart, F.Inst.P., Editor of
Modern Wireless, you will find the most
complete and understandable explanation
of Reaction yet written,

i:

By John Scott-Taggart. F.InstP.

CONTENTS.

-

.-

.

-

The Theory of the Thermionic Valve.
The 3-Electrode Valve and its Applica-

tions.
Cascade Valve Amplifiers.

Principles of Reaction Amplification
and Self-oscillation.
Reaction reception of Wireless Signals.
Continuous Wave Receiving Circuits.

Get a copy to-day and begin to appreciate how your Receiving Set worksyou will soon find that accurate Radio
knowledge will doubje its efficiency. .

Valve Transmitters.
Wireless Telephone Transmitters Using
Valves.
Broadcast Receivers.
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A "STERLING" COMBINED CRYSTAL AND VALVE SET
ideal receiver for Broadcasting.
This unique insti-ument receives Telephony up to
MILES, ¡s Variometer-tuned and
has a wave range from z8o-z,800 metres.
The low voltage valve (1.8 volts) used
with this set operates from a dry battery contained in the cabmet and not only functions
as a high frequency amplifier before crystal rectification, but also as a low frequency
amplifier afte,r rectification.
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Provincial Programmes

Licence Position

\Ve receive a number of complaints from provincial
Broadcasting stations to the effect that. their programmes are not up to the Londoñ standard. There
is, of course, no particular reason v7hv London
shOuld receive any preferential treatment.
Many
artists, of course, do not leave London, and consecluerltiv 2L0 has an advantage in that it is. able
to broadcast items provided by certain artists.
Nevertheless, \ve must see that the other Broadcasting stations have adequate programmes pro-

hope by the time that this appears that the
ill have taken some
delinite step to ease the licence situation. \Ve
are convinced that he villdeal with the matter expeditiously, although his task is by no meatis an
easy one.
He has surprised the great majority of those
interested in wireless in this counti-v by his stand
against the licence fee for constructors being 20s.
The most remarkable feature of this policy is that
the Radio Society of Great Britain and other socie.
ties have all, or nearly all, agreed to the licence fee
being Li.
Apparently, the Postmaster-General.
believes that a licence fee of Li would not quell
the present unrest. ThiS is 110 doubt quite true,
as there are many who would consider that a Li
licence fee vas much toq high for the man who
simply used a crystal receiver.
\Ve only hope that tlie revenue to be derived
from a los. licence fee will satisfy the Broadcasting
It ¡s to the interests of all that this
Compan
cmpanv should be supported. and destructive
criticism ¡s calculateçi only to cause unnecessary
friction and un-pleasantness .....
WE

Postmaster-General

-

The tests which have been carried out
recently in the direction of sending items by land
line to provincial Broadcasting stations seem to provide a solution of the problem.
\7e do not consider that a Central- Studiò cornmunicating with all the Broadcasting stations and
giving only one programme vould satisfy the needs
of suc.h.diverse tastes as those of Scotland ahd
\Vales.
However, it would be a great advantage ¡f, oñ
special occasions, the -best items on the London
programme could be sent to all the stations simutaneously. and radiated from them.
\Ve cannot help butvonder how many listeners-ill
actually choose their programmes from the different
Broadcasting stations. I do not suppose that more
than one in evei-y thousand listeners-in is able to
select a distant Broadcasting station and to listen
to it without interference from one dr other of the
remaining stations.
We cannot help but think that a listener-in should
be in a position to listen to vliicheyer station he
desires, and to enable this to be done, ve think that
the power of the Broadcasting stations- would have
to be increased by at least 50 per cent., -if not more.
Moreover, the difference in kilocycles between the
frequencies of the different stations is not at present
sufficient to enable one to tune out the individual
stations ith the ease which one would desire.
\Ve are communicating with the B.B.C. tó see if
there are ans' technical, political, or avelength considerations which make it impossible to facilitate
the reception at will of the -signals from different
Broadcasting stations.
vided.

.

-

Possibilities óf Sut-Station Working
There are seve(al parts of tie cauntrv which are
practically blind spots as regards wireless reception. Several of these exist in \Vales.
There ai-e two ways in vlich sub-stations might
be- vorked
either sub-stations of sniall power might
be connected to the main Broadcasting station by
means of a ldnd line, or else they might be operated
by wireless. The Tatter. idea has, in fact, been suggested in America for the benefit of outlying country
districts, and while it does not appeal to us so
effective a method as the use of a land line, it is
possible that good results might be ubtained.
A difticulty, of course, would be in connection
with the prevention of the outgoing signars interr
fering with the incoming, currents. Some sort of
duplex circuit might, however, e employed, but the
disadvantage of the wireless niethod would be that
interference and atmospherics would become more
prominent, as not only vould there be the noimal
interference and atmospherics, but also that radiated
by the sub-station.
ihere is great technical interest in the experiments
hich are being carried out by Mr. P. P. Eckerslev,
Chief Ehgineer. of the Broadcasting Company, at
Sheffield, and we are looking forward t& having
some-technical details of any results obtained.

-

-
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-.

O

.

-

-

New Amateur Wavelength
Readers of the " Nes of the Week " feature

in

this journal will see that the General Post Office
have offered to reserve 720 metres for experimental
transmission work. This is very good news, and the
new wavelength should enable transmitters to proceed with experimental work.
-

-
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THE TRANSATLANTIC TESTS.
FRANCE

t

IN
I

S

S

I

By Dr. PiERRE CORRET.
-

-

A very interesting and full account of the results obtained in France and

Szer.

distance of at least 1,920 kilometres oveí i.ad.
Almost 450 stations filled the required conditiOnS. 324 of these were given a code word
for transmission, the others and those who
had not been ablç to cover minimum distance
of 1,920 kilometres over land vere allowed
also to participate in the trial, but without any
transmission code word. The receptions were
made principally in Great Britain and in
France. British amateurs allied themselves
with Dutch amateurs, and the French allied
themselves with the Swiss. Although no
American stations liad been heard with cer-

third series of Transatlantic tests
in the United States by the
organised
TITE
American Radio Relay League, and in
Europe by the \Vireless Societies of France
and Great Britain, include American transmissions heard in Europe from the 12th to the
21st December and the European transmissions heard in America from the 22nd to the
31st December. These transmissions were
made at night from o till 6 hours Greenwich
time, that is, from midnight until 6 a.m., on
wavelengths of 200 metres and with a maxi
mum power of ¡ kilowatt.

I

r

II

I

-

,-

:'

-..

V

I

The author, with a portable crystal receiver used by hUn during the war.'

tainty in EurOpe before the first series of
Transatlantic tests iñ February, 1921, and
although only 30 had been heard at the time
of the second trial in Decemberof the same
year, the total number of the different
American amateur stations received with or
without the codé word .by 26 Frencjì amateurs
and two Swiss amateurs during the course of
the third series of trials was
246.

American Transmissions
The first preliminary trial took place from
the 26th of October till the 4th November,
with a view to making a selection from the
best American amateur stations. To these
wére given a definite code word not known to
the stations who were to receive the transinitters. The trial consisted of covering a
'33

-
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Very much bettér results were obtained in
Great Britain by a much greater nûmber of
amateurs. These, however, have been used
for a much greater length of time than the
French amateurs to the reception of very short
waves. A special committee vas formed from
the Rádio Society of Great Britain to assist
these amateurs. Enormous scientific interest
attaches to these results when one considers
that a great majority of American stations
vere using considerably less power than the
maximum permissible, i kilowatt, and also
when one bears in thind that their reception
was often effected- in Europe with a single
valve on a' very small aerial: [Note that 2the
only one station which we know ourselves to
have fulfilled certain conditions of -operations,
and which was. heard in Switzerland, employed in parallel four 5-watt tubes having the
fol lowing characteristics : -Filament, current,
2.35 amps. at 7.5 volts; plate current,
milliamperes at 350 volts.
In the test,
4
however, the high tension employed was 750

was chosen when it would.be night not only
in America, but in Europe. Even under
these conditions great irregularities were
alays noticedin the intensity Of reception
even from the same station, the reception
sometimes varying ery quickly between excellent and unreadable, to come bck again
to the normal' state a few moments afterwards.
These rapid variations, which manifest thémselves equally over lOng or short distan.c,
are ell known to American amateurs, who
have given them the name of ' fading," and
for which they adopt the telegraphic abbreiation Q.S.S. They have mae, on their.
part, a series of methodic trials in collaboration with the United States Bureau of
Standards. The results obtained from these
trials seem to indicate, without doubt, that the
cause of the rapid variation, of, intensity of
short-wave reception is due to absorption by
the atmosphere. Another curious fact in connection with these Transatlantic transmissions
has been the results obtained from stations
disposed along the Atlantic Coast of the
United States or its immediate neighbourhood.: These stations furnished resectively
6o, 50, 5, 30 and 20% of the statioiis heard,
w hilst the districts in the centre of Anierica
and on the Pacific Coast only formed about
from 4.5 to 5%. These latter stations were, it
is true, at a greater distance from Europe than
tìose onthe Atlantic Coast, but this factor
alone does not seem to explain the inferiority
in ,the quality of their signals. There' is,
therefore, no doubt that a considerable ahiount
of absorption is due to the passing of the
waves over a large area of ground. The first
Transatlantic transmission made by Marconi
nearly 20 years ago with a power and a wavelength which seem to us nowadays only
moderately great, introduced the question of
the propagation of I-Iertzian waves round the
globe. This problem has not yet been satisfactorily solved and different hypotheses have
been put forward by various leading radio.
telegraph engineers. Possibly these latter

volts.J
These trials were iììade, it is true, under
the best possible conditions as regards time
of day and period of year. It is easily seen
that, under certain conditions and independent
of certa in óbstacles to their propagation which
ìre still open to investigation, these waves of
shott length have show n a remarkable aptitude, which one- might almost call intrinsic,
fôr reaching over great distances with very
Taking for instance the
small power.
American station 8A.Q .0., notably, received
by a large number of European amateurs,
has been described by many as " excellent
with one valve,'' and '' heard with the head
'phones on the table" by a number of persons with a super-heterodyne; also " readable
distinctly at ¡o meres distance." This shows
.

-

ho* regularly communications could be quite
easily sent us across the Atlantic.
Another interesting fact noted wàs that of
the extraordinarily easy reception of these very
short waves on large aerials, and not only in
the case of special arrangements, such as the
Beverage antenna, or with such a special
tuner, for instance, as the Reinartz; but
equally well with aerials of ordinary standard
type. These Transatlantic tests have alsQ confirmed the difficulties which seem to be. associated with the regular employment of very

-

-.

-

-

have been able to make observations on the
Transatlantic transmissions by amatéurs of
very short waves which allow them to confirm
or otherwise one or the other of their original

theories. Let us now eamine with whattype
of receiver the best results have been obtained.
To be candid, each particular result depends
not only on the excellenèe of the apparattis
used, but also on a number of other actors,
stich as the ability of -the operators to make
use of it; their good, or otherwise, knòwhedge
of the Morse code; their numbers and their

short waves to traverse great distances
chiefly on account of the obstacles which they
meet with during their propagation. There
was no intention of effecting these tests
during the day; on the contrary, an hour
B2
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ability to listen for continual periods without
French Transmissions
fatigue ;,the qualityoftheiraerial-whetherTwent-tliree French stàionS èIë
it was more or iess screened or more or .iess.. tered to
Iarticipate. Oñe ddzenonly'actully
open; anda variety, of other factors.
ansrnittéd'and,of those, dndnly ws heard
'in Ame?ica. Mang ofthe' French tatiÔn
Niirnber of
ihich trañsh-iittèd did ò ir a rery irregülar
rotal
No.
of
stations emmánner
on account of many différent difficulstations
reMethod of reception.
ploying this cei'ed
by
ties encóúñtered. The grèàt part of these
met,o °
thése groups.
stations iere only authorised to ti-ánsmit with
reception.
a maximum power of wo
atts. Certain
Super Heterodyne.
558
amateurs wèie allowed to increase their po«er
r Tuned anode HF. stage.
i53
to ¡ kilowatt, but, ow ing tothe short ñotice át
No H.F. amplification.
8
iOZ
HF. amplification by airwhich this authiörit)F was granted; they were
core transformers.
59
4
ñot able to experiment with their circuits to a
Multi-stage HF. ampli_.._
sufficient extent to jistify the use of the full
reactance cóiipling.
power. Again, although most amateurs re3
9
framed from transmitting during the period of
he test, ther was a considerable athot of
A brief classification of the different types
interference from this source, éspecially iii'
of apparatus and the degree of amplification
France. The only Frénch station which was
used gives thè fofegoi ñg rèsidt; Th best
'liard inÄiiirii
s öne hiclihd- been
r e s u lt s during
authorised befofë
these tésts vere
the peripd of
given b reeivers
tst to uè a power
using The suerof i kilowatt. The
heterodyne circuit
ppa ratus emj%
of Mr. E.H. Armphoved
¿dnssted
strong \Ve have
of four 250 watt
not mentioned the
'tubes working in
number 6f stâges
'
árahlel with thé
of low fiequencv
ordinary arrangeamplifications used
ment of a grid coil
\"
different ¿ases
oupted to a plate
The reception from
coil in the 'ierialJ'
\\
a great distance of
earth circuit. Altervery short wavenating' current of
lengths is to a
severaL thousand'
great extent devolß vs' diectly
pendent on high
applìd to the plate,'
frequency amplifi«ith a frequency of
i'n
aerials al 8AB (Nice).
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very large number of' French' 'aniateur hase
entirely suppressed the use of low frequency
amplilìcilthn in order to aoid th parasitic
noises whih often accompany it. In all cases,
a reaction coil directly'coiipled lo the aerial
circuit was mtde use of. Four stations used
the Reinartz tuner, tw6 of them utilising at
the same time high frequency' stages, the
other two '.ithout high frequency amplicar
tion. Séveral amateur statiòns 'in France
only used one valve, one of these stations
having also recei\ed short-wave telephony
from the American Broadcasting Station,
Newark, Nev Jersey. This lìtter station was
also received by nùmerou other amateurs in
France with the apparatus which they used
for the Transatlantic test.

t-r-d
i-'

second. Uiid'er these conditions a maximum
aerial radiation of 4.8 arnpereswas obtained
with a wavelength
inetres,and this ii
an aerial whose constants had not beén
¿xactly frìasured, owing to lack of time. The
aerial ¿ònsisted of eight vire 6oft: lohg
arranged in the form of an inverted umbrella;
metres a' mast'
with a maxthiuni height f
r
of io mef res Supon the top òf the house 25
metres high). The wire used in the construction of this aerial consisted of eight strands
of enamel copper of 22 s.w:g The naturâl ',;1
wavelength of this aerial was in:5the neiklìil
bourhood of 200 metres, which was br&ight
ëries condenser.
down to 195 nietres by
The earth circuits consisted of a cóñnection
to the water-supply pipe,the as-ipéôf the
t
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central heating, also to-a lightning conductor
and to 20 metres of wire buried ùnderneath the
aeriaL The wholé of this as joined together.
by a copper wire 3 centirnetre in diameter..
A counterpoise earth consisting' of t.veh;e:
wires arranged underneath the aerial wasintroduced in the middle of the test with the
intention of trying the cou'nterpoise àriané-.
ment, hut the local conditioiis did not seem
fàvourábk to its Puse and fo'r this reason it.
vasal)andoned. Thé transmissions frohi .thi'
station vere madé
in such a manner
as to ensure almost
dom'pletê . sifccess.
Very slow operation and,' at thé
same time,.frequeni
repetition of the
code word, in additjon to operating
during the whòle
t h e
hours
o f

allotted
to
the
French
stations,
was found to draw
attention to 8 A.B
from the American
amateurs. The reception
of
the
Station in America
-

was

-

'

re n

cl

'

He also -received- 8A..B.- with. one detector
valve- aìid twO stages-of low freouencv amoUfications... From 'treat Britain two statin:
altogether. were heard, oìè. belongiîtg io the
Radio Society of Great:Britairi in London.
nd the other in i\Ianchester. Possibly there
yá'sñlso a third statiön, he identity of which
ha not been verified a the moment.' By
way of termination of this account the French'
Committee, of the, Society T..S.F. .wishes_tc'
express: its çongratulations -to amateurs who
.
received the Ameri
can transmissions
H añd who were able
to'make themselves
heard in America.
These interesting,
1
ékperience teñd to
make a strong bond
j
j
.
of fellowship he-.
tween members of.
9
the- Freñch Radio
'.
'
Societies and their
'.-"
British confrères,,
and have shown for,
--- -the first time the.
possibility
o f
)
bridging great distances with very.
little power and on.
a
comparatively
¿il.B
The 1ransrni11in apj ,rct,is employed
short wavelength.
-
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rather difficult on
account of the interrupted nature of the waves
\vhich the alternati ng current at 25 periods
produced. It vas, howeer, received on the
23rd and 25th of December by an American
amateur using one detector valve and one low
frequency stage; on the 3cth l)ecember with
great regularity, and signals readable for a
period greater than an hour by another
American- amateur with one single-valve, de-.
tectorand two low frequency stages of amplifcation. On the 26th and the 28th .Decembt'r
this station was also received by the tele-.
graphistonthe French steamer "Janis,' who
ivìs 'it the moment just off the American coast
__..__._s...e..__%ea..1i_..._f..%._

They

have

attracted great attention from wirelesS
scientists, and shown what a valuable contribution the modest experience of experimenters
can make to the science of wireless telegraphy.In view of the very encouraging results obtamed from these trials, the. Committee of.
the Radio $ociety, T.S.F... propose to
'Organise,- .if :possible; tests of not only telegraphy .'lut .telephon y-on waehèngths of 200.
metres and under. These will he announced.
in due course by -theFrench radio telegraph..
reviews, but amateurs would do well to pre-.
pare their apparatus in the meantime for anv
further tests
'

-
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ThE

ST100 CIRCUIT
:

:
.

.,

.

:

.
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.

In response, to many enquiries regarding this new 2-valve circuit, we,
desire to inform our readérs that No. 5 of" Modern Wireless" will contain
full details of the apparatus with which such remarkable results are obtainable.
u.,

'u.
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Fh

Crîstal

Receiver

circuit:.'

1
/

:

c)

i
,

APPARATUS REQUIRED,
A variable Condenser having
C1
a capaCity of not less than

F (microfarad). A
preferable value is 0.001 teE.
variable Inductance having
several tappings taken from
it, a selector switch being
-...-___ provided.
.C: A fixed telephone condenser
:::
of about 0.002 teF Capacity.
T : High resistance telephone recelvers.
Crystal detector.
D
U
GENERAL REMARKS.
In circuit No. 3 the tuning condenser
C is connected in parallel with the
used portion of the aerial inductI
ance L. The condenser C1 i for the
purpose of fine tuning, rough tuning
being accomplished by means of the
selector switch and tapped Inductance.
CIi'cUit No. 2 with the condenser C1
in series (illustrated last week) is
especially suitable tor receiving the
shorter wavelengths.
The present arrangement Is more
suitable for receiving wavelengths

0.0005

U

L

it

:

A

which gives the best results. The
procedure for tuning is to place the
switch on the first stud
nearest the aerial end of the coil and
to adjust the variable Condenser Ct
from zero to its maximum. . If signals
are not heard try stud 2 and repeat
the operation. If nothing is heard try
all the various studs until the desired
signal is obtained, and then carefully
adjust on the Condenser. Sometimes
the signals will be heard on two or
three different studs with different
values of the condenser. If so, select
the stud which gives the loudest

above 600 metres, such as Paris time
signals (2,600 metres).
VALUES OF DIFFERENT' COM-

selctor

The tuning condenser C1 should
have a value of about 0.001 teF, but a
capacity of 0.0005 teF may be used If
sufficient tappings are provided. The
Crystal detector may be of any of the
eu-known types. The telephone
receivers should be of high resistance
(not less than 1,000 ohms) and the
telephone condenser C2 may have a
value of 0.002 MF. Particulars of a
suitable condenser were given in the

results..

PONENTS..

-

description of Circuit No. I.
The inductance L may consist of a
cardboard tube 3)tn. diameter wound
with No. 26 gauge double cotton
covered wire for a distance or Sin.,
twelve tappings being taken. This
should give a wavelength range or
about 200 metres to 3,000 metres
when C1 is in parallel. For the reception of broadcasting, a 3Iln. cardboard tube wound for 3m, with six
tappings will be satisfactory,
NOTES ON OPERATION.
Both circuits should be tried when
receiving shorter wavelengths to see

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS.
Sometimes the last stud Is connected
to the, selector switch. This sometimes results in louder signals. By
tills method a portion of the inductance is short-circuited. This portion,
of course, is the unused portion.
The telephone condenser can, in
most casks, be omitted without any
disadvantage.
'
RESULTS OBTAINABLE.
The results obtainable with Circuits
2 and 3 compare with those obtained
with Circuit No. i and similar ranOes
may be covered.

AERIAL

i,

UI.

i
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FORWIRELESS
RECEPTION

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

F.Insl.P., Member I.R.E.

The following article deals with a method of receii ¡ng signals
This is the first article which has
been written dealing with this particular development which however dales back several years no
ublicalion having been made for commercial reaso. ,Probably the chief intfrest of the patent at
this date is that il is an anticipation of the super-regenerative circuit.
-:

Application as a Trigger Relay
One of the most useful applications of the
principle is a trigger relay device which will
operate a mechanical relay, such as a Post
Office relay, even though the incoming signal

E work done in con nect ion with t lie
follo ing device was undertaken during
the early part of 1920, but, as is often
the case where commercial organisations
have interests in inventions, it lìas nöt been
convenient to publish details hitherto.
In the present case, the device about to be
described is one application of a general
principle which is covered by tlìe writer's
British Patent 170,377. This same principle
is employed i n the Super-regenerative ci rcu it.
The broad scope of the invention may be
gauged by the rst few claims of this patent,
TI-I

which read as

maY be exceedingly small.

The accompanying diagram shows one-form
of the relay device which has been found to
give very good results.
It will be seen that, in this form of the invention, two valves are used although, of
course, a single-valve arrangement would be
covered by the claims of the natent.
The valve V2 is operated o that there is a

follows

reaction effect between the anode coil L2 and
the oscilJatory circuit L1C, w hich is included
in the grid circuit, of the salve V2. in this
grid circuit we. have, in addii ion to t he oscillatory Circuit L1C, a battery 114 of about 7 volts
so coniected that the grid G2 is gi\en a negaIke p9tentiaL 'The bóttóm end of the grid
circuit is connected to a slid& S1 which moves
along the potentiometer resistance R coniiected across the filament accumulator B1.
The lop end of the inductance i is connected to the anode A- of a valve V1, which
valve is therefore shunted across the oscillatory circuit L1C and acts as a means of regulating the damping of the oscillatory circuit
LC. In the anode circuit of the salve V2
we have not only the reaclion coil L2 but
also the relay D, this relay, for example,
beiiig of the Post Office B pattern. A moving
tongue T makes contact with the marking
stud F thereby closing the local circuit which
includes the battery B2 and the indicator B,
which might be a buzzer, tape machine,
or any other device. Under normal conditions, when no signals are being received, the tongue T, of course, rests on
the spacing stop. It will be noticed that
two input terminals I, N, are provided,
the terminal I being connected to the grid
G1 of the valve V1 and the terminal N being

i. In apparatus particularly for use in wireless
signalling system comprising, a alve or electron
discharge device having input or output sides which
are connected in sorne manner so that there is a
transference of energy or potentials from, the output
side to the input sidé, such transference being normally of sùch sense or magnitude that the condition
is stable, the method of arying. the extent of the
transference during such stablecondition which consists in varying by electrical as :distinguished from

.

mechanical means the daniing br impèdance of a
circuit associated with the valve.
2. Apparatus as in Claim i in which the conductivilv of a conductor associated with the salve is
varied electrically.
as in Claims i or 2 in which a a1ve
. Apparatus
is used to vary the damping or impedance.
Wireless receiving apparatus comprising a
.
valve adjusted to a stage preceding self-oscillation
and means for varying the tendency of the vahe to
oscillate comprising a valve which affects the damping of an oscillatory circuit associated
ith the first
valve.
Apparatus according to Claims 2 or 3 in which
.
the second valve is connected in shunt across one
df the first valve circuits such as an inductance coil.
6. Apparatus as in any of the preceding Claims
wherein the transference is varied by the application
of an external impulse, current or potential.
7. Apparatus according to the previous Claims in
which by the application of a signal, the transference
of energy is increased sufficiently in such a direction
as to produce self-oscillation of the first valve.
8. Apparatus as in any of the preceding Claims in
which one or both valves are of the three-electrode
type.

-

-

-
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connected to the slider S of the potentiometer
R connected äcross th filarneht accumulator.
Two sparate potentiometers might be employed, but if a single potentiometer with
two sliders is provided, separate potentiometers are not necessary.
The object of the slider S2 is to enable a
varying positive potential to be applied to the
grid G1 of the valve V1, while the slidr
S1 serves t6vary thegrid potential from about
-1.5 volts and -7.5 volts.

,-

i

two separate grid potentials, to make the
whol' device a very snsitive relay.
1f we assume that the correct adjustments
have been made and an incoming signal
makes the grid G1 not necessarily negative,
but less positi\e than normally, the damping
effect exercised by the valve V1 is decréased,
the damping of the circuit L1C is decreased
and the valve V2 is set info sélf-oscillation.
'When the valve V2 oscillates, there is in
iinmediate heavy flow of grid current which.

r.

'1

'c..

....

r

«s

-ililitmi.
___1

.-''J

t

-

L
f

Circuit diajrarn of the new relay device

Theory of Opertin
The circuit described above may be, used
for recording wireless signals and fo many
other purposes.
Let us assume for the moment that the
reaction between L2 and L1 has been adjusted
to. a critical value just preceding the selfu6scillation stage. The val'e, V1 acts,as a
damping device, the effect of which may he
controlled by the grid G1 The tendency for
the valve V2 to oscillate will depend very
Iagely upon the potential of the grid G1,
which controls the conductivity of the. valve
\T If the grid G were normally positive so
that the valve V1 would act as a substantial
absorbing element if the valve V2 were to
oscillate, this latter tendency would only
cause self-oscillation if the grid G1 were given
a relatively negative potential.
It is possible, by carefully adjusting the

:

may aiiount to s much as 0.5 milliampere.
At the sanie time there is a sudden jump in
the anode current, and this sudden increase
may be utilised to operate the relay D in the
local circuit.
lt will be obvious from these remarks that
the relay might be included either in the
anode circuit of the valve V2 or in the grid
circuit: If includéd in the grid circuit, the
arrangement is considèrab!y simplified, as it
is not necessary to balance out the effect of the
steady normal anode current. If the relay is
connected in the grid circuit there is normally
no grid current at all, and this, in many cases,
simplifies the precautions which have to be
taken.
The whole device is self-restoring, provided
the incoming signals are not too weak. Under
these conditions no external quenching device
is necessary.

-

-
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HOW' TO RECEIVE THE AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
J. H.

By

D. RIDLEY.

doubtless be rememberel as the.firsl British amatur'
music transmitted from WJZ, She Newark (U.S.A.) staiion.

Mr'Ridley will
lo receive

To

lay down hard and fast
rules for the successful reception of such low powered, long
distance telephony transmissions as
the American Broadcast would be

undertaking
which there

responsibility

a

-

for

is no feasible excuse.

One has to take into consideration the atmospheric conditions,
both local and over the Atlantic,
location and efficiency of the
receiving station, and last, but by
no means least, the ability of the
operator to get the best out of
his set. -.
At the sañie time there is every

possibility, given a certain amount
of good luck, of the average experi-

From personal experience I prefer
Iurndept short wave coils for all
purposes,. i.e., Primary, Secondary,
Reaction and Anode coils. These
coils are.single layered, and being
tafed are almost impervious to any
change in atmospheric conditions,
which in- itself is a big consideration.
With regard to the arrangement
of thé receiving set, preferably this
should Consist, of tvò high frequency, detector, and one low frequency salves. Reports have been
given of one valve reception. Although I have done this myself,
one cannot sit down at 3 a.m. with
great hopes of hearing VJZ on
-

,capacity of thé V.. 24 makes it
ideal for high frequency work,
and it should be
.ised whenever possible.
Referring to. the diagram, the
potentiometer " P," is absolutely
necessary - to control " sell-osciHa-'
tion " which often occurs when
using the reactance-capacity method
of coupling.
In coñcluslon it ma be stated
that thé writer has received iour
different U.S. Broadcast stations
and during the Transatlantic tests
no feer than fifty-two amateurs,
whilst the best reception was made
when it was raining in torrents.
The minimum number of valves re-P

.

-

&/RMDEPT
SM'J.Y[

WA Vt CQL

NP.!.

8LrnNOEPT
5mÑrWAVtC',L

±Ii -

DITTO tiPS

Circuit diagrams of the apparatus used.

menter experiencing the fascination
of listening to a 3,000-miles-away
radio concert.
It is with this point in view that
I am going to give one or two
hints which may prove useful to
would-be listeners to the American
Broadcast.
The aerial, needless to say,
should be as high and open as possible, and all connections well
A waterpipe earth can
hardly be excelled.
The tuning apparatus may consist of the usual type of triple circuit (Primary, Secondary, Reaction), and should at all costs be free
ernier
from " Hand " effect
condenser is almost a necessity.
soldered.

.A

such apparatus.. The high frequency valves should be " reactance-capacity " coupled, this being,
in my opinion, the best method of
high frequency coupling. High resistance 'phones should be used,
there being a certain amount of loss
even with the best of telephone
transformers. The use of high resistance 'phones may make the difference between hearing and understanding, and hearing only, the
telephony of a distant station.
¡f it is possible for the reader to
discriminate between the choice of
valves, a Marconi Q.X. for rectifier
and V. 24's for other purposes
should be used in preference to the
" R." type of valve. The low self-

commended is three, one 11F., Detector, and one L.F., failing this,
Detector and two L.F. Quite good
work can be done with these combinations and reasonably good results eçpected. To those who wish
to receive WJZ it may be helpfpl
to state that the carrier wave of
this station has a distinct ripple.
This may be likened to an eighty
cycle A..C. note, smoothed out until
only just a faint ripple is audible.
This note proves very useful when
separating the " carrier " from
waves radiated by experimenters
who are allowing their valves to
oscillate continuously instead of
during the preliminary searching
period only.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL

V

FIVE-VÄLVE.

V

AMPLIFIER
By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS, Associate Editor of
A

Wireless Weekly."

constructional article of considerable interest lo those whose means are limited, yet who require
a sensitive and flexible receiver.
(Continued irom No.

clips for the V24 vahes can be
either purchased or made; it is very
simple to bend springy brass or
phosphor-bronze strip to the required shape,
and a small hole (about hin.) should he
drilled in each clip for the metal cap
One clip
of the valve to project into.
of each set of foùr shoUld preferably be
rigid, and this cati conveniefitly be the lower
filament one. The grid clips will have to
have a slightly larger hole in the panel
beneath them than the others, as a valve
socket is attached to them (Fig. ï) and holds

2.

page

82..

fier are connected to the high-frequency

Tl-lE

.

cfi-

cuit, and where the high-tension link also is
so attached, tlìiee straps of brass or copper
should be made. These should be lin, long
with a -3iïi. centre hole, as in Fig. 7B. They
may be lacquered at all poiIts except the
extreme ends, if a good appearance is desired,
ötherwise they' will soon become dull. The
arrangement of the grid selector and potential plugs will be evident from an- examinain conjunction with Fig. 6,
tion of Fig.
and no difficulties should be encountered in
attaching these. Small ebonite knObs of
ï

g
Fig. 8.-Photographs of different inter-valve

them in place. This is for the grid selector
plug, so that one or two high-frequeñcy
valves will be in use as required. The grid
leak switch may now be firmly attached to
the panel, and the contact finger of this must
bave a heavy and.firm pressureon the studs.
Any looseness of. contact here will produce
terrible noises in the telephones and absolutely prevent any reception being carried
out. The position of the clips for the various
condensers will be noticed, and this pattern
of fitting will prove very handy for experimental purposes. For connecting the points
where the detector and low-frequency ampli-

HF.

couplings.

he nature indicated are readily obtainable
at accessory dealers for a modesi sum, and
add considerably to the appearance. The
wiring up may now be proceeded with in
accordance with Fig. 6, and all points of
attachment should be soldered.
The various components may be attachéd
by means of 4BA x in. cheese-head brass
screws, and the heads of these may be
lacquered if desired; the very soofi becOme
black and discoloured if left in their.,natural
state, no matter how bright and shiny, they
may look when purchased. If Radio Instrument transformers are used, and suppörted
-
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as indicated iñ Fig. 2, it will be found that
there is just sufficientclearance for the panel
to fit into thecase. This will be apparent
from Fig. i, and in consequence the small
wooden blocks may be affixed in a suitable
position on the inside of the case. From
this sanie illustration, the position of the variable condenser will be noticed, and the connections fróm this are made by flexible
rubber-covered wires in accordance with' Fig
6. A condenser of ooiuF is connected across
the primary winding of the low-frequency
transformer, following the detector valve, and
.if this condenser is of t,he clip type it will
be found that it can just be gripped-under
'the top terminal nuts of a R.I. transformer;
this will simplify the construction to a certain extent, as there is not too much room on
the back of the panel.
When the amplifier lias been carefully
wired up, attention may be given to Fig. 8,
which illust.rates several different arrange-

¿th:
Next

,/ve

H

H

7,ned
-

A,ode.

2a

.however, very selective, and no difficulty is

experienced in eliminating unyanted signals
with this arrangement.
Particulars of the air-core transformer are
length 3in.; diameter, 2ifl.;,fluflTher of slots,
8; dimensions of slots, %in. wide, in deep.
Winding,400turns number 4oS.W.G., S.S.C.
vire in each slot. Primary and secondary
vound -in alternate slots. The connections
of. these various intervalve H.F. couplings
are given in Fig. 9, and should be quite clear.
No mention is made of any tuner to accompany this implifier, as experimenters gener-.
ally have pet systems of their own.; hut to
give a certain idea of hie efficiency of the
receiver,, when using the stándard three-coil.
experimental tuner with ,a single wire aerial
8oft. long, the following stajions- were extraordinarily well reçeied in Scotland on four
valves-many without reaction of. any

kind:-

:

.-

Loiidóñ2LOEancliester,
2ZY; Writtle, 2MT; Neçstle, 5N0; Bir2ardiff, 5WA-,

Jqoc.

003,,fl

Trops/ormer
.

-

Fig. 9-Showing connections of inter-valve
H.F. couplings.

coil B are given: length, 3m.; diameter,
sin. ;winding, 70 turns 28 D.S.C. copper wire,
lapped at 40, 50, 6o, 70 turns. This is suitable for all British wavelengths under 400
- metres, and will amplify up to 425 metres
without much loss in signal strength. It is,

-

ments for inter-valve II.F. coupling.
is
an air-core high-frequency transformer with
tapped primary and secondary, the construction of which was not so difficult as it may
look; B is a small anode reactance coil wound
for' use on wavelengths of from 150/400
metres in conjunction with the ariable condenser; C is a plug-in unit to extend the
anode reactance inductance to any. required
range; and D is a resistance-capacity coupling
very suitable for. the higher wavelehgths
right up to Bordeaux (LY. 23,450 metres).
Any of these intervalve couplings may be
selected for experimental purposes,, as the
valveholders in the top panel of the amplifier are for this purpose.
As considerable attention is now focused
upon British and American broadcast wavelengths, -particulars of the anode reactance

ñ1inghan, 51T; Nederlandiche Radio Institute, PCGG; Tours, YGI Société Radioéléctrique Français; Eiffel Tower (Paris),
FL; Konigsw usterhauseii, LP; Croydon,
Amsterdam, and Rotterdam; .. and Newrk,

-

\\rJ Z.

Several amateu r stations, especially 2O
and MG, have.- also' given satisfaction;
and such is the sensitivity of the- amplifier
that PCGG can be-clearly heard, and every
word copied in the centre of 'Scotland, using
low-frequency, valves
à rectifier and
alone.
This circuit lias been so successful that the
'experimenter who con templates constructing
it is urged to pay great attention in every
way to its erection, his lasting satisfaction
being ample compensation for any time spent
iñ elah9rating little details. The operation
of the amplifier will be evident from a perusal
öf Figé. i and 6, and there are several technical points which the seeker after knowledge
will appreciate in the design of this instr,u
ment.
I

to

-

-
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A CÓMPLETE COURSÉ

&Áswers

ON THERMIOÑIC

VALVES

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member I.R.E. Author of
Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," ' Elementary'
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," " Wireless. Valves Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.

III

PART
(Continued from'No.

Explain Why Two-Elect'rbde' VaIns Act as Unilateral Conductors?
,
A two-electrode valve acts as a conductdr
because electrons pass between the two electrodes
in the vacuum.
If two metal plates vere inserted in a bulb containing air at ordinary
atnfospheric pressure, it voukl be possible to pass
a current between the two plates in either
direction, provided very high voltages \vere
applied to the plates. If we began pumping the
air out of flic bulb, tve would tnd that, up to a
certain point, the current would flow through the

-

-.

page

77.)

Ç
9ULß.(

.,..

ACCVMJMTOR.
-..
electrens.
plate
attracting
Fie. 1O.-Posaively-chargea
..

2,

-

bulb t'er redilv, evñ at ¶otv voltages. 1f tve
went on pumping the air out of the bulb until
tve had almost a perfect vacuum, we would find
that no current whatever would pass through the
space between the two plates however high the
voltage of the battery. The flow of an electric
current between two electrodes involves the passage of electrons and, in the case of a high
vacuum containing two metal plates only, there
is no source of supply of electrons. If we substitute an incandescent wire for one of the plates,
the \vire or filament will provide the electrons,

..

-

-.
MILL/A

ACCUMLJLATOP.

ME rq

..

Fig. 11.-Negatively-charged ploie repelling electrons.

but these can only flow front the filament to th
plate.
Electrons cannot flow from the plate
to the filament,. as the plate, being cold, does
not emit any eléctrons.
A simple experimént to show that a twoelectrode valve will only conduct electricity in
one direction is illustrated in Figs. io and ii.
In Fig. io it will l)e seen. that a cylindrical anode
A surrounds a filament F heated to incandescence by current froni the six-volt accumulator
Bi. Across the anode A and one side of the
accumulator is connected a battery 132 of, say,
20 volts. A milliammeter M is also included in
tue anode circuit for the purpose of measuring
any anode current which, if it exists, vill have a
valueof about i or 2 milliamperes (i milliampere,
or "milliamp," being iii,000th part of an
ampere). As the anode A now has a voltage of
+20 volts with respect to the filament, the
electrons shot off from the filament, jnstead of
all rèturning to the filament or going to tl'ie gla'ss
of the bulb, will now in a large measure go to the
anode. All the electrons shot off from the filament will not goto the anode; some will çemain
néar the filaniéntand ththl rehirn ti) it.
The reason for this is thàt it is only with the
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greatest reluctance that the electrons are forced
out from the filament, and they are not all
.eñiittedwith the same velocity. Some leave the
filament sloily, others at a great speed.
The
t-.. speedier ones .travel further away from the fha-

ment and are, therefore more readily collected
by the anode. Those .v'iiclì leave 'the filament
- slowly,
ti'avel only a very short distance and
return to the filament-before the anode has had
n opportunity of drawing them away.
Just
imagine an ordinary mgnet lying on a smooth
table with a dozen small nails lying a couple of
inches away from it. 1f some of the nails are
pushed forward a distance ot half an inch,
nothing special will happen they vill not be
attracted to the magnet. 1f, however, some
of the other nails are pushed forward a distânce
of one inch, they vill come into the field of the
magnet which vil1 immediately attract them to
itself.
It is not possible here' to go into the full
.

.
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.
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.
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Fig. 13.-Woier analogy corresponding to Fig. 11

-

A basin B contains.vter:
Into this water
dips the end of a funnel F which is fitted at the
top with a rose somewhat similar to that of a
watering can. In the middle of the tube leading to the rosé is a propeller Bi which revplves
and sucks up water, which is then projectdd
through the hóles in the rose. Another funnel;'
inverted, is shOwn at .\, a pipe G being connected to it. In the middle ot this pipe is .apropeller B2, the. continuation. f the pipe G
entering the bowl B but not touching the surface
of the 'ater there. The propeller B2 is rotated
in such a direction as to cause a draft of air
in the direction of the arrow-heads. If the propeller Bi, which represents the accul)iu!ator in
an ordinary valve circuit, vere tiot revolving
no water would be projected through tJie holes
in the rose F, which corresponds to the filament
of the valve.
The result would be that even
though the propeller B2 might be causing a
strong air draft up into A, no vater would be
sucked up, and there would be no flow of vater
round the the circuit A G B2 13. ' If, however,

the propeller Bi projects water through,the Jioles
in the rose F, some of the vater will be sucked
up into the funnel A, and will pass round the
pipe circuit and low back again iñto ttìe bowl B
Some of the water projected from the rose F.
however,
ilI fall back iñto the bowl B. añd
this corresponds to those electrons which are
shot out from the filament, but 'return to the
filament instead of going to. the anode.
The vater analogy of Fig: I2corresponds to
the circuit of Fig. io.
'
.
In Fig. 13 we have a different condition of
affairs. Although water is still being projectel
in streams through the rose F', yet none flows
round the pipe circuit for the simple reason
that we have reversed the direction of the propeller. 132, and instead of there being a suction
into the funnel A, there is a downward air draft
from A which repels the streams of water
'coming from the funnel. There is now no flow
of vater in the pipe circuit, and we have conditions w hieb closely resemble those existng in
a valve circuit when the battery is connected
across jlate and filament in such a direction as

.

G
's

'-r

.

big. 12.-Analogy

to show effect oj a posthve caarge
on the plate.

.

R12

r

-

details of what happens in the case of electrons,
but suffice it to say that the more cautious ones,
which only leave home (the filament) a short
distance and then speedily return to it, are quite
hich go further afield
safe, but those electrons
are at once attracted by the anode and go to
form what is called the anode current which will
flow through the milliammeter M, and which is
therefore easily measured.
If we now reverse the battery B2, as shown
in-Fig. ii, the cylinder A will be negative and
instead of attracting any of the negative electrons it. vill tend to repel them back into the
filament. The greater the negative voltage of
the cylinder, the greater will be the repelling
elïect on the electrons, and there will, therefore,
he no electron current round the anode circuit.
As the cylinder is cold and no electrons can
leave it, there vill be no current flowing iii the
opposite direction and the milliamnieter M vilI
therefore indicate zei-o curreñt.
Give an Analogy of the Unilateral Conductivity
of the Two-Electrode Valve.'
Fig. 12 shows a vater analogy which gives
quite a good idea 'of what is happening ¡n 'a two.
electrode valve.

F
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It will be seen that the circuit very closely resembles an ordinary crystal detector circuit, the
only difference being that, instead of having the

to make the plate. negative. Just as the water
is repelled, so are the electrons in the valve.
This corresponds to the circuit of Fig. ii

crystal in the circuit we have a two-electrode
valve (the filament of which is heated by the
accumulator Bi). Now the currents in the aerial
Circuit are oscillating currents and change
direction very rapidly. The result is that the
cylinder is first of all positive for a fraction
of a second and then negative, and so on.
When the cylinder is positive, electrons vill be
attracted froiii the filament and will flow round
through the inductance coil L, through the telephones T and so back to the filament. When
the cylinder is made negative by the change in
direction of the current in L, no electrons at
all are attracted to the cylinder, and there is
therefore no current through the telephones T.
The result is that ve have flowing through
the telephones T small currents all in the sanie
direction, the pulses varying in strength in
accordance with the kind of signals vhich are
being received.
For example, the kind of signals obtained
when receiving broadcasting are shown in the
top line of Fig. '5.
lt will be seen that the.
currents are oscillatory currents of high frequency
but that their magnitude is continually varying
in accordance with the speech which is being
transmitted. When these currents are app'ied
to the valve, only the positive half-cycles are
allowed to pass through the valve and operate
the telephones. Thus ve get the currents shown
in the second line of Fig. i5. As a matter of
fact, the currents flowing through the telephones
are not the very high-frequency unidirectional
pulses which one might imagine, as all these

What Advantage is Taken of the Unilateral Conductivity of the Two-Electrode Valve?
The two-electrode valve has two principal
uses. One is as a detector of wireless signals

H

-

',
Fie. 14.-Circuit for use with 2-electrode valve.

-

as a means of producing high
voltage direct current. When used for the latter
purpose, high oltage alternating current is obtamed by the use of a step-up transformer and
is. then applied to a thermionic two-electrode
vahe which only allows current to flow when it
is in a certain direction. The result is that \ve
have pulses of current all in one direction, and
these pulses are stored up in a large condenser
which is then used in much the same way as a
battery would be used for supplying high voltage
direct current. By having a large condenser, it
is possible to obtain a fairly steady high voltage
current without the fluctuations whith would

and the other

-

14'AVE5

Ii

_

iiI,,ii.

RECT/ P/ED

TELEPHONE
vA'R(Nr

otherwise result.
i he twd-electrode valve as a detector is no
longei of much importance, but it is of technical
interest.
.

Fie. 15.-Graphic reprcsenial ion of he various currents
a broadcast receiver.
.

Explain How a TwoElectrode Valve may be Used
to Detect Wireless Signals.
Fig. 14 shows the type of circuit which was
commonly used for detecting wireless signals.

.

combine to form an average current which
changes its strength at a low frequeiicy. This
form of current is shown in the third line of
Fig.
.
-

(To

be

contineed.)
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Railway "Atmospherics."

the storms in Northen Africa?
do I! -

-

RAVELLING up to one of London's
southern termini a few nights ago, I was
much impressed by the pyrotechnic displays gratuitously provided by those electric
trains which use overhead collectors, shaped
like a kind of inverted " U." As the horizontal
bar of this collector swept along the cable there
was an almost continuous flashing arc, and I
fell a-wondering what the effect of these electrical fireworks must be upon reception in South
London. lt would be interesting to knovv if
wireless men whose aerials sway in the breezes
of those parts have more than théir fair share
of atmospheric crackles and fizzes. Every electric spark, of course, sets up oscillations even
the magneto of a car, or the motor of an underground train, if they are arcing a little, may
produce vvaves powerful enough to be picked up
by a sensitive set in their near neighbourhood.
Rut these soarks from the overhead wires of the
aforementioned railways cannot be classed with
these small fry, and one imagines that they must

"'

Bombay seems to have borrowed for the moment
the call letters of Ushant : Melbourne, for some
reason, is speaking in German. But his listenersin, knowing nothing of these things, are bliss..
fully happy. And then there is Robinson, who
revels in American broadcasting on every evèning of the week save those when friends take
ljm at his word and come round to sháre his
joys. Robinson did it originally òn three valves.
\\'ilkins lowered his colours by reporting success
on the like number with a frame aerial. Robinson loppedoffa valve: Wilkins shed twp.
We
are now waiting in feverish excitement for
Robinson to win, game and sett by achieving
the feat -with a crvstàl.

tances.

I

impossible

by

the

unprecedented

violence

so

-

make their presence felt for considerable dis-

Our Sure Shield.
Though we all profess to loathe atmospherics,
and expend upon them at times words more
biting evèn than- those which follow the flight
of a golf ball as it makes a bee-line for a bunker, yet we must admit that they have their
You know what I mean.
You have
uses.
pressed the Jones' and the Smiths' to come in
and hear the performances of your new set.
One evening they take you at your word, turning up in a body to see what wireless Can do.
Of course, the set misbehaves-for sorne at present unknovn reason this is one of the few Certainties of wireless. The tuning condenser that
was working to perfection a few short hours
ago develops an acute attack of touching plates.
As you move its knob the assembled Jones' and
Smiths', or at any rate such of them as are vearing head-phones, are deafened by clicks and
scrapes. And do you tell them the truth? Do
you admit that your apparatus is not in a condition of efficiency? You do not. You explain
that those terrible atmospherics are at wòrk and
(this is true), that you have not known such a
night for months. Or if the loud-speaker's usual
full-throated tones are on this occasion a mere
rasping whisper, a contingency which is sure to
arise if some other even worse does not, do you
not coniplain that reception is rendered almost

o:

The Radiananias'.
The Radiananias bids fair to eclipse the finest
feats of the Angliar and to make the hardened
Golf Romancer seem more truthful than George
\Vashington. We take such pardonable pride
in our recei ing sets that it goes hard with us
to admit that there is a single broadcasting
station that we cannot hear at will: but you
and I, reader, are of course paragons of truthfulness and would scorn to utter the radiological
inexactitude. It is that fellow Brown who does
draw the long bow a little. He is at his best
when demonstrating spark and C.\V. signals to
an audience, that finds Morse as intelligible as
Sanskrit. Then he has Bombay and Cape Town,
Melbourne and Panama on tap for their delectation and astonishment. His
Mauretania' in
mid-Atlantic " is sending " C.Q. de G.N.F.":

:

-

Quite

Y.

-

of

--

Foreign Telephony.
The orst of trying for broadcast transmissions from across the Herring Pohd is that it
entails sitting up till all hours of the morning.
There are numerous transmissions from foreign
parts to be heard at much more reasonable times,
and though the distance from which they come
is, of course, nothing like so great, they provide
excellent tests for the sensitiveness and selectivity
of the set, as velI as of one's own ability in
searching and tuning. On 900 metres there are
the air stations at St. Inglevert, Le Bourget
and Rotterdam which can be picked up at almost
any time during the hours of daylight. Amsterdam, using i,800 metres, transmits daily at
i.io p.m. On. 2,800 metres, Königswusterhausen, near Berlin, may be heard between 4
and 5.30 in the afternoon. This station is difficult to pick up in many places in the South of
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Enoland: but comes in very- strñIy" further
q
-j..-..
No'th.
The most distant fall.the available,European
stations is Rome;. which speaks éach morning
at io o'clock on a wavelength of 3,200 metres.
Searching for the last two is comparatively easy.
thanks to the Eiffel Toer, whQse enormously
t;powerful transmissions enable one to find the
iiiningfór 2,600 metres without difficulty. From

-

...

..

-:

A

tht

point one simply gos gradually
until the others are found

Néatccumiláto.

.

."

:

.

upaids

":.

One of the handiest low-tension batteries that
I have seen is a new type placed on the market
by á London firm. Each cell is provided with
three little floats, which are free to move up and
do n in compartments contrived for them
between one end of the plates and the transparent celluloid case. Their position indicates
at a glance the exact condition of the cell. When
the battery is fully charged the floats tpuch the
surface of the acid. During discharge they sink
gradually,' arid when each has, reached the bottom
of its compartment one know s that as much
current as is good for it has been taken from the
battery. This, of course, saves a world of
trouble, 1he ap'lçunt put into the battery by the
charging station is automatically registered and
vhat is still more itnportant, one knows. exactly
where one is as regards the supplies of "juice
'available at aiiy tiWe'" With such & battery you
néed have ño fear-provided, that is, 'ou look
at the floats-of laskitig your friends 'rouhd and
then treating them to. no better eñtertainment
than the spectacle of a strong man battling w ith
the emotions aroused by thè discovery that his
accumulator has "conked out."

Appreciation
But the broadcast pograniiies arc appredoubi about..that.. Those
ciated there can be
vho..have not sets ar al.\ys tealy. to. visit
friei*Is who have, ançLmpst of'he, ireless sets
in tltecountry are,,tune4.iii.iightly...as à. i.tter
of course: Sév.e.ral ken ëxperimenters ofmy
roundly a fev.jon.ths
acquaint.ace.rbo sw
ago that ho broadcasting would ever v.po. them
away from Morse;» have -even fitted loud-speálçers
forf the express puqiose of receiving speech and
music, to the-' no- srfiatl jb of- theíi Wives nd
families, to whom dots-and dashes vere never
iolentiv attractive. I notice, too, that those
who are the bitterest critics show no signs of
beating their wireless sets into fragments or consigning them to the lumber-room. On the contrary, their accumulators appear at the charging
station as regularly as niv own. 'Tis a. queer
world

-

!

Improving HeadSets.
Some head-phones are far from comfortable to
wear for a i'arietv of.reasons... Thev may seize
your unfortunate head in a grip like that of a
rattrap: they may be heavy enough to cause
considerable discomfort after they have been
vorn for a time qr they may be so çonstructed
that they tear out little tufts of hair every time
they are removed.
Here are ways of dealing
with instruments that offend. If the head-band
fit5 too tightly, don't seize the. recèivers One in
..either hand and bend violently. Take hold of
the head-band at its middle point and give it a
very slight bend outwards work right down one
side tinti! the receiver is reached, gently straightening the curve as you go. Then deal with the
other side in the same way. By this means it
is easy to secure a perfect lit. For heavy phones
there is no cure, but a palliative can be contrived
by fixing a little pad of leather, or cloth, under
the middle of the head-band. The plucking of
one's hair can be prevented by cutting a small
piece from an old leather glOve. and se\ving it
round the junction of the bands so as to form a
kind of shield.
:

:

:

Broadcasting Problems.
Not for anything in the world would I exchange places with those to whose lot it falls to
arrange broadcasting programmes. 1f they put
on light music they are attacked for pandering
to depraved tastes and urged to educate the public to a liking for higher things. Programmes
containing music alone are criticised because they
lack lectures : when lecturers hold forth the
critics proclaim that such things are quite unsuited for broadcasting purposes. In fact, whatever is done there is always somebody carping
a\vay for all that he is worth. The truth is
that it is impossible to please every one :whatever kind of programme was put on, certain
items would always fail to appeal to certain
-

Buying Valves.
Most people when. purchasing a new valve
take the precaution of having its filament tested
b meáns of a flash lamp battery. This is an
excellent precaution, but there are two others
that should be taken. Ii the valve has a horizontal filament examine it carefully to see that
it is not sagging down on to the grid. This
may happen if the vahe has been stored for some
time in an unsuitable position, and it is a fault
that should be looked for particularly in the case
of ex-Army goods. The other important point
is to see that the pins are not loose. Some valves
re not too strongly put together, with the result
that the pins may become wobbly. If they do so,
a break in one of the fine leads running to them
is sure to occur sooner or later, putting the valve
entirely out -of action. Whenever possible the
valve should be tried in the shop, actually on a
receiving set in the position in which you intend
to use it. Though valves of various makes are
fairly standardised one frequently comes across
individuals that are better than others.

people.

The most that the broadcasting company can
hope to do is to transmit such programmes that
ill find something to his liking in
e' er) body
In this they have certainly succeeded,
them.
and when the scheme has been working a little
longer the results will be even better. After
all, if there is any " turn " that you do not c're
about you need not listen to it. If your set is
not powerful enough to bring in some other
broadcasting station, for a change, you can
avays switch off for a few minutes. Such a
course has an excellent effect on (a) the temper
and (b) the batteries. The former is not roused
by having to listen to uncongenial stuff: the
latter are better for a short rest durina a period

WAYFARER.

of otherwise continuous working
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A LOWFREQUENCY
By E. REDPATHR

-

AMPLIFIER

Assitait Editor.

The following description of a t no-stage amplifier easily constructed from standard components
is of particular interest to readers who desire to add to their existing crystal receiving set.

AvIPL1F1Cf1ON, as applied to wireless signals, may be of two Icinds-hgh_

always be usefully applied, and the two-valve
low-frequency amplifier now to be described,
and illustrated in the photograph (Fig. i),
may readily be used in conjunction with a
simple crystal receiving set or a single valve
panel andwill result in great increase

trequency or low-frequency.
Highfrequency amplification consists in applying
the feeble oscillatory currents in the aerial
circuit of a receiving set to the grid and filament of a suitab!y adjusted three-electrode
salve, with the consequent Production in the
anode circuit of the valve of greatly amplified
but still oscillatory currents. Subsequen.t
rectification of the magnified oscillatory currents is necessary before the signals can he
made audible in telephone receivers.
Lowfrequency ampliflcation consists in
amplifying the audio-frequency impulses'
-

'signal strength.
Còrnponents Required
The containing box is of wood, suitably
stained and polished, the internal dimensions
being 12m. long-by in. wide by 5m. high al
the back and sin. high at the front
The ebonite panel. This is to h iin. long.
by kin. wide, and either tin. or kin. thick.
.

after they have
passed

the

Two iron-core

in te r va Ive

de-

tector, e t h e r
crystal or valve.
In general this
method
latter
gives the greater

transformers. Two
valveholders.
One filament
rheostat capable
of carrying
about
amps.
without
undue
heating.

i

7

amphifica-

f IL

tion, but it is to
be particularly
that it
noted
can only be employed where
the original signals are of suffistrength
cient
to actuate the
detector..
As the proper
operation of the
detector, whether

crystal or a
valve,
necessi-

Fig 1.-The complete
2-valve L.F. amplifier.

.7

.

-f

u

i

,
-

T

Eight

I

i

t
-

Il

jrfl

II

and

about 2 yards
of
insulated
sleeving.
The foregoing
items will be
c1ear1y seen on
reference to the
which shows the back of
photograph Fig.
the panel wIth all components fitted in place
and wired up complete.

..

tates a certain
i

.

copper,

-

a

nl

..

brass

terminals.
'\
supply of
connecting wire,
preferably No.
20 s.w.g. trnned

I'fl

amount of energy in the aerial circuit, highfrequency amplification can most profitably
be employed upon very weak incoming
signal; which in themselves are unable, or
scarcely able, to cause the detector to function.
Provided that signals can be heard upon a
crystal receiving set alone, even though only
faintly, low-frequency- amplification can

2,,

Constructional Details
the neces.sary particulars regarding tht
wooden containing box are given in Fig.
The actual arrangement of the joints and the
ll

',-.

'.1
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general finish will, of course, depend UPOfl
the skill and taste of the individual reader.
Note that suitable cross pieces are to be fitted
inside the box either -Ñin. or lin, below the
edge of the opening, according to the thickness of the ebonite employed for the panel.
It is thought that the sloping containing
box gives a rather smart appearance, but this,
of course, is not necessary, and an ordinary
flat type of box may be used if preferred or if
already available.
The next item to receive attention is the
ebonite panel. This should he carefully cut
to size, be squared up and made a neat fit into
the opening in the top of the containing box.
In the final manufacturing processes o
ebonite tinfoil is used in order to get a fine
glossy surface. In wireless apparatus, however, especially where valves are employed,
the presence of a fine polish upon stock
ebonite should he regarded with suspicion as
being very likely to give rise t serious
leakages.
In order to prevent any possibility of leak
age over the surface of the ebonite, th
original polish should be entirely removed from both sides of the ebonite
by brisk rubbing with the finest emery
paper wrapped round a short piece of
flat stick, finishing off with a piece of
flannel and a
few drops of
sweet oil.
.
The panel
should now be
marked off anu

As, no doubt many readers wi11'havhad
nó experience in soldering, and therefore rather
hesitate to take on a somewhat complicated

looking wiring job ñecessitating soldering,
the arrangement of the amplifier and the components used is such that soldering is entire!
dispensed with. All connections are made by
means of wires secured beneath nuts, and t
is very important that the nuts in question.
should all be screwed up properly, as a bad
connection at one of them may result in the
production of very disturbing noises in the
telephone receivers.
1f more experienced readers prefer to solder
the connections, so much the better.
Fig. 5 is a complete Circuit diagram of the
amplifier, the action of which is as follows
The usual telephone terminals of the crystâl
or single-salve receiver are to be connected to
the. two input terminals of the amplifier, so
that the pulses of current which previously
operated the telephones are now made to flow
through the primary winding of the first iron
core transformer. These pulses of current
through the primary winding produce curin the
secondary wind:

rents

ing, but at

L

-

higher
poten.
tial, due to the

"s

drilled,asshown
in Fig. 4. The

positions of the
terminals a n d
filament rheostat .
are indicated,
but the dia-i
meters of the
holes are not
given, as these,
of course, will --:
vary according:
2.-Ba.vjew .0! panelshowin
to the size of
the actual terminals used afid the diameter of
the spindle of the rheosùi. The two valve-holders should he fitted in
place as indicated, whilst the actual position
of the holes for the screws securing the intervalve transforthers in place should be found
by placing the transformers in position on the
back of the panel and marking through the
holes in the base of the transformer itself.
.

.r

j-

t e

ratio

p-u p"

between

the transformer
w in dings.

.

-

-

The ends of
secondary
winding are connected to t h e
grid and filam e n t
respectively of the
first amplifying
valve, so that
induced
the
high potentials
/)
in the trans-...
_.
former second'
ary are applied
on tponcnts filled in place and-connected up.
to the grid and
filament, and give rise to further magnified
currents in the anode circuit, in which is
included the primary winding of the second
iron-core transformer. Here the currekts are
again "stepped-up" lo a higher voltage and
applied to the grid and filament of the second
valve, and the resulting magnified alternations
of anode current are now made to operate the
telephone receivers.

the

.

.

,
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nentsare raised to ftìll brilliancy.
Sometimes the " howl ' occurs
only when one of the.telephone
terminals, either upon the amplifier or upon the. telephone headgear, is touched. In any case
this undesirable defect can generally be prevented by the use ofa,
well-insulated condenser. of large
capacity -(Say 0.3 to 0.5 fLF) connected across the I-I.T. battery.
A telephone condenser may
also be fitted if desired, the
required capacity being o.00 F:

-

4.
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+
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when the valve fila000000coo
00000

caused
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circuit diagram of the ahiplifier.

Te components used in the
'constructio of the amplifier
may be of any of the standard
types. Those fitted to the
amplifier illustrated in tle
photograph (Fig. 2) are, by
the well-known Peto-Scott Co.
Occasionally with this type of
amplifier there is a tendency
for a low-freauencv howl to be

::N42 Hoje.

,

5.-The

/

the containing box.

+ HT

Fig.

-

I

For the convenience of readers who are ñot
accustomed to connecting up apparatus from
the usual circuit diagram as given in.Fig. 5
a complete "hac.k-of-panel " wiring diagram
is given in Fig. 6, and if this is carefully followed the possibility of any mistake is remote.
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'back-of-pane1" wiring diagram.
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SPECIAL- NOTE.
The position of the rhostat is such that the tendency to howl is lssened
when -certain -transformers are used
In some cáses it is better to place the
rheostat in the negative filament lead and, to connect 'thé leads from transformer
secondaries to the negative of the accumulator.
.
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THE

B.B.C.'

AND THE

P.M.G.

'i

-.

We have placed this sjace al the disposal of the British Broadcasting Company to air their views.
We only think it fair 1/ial they also should have a hearing.

-

-

-

-

-

reason still, namely, that the Post ... the PostmasteiGenéral agreesthe terms of their agreeOffice insisted that the members
should contribute, by way of tariff rneñt, théy are not bound to cornplf
on sales, to the revenue of the corn- ,with the issue of a third licence.
The stipulation which they had put
pany.
The company take the view that fòrward, that components shouldbe
B,B..,". is strictly
the threatened issue of 40,000 ex- marked.
perimental licences would consti- within their rights, and is simply to
ensure that a certain part of that
tute a direct breach of faith repug
nant to the whole spirit and intent trade which should have been theirs
under the agreement will till corne
of the signed agreement.
Broadstingvas made possible to them under the new licence.
It must be remembred that
and popular by the enterprise of
the B.B.C. members, and by the every constructór's licence is a
risk of their capital, and the broadcast licence less, and a loss
opposition to its constitution now of promised revenue to the B.B.C.
comes mainly from those ho not niembers. It is quite inaccurate
only have nothing at stake, but who that, as has been alleged, by the
are prepared to a great extent, by marking of components in this
the importation of foreign appara- manher, the public'will have to pay
tus, to benefit at the cost of their moie for them. It is considered
that if the Postmaster-General 's
British competitors.
Thousands ofpeople are now in proposals are carried out not only
vill reception become increasingly
possession of home-made sets without licences, and others are waiting impracticable, due to interferen..
to construct.
The Broadcasting but also,' by the importation of
Company indicated earlier that they foreign apparatus, thousands of
vere prepared to consider sym- British men and tomen, to whom
pathetically a method which wodid employment was gi\en by this new
cater for these people_and in tls
industry, will become unemployed..

THE B.B.C. were surprised,

such delicate negotiations with the Vot Office were
proceeding, that public statements
should have been made by the other
party. By the time these words
appear in print, developments will
certainly have taken place, but,
so,
the motives wjiich
even
prompted the company in their attitude should be of interest,
The initiative which led to the
formation of the company came
from the Post Office. No responsible people can regard the B.B.C.
as a monopoly. The company was
to be composed of bonô-fide manufacturers, and in return for the
large outlay of capital required, not
only to form and operate the
B.B.C. but in addition for launching out manufacture on a large
scale, definite protection was promised for a limited period. The
protection was simply that, in conthe
junction
Broadcast
with
Licence, only sets manufactured by
members would besold, and it mrist
be noted particularly that this pro-tection was necessary foi- another
when

-

-

-

THE LICENCE DECISION
-

We are pleased

Io be the

The P.M.G.'s Speech
SIR

WILLIAM

JOYNSONHICKS, the Postmaster-General, announced in the House
of Commons last Thursday, April
Iqth, that the question of the contructor's licence was being left over
owing to his inability to come to
terms with the B.B.C. who, although they have now agreed to
the fee of ios. state that thçy require all principal components tp be

marked with the stamp " B.B.C.,"
in other words, all manufacturers
of components for sale to. "constructors " would have to belong to
the B.B.C.
The P.M.G. offered to insist on
apparatus being marked
the
" British manufacture," but the
B.B.C. would not agree to this.
The net result is that negotiations
virtually broke down and, pending
the consideration of the whole
matter by a Select Committee on
which all parties iill be reptesented, the P.M.G: is gòiig to issue
Experimental Licences liberally to

first wireless journal

to

them.titled,

tall who, in his opinion, ought tb
get

i,-

.

publish the resal! of receni nego!ialions.

In Parliament, the P.M.G. made
the following remarks " I am not
sure that the House will consider
that it is in accordance with public policy that we should collect
what are, in fact, comulsort taies
for the purposes of giving half of
them to the Broadcasting Coni-

pany.'

." I am not going to be a party to
making any British manufacturer
join any combit " (cheers). " I am
not at all sure that the agreement
made with ,the B.B.C. gives that
company a licence monopoly, and
that I cannot grant a licence to
sonieone else."
The Daily Express reports that
the P.M.G. stated to one of their

representatives
..
"In order to ascertain my position I felt it my duty to place the
wh,ole facts before the Law Officers
of the Crown, and I have just received the opinions of the AttorneyGeneral and the Solicitor-General,
:

These are that I am not only enbut- compelled by law to issue
an experimenter's licence to those
applicants in regard to whom I am
honestly satisfied that they are
genuine experimenters. This being so, while it would be

wrong to issue an experimenter's
licence to the man who is obviYusly
merely a broadcast listener-in, it
would be equally wrong to decline
to issue such licences on a wholesale scale."

Our View
Ve hope to comment fully on-the
Meanabove in our next issue.
while, the position is alleviated, but

we regret that the

cnstructor's

licence has not arrived. Nevertheless, it has got to come. The stupid
rigmarole of the experimenter's
licence-more a test of one's knowledge of the ropes than anythingelse-will not be tQIerted by the
new 200,000.
But perhaps. the.
P.M.G. is merelyplaying his trump
card.

''

.
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WORKSHOP PRACTICE
By C. W. OSBORN.

All

r

-.

construct Iheir own apparatus will appreciate these practical
hints upon methods of working various kinds of ,izaierials.

1v/io

lits

.

Tools
Amongst the toOls absolutely necessary are
a few files, rough and smooth cut in flat and
half round, the size depending on the type
.of work that is to be done; in addition, a
round and a square 111e, about in. long. A.
three-cornered file will, also be found useful,

I.

-

and all
medium cüt emey clóth is now
marks left by the smooth file are to be removed.- After this, use a fine-cut emery
cloth, followed by the finest emery cloth or
paper. Each stäge of the process should
remove all marks Iefthy the pevious stage,
and in this way only can a good surface he
obtained. The edges shóuld all be filed the
'long way with a smooth file, and, if required,
they may be bevelled by removing the sharp
corner. This should leave a good finish, but
in some instances the following additional
method may be employed. \Vjth an emery
pendI make a series of spirally shaped
AH
the
marks all over the plate.

HE. following
the results. of
many years' experiénce in the use of
small tools, are arranged to suit the
needs of the amateur experimenter with a.
limited number of tools arid a sthàll equipment,'but who is desirous of turning out work
that is. ieliable and of good finish.
-

:.

-

-

A
I:,

Fig

.
'

2.-Pin

vice.

.

.

.

.

.1;.''H[
F4'.

1.-Showing emery

slick.

:

,

Fig.

3.-Small

añd this should be of the same length. All
11it files shoüld hase a safe edge, that is, one
of the edges must hé plain.

-

.

Fig. 4.-Drill stock.

marks should töuch - one another and
may overlap a little. If care is, taken the:
effect vll be veiy good, quite aprófessiònal
touch being giveiïto the wOrk. An emery
pencil may be secured at a small-tool dealer's
for a few pence, but if tinprocurable use may
be made of a piece of medium or rough emery
cloth wrapped round and over the end of a
blunt-pointed skewer. Emery cloth and
paper and sand- or glass-paper used for. the

Metal Working and Finishing
1f it i desired to make a1ate or stra in
brass or aluminium, the work is first roughed
out with a rough-cut file to the shape required,
and all marks removed except thosé left by
the file. If holes are to he drilled in the
-

drills.

Iii.

above processes should be placed on sticks,
as it is impossible to keep any work flat
using the hand or finger. These sticks are
best made in the following manner: Take
a piece of wood, say, a foot long by ein. by
tin. The exact size is immaterial, but a

plate, this should now be done, after the exact
position has been marked with a centre
punch. Remove all burrs and cóuntersink
Make the plate
the holes if necessary.
smooth by using a smooth-cut file which will
remove all marks left by the rough file. A

-

I2
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other preserving mcdiums at an oil and
colour shop ifdit cannot be obtained at the
usual wireless dealers.

bigger one is apt to he rather clumsy in use.
Place a sheet of emery cloth (cutting-face
downwards) on the bench and, putting the
stick on this, parallel with the edge of the
emery cloth, with none of the latter project
ing, score along the cloth, using the edge of
the stick as a guide. Turn up and score

Tips for Using Tools
%Vhen working in aliliminium it will sometimes be found that the metal has a clogging
effect on the file. Moistening the file will
help to remove this difficulty.
A file that is used for brass should not be
used to file steel. One that has served its
first purpose for brass will be quite good
enough when used on steel. Vice versa, it
will never be of much use' for brass, as the
sharp new cutting edges of the file would be
destroyed.
All files above four inches long should
have handles; in fact, all files, except those
with fine tapered points, are better to use if
fitted with handles.

Fig. 5.-Tweezers.

again, folding the enlery round the stick as
the work proceeds, until the whole of the
sheet is round the stick. If done properly
this will leave an emery stick with square
edges. Tie a piece of string round the
middle, using a slip knot with a projecting
ehd of about one inch. Any worn-out pieces
may be torn off at the marks made by the
scorer. The handiest tool to use as a scorer
is the edge of a small' screwdriver.
Any
number of these sticks may be made to suit
requirements and they will be found very
economical. Fig. i shows a stick unrolled.
Round sticks may also be made, these not
needing to he scored. Half-.round one will
need to be scored at the two edges.

Drilling Metals and Ebonite
most useful drilling tool for th;e
average amateur experimenter is a hand drill
with a gearing attachment, and a more or
less complete Set of drills. When using the
smaller drills it will often be found an advantage to fix the drilling tool in' the vice,
leaving the wheels and chuck free, and taking
off all undue veipht from the drill itself.
Should it be necesary to make any drills,
this can be done as follows: Note should be
made of the capacity of th chuk in the
drilling tool, and steel wir&or rod of a corre-.
sponding size used ot filed down to fit.
'l he

13RITISI-1 ASSOCIATION S1ANDARD THREAD.

Lacquering
To prevent the metal tarnishing it should
be lacquered or varnished. Lacquer and
varnish are bad conductors, so none should
be put on any connecting part. Every part
of the article to be treated should be perfectly clean, and all grease and finger marks
removed. Cold lacquer is the best for the
amateur to use, and this may be put on w itli
a camel-hair brush, applying a thin coat in
the. same direction as that taken by the file
and emery sticks. Round surfaces should
have the lacquer applied whilst the article iS
slowly rotated. A good appearance can be
dbtained by the use of clear copal varnish
or shellac varnish, but in all cases the
medium should only be applied as a thin
coat, although sometimes more than one coat
Shellac varnish is easily made
is necessary.
by dissolving shellac in methylated spirit,
but it may be bought along w ith. the two

Diameter

N0

Millimetres.

Pitch
Millimetres.

6o

ioo

I
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47
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41
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36

o66

5

32

059

6

28

053

7

25

048

S

22

043

o

-

Fig.

6.-BA.

standard threads.

Most hand drills will tke a rod hin. in
diameter or smaller, and making a drill to fit
is a simple matter. Take a piece of wireof
the length required, but smaller in diameter
than the size of the hole to be 4rilled,.soften
one end by holding it in a gas or spirit-lamp
'53
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Hammer this end to a shape resembliiìg a long fan. See thatbthis flattened
end is central and file it smooth. Rub a
piece of soap all over the drill, and, making
it red hot, plunge it instantly into â jar of
common oil.. This shoùld leavé it dead hard
and the action of the soap in removing the
scale that would otherwise have formed on
the metal, wil leâve it white,' thus assisting
in the 'next operation. Test with a file to
see- whether it is' hardened properly. It will
now be too brittle for use, so the dtill must
he tempered. Lay it on a hras plate, and
holding both over a gas or spirit flame watch
the drill change colour from the various
shades of straw and red until it commences
to turn blue. Then remove it and " quench "
by plunging into cold vater. This gives a
suitable temper for drilling a bole in brass,
and it remains only to sharpen the cutting

1923

hollow in the sidé of the jaw of the vice, the
other end vith thé hôle, collar and screw
holding -the drill wliichof còurse, is-held to
the material to be drilled. -lt is revolved in
the' following mânnér, usina -piece of tane
'or whalebone froth in. toi8im long. A
the smàlle'rthe drill tIle
safe rule' to follow

llame

-

i,

-

edge

upon

a

grindstone or oil-stone;

drill intended for drilling

Fi. 8.-Drilling

This cane or whalebone is
made slightly thinner at one end for about
one-third of its length, and a notch is cul
in each of the two ends. BetwëenThe notches
is fixed a length of catgut or similar tough
material (Fig. 8).
To operate, fix the catgut round the ferrule
of the drill stock, and holding it.in position
against the jaw of the vice with the right
hand, place the point of the drill in position
on the material to be drilled, which is held
in the other- hand. Take thé rikht hand from
the drill stock, and taking hold of the bow
near the bottoni: ehd, -work it up and down,thus causing' the drill to, revolve. Care -is
needed- to.- ensure the holes being- drilled
straight, but the necessary skill is soon
acquired:-- Do -not lçt the catgut get
smaller the bow.

A

steel will require to
be removed from the flame when a middle
red colour is reached, but actually this depends on the hardness of the steel to be
dril led.
Should tlie capacity of the chuck in the
drilling tool he too large to grip the- wire for
a very small drill, thicker wire must be used.
Fixing a length of this in a' pin vice (Fig. 2)
and rotating between the finger and thumb
of the left hand on a support (consisting of a
small block of hard wood with a groove in
it-, held in a vice), file until the required
drill size is reached. Then finish the drill aS'.
before described. Should one be luckv
enough to possess a good lathe, the drills
may be turned so that no hammering is required, filing the end to shape being all that
is necessary. This perhaps makes a better
¡ob, hut the other methods described are very

thy-

-

oil it. String, cotton,, or thread may be
used in certain cases, accthding to the nature
of the work, .and these inay he just wetted.
Always oil the pointed end of the drill stock,
otherwise it will -soon get blunted., A drill
usd with abow must be sharpened-by bevelling on both sides, hut where continuous
motion one way only is applied, as in a handdrilling tool, one side on1y of each face need
be sharpened. The rnaking of twisL drills
is beyond the scope of the amateur, although
for a deep hole of small.diameter a drill
may be made from a flat piece of steel
twisted whilst red hot and then straightened,
-

3

'

ii

-

-

Fig. 7.-Soldering iron.

satisfactory. Fig.
of useful drills.

bow.

shows various shapes

hardened, tempered, and sharpened. Twist
drills are the best type of drills for ebonite,
as the clearance is good.. When drilliig a
panel or slab rest it on a flat piece of hard
wood, or the drill may break throigh, making
a jagged hole. Oil is the best lubricant
when drilling most metals, but for.hard steel
and glass use turpentine, and for ebonite.

How to Drill very Small FIoles
Sometimes it is necessary to drill a very
small hole and the above drilling tool is not
suitable. In this case the best tool is a small
one of a type used for many generations and
still of great utility (Fig. 4), usually called a
drill stock. The drill is fixed in it, and the
pointed end rests in .a small depression or

tallow.
(To be continued.)
'54
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T. ROBERTS, D.Se., Staff Editor (Physics).

Readers who are taking up wireless as a hobby, and have tülle or no eleclrical know-'
kde, will find a careful perusal of this special. series of articles of great assistance.

PART

-

L;

.

.

(Continued from No.

iú
2,

page 84.)

terminal of the seondcell- is 3 volts higher
Connectin Cells in Series
than the negative terminal of the first cell.
TUE reader will have gathered from what
Similarly, if we coinect any number of célls
lias been said that the E.M.F: of a
in series, the E.M.F. of the battery is equal
battery of cells made of certain materialsto the sum of the E:M.F. of the individual
depends upon those materials and cannot he
cells (see Fig. 8).
otherwise -regulated.
For example, -the
,E:i\1.F. of a cell made with zinc and carbon
Effects of the Current
'rods immersed in sal-ammoniac is about 1.5
\Ve have mentioned the volt, ohm and
volts: the E.M.F. of a cell consisting of zinc
ampere as the unit of potential difference,
and copper rods immersed in sulphuric acid
resistance of a conductor, and cu.rrent.strength
respectively, but ve have not considered. how
solution is about i volt, and so on.
any of these may be measured.
How, then, are we to obtain higher
of
voltages
by
means
When a current flows in a
+
+
+
batteries?
wire it produces two principal
The answer is that ve may
effects: (i) it heats the wire;
obtain any required voltage
(2)
it prodúces magnetic
from cells by connecting a
effects in the vicinity of the
sufficient number of them towire. Either of these effects
gether '' in series,'" that is to
may be made the basis of
say, the positive terminal of
measurement of the strength
the first to -the negative
of the current, hut for general
__±.terminal of the second, the
purposes the magnetic effect
Fig. 8.-Pictorial representation (upper
positive terminal of the
(or elect To-magnetic effect, as
Fig.) and diagrammatic representalion
second to the negative terit is called) is much more
(lower Fig.) of Iwo cells connected in
minal of the third, and so on.
convenient, and is the one
series,
The connecting wire bealmost universally used.
tween adjacent cells should be of very
These two effects will be described presently,
low resistance, so that for practical purbut we will not enter into any detailed account
poses
can consider that the positive
of the methods of measuring the volt, ohm or
terminal of the first and the negative
ampere, as that would be beyond the scope of
terminal of the second to be at the same potenthese articles at the moment. It will suffice
to say that there are a great variety of instrutIal, and so on. Suppose the E.M.F. of each
ments available for the purpose of measuring
céll is 1.5 volts, then the positive terminal of
these three quantities, but to give the reader
the second cell is i. volts higher than the
sorne idea of their magnitudes in a general
negative terminal this latter, however, is the.
way we may mention that the E.M.F. of an
same as the positive terminal of the first cell,
ordinary cell used for ringing an electric beh
which is 1.5 olts higher than the negative
is about 1.5 volts, that of a single accumulatol
terminal of the first cell. Thus the positive
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2 volts, that of a hatte)r used for wireless
valves ( accumulators in series) is generally
6 volts. The resistancé of a mile of telegraph
wire is about io ohms, the resistance of a telephone earpiece usually ahoilt 2,000 ohms,
that of a metal filament lamp about oo ohms.
The current flowing through the filament of
an ordinary .wireless valve is about .75 ampere,
that through a metal filament lamp.about
half an ampere, that used by anelectric tramcar perhaps ioo amperes.
lt should be mentioned here that certain
substances which are commonly called " insulators " are ii reality conductors whose
resistance is so extremely high that tliir conducting pOwer is for practical purposes negligible. Nevertheless, for special work we have
sometimes to take account of their cònductivity, and we speak of their resistance in
." megolims,' -a rnegohm being one million

25,
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vire which is a poor conductor (high resistance),.and so fine that when we force a certain
convenient current through the wire it is
raised to a high temperature.
The heating of a conductor by an electric
current is a very valuable property, and is
employed in a variety of useful ways.

is

Magnetic Effect of a Current
The principal effect of an electric current,
however, is that it produces a magnetic field
in the vicinity of any. conductor through
which it is flowing. This magnetic effect i
exactly similar to that of an ordinary per.
manent magnet, such as a magnetised steel
bar, but as it is due to the current and exists
only whilst the current is flowing, it is. more
properly called " electro-magnetism." Tl'e
discovers' of electro-magnetism (by Faraday)
was undoubtedly the most important discovery ever made

in

connection

with

eléc-

-

NI1e

Fig. 10.-Compass needle placed at centre of coil, forming
simple " galvanometer" or "ammeter." Inserting magnet
in second coü causes momentary current in both coils and

9.-Plan showing how wire carrying current, held
above compass needle, deflecls Nor/h Pole to left wizen
current is passing from South lo Nor/h.

Fig.

needle is deflected.

ohms. The thousandth part. of an ampere is
called a milliampere or a milliamp. (written
¡n.a.). The current passing through the head
telephones in a wireless receiving set is
usually so small that we speak of it in
milliarnps.

tricity, as upon it is based the whole of
electrical engineering and allied sciences.
If a straight piece of wire through which a
current is flowing is held above an ordinary
compass needle the needle will be deflected,
showing that there is a magnetic effect due to
the wire. The effect increases with the
strength of the current in the wire and
vanishes if the current ceases. If we wind
the" wire into a coil, each convolution of the
coil carries the same current and the magnetic
effect is proportional to the number of turns in
the coil. If the compass needle is placed at
the centre of the coil it will act as a sensitive
detector f current in the coil, and this is
the principle of most measuring instruments
for electrical work (see Fig. ro).
Just as the passing of a current through a
coil makes that coil temporarily into a magnet,
so the inserting 'of a permanent. magnet into
-a coil creates a momentary current in that
coil. This current is said to be "induced,"
and is called an " induced " current : the
process of inducing the current is called

Heating Effect of a Current
The heating of a wire when a current flows
through it depends upon the resistance of the
wire and the strength of the current; the
greater either (or boîì) òf these quantities, the
greater the heating effect." Generally, when
\ve use a conducting wire, we are anxious that
it should not get hot, and so we choose a
good conductor (low, resistance) such as
copper, and of such a thickness that it can
easily carry the required current without
heating up.
Sometimes, however, we actually wish to
make use of this property for heating a \vire,
as in the filament of an electric lamp or wireless valve, or in the heating elements of an
electric fire. For such purposes we choose a
156
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"induction," and

is the priñciple of the
dynamo or electric generator.
The direction in which the current is flowing through a wire determines the direction
of the magnetic force produced reversing the
direction of the Current (by connecting the
wire the äther way round to a battery) reverses the direction of the magnetic force.

It will be seen, therefore, that tlìe positive
and negative designation of the poles of a
battery, and the direction of flow of a current
from the positive terminal to the negative
terminal, is just as arbitrary a Convention as
the designation of the north and south poles
of the earth when it as adopted it was not
based in any way upon a knowledge of the
nature of electricity.
As a matter of fact, as we shall see later on,
of the
possible alternatives the wrong
one (from the scientific point of vie\v) was
chosen. For we now know that an electric
current in a wire consists of a stream of infin itesi mal electric charges called " electrons,"
and these electric charges emerge from what
is called the negative pole of a battery and are
absorbed into the positive pole. In order to
make our terms. fit in, ve are obliged to say
that eleétrons are negative charges, so thai
a flow of electrons from negative to positive
terminal is the same (theoretically) as a flow
df positive electricity from positive to negative.
lt is a pity this confusion of nomenclature
has arisen. For the majority of purposes it
does not matter in the least, but in wireless
we require to understand the nature of an
electric current in certain very special cases
i he r'eader should bear in mind that the
terms positi\e and negative simply belong to
a well-understood convention, hut that in
reality an electric current, is, a strearq of
electrons from the negative terminal to tlie
positive.
I have spent a little extra time on this
question as it is often confusing to beginners,
but I hope, as we go on, that the matter will
present no further difficulty.

:

-.

-

Meaning of Positive and Negative
The designation "positive " and " negative " for the poles of a battery, or any other
source of electricity, is purely a matter of
convention as to the " direction "of a current,.
There is really no more reason for calling
the carbon element of a Leclanché battery
the " positie " and the zinc element the
negative '' than there is for calling the
right hand '' right '' and the left hand '' left.''
hie two hands might just as well hase been
designated the opposite way round, but as
Jong as we have an understood agreement as
to which is which, the method is satisfactory
enough.
A compass needle always sets with one end
pointing towards what we call the "North
Pole." If we hold above the needle, in a
north and south direction, a straight piece of
wire, the ends of which are connected to a
battery, and the north-seeking pole of the
compass needle is thereby deflected to the left
(the observer facing north and looking down
upon the needle), then we say that the cirrent
is flowing in the wire in the direction from
south to north, atid the terminal of the battery
which is connected to the south 9nd of the
wire is called the positive terminal, the other
heilig, of course, the negative terminal

to

(To be continued.)

(Fig. 9).

FORTHCOMING 'EVENTS.
April

24th: Tuesday.

(till 28th).

25th.

25th.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experi.
mental Society,' Y.M.C.A., Marsh
Street, Hanley. Mr. A. Whalley
(Member) will lecture on ' Faults."
Wireless and Experimental Associa-'
tion. Public demonstration at
Central Hall, Peckham.
Luton Wireless Society, Hitchin
Road Boys' School, Luton. 3rd
Annual Exhibition.

26th: Thursday.

South Shields and District Radio
Club are ho: lding their Wireless
Exhibition in Congregational Hall,
Ocean Road, South Shields.
Radio Society of Great Britain'
Lecture at 6 p.m. at Institution of
Electrical Engineers by G. G.
Blake, MIRE., on " History of
Radio Telegraphy."
Wolverhampton and District Wireless SoCiety, 26, King Street,
Lecture on
Wolverhamptón.
Inter-valve Couplings by Mr.
W. Harvey-Marston.

k

26th.

Thursday.

28th.

Saturday.

May.
3rd. Thursday.

Dèwsbury and Thstrict Wireless
Society, South Street, Dewsbury.
Discussion on "Difficulties."

.
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A. BEGINNER'S EXPERIMENTAL STATIÖN
By G.

1. RAMSDEN.

An article which will enable á beginner to make a Cheap receiving
sel suitable for wavelengths belween 300 and 10,000 metres.

THE writer built this single valve set
soon aftei the Arniistice. He was then
an absolute beginner, and the set was
intended to bé experimental and to be built
as cheaply as possible. In the following
description no speÇial sizes are given for
screws and nuts, etc.
A diagram ,of connections is given in Fig. i,
the whole set being mounted on a baseboard.

The Baseboard
dry American white wood join.
long by ¡6m, wide by tin. thick. The lay-out
of the apparatus is given in Fig. i.
A piece .of

The Tuner
A range of from 300 metres to

permanently secured by
B, Fig. 2. This permits
coil. The A.T.I. is laid
board and. the. reaction coil

Ii
.

The Aerial Tuning Condenser
From a piece of thin sheet zinc (say, I-64111.
thick) cut out two plates as shown in' Fig. 2
.,

below

should be

:-

.

-

4
Fig. 1.-Lay-out

ubject to

ex-

Construction of Coils Cut out twelve discs of stiff cardboard, ech

5in. in diameter, shellac well and then dry, or
better still, bake in a warm oven.
Two of
these discs go to make each coil, and a centre
piece of wood im, in diameter by fin. thick
is necessary for each.
The writer bought
small wooden cart wheels from a local toy
shop to serve this purpose. Each coil-former
is then to be glued together, and, when dry,
wound according tò formula, the whole being
immersed in melted paraffin wax to ensure
rigidity; and insulation. Care should be taken
that each slab is wound in the same direction.
Fairly long leads. must be left in order to
allow reaction adjustment, and on to the end
of these small tags (Fig. 2A), made of thin
sheet brass or tin, are to be soldered.
The
slot in the tags must be made big enough to
slide uñder the aerial, earth, and reaction
termináis, the aerial and earth leads being
B26

-

zo,000

No. I. 50.ttlrns.
No. Il. 75 -,
No. Ill. ioo
No. IV. i5o
,,
,,
o. V. 225
No. VI. 325
,,

i'liese winin
periment.

..

-

metres
is obtained with a series of six slab coils
wound with No. 30 D.C.C. The number of

turnsfòràchoi1' is giieii

tags shaped. as
quick changes of
flát on the baseslides over it.

of

'set.

One is fixed to the baseboard by, means.df
screws through the fiangès. The other ,i
pivoted abOut in. above thç first by.a screwS
through the arm, which passes through a hole
in it and through a vasher placed. below it.
Tuning is carried out by moving the rotary
plate over the fixed one,the latter being con-.
nected to the aerial end of the A.T;I.

i

4.

.

Grid Condenser and Lak
From the remaining zinc, cut (wo pieces as
shown in Fig. 2D. These two plates are
screwed dowñ by the tags AA to the baseboard; but are sèparted by a piece of waxed
paper.
-.
The leak.isjormed by a pencil line on the
This line
board connecting. the two plates.
must be varied in width until the best results
Powdered lead should be
are obtained.
rubbed on to both tags to ensure a good connection between condenser and leak.
The Valve Holder
Máde out of valve legs costing 3d. each,
mounted on a piece of ebonite iin. by
by tin. thick and screwed on tothebase-,
board.

iin.

1

-
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The Filament Resistance

Operation and Results

A .Kodàk film spool is wound vith insu.r
lated resistance wire, the ends of the winding
being carfully fixed with sealing wax, and
one of them led to two terminals. The spool
is secured to the
baseboard by hammering the metal
flanges till they
make a groove in the
grain of the wood A
into which they are

When the operator wihes tÖ?eeive G.W.
the set must be oscillating, so the reation
coil must be slid over the A.T.I. until a loud

glued.
The amount of resistance in the filament circuit is ad-

-

i

-

L_____

-

FF, cSme in vell.

F

-

T

distance away. The
is
insulation
re
moved alông the line
Fie. 2.-IilustraLin the
lescribed by the tip
01 tne arm.
\Vithout 'phones, batterìes and valve, but
including the aerial, the cost was about 155.
fair price for the complete installation
would he ¿4 at the most.

terminal is touched.
Then the condenser
is adjusted till the
desired signals rire
heard. 1f the valve
refuses to oscillate,

reversthe connection tc the reation
coil or adjust the

-

C

-,

filament.
On this set all
European stations,
including..
MSK,
IDO, EAB, and

to take in the whole
-

.

click is heard in the telephones when the aerial

:(7
coil, the arm itself
being pivoted some

....
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component paris of

the

NoIe.-It

telephony

G o od

/

been heard at
o miles, and indifferent at over a
ha

hundred.

eel.

-

.

G.II.R.

must be distiiictl.y. understood

that a s&f-oscillating receiVing set must iot
he used for the reception of broadcast transmissions in this country.-EDITOR.

.

.

THE REGULATIONS REGARDING AERIALS
FROM the number of letters recei\ ed ,regardng
the article entitled, " A Good \erial," which
appeared in our first issue, it is evident that
the present day regulations are not properly understood. The original regulations ere as follows

Height-Not to exceed ioo feet.
Length-The total length of \vire

to be used

must not exceed loo feet if a single-wire aerial,
or 140 feet if two or more wires are used.
Some little time ago these conditions were amended
o permit the use of an aerial the combined- height
and length of hich does not exceèd ioo feet irrespective of the ;zumber of wires employed. From
enquiries made in the proper quarter, it vas ascer-

2

-

tamed that by length. is meant the horizontal or
main aerial span, and by height, the vertical height
above the leadingin point.
From this it v ill be seen that, if desired, a fouror six-wire aerial, 70 feet in length may be erected
and the down-lead (also of four or six \vires if preterred) be taken to a leading-in point 30 feet below.
should the lead-in be talen to
On the other
ari upper roou and. the " eertical. height " accordingly be reduced, say to-io feet, Ihe horizontal span
may now be made 90 feet in length.
The two methods just referred to are illustrated
in the sketches here ith and, we trust, will make
the matter perfectly clear.
handr

.

.
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Radio Corporation of
hich is either the
America,
first or second largest vireIess
company in the world, has made
during the last year a net profit of
about £600,000, most of which is
allocated .against reserves for taxes
and -patents, and the rest for mis'
cellaneous expenses.
The amount of business done has
been considerably greater than last
year, and the Trans-oceanic Service
shows an increase of 36 per cent.,
the marine traffic, however, only
increasing 4 per cent. Important
contracts have been entered into for
T11E

-

-

-

the erection of several new stations
in Europe andin South and Central
America, and also in the Far East.
No dividends are being paid on
either the ordinary or preferred
shares.
*

*

*

Bradford chars-à-bancs have
been fitted with wireless receiving
apparatus for the reception of
From what
ve
Broadcasting.
gather, the aerials are not fixed on
to the chars-à-bancs, but are erected
in a field when a charsà-banc
makes a halt.
o

*

*

*

Considerable progress has been
made in connection with thé êrecL
tion of the liigli-pver station at
Monte Grande, near Buenos Aires.
The station will probably he ready
for, working in July, 1923.
The
cost of the station will he in the

neighbdurhood of £I,2oo,000.
*

*

*

The Federal Telegraph Company,
which, as is vell known, did vers'
valuable work in exploiting the
Poulsen Arc in the United States,
entered in 1921 into a contract vitli
the Republic of China for building
certain wireless stations.
The
Radio Corporation of America has
now entered into an agreement with
the Federal Telegraph Company
under which the two companies
have formed a new one called the
Federal Telegraph Company of
Delaware, which company, it is
proposed, shall take over conces-

sions which the Republic of China
has made to the Federal -Telegraph
Company.
-

*

*

-

According to the Times of India,
it is proposed to form a radio club
in Calcutta for th purpose of studying the science of wireless. Several
l)ig firms are interested in the
development of wireless enthusiasm
in

India.
*

*

*

The Stage, which champions
musical artists, is considerably interested in the question of the
B.B.C. an-d the broadcasting of
This
items from the theatre.
periodical states that "no industry
m'the world has ever beep founded
on so rotten a basis, and could not
hope to succeed. If the theatrical
industry does not now stand up for
its rights, it will be in the position
of the Press when' all the big eents
of the day are broadcasted before
they, have baci time to print aoci cbstribute the news." Dear, dear!
*

*

*

Cardiff listeners-in

were disajpointed at the refusal of the British
Natic.nal Opera Company to allow
broadcasting during its visit to the
Cardiff Empire.
Major Corbett
Smith, the Musical 'Dirèctor of
5WA; vas one óf the foùhdersóf
the British Natio'nal. Opera' CÔÌTIpany; and was, incidentally, their
official publicity agent. This'made
the situation
quite intriguing.
Maior Corbett Smith believes that
theopera óuld benefit-greatly f röm
the broadcastingof selections.
,

__*.

-

*

Manchester reports that the
donkey radio barrel organ has
arrived there. We understand that
the Institute of Barrel Organ
Grinders has passed a resolution
to ban its members from steering
the donkey.
-

-

*

_*

*

The Glasgow station; 5SC,- is
being heard very cleal-ly in many
parts of the country. The signals
in Nottingham are reported to be
quite as loud as those from the
i

R28

*

Birmingham Broadcasting Station.
The oscillating.trouble seems to be
rather severe in the Nottingham
area. The lcal club meets every
Thursday evening at Bennett's
Garage, .Shakespeare Street.
-

*,*

:-1-:

The engineer in charge of. u1T
(Birmingham) is -Mr. T. Amis,
B.Sc.
He recently. gave a non-.
technical outline of the principles oV,
wireless with particular reference to
He is,
the Birmingham station.
incidentally, the "Fairy -Dustman
to the kiddies.
Local clergymen are 'giying Sun-'
evening addresses at all th
Broadcasting stations.
The. Rev.
Alfred A. Lee, speaking recently
from the Newcastle 'station,' eloquent!y compared listening-in by
wireless to intellectual listening.
He said that if one really listened,
as far as the
orld vas concerned;
One would hear three cries,, the cry
of Christendom lcr Unity, the cry
of the nation for l)eace, and the cry
of the world for the Gospel of'
Christ.
day

.

Th Committee appointed.bv' the'
theatrical 'managers, actors, and
authors-to consider the question of
broadcpsting. from theatres, has, we
understand suggested that all connected' with the theatre should
refuse facilities for broadcasting.
*

-

*.

*

-

We undertanl that the British
Broadcasting Company have a
clause in their lease of 2, Savoy
Hill, Strand, \V.C.2 which stipulates that no concert echoes must'
reach neighbouring inhabitants.
A
special sound-proof chamber is
therefore being fitted.
From this
studio the Broadcasting Company
intend in the near future to broadcast specially good programmes
which vill be radiated from all the
provincial stations. lt is not, however, contemplated, ve understand,
that there will be only one programme for all the stations.

60
r8
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items only will be broadcast
from London, via the other stations.
*

A café at Clacton is fitted with
1.30 a.m.
wireless, and between
and 12.30 p.m. concerts are received.
These, however, are largely interfered with by spark stations, and it
is very questionable whether such
demonstrations do any good.

closed down, is to give an enter- accelerated, and he states that the
time taken is about half that retainment weekly from 2L0, and a

company of "\\ireless Follies
being formed.

*

*

*

The Glasgow Herald of April 9th
The
following
contains
the
writer may mention that, during the
Easter holidays, he made trial of
one of the new circuits introduced
by the Editor of Modern lIirelessMt. Scott-Taggart, to whom great
credit is due for enterprising and
useful departures from the beaten
track. The circuit in question is
applicable to a three-valve set v ith
excellent results. The circuit works
remarkably well with or without
With reactance, the
reactance.
results with only two valves are,
if anything, better thn the writer
had been obtaining previously with
three, and vhile a little care is
necessary in tuning and adjusting
the filament lighting, the circuit
presents no real difficulty of either
construction or manipulation."

:-"

*

*

*

meeting of the Swansea
Radio Society it was stated that
one of the members had heard no
less than five of the Broadcasting
stations on a crystal receiving set.
These stations vere Glasgow, London, Manchester, Newcastle, and
Cardiff. This, we believe, must be
a record.
a

From all accounts, there is a trade
slump as a result of the uncertainty
which has existed over the licence
question. There is no doubt that
this will largely disappear in the
very near future.
*

*-

A ne commercial service between
Great Britain and the South American Republic of Colombia was inaugurated on the 12th 'pril. The
n
principal
wireless
station
Colombia is situated at Bogota, the
Capital.
Amongst the inaugural messages
which ere sent was one from the
Presdetit of Colombia to the King,
and others from the President to
Senatore Marconi and Mr. Godfrey
C. lsaacs, Chairman and Managing
Director respectively of Marconi's
Telegraph
\Vireless
Company,:

Liitiited.

.

*

*

Captain P. P. Eckersley, who was
in charge of the broadcasting from
the Writtle station before it was

is

The General Post Office has
issued a warning to all possessing
wireless sets to be on their guard
against so-called Inspectors." No
one purporting to be an inspector
should be allowed in the house
unless he can produce adequate
credentials
nature.

of
*

*

a

documentary
*

2L0 beat the Press the other
evening when they announced the
defeat of the Government in the
Ilouse of Commons twenty minutes
after the sensational event had
taken place.
*

*

*

Marconi's

yacht, the
lias been stationed at
This yacht formerly
Falrnouth.
belonged to the \rchduchess Maria
Theresa, and vas stationed at Faimouth naval base as an armed
yacht Iuring the var. It is fitted
with a 3 kilowatt valve trañsmitter,
in addition to the ordinary spark
station.
\Ve believe-that there is only one
Senatore

"Elettra,"

Englishman among the crew and
staff.
According to the Eastern
Morning News ànd íerctiry, experiments are going to be carried
out beteen the "Elettra " and
Poldhu, which now no longer
carries out the duties it once undertook.
*

*

Mr. Il. P. Ford, who presided at
a recent meeting of the Nottingham

and District Radio Experimental
Association, declared that the
Society vas the oldest in England.
Any challenges?
*

*.

*

Thirty British trawlers have been
fitted b the Marconi Company with
wireless transmitting and receiving
apparatus.
Recently a fishing vessel made a
£12,000 haul by being guided by a
wireless message to a particularly
suitable spot for fishing.
*

quired by Morse
*

*

-X-

to The Times, the
demolition of the Eiffel Tower is
being contemplated, and plans are
already under consideration.
The famous Tower is represented
as having lost its attractions for
visitors, and as being no longer a
necessity as a \ireless station since
the recently erected station at Sainte
ssise, which is much more powerful, could easily deal with the wireless messages now despatched and
received by FL.
General Ferrié, Inspector of the
1lilitary Telegraph Serices, has
stated that the wireless station of
the Eiffel Tower serves so many
scientific and military services that
it cannot be dispensed with.
"tccoi-ding

*

*

j

"

*

*

Prof. \V. H. Eceles gave a
demonstration at the Royal Institution on the evening of the r3th
April on a novel method of transmission.
This method consists in obtaining
different vowel sounds by cornbination of currents of different

frequency.
By the use of such vowel sounds,
Prof. Eccies thinks that the transmission
of
signals
may be

*

-

The interesting experiment carried out by 2L0 in connection with
Madame Lily Payling's singing at

the \lbert Hall on the 14th April
was quite a success.
Madame Lily PavHng sang her.
second song from 2L0, and this
as received at the Albert Hall and
made audible to the audience by
means of a loud speaker.

The musical critic of the Referee
stated afterwards that "the voice
vvas thickened, its beauty and
steadiness of tone were maintained.
but the humanity of the tone seemed
to he taken out of it. Subtleties of
expression vvere conspicuous by their
absence, and the personality of,he
singer, which was felt when she
sang in the Hall, seemed to have,
vanished."
*

*

*

Tise Times music critic, commenting on the Madame Lily Payhing

demonstration, said

"The result

was not very successful as the
transmitter was too resonant, unduly magnifying the power of her
voice, while the effect would have
been better if the aria had been sung
in the usual ley instead of a minor
third lower." \V agree.
e
*
*
-

The Post Office has approached
the Radio Society of Great Britain
with the proposal that the expe.ri
mental wavelength be raised to 72
metres.
*

*

*

Lord Desborough is shortly
speak from 2LO.
*

*

to

*

H.R.H. the Prince ot \Vales

Aii11'2

broadcast a speech to the BitiShLegion from 2L0 on Whit-Sunday.,
May 20th, 1923.

i6i
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This section will

VARiABLE GRID
LEAK

A HANDY

THE grid leak, whether fitted to
the second of two valves
coupled by the tuned-plate
circuit, or to the rectifier, is a verY
important part of the wireless
receiving set. In nine cases out of
ten the leak with a value of two
inegphms, which has become almost
a standard fitting, is mounted, and
this will as a rule give quite respectable results.
The exoerimenter.
howevci
ho is engagd in using
different types of valves, and in trying to get the best out of them, will
lind it a distinct advantage to provide his set with some form of
readily variable grid leak, such as
that about to be described.
The
total cost of making it vill be less
than a couple of shillings, an outlay
which is am!y repaid by the time
and trouble saved when experiments
are in progress.

E:

r:

iJ

-

be enlarged lo three

pages nexi week.

turpentine bing used as a lubricant: Line are now drawn with a
B.B. pencil from the place where
the brass strip will rest to each

Fig.

2.

stud hole, care being taken to work
the graphite well in at their ends
so that contact may be as good as
possible.
Those on the right are
ruade quite thin, those on the left
about twice as broad.
One thus
obtains a great variety of resistances between the shortest thick
line and th longest thin one.
So that the studs may make
sound connection with the graphit
a flat washer is placed under the
head of each, and it is drawn
down as tightly as possible by
means of its nut.
For the same
reason the brass strip is secured by
means of three or more bolts,
which enable it to be tightened
down harder than would be the case
if screws
were employed.

lj

r
1.

A piece of 4-inch ebonite measur..
Ing 3 inches by 4 IS marked out
and drilled as shon in the drawThe central hole is for the
ing.
spindle of a rotary switch arm,
which can be bought complete with
nut and bush for about is. from
advertisers in this Journal.
The
circumferential holes, made with a
4B.A.. clearing drill, are for studs of
the ordinary type, from eight to a
dozen of which may be fitted.
The highly polished surface of the
ebonite is toned down by being
rubbed with fine emery cloth, a.little

forms a bearing for the spindle of
the switch.
When the
leak is completed the
jk
pencil lines should be
a coat of shellac so
that there may be no
danger of their being
rubbed off:
One feature of the variable grid leak is that it
1
enables the proper value
for any valve to be found
very quickly. Once this has been
ascertained a permanent leak for
use with this particular valve can
be made by mounting a pair of terminals on a small piece of ebonite
and drawing a pencil line of. the
right length and. thickness between
R. W. H.
them.

-given

Cie.ajaiuz /w1,.

T

Fie.

one of the panels of the set). The
former is connected to the brass
strip, the latter to the bush which

4.BA.

/8"

*TUD

2

-

Fig.

4.

i'wo terminals A, B, are provided to take connecting leads (tinless the ariable leak is built into

AN EASILY MADE SERIES

PARALLEL SWITCH

is a very great advantage' to
have on the wireless receiving
Ii'
set a switch which will enable

the aerial tuning condenser to be
thrown in a moment into either
'series or' parallel with the inductance coil. Without such a switch
one must make alterations in the
wiring, always rather a fiddling
business, in order to alter the position of the condenser: with it the
desired change can be made by
one small movement of a knob.
For, shortwave work the A.T.C.
should always be in series with the
inductance, -otherwise the addition
of capacity in parallel will have a
certain damping effect. \Vhen we
are dealing with very long waves it
is an advantage to have the condenser in parallel, for to do so
much increases the wavelength
range of the particular coil that is
in use.
Fig. 3 shows how thé wiring of a
series parallel switch is arranged.
If the arms are placed as shown in
the drawing on studs i and 2, the
upper arm makes no contact with
Impulses for the aerial
the coil.
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thoigh_the condenser, then

traveTjiza the lower arm to.the coi',
nio'iñg round which they
reaçh :theerth lead; the condenser

N/

-

-

'.

-

F1e

lt

isJet

-i

the posiiton o[
the holes for the
outer studs
by 4.riaF To do this st1cl aitrip
of stamp edging on to the ebonite
mil e a penct1 dot on the centre
line to show' the position.. òf the
middle terminal place one arm
o'e,r this and mark the spot that is
covered bV the end of the other.
The position of the third stud is
found and m-irked in the same
Apply the centre-punch to
your pencil marks, drill 4B.A,
clearance holes and remove the
way. edging
stamp
Ready-made. studs
can be bought very cheaply, but if
they are not available 413.A. cheesehead 'screws
do quite as well.
And

-t

the stream continues Thad Roide,
hich covei s the surface,of the

piaës

''-

Eb»m

.

.)

the supports for the arms. Pass
the terminals through and secare
them with hexagon nuts.
Now

place the holes at the ends of the
arms over their screwed rods as
shown in Fig. 5. On each put a
spring washer, a flat washer, and

finally its milled nut.

3'

tain amount of ill-usage, but during
the first three months of their lives
it is most important to give them
every care.
The way in which an accumulator works is most interesting, and
a proper understanding of it will
help the wireless man to see that
his LT. battery is kept in good
condition. The acid solution consists of vast quantities of molecules
of sulphurc acid and water, each
of which Contains atoms of oxygen
and hydrogen. During the charging process the solution is partly

broken up. Hydrogen ions rush to
the negative plates, where each is
neutralised by taking one electron
from the charging current. They
then combine in pairs into hydrogen
molecules.
l'he negative plates
become coated with a deposit of

chòçlateco1oired

single atoms of
oxygen.
Water
molecules consist
of two hydrogen
atoms in cornbination with one

of

oxygen.

during

charging the slution loses sorne of
its original water, and the specific

'gravity 'beconies highr.
Whe« the bättery is brought into

'

;

a

Hence

-

.

face ofthe brass, then burr its end
vitli a few taps from a light
hammer. When the second screw
has been fixed in the same way the
arms are ready except that they
require 4B.A. clearance holes
drilled as shon.
The knob is
made from a short length of
ebonite rod.
A piece of ebonite
2in. square and tin. thick is now
cut out and two 4B.A. clearance
hules (AA. Fig.
are drilled
through it.
These are to take a
pair of terminals which will form

vitJi

coating SVlien the accumulatog is
fully charged no free leap tvms
remain for those of the gas to cornbine with; oxygen rises to the surface in the form of a stream of
bubbles. The accumulator is then
said to be " gassing."
lt will thus be seen.that the solutidn is robbed of pairs of hvdrdgen
atoms and of

F.

r;..

.,::.,;ges
them

a
gry colour. Oxygen ncgfi11bns
uialse foi the nositie plates at
whose surfçe i chemiçnl chapge
akes place i hegas atcnn corn
binévith thdseof leid. fdi nn as

to

have two paths open to them, they
ay of.
ean reach earth either by
-r..
the condenser or by travelling
O..
round the coil.
To make this switch is a very
5.
simple hiatt.er. The arms shown in
2 are cut with tin-shears from
LOOKING AFTER ACCVMUa piece of fairly stout ,he,et brass.
LATORS'
The bridge is a piece of Àifl.
enebo'nite i4in. in length. One hole
wireless
many
OW
is arilld in the middle of it 'to take
thusiasts give their accumuthe screw secw-in the knob 'two
lators the care that they need
others are for the -4B.A. roundand deserve? We are all rather
headed screws which attach it to
inclined to regard the L.T. battery
the arms. These are exactly im.
simply as a store of energy for filaapart, and they should be large
ment heating purposes, which can
enough to allow the screws to pass
be drawn upon so long as it will
easily.
Drill corresponding holes
enable the valves to work, and
of tapping size in the brass arms
then requires rio attention beyond
and thread them with a 4B.A. tap.
being conveyed to the charging
Take a sin. screw, placing a flat
station for a refill. This is not
washer -on it, pass it through the
quite fair to the accumulator,
ebonite, and drive it into the hole
which s, after all, one of the most
in the brass' until the ebonite is
important parts of the receiving
securely held, but able to move
set. Accumulators that have been
without inding.. File the end of
made" by proper treatment in
the serew almost flush with the
their early days will stand a cer-

hith

gy leàd,

..

is thus in series. Place the arms on'
studs 2 and 3, and it is in parallel;
impdlses on reaching the point A

Weejily

use in the wireless set the prpcess
'

described is reverséd.'
-Iydrogen
rushes to the tostive ,lates where.
by combining .vith o,vgen atoms
'it breaks: down the lead peroxide
into lead monoxide and water.
Pci-oxide of lead resisf the action
of sulphuric acid, but the monoxide
speedily succumbs, being converted
into lead sulphate and water. As
discharging proceeds the plates lose
their brown colour owing to the
deposit of whitish lead suiphate
which forms on them.
At the
negative plates lead sulphate is also
formed, since oxygen ions combine
with the lead to produce The easily
attacked lead monoxidé.
lt will be seen that whilst dis-

charge

is taking place, the
hydrogen and oxygen atoms taken
from the solution during charging
are given hack again. They combine once more into water, and
reduce the specific gravity of the
solution. We can now see why it
is thät the hydrometer, which
measures the .specitìc gravity of the
solution, provides such an excellent
means of discovering the condition
.of the battery. It is in fact the
only sure test.
It is most im*ortant that the acid solution

jI

should be correctly mixed, and this
is a point whith must be watched,
many of those vlio run charging stations are very careless alout
it. The exact gra\ity generally
varies with different brands of
accumulators.

fr
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know1edg of the way sound waves
ravel in the atmosphere may help toOUR
wards an explanation of the many
irregularities and occasional zones of silence
observed in connection with the transmission
of wireless signals.
We are all of us familiar with the simple
analogy which caii be drawn between the
travel of sound waves and the travel of wireless waves. When, for example, the hour is
struck on Big Ben, the 13k-ton bell in the

*

ri

WAVE-REFLECTING "ROO
By E.

This inleresling article by one

HALL CIIAPM

of our Slaff

comparing wireless waves with a sprinter
doing the loo yards in IO seconds and sound
waves with a snail taking three months to
crawl the same distance. '
Yet, in spite of these great differences, a
careful studyof the' way sound waves behave
when propagated through the atmosphere
helps enormously in an attempt to visualise
the travel of wireless waves.
Since the establishment of the broadcasting
stations, wireless experimenters in many
parts of the country have been puzzled by the
curious inconsistencies in the strength of the
telephony received from the several stations.
As an example of this, three experimenters
working with crystal sets on the Essex side of
London a few wéeks ago heard the Newcastle
concert with great clea'ness. About the samè
time two other experimenters working with
valvesets in the same districtwere surprised
at the strength of the Newcastle telephony.
Since the three experimenters possessing
crjstal sets have not yet succeeded in picking
up the Birmjngham or Manchester telephony,
the question naturally arises as to why it

Clock Tower at Westminster, sound waves
travel in all directions and the resonant note
is heard all over London. Big Ben, on such
occasions,, is a station broadcasting signals
by means öf sound waves and the human ear
which picks up the sound is a receiving set for
the sound waves transmitted by the famous
bell.
'
Owing, to the fact that sound waves are
produced by mechanical means, such as those
employed in the raucous and persistent alaî'i'n
clock, it appears, at first sight, a little imprudent to pursu? the familiar analogy with
the electrically produced waves of a wireless
transmitting station. Again, sound waxes
travel through the air, whereas wireless waxes
travel through the mysterious ether. There
- is also a tremendous difference in point of
speed. Sound waves travel at a leisurely 750
miles per hour. Wireless waves move oer
890,000 timesas quickly. Some idea of the
difference in these speeds can be obtained by

Edior wille

4
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maîty- of'ffiè cases of lontdistance recepison freaks.

should be possible on. certain occasions for
experimenters in Essex to hear telephony
from Newcastle, 270 miles away, better than
telephony from 1\lanchester, 190 miles away,
or teleohonv from Birmingham, only 120

-'

-

miles away.
In order to form some idea as to how
questions such as these may eventually be
answered, let us carry a step further the
analogy between the travel of sound waves in
the atmosphere and the travel of wireless
waves through the ether.
\Vithin recent years one of the best
examples of the curious way. in which big
sounds travel was provided by the Silvertown
explosion of January 19th, 1917. Exhaustive
enquiries made after the explosion re'ealed
the most interesting fact that there were two
distinct areas in which the sound of the explosion was heard, and that these two areas
ix'ere separated by a zone of silence forty miles
wide. The inner area of audibility embraced
the whole of a circle of twenty miles radius
centred at Charing Cross. To the south-east
this area stretchéd as far as Canterbury and

AS

A

i

to the north-west it reached Northampton, but
it did not extend beyond twenty miles from
Charing Cross either to the north-east or o
the south-west. The outer area of audibility
took in Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire. The zone of silence between tile
two areas of audibility covered most of the
counties of Essex and Suffolk and a large
portion of the counties of Cambridge and
H u n t i ngdo n.
It has been suggested that this strange
phenomenon of a zone of silence between two
aieas of audibility is due to varying wind
currents in the atmosphere, but this explanation does not cover the many cases in which
a zone of silence has been observed to leeward
of the source of the sound. In fact, there is

at present no very satisfactory explanation of
these most interesting and strikingly curious
zones of silence which are noticeable whenever big sounds are propagated through the
atmosphere. Similar zones of silence no
doubt exist for wireless waves, for it is no
uncommon thing for a wireless receiving
station to pick up signals from a particular
transmitting station during the night-time hut'
never from that sahie station during the daytime.
A ery striking feature of the Silvei-town
explosion just referred to was that the intensity of the waves varied greatly in different
directions. If we could explain why the
tensity of the waves from the Silvertown
-,

j:
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.hDwever, very
c o m p
i cated, since
these
reflecting " roofs
are not Station-

Oit-

fèred in different
directions we might
have discovered
a clue as to
why
experimenters with
crystal sets in
Essex can oc-

1

ary. A strong

wind- may

blow one of
these sound re-

fiecti
o o

casio n ally
hear the Newcastle tele-.
pilon y

r

away.

light

when

they have
never succeeded in
pic k
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Sun-

-may

cause a wireless wave ifi e
i n. g
''roof ' to. be

ct

up

ve.r.y .patchy
perhaps

the Birmingham telephony
which has to

4and

full .. of great
holes through

,tavei less.than
half the
tance.
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f

which the

dis-

wa y

As far as

es.

escape

sçiind
waves..
are concerned,

m ay

4ntO

Space.
O n

e--. great
scientist .. h-a s
made the suggestion t h a t
with a wireless

may look
upon the atwe

m o s p h e r e

above us -as
being,
uncier
certain
cirlOW.
5.°W
cumstances, a
huge echoing
gallery. Any sound waves which travel
upwards may he reflected back to earth,
just as a beam of sunlight is reflected by a
piece of broken mirror in the band of a mischievous schoolboy. There are undoubtedly
a number of reflecting "roofs " for both
sound waves and wireless waves in the
atmosphere above us. The problem oU the
refleclion back to earth of such waves is,

r e fi e c t

-

i

n

roof " at a
JI
height of a
h .0 n d r e d
miles above us, wireless signals would
hé at a maximum strength at successive
distances of 2,000 miles from the transmitting
station. It iS a most interesting fact to recall
that about this height there is a surface of
separation between the nitrogen of the lower
atmosphere and the helium (not hydrogen)
of the upper atmosphere. This interface may
he a reflecting " roof" for wireless waves.
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Space Charge
yN the interior of a valve there is a certain
I distribution of potentÏal btveen.. the ele&
trodes-that is, between the anode and the:
filament. The ¿onduction of electricity between these electrodes is effected b the flow
of electrons or positive ions from ne to the
other, and it is the difference between the
number .of electrons and positive ions iii a
volume which we must take as unity, multiplied by the charge per ion, that is known as
the "space charge." This is also referred to
as the volume density of electrification, but
it must not be confused with space current,.which is simply the value of the flow of electrons between the electrodes of the valve.

Ionization

+

--

Jom ¿me

explained ir tiese colum,

t

time,

The impact óltage at which secondary electrons are emitted depends on the nature of the
surface froni which they are released; they:
also shqw a curious property, that as the :-,
speed of the prima ryelectrons increases so the
numl)er of secondary electrons emitted per
impzn ging primary electron increases. Indeed, if the impact voltage of the primary
electrOns can be raised to a suflìcièntly high
value, our primary electron can expel as many
as twenty secondary electrons.
Negative Resistance
The phenomenon of secondary electronic
emision is directly connected with the property of negative resistance. If in a threeelectrode valve the plate be kept at a fixed
positive potential with respect to the filament,
when no potential difference exists between
the grid and the filament the current flowing
in this lattercircuit is very small. The reason
for this is that almost all the electrons from'
the filament are dran through the grid and
over to the plate. If, however, we can give
the grid an increasing positive potential (with
respect to the filament), the gid current, as
indicated by a mihhiammeter, wilF jncrease up
to a certain point. If we still further increase
the positive potential in the grid, we will,.
however, find a decrease of the grid-filament
current, which will drop down to. zero and
then eventually flow in the reverse direction.
The explanation for this is that as the positive grid potential is increased, the electrons
on striking the grid emit secondary electrons
which are drawn to the plate or anode.
W lien the velocity with which the electrons
strike the grid increases beyond a certain
value, the primary electrons, as already explained, can eject more than one, secondary
electron from the grid, and the current reverses: Thus the valve shows negative
resistance properties.
In this connection it is of interest to nOte
that if the grid potential is increased to such
an extent that it becomes positive with respecte
to the anode, the secondary electrons are no
longer drawn away to the plate, but are driven
back again to the grid, so that the reverse
current will decrease until it finally assumes
the original direction.

-

Any process which actually produces dislodged electrons is known as ion ization lt
will be appreciated that however this dislodgment comesabout it involves overcoming
such forces as may hold the electrons in the
atoms from which they are to he ejected.
There are several means of ejecting the
electrons, but two will be mentioned as being
readily appreciated. The method of dislodgment which is most obvious to us all is that of
heating : this forms the basis of the subject
of thermionics. The second method is ejection
by means of other electrons impinging on the
object from which we wish to release electrons. This gives rise to the phenomenon of
secondary emission,'' which we will now
explain. The blue glow sometimes seen in
imperfectly exhausted or "soft " valves is an
indicatión of ionization by collision of the
electrons with molecules of residual gas.

Secondary Electrons
\Vhen electrons proceding from the filanient or cathode impinge upon the anode, they
give rise to an emission of fresh electrons
froni this latter. These electrons, however,
are at once returned to the plate because of the
potential difference between them and the
filament, but t is to be noted that secondary
emission is not produced unless the velocity
of the primary electrons (i.e., those flowing
from thé filament to the anode) exceeds a
certain

be

-

A.L.M.D

value.
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zne new wireless installation on 11z liner " Majestic" which enables rnessaes
'be transmitted and received d a speed of 240 words per minute.
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Fig.

1.-The

LIE giant \Vhite Star liner

complete ín

alta/ion

'' Majestic

was the first ship to be fitted with highspeed automatic wireless apparatus.
The automatic transmitter is a Wheatstone
machine, and was fitted last Noember by
the Marconi International Marine Communication Company, Ltd. The success attending its use has led to the installation of highspeed receiving gear in the forni of, an

.

ç

Uridulator.
The introduction of high-speed transmission on board this liner was decided upon because of the large number of kusiness and
private messages which pasengers usiñ tlì
Majestic " desire to send when they are approaching the coast of America. The amount
of traffic had rown sO enormously tl;.at it
B36

in

the wireless cabj,'

.......

-

ws :found impossible, to cop with kt-:dequately by ordinary hand speed »-qriqg and
the ' \Jajstic" pow clears its Maronigranis
to Cthapj'(Jass..).automaticaHy.
The
maximuni speed of this apparatus is 240
words per minute.
:_
The fitting of high-peed receìving apparatus on board ship is a matter of much
greater delicacy than the fitting of transmitting apparatus, as the moement of the
ship is an important factor for consideration.
Experiments with the Undulator, however) have proved quite successful, and during
thé " Majéstic's " first trip to New York with
this apparatus on board messages were recorded at high speed over a distance of 700
miles.
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The illustration on the opposite page (Fig i) shows on
the table, from left to right
(i) The local oscillatoì,
tuner and amplifier.
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valve amplifier.
Note
spec ktI arrangement
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transmitting panel
Fig. 2 shows:another part of
the wireless cabin: The Gell
perforator leyboard for the
automatic high-speed wireless
transmitter is shoTviì in the
centre, \\hilst just behind it, to
the right, is situated the
Marconidirection-finding ar-.
paratus, including a seven-
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Our third illustration depicts
the \\Theatstone autoniatic
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transmitter, which operates
from a pe'rforated strip pre-pared by the Gell instrument:
shoth inFig. 2. The method
adopted of mounting the âtifo-.
nia tic devices u pon separate
benches is necessary on
account of the vibration which
is caused during operation: z.
This high_speed trahsmitting
and receiving, installation has
proved so successful thai
seeral other of the larger
passenger ships will be fitted
with similar apparatus in the
near futüre.
Considerable
experimental work is necessary to obtain reliable and
rapid working of the system,
but now that experience lias
been 'gained with an actual
practical installation, t li e
-system is being brought down'
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THE ELECTRICAL THEORY OF MATTER
By-

.

I

J. H.. T. ROBERTS DSc., Staff Editor (Physics).

Some of the, most fundamental discoveries in physical science have been made during the past
thirty years, largely by.. ,Sir J. J. Thomson and Sir E. Rutherford and co-workers at the Cavendislz
Laboratory,. Cambridge, in their researches on, the conduction of electricity through gases
and the phenomena of radioactivity. The evolution of the wireless valve is directly bound up with
ffii.s work, which will undoubtedly have further important bearings upon wireless in the future.
Dr. Roberts has been intimately associated with some of these problems at Cambridge and lias
collaborated with the eminent physicists mentioned above.
¡n this series of articles he fires a
simpliled account of the very remarkable Insight which science has gained of rece'd years into (lie
nature of Matter and Electricity.
.

PART

IT

is common knowledge that matter con
sists of molecules, and that molecules are
built up of atoms. Until recent years it
was thought that the atom was the ultimate
particle of matter, indivisible and immutable.
l'he principal reason for this belief was that
reactions between different
in chemical
elements, the minimum quantities of the
elements engaging in the reaction always
comprised a whole-number of atoms, no
chemical reaction being observed in which
a fraction öf an atom took part.
In view of the information then available
this beJief was a very reasonable b.ne and, in
fact, the definition of the atom which obtains
to-day is in close agreement with it so far
as chemical reactions are concerned; the atom
is still regarded as the smallest portion of
matter whiçh can take part in a chemical
reaction.
Recent experiments, of a physical rather
than a chemical. nature, lla\e shown, howl4Prveo,w

-

-

--.----.

About 200 yvrts

?/a'etv-,

\/

Fig. 1.-Represenla lion

t

i

Protons and Electrons
The units of which the atom is built up are
of two kinds only, naThely, unitst of positive electricity, called " protons," and units
of negative electricity, called "electrons,"
the charge of aprotorl being equal in amount
to that of an electron. The nucleus consists
of a compact arrangenient of protons and
electrons, the protons, however, being in
excess óf the electrons-which accounts for
the nucleus having a resultant positive charge.
In the normal case, the riuniber of planetary
electrons is equal to the number of excess protons in the nucleus, so that the atom, as a'
hole, is electrically uncharged i' neutral
For example, in the oxygen atotii, thé nucleus
contains 16 protons and 8electrqns, aqi has,
Therefore, a resultant positive charge of S
,units; this is balanced by the 8 planeary
electrons circling round the' nUcleus. The
atom of hydrogen consists of a nucleus of
one proton, with one planetary electron

-

.-..--...About 200 oad5

&ouìmírz

-

i'

plexity. Just as a solar, system embraces a
central sun with a number of planets circling
round it under the influence of its attractive
force and following appropriate orbits, so the
atom Consists of a central electrical nucleus
with a number of isolated electrical charges
circling round it in particularorhits.t The
nucleus of the atom lias a positive electrical
charge, and the circling, Or "planetary"
charges are charges of negative electricity,
the difference in sign of the charges of the
planets and the nucleus accounting for the
attractive fôrce, according to the well-know n
elementary law.

-

"'°"
-

of

an atom

cçe
of

I

+ 2

helium.

ever, that the atom is neither indivisible noi
immutable; it consists, in fact, of a miniature
solar system,° in most cases. of great corn* It should be stated tha there are maI1y theories

of the constitution of th atom, -designed ,to account for
particular phenomena; th. ibject is df very recent
growth and .of. almos,t infinite complexity, and it cannot
be said that any theory has been universally accepted or
has accounted for all the known properties.,of atoms. It
is impossible in this short Article to enter into a consideration of alternative theories : a sliple outline will
therefore be given ofthe. general trend of modern views
of atomic. structure. The Rihherford-Bohr theory is

's

-

supported by an enormous amount of direct experimental
evidence, and must be substantially correct.
f The orbits are not necessarily circular or stationary.
The word unit" here is used in the ultimate or
natural sitse, not in the sense of the conventional
' .
.
electrical units.
-:

-

-
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circling round it. Thé atom of helium ha
4 protons and 2 electrons, in the nucleus,
balanced by 2 planetary electrons.
Size of the Atom
Ei
order to form some mental picture of
the atomic solar system, we may mention that
the size of an electron is about io of that of

(Eq14

protons contained in its atom-.-tlìus heiurn
has 4 protpns and its atomic weight is ;
s'dium, atomic weight 23, has 23 protons,
and so on.
The atomic system, coptaining about
half
as many electrons as protons in the
nucleus, ith a balancing number of planetary electrons surrounding the nucleus, represents the normal, Or uncharged, atom. An
atomic, system may be in any òne of three
different states, which we may call "satislièd," " unsatisfied" and '.' dissatisfied."
Of

-

-

S
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S

-

-

Stability
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b

.J

Fue.

2.-A

o

'

.1.'

¡

.

.

it

hasadeficiencyoranexcessofonor

f

:

more
external electrons, in which case it may be
said to be quantitatively unsatisfied and is
caiIel an "ion "; or it may be-i ".unsatisfled" because -the number of its external
electrons is such that the geometrical

o
'::o'

"unsatisfied" because

An atom may be

,

4

-

.."

sodium alan, and a chlorine a/orn about lo
combine.

:

the atom and the proton is about 1o3 of that
By the " size " of the atom
of the electron.
is meant the diameter of the space which it
occupies, but it will be evident that it does
ntt fill that space, any more than the plàiiets
fill the space around the sun which is enclosed
by their orbits. A popular idea of the rehátive magnitudes lias been given by saying
that if the atom (that is, the space occupied
by the atomic planetary system) were the size
ould
of the dome of St. Paul's, the electrons
be about the.size of pinheads, and the protons would be the size of dust-particles. Or
again, if the nucleus of the atom of helium

-

.

at/oruze

-

Atom-

Sodi w" Atom.
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-
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Fie.

be represented by a -small - marble, its two
planetary electrons will be representèd, on

3.-A

aton

.

.0
--

.

-

.

-'

- -

-

- -. molecule,' the sodium and chlorine
sharind an electron between them.

sail

arrangement would be more "comfOrtable"
if one or more electrons could be borrowed

the same scale, as two smaller marbles revolving round it at a distance from it of
about half a mile. These sithple pictures
may be useful in enabling us to form a conception of the relative magnitudes of the
component parts of an atom, but they must
not be taken too literally; the nucleus, for
example, must not be supposed to resemble
a sohere such as a marble.

* An even number of eleètrons is not always .equaUy
divided between the nucleus and the external system (an
odd number, of course, cannot be), and we now -believe
that this is connected with the existence of "isotopes."
that is, elements with different atomic weights but the
same chemical properties. For example, neon consists
of a mixture of nine-tenths of an element of atomic
weight 20 (20 protons and io electrons in the nucleus
with so planetary electrons) and one-tenth of an element
of atomic weight 22 (22 protons. and 52 electrons in the
nucleus, with so planetary electrons) giving an average
atomic, weight of 20.2. It is shown later in this article
that the chemical properties of an atom depend upon the
number of planetary electrons proper to the uncharged
atom, so that the isotopes are indistinguishable by chemical means; they have, however, been identified by
special physical experiments with the "mass spectrograph." There is strong reason for believing that the
atomic weights of all the, elements (except H) are ex:
pressible as whole-numbers (oxygen being taken as i6)
and that where the atomic weight, determined chemically.
includes fractions, the substance is a mixture of isotopes.

-

Atomic Wright
The weight of the protod is 'about 2,000
times that of the electron, so that, for practical purpOses, the weight of an atom is equal
to the sum of the weights of its protons.
Since the oxygen atom contains i6 proton.
and its atomic weight is taken as i6,.it follows,
that the atomic veigh of any other element
(except hydrogen) is expressed by the number
171
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lose or gain electrons is thought to be connected with the chemical combinations of
atoms into molecules. An atom which has a
tendency to acquire an electron into its
external system is said to be electronegative,
and an atom which has a tendency to lose an
electron from its external system is called
electropositive. ,A simple 'illustration of the
application of this theory to chemical combination may be given by considering the molecule of common salt, which consists of the
conihi nation of the electropositive sodium
atom (which can easily part with an electron)
ith the electronegative chlorine atom (which
can easily accommodate an extra electron).
Fig. 2 shows* the sodium atom containing
an inner ring of 2 electrons, an outer ring of 8
electrons, and another electron which is.
loosely held and which, as it were, could to
some extent be spared. Fig. 2 also illustrates
the chlorine atom, containing an inner ring
of .2 electrons, another ring of S, and a
further ring of 7 electrons; this atom could
&gsí (iJ
well accommodate an
additional electron so
,1
as to make its outer/
most ring up to 8. If

or loaned; it may then be said to be qualitatively unsatisfied, and, although it is not
actually an ion, it is liable to become ionised
by combination with another atom. "Unsatisfaction " in the above sense is concerned
only with the external or planetary electrons
and does not involve the nucleus.
The " dissatisfied " atomic system is that
of a " radioactive " atom, where the disturbances produced are more deep-seated and
affect the nucleus of the atom as well as the
external electrons. For the time being, however, we will defer the consideration of a
"dissatisfied" system and deal only with
satisfied " and " unsatisfied " systems, that
is, with atonis which retain their nuclear construction, but which may have disturbances
in their external electron system.

Chemical Properties of Elements
The chemical properties of an atom depend
upon the net positive charge of the nucleus,
that is, upon the number of external electrons proper io the
atom in Its uncharged
or neutral condition.
''.
s'
Provided the nucleus
';"" ' \'
is not altered, dieresodium ind
Y
s-t the
o
4
fore, disturbances may'
cllorine atoms come
k
'k
take place in the ex°
into proximity, the
J
terhal electrons which
/
S
loose electron of the
-----S
rth,,i 1binfluence the behaviour
former, without actu-'
of the atom in certain
ally
leaving its parent
Fig..4.-What happens w1ien a sali molecule is dzssolved
respects without changatim, may share itself
in water,
ing its 'chemical probetween the two atoms,
J
atom
perties.
An
which are then held
may, for: example, losé dnè of its extogether by their mutual interest n the
ternal electrons; it is then left with a
liaison electron (Fia. 3). Thus the sodium
resultant positive charge and is called a
atom is not ionised, in the sense of
' pdsitive ion "
or it may gain a stray eJec-.
having completely lost an electron, but may
tron, when it is called a " negative ion."
be said to be partially ionised whilst
reThese states are temporary, and an ion will'
mains in combination with the chlorine atom,
tâke the first opportunity of satisfying itself
and the same remarks apply to the latter.
by losing or gaining an electron, as the case
Under certain special circumstances, howr
may require.
ever, the chlorine atom may take complete
An atoìri which lias a circle crowded by
possession of the borrowed electron, the
olectrons may he qualitatively unsatisfied,
sodium atom parting with it entirely; this is
even though it is quantitatively satisfied, and
what happens when the salt molecule is disthay actually he in a conditioi favòu'rable
i
solved in water, theeffect being due to the
to losing electrons so as to satisfy itself
motions and a'ttractions of the surrounding
qualitatively, even though it ould, by the
water molecules. The sodium atom has now
same act, render itself to some extent unsatisbecome a positive sodium ion, and the
fied quantitatively. Similarly, an atom may
(Continued on page i8i.)
he in a condition to increase its stability by
* The electrons are here shown spaced upon rings in
the acquisition of another electron, even
a plane, but it will be understood that three-dimensionally
though stich a conditión would render it
they will be situated (at any instant) upoñ a series of
imaginary shells.
quantitatively unsatisfied. This tendency to

/
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A PROGRESSIVE UNIT RECEIVING SYSTEM
This forms thé third pari of our special series of articles dealing with the construction of a complete
unii receiving system. Every issue will contain complete instructions for making or using another
componen! pari, and the reader will have ai his disposal the whole organisation of Radio Press to
help him. These articles are written by the Editor himself, and the apparatus described has been
designed and fully-Jested. By carefully following out the instructions given, it is impossible to obtain
disappointing results. Every piece of apparatus will be subsequently used when more ambitious sets
are described.
-

Receiver No. i
two preceding instalments we have
dealt ith a variable inductance consisting
of 20 turns of insulated wire tapped at each
turn, and also a variable inductance consisting of ioo turns of wire tapped at every 20
turns. A suitable crystal detector for use
with these circuits has also been dealt with
and e are now in a position to arrange the
different components to re- ceive signals.
r
--

2,

page

Lii.)

results would be obtained. Similarly, sometimes it is found that as the inductance is cut
down, the signal strength increases, but at
the lower limit strong signals ar still
obtained; this is a clear indication that there
is too much inductance, and the fault is generally found on sets hicli do not provide for
a sufficiently small amount of inductance to
be obtained on tue lowest adjustment.
When apparattis
of
this kind is
used, it vill

IN the

I

AERIAL

L

Effect of

that different
aerials give
entirely different results.,
For example,

1

A common

with

many

wireless receivers
is

is

\,

that

aerial
flot

perly

the
circuit
protuned

length.

should

found

he

Aerial
Capacity

snilI

iprid

wiii
-

b

b

more inductance
the
aerial circuit,
ifl

It
be

i

-

III.

PART
(Continued from No.

fault

-

-

oronehaving
.-.

..

..

.

................ .,--.

possible o n
Fig. 1.-Th e
every receiver
to obtain an
adj ustment hicli gives the loudest results;
any variation of adjustment on either side
should result in a decrease in signal

a

number

o f
-

complete receiver.

parallel

w ires, w ill re-

quire.

very

much less inductance to tune to a given wavelengt h.
This is because the wavelength of the aerial
circuit is governed by the value of the inductance and the capacity of the aerial. 1f a small
aerial is used, the aerial capacity is small, and
more inductance is required in the set to
bring up the wavelength to correspond with
the waves to be received. On the other hand.
if a large aerial is employed, or one which
Consists of a number of parallel wires, or if a
very long earth lead is used, then the set will
require a sma!ler amount of inductance.
.

strength..

1f, for example, it vere found that signals
became stronger and stronger as the amount
of inductance included in the aerial circuit
was increased, hut that even at the limit there
was no falling off in signal strenEth, it would
be a clear indication that quite likely the receiving apparatus was not properly tuned-in
to the incoming signals, and that if a little
more inductance \vere added perhaps better
I

wj
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In order that there shall be no poibi1ity
of failure, we are going to use
variable
inductances in series, one for the purpose of
obtaining an inductance varying between o
and 20 turns, and another inductance which
wiTh give us anything from o to loo turns in
sections of. 20. By connecting thee two
'inductanes in series, both being in the;aerial
circuit, it will be possible to include in the
arial circuit any number of whole turns betveen o and 120. By this means ve can
guarantee that we will be able to'i tuile in to

1923

wire tbe other telephone 1eadis con nested to
the right-hand terminal.
All the different connections may be made
with tue same. wire used to wimid. the coils,
namely, No. 26 double-cotton-covered oepper
wire. Bell w ire or any other copper vire,

t'o

-.

-:

Dl

1
6Sttu?s

___J

-

I

L

Fig. 2.-Circuil diQgram.

f

any wavelength from about 150 metres to at
least 800 metres.
Wiring Up the Set
Fig. i shows a photograph of the different
component parts. The method of wiring up
the different components is show n by mea ils
of ink lines drawn on the photograph.
It vjll be seen that tile aerial lead-in is
taken to one terminal of the unit inductance L1. The other terminal is connected to
the left terminal of the indactance L2, which
is the ioo-turn inductance.
The right terminal of this inductance is connected to the
lead going to the earth, the -earth preferably
being a tin buried in the ground just outside
the station.
One terminal of the detector D is connected to the left terminal of the inductance
L,. It is important to see that it is the crystal
cup terminal which is connected to this
terminal, which is also connected to the
aerial. The other terminal of the detector D
is connected to one lead of the telephone receivers Tby means of a piece of insulated

-

t

Fig. 3.-Praclical circuí! diararn
.

-

however, may be used, but it should preferahl be insulated.
'1 he telephone T may either be of the single
type, which type may be p rchased for about
7S. 6d.,lor the double type, which are preferable. -In any case, the resistance of tile telephones should be at least i,000 ohms, and it
is cheaper in the long run to obtain the telephone receivers from a reliable firm. Several
of the best makers of telephone receiers
advertise in this journal.
It might be asked why it is important to
connect the detector terminals in the way
described. The reason why, if these connections were reversed, the design would not be
so good, is because the terminal connected to the spring which touches the crystal
is practically at the same potential as
thè earth. Touching the terminal head which
-

174
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dòs not,
therefore, in any way affect the signals heard,
but, on the other hand, ifthe other te'ri'ììinal
or the crystal cup is touched with the fingere,
there would be ail immdiate reduction in
signal strength owing to the fact that the
high-frequency current would leak away-.
through tile human body, which may be considered always as being ät earth potential.
If the leads to the detector were reversed, the
adjusting knob would be directly connected
to the aerial, and touching it would result in
a loss of signal strength, which, however,
would be restored when the hand left the
detector. lt would not, hòve'er, be possible
to keepthe hand on the terminal and adjust

-

adjusts the spring of the detèctor

-

.
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-
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Fig. 5.-Circuilal arrangement of Fig.

Diagram of Circùit

4.

from o to 21.studS to see whether any station
is working.
If a signal of any sort is heard, the detector
D should be more carefully adjusted by trying
different points on the crystal and also varying the pressure of the spring on the crystal.
Uaving obtained as loud results as possible,
the searching process should he continued.
lIaing searched all over the studs on the.
inductance L. the next step to take is to
move the selector switch arm on to the first
active stud on the ioo-turl inductance L2.
\Vhen on thi first stud ve have, permanently
connected in the aerial, 20 turns of inductaice and by searching again on the induëtance L1 by

shows how the apparatus just described would he illustrated by a circuit
diagram. It will be seen that .the t o inductances re shown as L1 and L2, while the
detector and telephones are connected across
the used portion of these coils..
2

Fig. 3 shows more exactly the circuit
employed and the various tappings and studs
ar. shown
-

-

.

.

the sensitiveness of tfie crystal detector by
noting the strength of the signals.

Fig.

.

.

Method of Operating the Set
The set illustrated in Fig. i may be
operated verw readily,
The;first thing to do is to adjust the crystal
detector D so
that the end of
the

spring

rest s

lightly
the surface
of the crystal.
Having done
this, the telephone receivers
are placed on
the head and
the. switch arm
on the inductance L, -is
moved on the
which
st ud
cuts out the
Fig. 4.-Arrarigeme nl for
whole of the
inductance
We now really have in circuit only the inductand, by adjusting the selector switch
ance
handle on this inductance, it is possible to
obtain anything from o to 20 turns of inductance, and the switch arm should be moved

on

L2.

L1

the
moving
selector switch
backwards anc
forwards over
the studs it is
possible to obtain anything
f rom 20 to 40
turns of inductance in the
aerial circuit.
If nothing is
heard during
this
process,
even after trying one or two
use on long aerials.
adjustmeits of
t h e detector,
try the second active stud of the inductance
L2. Forty turns of inductance will now be permanently included in the aerial, and an adjustment of the selector switch on the adjustment
will enable us to obtain any number of

,:.

.

L1

'75
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turns from 40 to 6o. The same process is
repeated, and when, say, a broadcasting
station is heard, the two sets of switches
should be carefully adjusted until the loudest
results are obtained. Do not be satisfied
unless you are able to weaken the signals by
variation of inductance on either side of the

is nów arranged as hown
It will be seen that the inductance
is shunted by.the crystal detector and telephones T and that no additional inductance is
needed. A four-wire aerial is shown in use,
btit, of course, it is entirely .i matter of trial,
as to whether a single inductance is to bé
employed. In any case, it mist flot be
iiiiagined that because broadcasting may be
received on th 20-turn inductance that the,
other inductance will not be needed, because
both inductances ill be found suitable when
lonper wave1enth ranres are desired. On
theapparatus describedin this issue it should
be possible to receive very many spark
stations, such as ship and coaststations working in the i\lorse code. These stations work
on 600 metres mostly, and will be found if
an adjustment of inductance just aboye the
broadcast wavelength is made.
Fig. shows the circuital arrangement of
Fig. 4.
Use of Telephone Condenser
In all these circuits no mention is made of
a telephone condenser as we do no really at
this stage need to employ one. A telephone
condenser in many cases results in no
improvement in signal strength, but later we
propose to describe how to make such a condenser very simply.
Another Arrangément to Try.

The apparatus

in Fig. 4.

value chosen.

Note on Tuning
lt will & fdund that signals are sometimeS
obtain ed either, say, on stud 3 on the inductance L2 and the whole of the inductance L1,
or on stud 4 of L2 and, say, only the first
turn of the inductance L1. It is a matter
purely of trial, and the adjustment which
gives the best result should be adhered to.
Once signals have been heard, the crystal
detector should be adjusted and should not
be touched unless signals go off in strength.

A

-I

6 Studs
I

L2

IL/
/
I

1923

.0

-

-

Fig. 6 showsan experimental ciiui \hich
the reader may care to try out, ás ¡t sometimes will give rather betterresu1ts than the
more straightforward-circuit of 1ig. 3. We
now include the inductance L1 tapped at
every turn directly in the aerial circuit, while
the ither inductalice L2 ha in loo turns is
connected in the detector circuit, bût is outside the aerial circuit, which simply includes
the aerial, the used portion of L1 and the
earth. Both inductances, are carefully adjusted until the loudest results are obtained
in the telephones. Experiments may be
tried by placing the two coils L1 and L2
close together.
This class of circuit sometimes gives better
results when along aerial, or one containing
a number of wires, is employed. For gener1
use we would advise the arrangement of Fig. 3
which is shown pictorially arranged in Fig. i

LìISstH

Fig.

6.-An

experimental circuit.

Continuous scratching of the crystal in an
endeavour to obtain louder results only impairs the sensitiveness of the delicate surface
of the detector crystal..
Arrangement for Use on Long Aerials
When it is desired to receive very short
wavelengths or signals on the broadcast wave
band when an aerial having severaL wires is
employed, it may be found possible to dispense with the 100-turn inductance and simply
to work on the 20-turn coil.

a

Special Note
Since writing the first two instalments of.
this unit system, the author has found it
desirable to wax the. two inductane coilso
that there is no fear of the turns slipping off.
176
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Conducted by A. D. (

-A Two-unit Four-valve
Broadcast Receiver
ESSRS. Lelie McMichael,

OWPER, B Sc.

(London), M.Sc:

show

switch ear is articiíla1-ly cópvenient the two first va1-es alone, with
òne note.magñifier, or all four
valves can be used at will, by snap.
ping either of two switches, which
simultaneously turn on and off the
valve filaments. As in the former
instrqment, no filament resistancés
Provision is made for
areused.
both high-resistance 'phones and
loud-speaker.
In conjunction with M.H.B.R.2,
a magnificent volume of sound v-is
obtained from 2L0, using an R4
valve as power-amplifier in the last
stage too loud for a small room,

before issue.

and readily audible and measurable
ioo yards away from the. house,
with loud-speaker inside and facing
The dance-music
the open, door.

\Vijh a goodtwin 4o-fòotP.M:G.in the outér suburbs, 2V)
gave a reasonable measure of loudspeaking; was loud on a low single.
30-foot aerial and audible without
any aerial at all-a sufficient téstimony to the efficiency of the adjustable reactión -fitted. Cardiff,
Newcastle, and Glasgow were
tuned in successively without any
difficulty in the intervals of 2L0;
The workmanship both exterior
and interior is of a very high
order; the business-like design and
arrangement of the interior fittings

aeriil

Ltd., have submitted for test
two units, a two-valve H.F.
Amplifier-detector, anda two-valve
L.F. Amplifying unit
The first, the M.H.B.R.2, is a
very highly finished and handsone
B.B.C." receiver, with the one
HF. amplifying valve followed by
and coupled with the detector valve

......

-

through a very efficient type of
intervalve coupling with adjustable
reaction (allowed here by the
P.M.G.) on this coupling.
Tile
enclosed tuning device is controlled
by two two-way switches and
covers the range of 330-1,000
metres on a P.M.G. aerial; provi

the results of experieñce.
Controls worked smoothly;. thete
vere signs of careful inspection and
effective testing of each instrument
-

.

.

.

-

:

.

t

.

Ilrl

Il

,':.:
The Aniplifier-Deleclor.

.

.

:

The 2 Valve L.F. Amplifier.

sian is made for plug-in coils of
A
mino
criticism might be
usual type to cover any higher offered as' to the .èxposed position
Of the valves, and the experimenter
-.i rw waveength,.in a vèry neat manner.
., The reaction allows of " search " would no doubt, if the set had been'
-4. .
with the second (defecioi) alv& desigñed for him, have preferred a
-

t

oscillating quite quietly-no -interference can possibly be caused
through oscillations getting back to
the aerial-ever, the vhoie range.
With critical reaction, the tuning
is quite sharp, and pretty selective'
considering the relative simplicity í
control
only.. three- adjustjnents
being required-primary, secondary,
and reactance. For simplicity, no
filament resistances are used, simply
a switch with a four-volt, battery.

filament rheostat.
sound piece of work.

A

thoroughly

came throi'gh loud-enough tor
open-air dante on the lawn; thé latò
transmission relavçd fton Glasgow
via 2L0 yas. similarly audille all.
òver tile house. The other broad
casting stations (including Glasgow)
and 10-watt amateurs came in on
the loud-speaker, and vere readily
tuned in without head-'phones.
There vas complete absence of
'

L.F. Amplifying Unit,
M.H.B.R. 2A.
This is a two-valve amplifier
uniform with M.H.B.R.2, andarranged to link up with the former.
The finish and general appearance and interior workmanship are
of the sanie high order.
The

'77

parasitic noises-the transformers
had been placed with evident care
.-and remarkably little distortion
unless reaction was pushed too far.
The
instruments make a very
fine set indeed for the reception of

to

broadcasting.
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OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

BY.

BY the time these notes appear programmes, wjjhseful omely
we hope that th vexed problem
hints on "How to catc,h.a tiger,"
of the tl?ird licence
ill be., and.things oth,sjrt.t,The,re are
solved for a considerable tiie. The to be talks on sport.--(but no tips
question of copyright should also be
will be givep)-d.ress; golf,, and
disposed of soon, and finality
hobbies.
The,.thj&gs, that are
reached with regard to the broad- ., supposed to in)eret men will all be
casting of plays. After which it is àuthoritativel'y and ínterestingly
to be hoped, that he B.B.C. will be treated
able to get qn with its jpb of providing first-class programmes.
Oneoftli,est interesting mci*
*
*
f the...., rece, conference
dents
One extraordnry feature of the betwee!i the B B C apdiepresen
protracted proceedings with the' tati\:eof- the ?res vas she. duel
P.M.G. was, the unprecedented \vay" between. a.. jouffialic.,aIld Mr.
in which he seemed ready to give -,.Gqdfrey:Isaacs. . The mar, 'of the
.read pen took it upon hirnself to
interviews to all and suidrv
ive?Lr. Isacs.,a lesson. on-.finance.
should ask him.
lt has hitherto
not been the custom for Cabint The smile on the face of tllatter
Ministers to discuss uncompleted' was a thing for chucklig over for
negotiations with tle Press.
But 'many a day to 'come.
*
*
*
it is undoubtedly the case that the
Cptain P P.. Eclersley, the
P.M.G. was greatly impressed by
the puhlic interest in the mattr" humoürist-in..chiLto-,the British.
and it is all to the good that he has Boadeasting' Comgany (incideñtly
dispensed with red tape.
'.-- hè i"alo the coipany's enginer)"
*
*
*
is.re'i.n g the .' Wrrless Foltis
Great things are premised when- which were so popular a feature of
Entertainments. .He
ever 2L0 is transferred to the new 'the
studio at 2, Savoy Hill. The proposes,,toiveatalk to boys on
-.
j
Grenadier Guards Band will prob- choosing a career.'.
*
*
4
ably lead off, and a strong effort
It.mavbi 'íecl.lèdttHat Mr.. F.
will be made to induce Lord
the
Birkenhead and other eminént
somewhat- prosaic statutory meetpeople to "broadcast.";
*
*
*
¡ng of the B.B.C. by saying that
The Women's Half Hour pro.- reception in Sheffield was "like an
mises to be a great success. Theke insurrection in Hell." Captain
will be talks by Lady Duff Gordoti Eckersley has been making experion fashion, Gossip by Ariel cookery ments in Sheffield, and a subrecipes, talks on babies, household transmitting station will probabl'
problems, shopping novelties,. etc. he built at the University. It will
Although
paper 'appeals be of about loo watts power. The
this
primarily tO the masculine mind, London programme will be received
the wise man will be grateful for in the ordinary was, and then
the tip and have his set judicioüsly amplified at the sub-station for the
out of order while these shopping benefit of the Sheffield listener-in.
If the experiment is successful the
novelties are on.
Some of the
items will be given from even' sub-station may be introduced into
station. Lady Gordon's talks will other parts of the country nòt
be reoented from each station by properly served at resent.
*
*
-*
various ladies.
lt has been stated " authenticA speial quarter of an hour for ally " in the press lately, that
fien is to be introduced into all the BournenioutH shall be the cntre of

the nevSouÙh of England Bioadcasting station. (2) Plymouth has -.
been definitely promised thé new
station. () That Southampton will
probably be the venue. Thé fact is
that no promise has been made to'
i any locality. lt may ultimately be
that the new station will be on an
island. The difficulty is t&reduce -.
shielding to a minimum.

.'

--

*

*

lt

.

\ittle

I

-

,

.

.

.

.

:

()

*

*

*

rather surprising that
although most broadcasting stations
receive an enormous. numbér of.
letters of appreciation, the Glasgow
station gets very few letters of any
kind. The B.B.C. should not be
!downhearted, however.
The fact
that the .Scots are not complaining
is the highest praise of the quality
of the programmes.

-

i

*

Relaying experiments are still
being carried on. The other- evening a Glasgow concert was radiated
from 2L0, and very good results
were obtained.
-

-

i

.

s

*
-

*

*

It is a curious fact that the
Gkisgow Station has been well
heard in Stockholm, Madrid, Torquay, and Cornwall, but it is being
heard very badly, in Aberdeen. The
Aberdeen people have practically
a broadcasting
been promised
station of their own, and they are
no so stupid as io convey the impression that they can hear Glásgov quite well añd that it ou1d
serve their purpose all right.
Sen sible

-

-"

folk-the Aberdoñian
*

*

*

:.

The Cardiff Sunday programmes
are attracting great attention. The
broadcasting of Parsifal vas one
of the biggest successes since the
Covent Garden çperas.
*

*

.*

hoped that during the
summer the performances of the
Grenadier Guards Band will be
broadcast not only from London;
but from every other station of the
B.B.C. near which the banif
happens to be playing.

lt

s
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A provincial ex-Mayor has been
very much annoyed because the
B.B.C. wished to see his manuscript
before broadcasting it. Fie refused
to submit to such an indignity.
The precaution, however, is necesary. One bland rêverend gentleman was advertised tø speak on
The Love of
God." He had no
manu3cript.
He
kept on-his topic
for two minu:es, '

that anything is likely to grumble is overdone and the wrong

say

happen before a given date.

*

*

'e

The Press has certainly become
very active in dealing with the
licence
question:
The
Daiiy
Exfrress, particularly,, became excited, but like many
ether papers
hich
have attemted to dis.

-

and

Wireless iVeeKly

-

then

launched out into
a diatribe against
those who held
different political
opinions from himself. The poor
announcer was in desperation, but
he could do nothing.
Since that
nerve-trying episode the B.B.C. has
exercised its right to know exactly
what is to be broadcast.
.

*

*

people blamed, the situation -is
rendered more complex, but at the
same time public attention is drawn
to' the matter,. and when, this
happens, those in, authority tend to

act more expeditiously

'.*

'*

The Postmaster-General favours
a constructor's licence costing los.,
and is against the marking of
component parts with the B.B.C..'
stamp. This is excellent news for
the beginner, but whether the
British Broadcasting Company can
really carry on an efficient service
with 5s. from each licence is somewhat doubtful. None of us would
like to see the company go into

liquidatioii.
*

.*

Mr. Reith has stated that the
studio 'of 2L0 s tc he rmoved
from Marconi
.House to the
-

of
the
company at 2,
Hill on
Savoy
May Ist.
The
first programme
will be partictularly.. good and
should
not be

*

The site of the new Manchester
Broadcasting Station vill probably
be in the vicinity of Deansgate.
*

*

*

There seems to be an erroneous
impression that the British Na.tional
Opera Company has refused to
allow its performances to be broadcast because owing to other circuthstances there were no iransmissions
of the operas at Cardiff. When the
B.N.O.C. open at
Covent
it
is hoped that opera
be transmitted once more.
relations
,Th e
with the B.B.C. 'are most cordial.
-

vilI

*

missed.

.-.*

The

-'

Mr. Slanion

Tests have been carried out by
2L0 radiating concerts to America.
The results are not yet to hand.
*

..........

Birmingham
Manchester

-

Musical
Director

of2LO.

*

At the date of going to press the
all-important question of the constructor's licence has not been.
decided.
No doubt, however, by
the time that this appears the Post.
master-General will have made
some decision in the matter. \Vireless prophets, however, have been
so often in the wrong that he is
a brave man who
'entures to

London

Jeffries,

...

...

cuss technical problems,

failed to
realise the impression they would
make on those of their readers who
knew the whole situation. In wireless, particularly, it has become
necessary for specialists to deal
with speialist problems.
-At the same time, any publicity
which brings to light mnifest injustices is all to the good. 11 the

REGULAR BROADCASTING
2L0
51T
2ZY

......

.

369 metres.

Newcastle

420
385

Cardiff
Glasgow

,,
,,

All work betweén 11:30

5.30
r:

...

*

s

British

Broadcasting

.

-

*

*

-r

Company vere
proposing
to
broadcast
t he
Duke of. Yóik's
wedding, but although the I)uke
gave his consent
(the Duke himself is a wireless enthusiast), tu e D e a n
and Chapter of \Vestminster Abbey declined
to agiee to it.
This seems to us rather
a narrow-minded attitude to take
After all, the Bishop of London
up.
has spoken by wireless, and man
other eminent clergymen have used
the medium of the ether to reach
the ears of a gi-eat audience. Why.
then, should certain dignitaries
-objet to the broadcasting of such
a happy event as the Duke of

York'-,.wedding?

,.

-

....

..

5X0

.

-

-

...

400 metres.

5WA

353
415'

....... SSC

a.th.-12.30 .m., and

p.m-a bout10.30 p.m.

-
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A causerie relaling lo the use of valves. This feature wilt
appear every week and will be conducted by the Editor.

Distortion Effects in Valve Receivers
is surprising the number of valve
receiers in which avoidable distortion

More than two stages of low-frequency
amplification are not advisable owing to the
tendency of the amplifier to oscillate. Speech
may sometimes be made more mellow by
connecting anode resistances haing a value
of about ioo,000 ohms across the primary
and secondary of each intervalve iron-core
transformer. Condensers n these positions
also somewhat improve the tone, but each
type of intervalve transformer has to be
treated on its Own merits.
The common fault is to expect loud signals
when only a small value of H.T. is used. The
valves only have a Certain output, and this is
determined by the length of the characteristic
curve of the valve. By increasing the filament
temperature and by increasing the high
tension voltage the curve may be made considerably longer, and pros ided the operating
point lies somewhere along the steep, straight
portion'of the characteristic curve, distortion,
due to the representative point travelling
round one or other of the bends of the characteristic curve, may be avoided.
tie question ot operating the valve so as
to avoid distortion effects is very often the
same as the question of operating loud
speakers effectively.

IT

I

occurs. One of the main troubles is
that distortion occurs at the rectifying
stage. lt is important to see that the
detector valve is carrying out its functions
properly and that the grid condenser
and gridleak have suitable values. A variable trridleak often assists matters, but, on
the other hand, most of the types met with
are very much worse than a reliable fixed gridleak, as the contact with the high resistance
is often very faulty and the set may, in many
cases, be working without a gridleak path at
all, in which case distortion is very likely to
occur. The far end of the gridleak may be
connected either to the negative or positive
terminal of the filament accumulator, and it
is a question of trial in each case to see which
gives the best results.
A crystal detector will often be found to
give purer speech than a detector valve, but'
this need not be so if the detector valve is
operating properly. It is important to see
that the high ténsion voltage on a detector
valve is at a suitable salue, and many experimenters have a separate tapping from the high
tension battery for the anode of the detector
välve.
Distortion effects often occur in the lowfrequency amplifier part of the apparatus,
and here the trouble is due in many cases to
faulty design of the intervalve transformer.
If intervalve transformers are purchased, it
is worth while paying a little., more to get a
really sound article. One of the causes of
distortion is that the low-frequency amplifier
part of the apparatus tends to oscillate and a
reaction effect is obtained which unquestionably strèngthens certain notes more than
others. Low-frequency circuits rarely receive
the same attention as the high-frequency
circuits, although almost equally important.

i

I

Operating Loud Speakers
There are very few who seem to be able to
get really good results out of a loud speaker.
One hears different comments about the
different commercial types. In many cases
those who are most emphatic in their opih ions
regarding loud speakers fail to get the best
results through lack of knowledge of some
of the essential precautions which have to be
taken when working these instruments.
The most important cause of disappointment is the supply of distorted current to the
loud speaker itself. Many blame the loud
speaker for not reproducing good speech
i8o
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when the real trouble is that the distortion
takes place in the receiver itself and not in the
loud speaker.
The last valve of the receiver is probably
the cause of most of the distortion experienced
ssurning that
when using a loud speaker.
there ¡s no distortion in the detector salve, and
-that the intervalve transformers are of a reliable make, the trouble is usually that the
last vals e is not operating at a suitable point
on its grid voltage anode current ctirve.
1g. i shows a typical characteristic curve
of a valve operating as an amplifier, the loud
speaker being included in the anode circuit.
It is always unwise to allow the grid potenliai of an amplifying salve to become too
positive or, in fact, positive at all, as the
establishmen.t of. a...grid current introduces
damping lìich, in turn, results in distortion
and loss of signal strength.
If the alternating- potential variations applied to the grid of the last aIve haie a salue
of io volts, it is important to see that the
negative potential on the grid of the last
valve is at least - io volts. If this negative
potential were applied in the case of a valve
working with an anode voltage of about o
.

line would pass through about the middle
point on the characteristic curve.
-.
in order that we may operate at the point
C, half-way between B and D, it will he seen
that a negative potential of several volts is
necessary on the grid.
In order to arrange the characteristic curve
¿\ B
C D so that it còmes to the left of the
vertical ordinate OX, it will be necessary to
tise a higher anode voltage, and the effect of
increasing the anode voltage is to shift the
-

E

o
.

-

.1-

-

i
.

I.
I

B

volts, the representative point ould be near
the lower bend and very considerable distortion and loss of signal strength would be
.experieiiced.
\Vheii using the valve as an amplifier the
operating point should lie about half-way
along the steep straight portion of the characteristic curve, and when a fairly high negative
potential is applied, to the grid of a valve it
is necessary to increase the anode potential
in order to keep the operating point at the
required position on the characteristic curve.
Fig. i shows a characteristic curve of a
power amplifier.
lt will be seen that the
straight portion BD of the characteristic
curie lies.to the left of the vertical ordinate,
OX through zero grid potential. In the
case of an ordinary amplifying valve, this

i
i

_L_
VoVayc

Fz. 1.-Characteristic

curve

of .a

power amplifier.

characteristic curve to the left. An additional
advantage of a higher anode voltage is that,
when combined with'än increase in. the filament current, the characteristic curve betwetn
B and D is longer, and therefore, if the alternating potentials applied to the grid of the
hast valve are large, the representative, point
on the characteristic curve will not travel
round the bends B and Ii, as they would do
if the charactristic curve were short, due to
too low an anode voltage and too small a
filament current.

ELECTRICAL THEORY OF M2 TTER. (Continied 110m page 172'.)
chlorine, atom lias become a negative chlorine
lt should be mentioned that sorne' atoms
ion (Fig. 4). The presence of these ioñs in
are very well " satisfied " both quantitatively
the liquid, accounts fo its electrical conand qualitatively; their riligs of electrons are
duct ivitv, substa nces which, on solution,
very stable, so that there is no tendency for
yield electrically conducting, liquids being
them to borrow or loan electrons. They will,
vell known by the name of '' electrolytes.''
therefore, hase no occasion for "satisfying"
If electrodes are immersed in the liquid and
themselves by combination iñto moIcuÌes,
an electric field established, the negative ions
and we find that elements whose atoms are
will drift towards the positive electrode and
of this character are chemically " inert
the positive ions towards the negative elecsubstances such as helium, argon, neon, and
trode. The separation of the parts of a molekrypton.
cule into ions when in solution is called

electrolytic dissociation."

s

.

I

-

(Tò be continued.)
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THREE OR FOUR VALVE RECEIVER
USING VARIOMETERS ..

'A

'i

This week
Last week we described the use of variomeers for aerial tuning and mie, valve coupling.
we are describing the development of the two-valve circuit so as to forni n three or four-valve
receiver.
I

-

'L''
AERIAL

::
N.'JVAR/ONETER.

i

I

N

-

N92
VARIOMETER

VALVE PANEL.

VALVE

VE PANEL

PANEL

N.
INTER VAL VE

.W/'I

GRID C0NØEN.5 ER

'

'

_

-

6 VOLT A ÇCUs?WATQ«
.'.-

JI/JI-TE

5!QN

DAUER

Fie.

-

4.-The

last \\eekt
considerably stronger signals
by the addition of a loív-frequncy .amplifying valve
The additional requirtirients are a valve panel and an ironcore.
step-up intervalve transformer Both o these
síould preferably he purchased, particularly
thè-intervalve transformer.
Fig. 4 shows the complete circuit. lt wjll
he seen that the aerial circuit is tuned by the
variometer V,, the anode circuit of the first
valve consisting of the variometer V2, which
is exactly similar to
V1, shunted by a fixed
having a capacity of 0.0003 ¡iF.
condenser
This fixed condenser is, in fact, a grid condenser, and the actual one employed in these
tests was of the Dubilier type. A grid condenser
has a capacity of about 0.0003 pF,
while the grid leak is either variable or has a
value in the neighbourhood of 2 megohms.

gie

.

r

C1

C2

This leak

R3

is connected

..

'

.,.

cempl;Te '3-válve

IlEarrangenient describd

i

"HIGH flE5I,5rANcE PHOJ/L5
L

-

.

will

I

4_F

.(tr-

''I';r:'
-

1

directly between

andthe positive terninal of the fila1which ,should prefernient accumulator
Tlì anode
ably be a 6-volt jacctii
circuit of theThec6,id valyc contMlns the ¡rimary T of
trán,fo ièr T2. The
seonJary T
jonned betveen th grid
of the tliiri valv and the iegatie terminal pf
the filáment accu'niu1atr.
fl4 aodé èircuit
of the third valve contains the telephones i'.
This circuit ought to work a loud speaker
comfGrtably when at a distance of 20 miles
from a broadcasting Station. The actual tests
carried out at io miles gave ery good results
on a loud speaker.
Fig.
is a wiring diagram of the
complete arrangement of apparatus.
It
will be seen that purchased valve panels are
ûsed, although, of course, it would be possible
to make these in accordance with the instructions given, for example, in Modern Wireless,.
Vol. I., No. 3, page 217.
the grid

B1,
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-
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The Four-Valve Set
Fig. 6hows the four-valve set which requires an additional valve panel and low
frequency intervalve transformer. It will be
seen that the circuit is the same as Fig. 4, the
only difference being that an additidnal transformer
'F3
is connected, só that the
primary winding
T3 is in the anode
circuit of the third
aIve,
and the
secondary winding
'14 in the grid circuit of the fourth

-

apparatus, and it 'will be seen that a very
sensitive :receive !na'y.b.e. built, out of the
various component parts at a very economical

.

"

price.
..°
The four-valve set will he found to. work
excellently over distances of.5o miles. \Vhen
close to a hroadastiiig st°tion the .last valves h o 'u I
preferably he., of the
special power type
for use with loud
speakers, and an
additional 30 or
40 volts may be
valve.
In t h e
given to the anode.
anode circuit of
This may be done
this latter valve we
by simply adding
have either the
a battery of 30 or
telephone re40 volts in series
(w h
with the anode of
j.
ceivers
should be of Jigh
the
last
valve.
F. .-Cirui diagram of three-valve receiver.
of
It might, for example, be connected between the bottom
course, whene'.er includeØ directly in the
terminal of the telephones and the posianode circuit of the valve), or a.loud speaker.
This apparatus, like the others, only requires
tive terminal of the high tension battery

1,

T3,

..

-

-

..

L

-

fesistance,

-

-

VARIONL (R

AERIAL

VALVE PANEL

VALVE PANEL

VALVE PANEL

NO2
YARIOMETE R

'

"'

J

VALVE PANEL

-

INTER VAI VE

TRAN.5 TORME

GRID CONDtN5i«

.

LTLJ

Li-,

r

s

QOZuF

*TFf
T

-

VOLT ACCUMULATOR

HIGM-TENSION BATTERY

Fig.

/1/CH RE5ISTANCE°H7A

6.-The

four-valve receiver.

two adjustments, provided the filaments are
illuminated to the correct degree. These
two adjustments are those of the two variometers V1 and V2.
Fig. 6 shows the general layout of the

B2,

which .jna

have a va1ue of about

70 volts.

(N.B ._-T he varionieters used were supplied

by McLelland and Co.)
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A NEW MAGNETIC WIRELESS
REWRDING DEVICE
The following account is based upon a Lecture delivered before tue institution of Electrical Engineers
on April 11th by N. W. McLachla; D.Sc., one of (lie experts to the Marconi Company. it
apparently represents an important advance in the automatic recording of both line- and u'irelesstelegraphy.

Introductory Summary

that the action may be utilised in constructing
a recorder or relay.

PF1 I-lE essential principle.involved in this
I instrument is the increase-] s1idins friction between an iron drum and asmall
iron shoe riding upon the surface of the drum
when a magnetic force is set up between the
two. The instrument Consists essentially of
au iron drum, as shown in Fig. i, in which a
suitable slot is arranged for housing one or
more coils of wire, the ends of the coils being
connected to
slip-rings for
the purpose
of completing
th e
circuit
whilst
t h e
drum is in rotation.
The
shoe is machined so as
to fit the surface of the
drum \ery accurately, and
is
held in
position b y

.

.

..

Géneral Description
A reference to Fig. i will show the general
features of the device. A is the iron drum
mounted upon the spindle in ball bearings,
B, B, B and B4 are the slip-rings with contact brushes. It will be noticed that two castiron rings are fitted on to the Swedish irondrum, and it
is upon these

rings that the
shoe actually

Dr. N. W. MeLachian with
his apparatus.

rides;

J

.

t h e

reason for this
is to facilitate replacenient of the

rings

after

Th e
wear.
drum is driven

-

..

:

means

of
two opposed
If
springs.

-

:,

signal-curpasses
rent
through the
coils the shoe
sticks to the
drum, and a considerable tangential force is
necessary to cause the shoe to slide on the
surface of the drum. The magnitude of the
expected tangential pull has been calculated
on the usual formula for the magnetic
attraction and with ordinary assumptions as
to coefficient of friction, but experiments
have shown that the pull obtained is in some
cases 50 times as great as the expected pull,
so that a considerable magnification o
amplification is obtained. The action ofthe
deviceappears to depend upon some form of
cohesive effect produced by the close contact
under the magnetic force. It will be ob idus

means of a
15/I worm-reducing gear,

the worm
being

driven
by a variable
speed electric

-

a

ata
slow
speed by.

-

-

-

motor of

h.p.
about
running at a
maximum speed of 3,000 rp.m. The shoe is
cut from a ring of Swedish iron, and side play
is prevented by a projection which fits into the
annular slot in the drum between the cast-irÒt
rings. The coils are arranged co-axially with
the drum, and are seen in Fig. 2, which rereseins the plan of this part of the instrument.
Fig. 3 shows a plan of the shoe and the
springs. X2 is a weak spring and serves, as
seen in Fig. 4, to keep the shoe in contact
with the drum X1 is astronger spring, and
it is against the force of this spring that the
tangential pull of the shoe operates when a
current is passing in the coils. It will be

-
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seen from Fig. 3 that Shén .thè:shoe1i given
an impulse in the direction of..the arrow, -the
system of .levek will he. rotated äbout the
point P and -thé -arm ..... will. moe trañsversely
Iñ the coTïipléteinttument, the
end of this arm L operates a siphon-reèorder,.
and the markings are..recorded upon.'a.paper.
tape in the usual 'way. Owing to the -lärge'
forée' and the. relatively small, inertia,
of. the
:
rno ing parts, the appearance of the tape,.
especially at speedsabove ido w.p.m., - is
claimed to be very much superior to that
Qbtained with the usual..pattern of. siphon-'
recorder.
The decriptiòn of the instrumeit is briefly
this A slowly-rotating iron drum is fitted
\vith cils and hasan irQn shoe riding on its:
surfacé. When the signal current passes
.'

.

-

.

.

-

S

.

.

wear o.n:the çast-iron rings is inappreciabiw
compared with that on the shoe. Uiide
favourable conditions, both rings and shoe
'.
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become highly polished, hut should a very
trong marking signal he continued for some
time, a brown deposit appears; this, seems to:
occur chiefly when the surface is getting.

pixbìk

Warm.

-.

-

The' inductance of the drum measured at
a frequency of ioo - is given in thé following table
100
INDIJCTANCE OF RECORDER COILS AT F
R.M.S. AMPERE-TURNS = 40.
Fig.. 1.

Lowmoor Iron Shoe

-

through the coils, the drum becomes magnet ised and the shoe sticics to it, and is,'
t herefore, tangentially pulled, and so operates
the siphon-recorder levers.- When the signalcurrent ceases, the shoe is released and
slides easily over the surface, and the recording levers are restored by springs to their
.-...
zero position.

Resistance'

No. of Turns
on Coil.

(48

-

.

ssc.).

1.000

2,090
4.000
8,000

Cónstrùctioñal Details,

-

rth

true

tOE

o.òoo

--

-

inch

o'I

0-65'

0.5

'

20
-

.

104

'

4r.6

-

8.0

3'S

-

or :.cloubecurre.nt line working, and circùit.
diagrams for this purpose are given

1

i

ç

S

I

p

Henrys.

0.16

insingle-cùrieni

These are machinéd, in the
and the shoe
first place, to o.000x inch, and are subséuentIy grouiid in together by means of cart

Shoe off.

26

Great importance is laid upon the accurate
machining òf, thç contact surfaces of thedium

1ftn5

-_________

Henrys.

(outercoil)'

...

Inductance.
-

1,900
-

S

thick.

Shoe on.

-

-

.

-

Ohms.

-

3/32in.

AND

i

1.

747il'I'

4.
i

Fig.

BOb
-.

Fig.

2.

Thelife of a shoe ï'arieS
from 3,000 to 5,000 hours, according to its
initial thickness: a number of spare shoes
are provided with each instrument. Tite
borundum paste.

4.

.

There is considerable latitude ìn the matte,
of the current through the coils of the drum.
The pull on the lever increases with the
current, hut there is no point in increasing
the current beyond an adequate working

value.

turns:

.

The controlling value is. the ampereampere-turns is found to be ad*-

25
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Discussion of :the Phenomenon

quate for any speed up to 250 w.p.rn.iP singlecurrent vorking, aJ3d smaller values can be
eèd'. '
used fóf Tow
The highest speed yet attained with this
instrument is about 320 \v.p.m., and it iS C011
siderecj that these -figures are probably
adequate for all pçacticql--purposes in radio
telegraphy fcr some time-to come

No

stisftory eplñation

lì

been

y

dis&epancyThet«een the
¿al&ilated and dhserved values of the Iidig
friction between the shoe and thedrum If B
assumed uniform, and A-is thetota
ntact,
area, the simple formula f=B2A/8thould0 :gIe the radial force between the shoe nd the
----dr-um,.-and:if
is the- côeffirient offr-ition,
-Miscellaneous EffeCtS
iitial föYce should
ta
lt is
Since tÌìe pullon the hoeis independent
hardly feasible that the coefficient of friction,
of the direction f the currelit in the coil, the
in the accèoted sense of the term could be of
instrument may be supplied with alternating
the rder ¿ o and upwards. A'onsiderable
current, and the alternations appear above the
amount of experimental worl has been''done
datum line. This effect is, therefore, a form
to determin the radial force upon the shoe,
of electro-mechanical rectification.
The
and althQugh the experiments are difficult to
action is enhanced by using a Small
perform, the result obtained does not by any
polarising Current in one of the coils of the
means account for the very large value of tle
drum..
tangential force.
If the rcqrde
idthe drum coils are conlt. seems possible that the acdon is akin to ..,
nected together after the manner of an
the .sticking together of two accurate surface
electric bell and battery Current is supplied,
plates. Perhaps the magnetic attractimn
íl

-

re

j;

-

t

-

-

-

Amplitude /'

Amplitude 1/8"

05 mA
-Q5

iii

Fig.

j
¡

I

k

:50W0Td-

1.er.mrn.

zoo wotd.s per

-

-

mftL..

0

.5.

serves to bring the surfaces of the drum and
shoe sufficiently near to one another to
exclude air, a condition which is difficult to,
obtain between two curved surfaces. by
mechanical pressure. Lack of pacé, however, 5revents us here from entering into,a
full discussion of this very interesting effect.
Dr.. McLachlan demonstrated the use of
this instrument at the conclusion of hi'lecture, and high-speed wireless signals received
from Paris were recorded without the use of
a relay. The instrument will pick up wireless
signals without any of the mechanical relays
at present employed, and may be used also to
re-transmit them automatically to a land telegraph line. A message from Glace
Nova Scotia, approximately 3,000 miles from
the coast of England, has been received at an
English coast Station, automatically re-transmitted to the Post Office telegraph Jije,,. .
and- received simultaneously in Londòh at-'.-'9
Marconi House.

the recorder is set into rapid oscillation,
which is maintained so long as the battery
current continues. The frequency of the
note emitted under these circumstances may
be varied from about 200 to 500 per second.
It has already been shown that the instrument amplifies, and the two foregoing paragraphs show that it also rectifies àhd
oscillates. It therefore does. electro-mcchanically hat a triode valve does electrically.
Since the operating current is so small, it is
reasonable to expect that the recorder will
function in a valve circuit, and this has been
corroborated in practice, a number of valve
circuits being given which have been found
successful.

.

Tape Records
In Fig. 5 a number of specimens of the
records obtained on the paper4tape are given,
together with the speed of working and the
current in the coils of the drum.
i86

..

S

-

i
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The following 'list has been specially compiled for " Wireless Weekly' by Mr. Il. T. P. GEE,
Patent Agent, Staple House, Si and 52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and at 70, George Street,
Croydon, from whom, copies of the full specifications published may be obtained post free on
paymeut of the official price of is. each. We 'have arranged for Mr. Gee to deal with -questions..
relaling to Palents,' Designs and Trade Marks. Letters should be seni to him direct al the above address.

APPLICATIONS FOR. PATENTS
AsloN, C. D.-Contactnieans
for potentiometers, etc. March 26th.
8468.

E.

8468. GLEDALL,

D-Contact

means fot potentiometers, etc.
26th.
8985.

AVERY, A.

G.-Rheostats.
8825.

toi.

H.,

,

March

ANt) KENT, LTD.,

Match 29th.

[3sîow, F-Crystal

8762. HARRISON,
HARRISON,
C.,
N. C., ANt HARRISON, R. C.-Wireless
receivin1 sets. March 28th.
8688. Ht,jss, S. A.-Inductance coil

for wireless
27th.
8798.

detec-

JAcoBs, C.

phone supports.
8954.

March 28th:

etc.. March

telegraphy,

E.-\\ ireless

head-

March 28th.

KNOWLES,

J.

R.-Recording

and reproducing sound. March 29th.
C. G., AND L. SV.8782. KYNASTON, J-Radio receivElectric switches. March 29th.
ing-apparatus. March 28th.
9031. Bisrnsn
THoSIsoN-HOIiSTON
8898. LONG,
S.
H..-Thermioriic.
Co., LTD.-Electron dischargç appalavalve circiits. March 29th.
tus. March 29th.
-S.
Hp-Receiving
8899. LONG,
con8828. BRoWN, V. J., AND Buscii,"
tinuqus wave, wireless signals. March
telegraphy,
etc.
R.-Wireless
C.
29th.
28th.
March
B.
8535. LYNES,
J.-Electro8747. BURLI, A-Terminal blocks
mechanical sound-trarsthitting and refor electric conductors. Match 27th.producing devices. Marèh 2.6th.
LTD..
AND
8593. BURNDEPT,
8996. McPhERsON, W. L.-TransPi IILLIPS, C. F.-\'ireless apparatus.
ireless
formers for
receiving-sets.
March 26th.
March 29th.
8781. CATFORD. E. 0.-Means for
8975. MASCIIINENFABRIK OCRLIN0N.operating automatic electric signals.
Device for operation of a circuitMarch 28th.
(Switzerland,
D.-Signalling breaker, !arch 29th.
8866. COWPER, A.
April 4th, 1922.)
receiving systems. M arch 28th.
8778. M EARS. T. de Q.-Aerials for
D.-Wireless
8868. COWPER.
A.
wireless telegraphy, etc. March 28th.
receiving-apparatus. March 28th.
8828.
METROPOLITAN-VICKERS ELEC8512. Cox. C.-Crystal detectors.
TRICAL. Co.. LTD.-Wireless. telegraphy,
March 26th.
etc. March 28th.
8680. EWART, L. A.. C.-lnsulator
8644. MITChELL.,
'F.
B.-Repro.
for wireless lead-in. March 27th.
ducers for gramophones, etc.
March
8755. FITZJOIIN, H. B., to HIÑE,
27th.
J. J.-Wireless Aerial. March 28th.
8762.
NOR
R15.
G.-Wireless
receiv8741. GRAhAM, E. .A.-Sound direct.
ing sets. March 28th.
ing or amplifying horns, etc. -March
PERNOT,
F.
for
8696.
E.-Means
27th.
9035.

BF.NNETT.

.

-

receiving tilternating-current
March 27th.
8593.

F.-Wireless

C.

PIIILLIPS,

apparatus.

signals.

March 26th.
8985. PISTOR, D. R. A.-Rheostats.
March 29th.
8866. RADIO PRESS, LTD.-Signalling receiving systems. March 28th.
89f4. RAWNSLEY, R. V.-Operating
variable condensers, etc., for wireless
telegraphy.

March 29th.

N.-Cut-out insulators for electric circuits.
March
28th. (New. Zealand, May 26th, 1922.)
8702. ScOTT, W. .H.-Device for'
opening and closing electric circuits or
contacts. March 27th.
8758. SHANNON, D. S. B-Wireless
receiving-apparatus. March 28th.
8880. SILUMINITE' INSUlATOR
Co.
Lru.-Manufacture of electric insulators. March 28th..
8996. SMITII, C.
.--.Transformers
for wireless receiving sets.
March
8829.

ROBINSON, J.

1.

-I

.

.29th.
8866.

t

TAGGART,

J.

ling receiving systems.
8825.

tector.
8820.

THORNS. A.

A.

de-

W.-Basket
Marçh

WESTERN ELECTRIC Co.

-Transformers for

-,

March. 28th.

aerial for wireless reception.
28th.
8996.

S

ScoT'r.-Signal-

E.-Crystal

March 28th.
VINCENT,

.'

Li».

wireless receiving

sets. March 26th..
8997. WESTERN ELECTRTC Co., INC.

-Signalling

systems.

March 29th.

ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED
192,697.

WESTERN

Et.ECTKIC

LTD.-ln high-frequency signalling

Co.,
sys-

tems, particularly for use on long lines
with highly-selective tuned circuits, distortion of the received signals is reduced by working the receiving-device
(January
beyond its saturation point.
30th, 1923.) (Convention date, Febru
ary 4th, 1922.)
192,744. KEMP, G. S-A condenser
is built up of a number of metal plates
with a distance piece of rubber secured
to each plate. The distance pieces may
comprise rings, tubes, or pads of a
rectangular section. Each plate may
.

-

with a pair of apertured
lugs at opposite ends of a diameter, by
means of which the plates may be
threaded alternately on two pairs of
stems or rods.
The plates may be
made of aluminium, zinc, tin, or other
metal, and may have wires solderéd td
them for connection as desired. (Octo-

ductance-capacity value- of an inter
mediate Circuit, coupled to the grid

ber i3th, 1921.)
192,785. PRESTON,

192,936.
WARNER,

-be provided

G.-ln

-

L.

G.,

AND

SHEARGING,
valve transmitting.
-sets wherein the valves are arranged in

series or in parallel groups,

with each

group comprising two valves in series,
signalling ¡s effected by varying the in-

circuits of the series-connected valves.
The normal inductance-capacity pro.
duct of the intermediate cirtuitis identical with that of the aerial circuit.
(November 9th, 1921.)
-

BARBER,

H.

W. - E.,

J.-Coils for

'sso

wireless

apparatus and other purposes, . principally intended-for use as frame aerial
are wound on metal frameworks fornìing part of the coil Circuit. (February
25th, 1922.)

¡87
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JUDGMENT
The following is the second section of the Judgmenl of the Court of Appeal in the action of tite Marconi Company
against the Mullard Radio Valve Company, Limited. lt will be remembered that the Marconi Company sued tite
Mullard Radio Valve Company, Limited, for alleged infringement of their two Patents 28,413/13 and 196,6.58.
Mr. Justice Lawrence held thai neither of the Patents was infringed by the Defendants, and Plaintiffs appealed
against this decision.
The appeal was dismissed by tite Court of Appeal with costs, and tite reasons for the decision are given below.
Mr. J. Hunter Gray, K.C., Mr. James Whiteltead, K.C., and Mr. W. Trevor Watson (instructed by Messrs.
Coward & Hawksley, Sons and Chance) appeared for the Appellants.
Sir Duncan M. Kerly K.C., Mr. R. Moritz and Mr. Courtney Terrell (instructed by the Treasury Solicitor, Law
Courts Branch) appeared for the Respondents.
(Continued from No.

7 THINK

no other construction is consistent with the plain language of the
document or with the surrounding circumstances to which I have referred. The
ords "completely surround " seem to me to
point in the same direction.
I think I ought to deal with two arguments
of the learned Counsel for the Plaintiffs.
They are, that the grid cannot be closed in the
ordinary sense because, first,. it is made of
netting which has interstices,.and, secondly,
it cannot be closed because the leading-in
vires have to pass through one if not both

think neither of these arguments is
I think they both ignore
the fact that the words ar '' In the form of
and " formed as closed cylinders." Of
course, a cylinder formed of a wire netting,
however small the mesh, cannot be entirely
impervious, and the grid would not fulfil its
function if it were; but there is no difficulty
in rolling such a netting into- the form of a
cylinder and closing it in the ordinary sense,
i.e., -at both ends. Ag4in, I -can see no
reason for saying that a grid is not formed
as a closed cylinder because certain leadingin -wires are brought through the closed ends.
The question remains: On this construction,
has there been an infringement
I think
not. There is no closed cylindrical grid, in
the sense in which I interpret the words, in
the Defendants' valve. I am inclined to
otiht whether there is any grid at all; there
is a loosely coiled wire, and I doubt very
much whether it can be called a grid formed
as a cylinder at all. At any rate, it is not
formed as a closed cylinder for it has no
closed ends. I ani not sure that, looking at
the dimensions of the straight filament used
as compared with those of the coiled wire,
that it is even electrically closed, or that for
tise in a hard valve it is necessary that it
should be, but it is not necessary to decide
that point; it certainly is not closed in. the
ends.

I

vell founded, and

-

2,

page

105.)

only Proper sense in which I think the word
should be used. No doubt Round's patent
was a very useful invention, and if the use
of soft valves had continuedwould very likely
have held the field, but the introduction of
hard.valves has made it possible to produce
the same result without employing the apparatus which I think was the subject of the
patent. This view of the èase makes it unnecessary for me to consider thè quéstion of
the validity of Round's patent. -.
The other patent, Péri's patent, is of much
less importance and I dd not intend to discuss it at any length. I think Mr. JusticeLawrènce has correctly construed the specification in these words: "In my opinion,
therefore, his patent does not cover any
forms or shapes other than those particularly
described, altlìough such other forms or
shapes might operate tobring about the same
results or function in the same mannet.
The only claim which Péri makes is to a particular method of shaping, arranging and
fixing the arious well-known parts of a valve
of this type, so as to obtain a cheap and convenient method of manufacture hilst at the
same time enabling the valve, when assembled, to perform its usual ánd -well-known
functions. As a matter of construction, the
ambit of the claiming clauses in Péri's patent
is, in my opinion, confirmed to a combination of the-following fiv&elements. Firstly,
the filament, grid and plate must be arranged
concentrically; secondly, each leading-in wire
must come through the same glass foot and
must form the support for its particular electrode; thirdly, the filani'ent must consist of a
straight wire stretched between tlie two
branches of its conductor, which branches
must be elastic so as to allow for the expansion and contraction of the filament; fourthly,
the grid must consist of a spirally-rolled vire
supported at its two ends, or in case of extra
length by another spirally-rolld thicker wire

B 56
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disputing the learned Judge's
finding on the issue of validity, and asking
that this decision be reversed and the patents
declared invalid. The first of these two
patents, No. 28,143 of 1913, which I will refer
to as Round's patent, is for " Improvements
in receivers for use in wireless telegraphy,"
and relates in, particular to the construction
of the " valve " which forms part of the receiving- apparatus. The second of
Fig. 5
the two patents,
a cross notice

with an elongated thread directed in the
opposite direction to the spiral of the grid;
and, fifthly, the cylindrical plate which surrounds the filament and the grid must be
attached to its conductor by one or two

hooks.''

I entirely agree with what he has said as
to the nature of the patent and the fact that
there has been no infringement and the
reason he has
given for those
Fig. 4
conclusions, and I
see no reason in
repeating them.
Here again there
is nqnçcessity. to
consider- validity.

/

The

appeal
must be dismissed
ith çosts.
LORD JUSTICE
WARR.ING.TON(
I lie
action 'in
which this appeal
arises is an action
for the alleged ¡nL
fringement of two
patents, the property of the Plaintiffs. Mr. Justice
P. 0. Lawrence,
before whom the
action was tried,

/4V

'.'

.

)

-. 126,658
of
1916, which 1 will

refer to as Péri's
patent, is for, im-

'_c
D

11)

,jfJ

KB

..

-

-

JJJi

.

No.

A

Y

E

provenients
o f
vacuum tubes of
the-Audion type
and relates to the
mode of construction of such tubes.

Such tubes,
though they may

be used for

other.

purposes,
a r e
most commonly
used as valves.
..'l
The object and
LI)
"
effect of the salve
in wireless teleI1l
..
..
ig. 7
graphy is to cond.
vert the higJ'i freFIg.
8
I
quency alterñalisfoJndhth
Fig. 6
ring e!eclric cur\J/
rent generated in
be in the case of
4
L
the aerial of the
each patent the
Fig. 9
receiving Station
-e
true construction
U
into a continuous
of the specificaJ
m
current capable of
tion, neither of
conveying
the
th
patents has
signals to the rebeen
infringed
inStruceiving
and the action
ment. This contherefore
failed
.version is generand was disally referred to by
missed; but the
Fig.
the term '' rectilearned Judge at
Fig. il.
fication."
Pro-.
the same tiiìe
lessor
Fleming
held that on the
11.-1llustr ions taken from Patent 126,658
F..
4
discovered that if
construction h e
'ért-Biguel).
t w o conductors
botb
-adopted
are enclosed in a vessel in which a good
patents were valid, and that .the defences of
vacuum is made,-one being heated toa high
want of novelty and subject-matter failed.
temperature, the space between the hot and
This last decision made it necessary to deal
cold conductors possesses an unilateral electric
specially with the costs, but did not otherwise
conductivity and negative electricit can pass
affect tIle result of the action..:
from the hot conductor to the cold conductor,
The Plaiñtiffs appeal against the dismissal

-

.11

.

.

-

-

-

f

-

-

O

loe.

(I

but not in the inverse direction.

of the action and the Defendants have given
-

(To be continued.)
189.
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The Dictionary of Physics meets
a long-felt want, not only amongst

-.

physicists, but amongst engineers
añd'chdmits and those engaged in
many other branches of science.
The developmeht of reént -years
have been so rapid and so various
that it is almost impossible for any
individual to keep in touch 'ith
the oriinaI sources of information,
añd these voluñies aim to prçsent
the most up-to-date collection of
expeçimental results and prevailing
theories. The work is under the

..j..
r
i

T

-

!ï(

HIS invention (Patent applied

.

:.

Ii

uhu\\\

able editorhip of Sir Richard
Glazebrook, and the various articles
are contributed by well-known aìid
acknowledged experts in the
various subjects.: It is obviously
impdssible to gie here any detiled
list of the contents of tliee i,roo
pages, but amongst representative
articles may be mentioned those on
photo-electricity, positive ràys, èlectron theory and spectrum ánlysis,
inductance añd capacity measurements, dynamo-electric machinery,
thermionic valves, incandescent
lamps, thermionics, static transformers, and hot-wire microphones,
In the list of distinguishèd cOntributors ohe notices the names Ql Sir
\V. H. Bragg, Prof. Ailmand, Dr.
Crowther, Dr. Ecles, Prof. O. W..

point of contact with the
crystal.The " Cat-Whisker ". or vire in

tive

passing through the gauzes pushes

Fig. 1.-The ebonite cap filled
-

j

Richardson, Próf. F,rteue, Dr.
F. E. Smith, F.R.S., andthe Staff
of the General Electric Co.
Each article is furnished with a
comprehensiv and very valuable
bibliography, and an elaborate system of cross-referencès éñables the
reader to obtain in a short tiriu an
amount of inforniti9n ... hiçh
would take days of searching
amongst original records. It is to
be regretted that there is not, however, any simple subject index provided; this would hae added
-

-.

greatly to the reader's convenience
when wishing to make reference
only to a minor point. Altogether
this fine work 'represents a most
valuable contribution to scientific
literature.
J. H. T: R.

THEGH IP CONTACT HOLDER

for) is for use in Crystal
Detectors to prevent the diíficulty of accidental displacement of

-

/

F

J

A Dictionary of Applied Physics.
In Five Vols. Edited by Sii R.
(Macmillan. Price
Glazebrook.
£3 3s. per Vol.) Vol. lU Electricity. (r,too pp.)

-

-

Fig.

ing it, can therefore be fitted in one
second to any existing crystal cup,
and with ordinary care vill last a
life-time.
A good contact point

2.-The

device in

-

ue.

with cop per gauze.

the " Cat-Whisker" so frequent in
certain types of detectors through
vibration and various other causes.
As can be seen by the photograih,
the " Cat-Whisker " or vire can be
easily passed through any part nf
the gauze in order to find a sensi-

the strands aside sothat the natural
tendency of- the strands to resume
their original position exerts a spring
grip or hold on the " Cat-Whisker."
The Grip Contact Holder is of very
simple construction, having no
screws or special apparatus for fix-

once found, there is no further need
to displace same, so that in not
having to readjust the "CatWhisker " the life of the crystal
is greatly extended.
It can be obtained from any
supplier of wireless parts.
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CAMBERWELL WIRELESS &
EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIA-

TION (H.Q.,
Camberwell
Central Library)..
Hon. Sec., MR. CEo. Suirox,
A. M. I.E.E.

t8, Melford Road.

S.E.22.

This Society is giving a public
demonstration at Headquarters tomorrow evening, Thursday, April 26th,
arid all members are at present devoting
their energies to ensuring its success.
Items recently under discussion included
variometers, Reinartz tuñers, and the
advantages of electro-static over dcctro-magnetiC reaction.
Ve understand that one of the members gave several lucid reasons for his
preference of the former method, but,
unfortunately, details are not available
up to the time of going to press.
-

CAMBRIDGE & DISTRICT
RADIO
SOCIETY
(H.Q.,
Liberal Club, Downing Street,
Cambridge).:
l-Ion. Sec., MR.

J. J.

107,

BUTTERFIELD,

King Street,
Cambridge.

-

On Monday, the 9th of April, Mr.
Diver lectured on "The Simple Crystal
Set." He illustrated his .remarks by
blue-print diagrams of single-slide
tuning circuits, advancing to doubleslide inductances and then variomelers
and condensers. Apparatus was shown.
including his own home-made gear, and
an ingenious item was a condenser made
from a shaving stick tin and a micatUl)e
of cardboard.
covered
The
majority of the members use valvç sets,
owing to the distance from the nearest
broadcasting station, but the lecture was
keenly followed and many questions
asked. Interest \va shown in arrangemçnts to jeduce atmospherics.
The
membership of this club is now over 70.

THE RADIO SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE (H.Q., Hlghgate 1919
Club, South Grove, Hihgate,
N.6).
-

Hon. Sec., MR. J. F. STANLEY,
B.Sc., A.C.G.I.,
49, Cholmeley Park,
Highgate, N.6.
On the 13th of April Mr. H. Andrevs,
R.Sc., gave the fourth lecture on the
elementary theory, of the valve. A brief

liii

account of the theory of the constitution
of matter was given, and the subject of
the development of tire valve and tire
uork of Edison, Fleming, and De
Forest followed.
The characteristic
curves of a 3-electrode valve and the
methods of obtaining them were explained, and various óther matters of
interest gone into.
Ve anticipate much
useful work being put in this season.

than low-frequency, but, of course, not
so loud.
At the saine time the
superiority of the tuned anode coupling
over the high-frequency transformer
vas clearly demonstrated.
A Dutch valve was found to work
better as a detector than a French
R " valve, but Was useless as an
amplifier. Loud signals were subsequently received on a frame aerial.

THE NORTH ESSEX WIRELESS
SOCIETY (H.Q., Mechanics
Institute, Braintree, Essex).

THE HORNSEY & DISTRICT
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Queen's Hotel, Broadway,
Crouch End).

Hon.

Sec., MR. F. T. SMiTh.
Felsted, Essex.
This Society commenced its new year
on the 4th of Aprii, a broadcast receiving set being installed for general use
in the evenings. Oné evening a week
is devoted to technical subjects, and it
s hoped to arrange for visits by rery
capable lecturers to assit in this direc-

lion.

l-Ion. Sec., MR. H. H.

At a reçent meeting horrre-nrade
apparatus svas exhibited by mcrnl,ers,
each beIng allottéd io minutes to explain the method of construction
employed.
The evening was subsequently devoted to questions, the
chairman, Mr. Carter, dealing with the.
.subject of oscillatory Currents; Mr.
Manser explained, with diagrams, the
rejECtOr Circuit and how to exclude
broadcast Concerts; whilst Mr. Doyle
gave his experienceof a 3 a.m. reception
of American telephony..
.

.

.

HACKNEY & .DISTPiCT RADIO
SOCIETY (H.Q.,- Y.M.C.A.,
Mie Street, Hackney, E.8).
Hon Sec., Ma. C. C. PUILUPS,
247, Evering Road,
E.5.
On Thursday, April 12th, the chairman, Mr. H. A. Epton, F.B.E.A.,
lectured on the tonstruction of his
home-made 4-valve set.
His first
2-valve set was built from a Mark
tuner, and after gaining some useful
knowledge from this he constructed a
2-valve low.frequency
panel, -using
Radio Instrument
transformers and
pafts from Fullerphone field telephone
-

Hon. Sec., Me. C. DYSON,
Dai-bey Fields, Leymoor, Colcar,
Huddersfleld.
Many successful diionstrations have
recéntiv béen held by,' this Club, and at
one, telephony transmitted by two local
amateurs was made audible by meins
of the- Society's réceiver, which is a

...

-

-

.

-

The, detector panel vas built òn a
.Fullerphone case, and it was subse.
quently decided to use one high.
frequency stake with switches to the
high-frequency and detector valves, so
The
that a crystal might be used.
tuner vas of the three-coil type, and the
potentiometer vas made from a lead.
pencil. An " Amplion ". loud speaker
vas used on this receiver and gave
excellent results, a fixed condenser of
0.004 ,zF across its terminals softening
the tone considerably.
At the close of this lecture an ingiven
was
teresting demonstration
showing how high-frequency amplification produced much clearer signals

-

-.
HUDDERSFIELD WiRELESS
SOCIETY (H.Q., 14, John
William Street, Huddersfield).

Ill

sets.

1-IYAMS.

i88, Nelson Road,
1-lornsey. NS.

2-Valve set.
-

-

.

-

An ex-army ,C,W. receiver has re,
cently been converted into a telephony
transmitter by the, Technical Committee, 200-volt A.C. mains being used for
the power supply. Interesting lectures
have lately been given by Mr. S. Dyson.
dealing with a 7-valve receiver and
other subjects of equal interest
Considerable interest has been aroused by
one membr who has a frame aerial in
his car, and has located some oscillating offenders in this district.
In spite of had interfet-ence from AC.
power stations; etc., several experimenters here have recently received
American broadcasting.
-

'Ql
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NEIGHBOURING AERIALS
To the EDIToR, Wireless TVeekly.
SIR,
I
read with interest
" Snooks' '' letter re " Effects of
Neighbouring Aerials " in No. i of
lVireless Weekly, as I have experienced the sanie trouble myself.
In my case the tvo aerials are
end-on, there being a distance of
only 5ft. between theni as a conimon support is unfortunately used.
\Ve have found that the aerial
further from the transmitter is
screened by the other if it is also
tuned to the same wavelength, but
no screening effect can be observed
if \ve are' working on different

-

wavelengths.
When two valve sets, both using
reaction, are used a very considerable falling off of signal strength
is experienced with the further set,
and a perceptible decrease with
the other.
Another interesting phenomenon
has also been observed. 'À hen one
is a simple crystal set and the other
a valve employing reaction, when
tuned to the same wavelength a
considerable increase of volume is
experienced with the crystal set,
but no perceptible difference of
signal strength occurs, with the
valve set.
As only preliminary tests have.
beeñ carried out, a very concise
report is not as yet forthcoming,
but I hope at a later date to be able
lo supply further details.
I am, etc.,
Bedford.
L. B. COOK.
ro the EDITOR, JVireless TVeekly:
SIR,-! have had an experience

1milar to " Snooks," Basingstoke..
By experimenting I have found it
best to see that the earth Is not a
common one, namely, a water tap.
This may partly help matters.
Then, if possible, draw the aerial
out of parallel to the one next door.
I did this by getting permission of
my .neighbour, who had not got an
aerial, to put a pote in his tree
vitha rppe,through,tie top. Then.:
aerial and joined
I le down' ni

the rope to it, not forgetting insulators. Two helpers held the ropes
at the other ends, and adjustment
was made quite easily. This vas
successful in solving the problem.
I can get 2L0 on a crystal set
at 20 miles quite well, with three
valves in use on my next door
neighbour's set.
lt might interest you to know
that a piece of carborundum out
of a pre-war detector gave good
results despite atmospherics last
night; the " whisker " being a fine
copper wire.
I am, etc.,
Cliertsey, Surrey.
PARALLEL.
.

CARBORUNDUM
To the EDITOR, IVireless IVeekly.
SIR,-With reference to the letter
from your correspondent, C. Mulch,.
regarding the use of carborundum
crystals without a potentiometer, I
may say that I also have confounded the experts who say that
it cannot be done.
tlthough I
understood that a potentiometer
was necessary when using carborundum, I purchased one or two
samples of this crystal and tried it
on an ordinary crystal set fitted
with a single slider.
The results exceeded my most
sanguine expectations,
for 2L0
'came through almost as well as
with nìy original crystal, Hertzite.
The "ojee of the announcer vas,
if anything, even clearer than before. I reside nearly 14 miles from
2L0, so that, judging from the
obtained, there is every
reason to suppose that carborundurn 'is quite an efficient detector
when used without a potentioresults

meter.
I am obtaining excellent results
from my set, and four pairs of
head-phones can be used without
any appreciable decrease in the
olume of the speech or music received. The only fly in the . ointmént is that a budding engineer
two doors away has fitted up a
lathe *hich he.drives off .a motor
cycle engine. It is very disconcerting to have a noise like a machine

Aki

gun suddenly butting in on the
strains of 2L0. I am afraid, however, that I have no redress and
shall simply have to put up with
it, unless, of course, I can convert
him to wireless.
congratuIn conclusion, may
late you on the excellence of No. i.
I am, etc;,
PIcxWIcK.
Bicklev, Kent.
L

ENTHUSIASM
Wireless lVeekly.
am a busy man, but I
feel that I' must write to congratulate you on the great success of
I
am not a
Wireless lVeekly.
novice at the game of ireless (I
made my first set about 20 years
of
ago), but when I bought No.
Wireless IVeekly to read in the
train yesterday, I felt mighty glad
that the train was a slow one and
the journey long, after I had per-

To the

EDITOR,

Sts,-I

ï

lt is the only
periodical that I have read completely through (including adverts.)
from front to back for several.
used a few pages.

years.
.1 am giving a series of lectures
on wireless and will certainly re:
commend my pupils to becoie
regular subscribers. I am a great
admirer of your books and Modern
Wireless, but lVireless Weekly is
he best, and meets a great want in
a most praiseworthy manner.
I have much pleasure in wishing

Wireless Weekly, its staff, including yourself, long life and pros¡ am, étc.,
perity.
T. S. BAID,

F.C.O., F.R.M.S., F.N.A.O.
Edinburgh.
To the

.1

APPRECIATIOÑ
EDFF0R, lVirelss Weekly.

SIR,-As a reader of your excellent monthly, Modern Wireless,
allow me to congratulate you 'dn
your, latest publication, Wireless
Weekly, which is just the paper. 1,,
bave beep looking for.
I

am, etc.,

CECIL

Leeds.

DIXON.

A.Inst.R.E.
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Dep ailtnient

Infoi'mation

Conducted by

In this òectlon

J. Il. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., assisted

by A. L. M.. DOIJÒL-AS.

iull deal with all queries regarding anything which appears in
Wirele s
" Modern Wireless," or Radio Press Books.
Not more than lhrèe questions will be
w

', I

Weekly,'
answered at once. Queries, accompanied by the -Coupon from the current issue, .musl be enclosed in
an envelope marked "Query," and addressed lo the Editor. Replies will bi seni by post if stamjed
addressed enielope is enclosed.
.

-

-

F. A. F.. (DALMELLINGTON) is constructing the
inductively coupled crystal receiver described in
the April issue of "MODERN WIRELESS." He is
situated about 35 miles from 5SC and wishes to knOw
whether lie will-hear this station-with the recéiver'
as it stands, or if not, what amplification is necessary
for satisfactory recèptloñ?
Thirty-five miles is a little beyond the capabilities of
this receiver. -One stage of high-frequency amplification should be used to ensure satisfactory strength of
réception at this distance.
Two liigh-frequencv
stages viIl probably be necssary' to obtain Paris
telephony.
K. W.- (BEARSDEN) asks for: a good book
cribing the different components of a valve receiver
with working explanations of each part.
"The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus," Radio Press, Limited, by Paul D. Tyers, will
fill your requirements.
J. V. S. (MANOR PARK) has recently purchased
an ex-Government two-valve receiving- set (C.W.
Mark III). He wishes to have an idea of the range

-

The connetions t& filament resistances, etC., shouW
be cai-efullv examined and if your terminal points
are not soldered this sh9uldbe done. The primar
of th low-frequency transformer should be shunted
by a fixed condenser havinga value of about o.00
uF, and the telephone terminals should be shunted
by a similar condenser.
The high-tension battery
may be bridged with a condenser of from .5 to 2 ffl
We anticipate that grating sounds will cease 5alto..
gethe if these instructions are followed out.
-

-

_-1

-

'

-

.

-.-

-

-JI--'Anodé

-

-

.

-

instrument, having obtained exceedingly
satisfactory reception from 2L0, and what alterations or additions would be necessary to enable him
to receive from other broadcasting stations.

-Gr,ò

.-

C'

0003

Grid Coil

H

109

of the

.

-

____

The receiver you .mention is an excdingiv good
instrument and probably the best of its class. It
comprises a detector valve and one low-frequency

:.

Ar1ificta1aertaI..,

välve andit próvides complete tuin ovêr
range
of from about 300 to 1,300 metres, vith reaction.
Tuis must not, of course, be used when receiving
British broadcasting. \Ve think that situated as von
are, you should be able to hear Cardiff and possibly
Birmingham or Newcastle with this instrument,
although it is not very selective and von mac nd
difficulty in tuning out 2L0. \ high-frequency stage
c6uld easily be added to this receiver, and any of
the
the arrangements for this purpose sold on
unit " system would prove suitable.
H. P. (STOCKTON-ON-TEES) has constructed
a two-valve note magnifier described In No. 2 of

EBONITE (CARMARTHENS[IIRE1 wishes to
know how to make an artificialaerial for testing -- purposes.
Ve presume you mean for transmission testing purposes. In this case such.an aerial consists of acoiidenser, resistance and the ordinary tuning inductance. No other inductance is required. The resistance might be io ohms, which is a fair estimate of.
the average resistance uf an amateur transmitting
aerial, and could Consist of .o yards of No. 22 gauge
Eureka vire. The capacity should be about 0.0003
iF, and the condenser which constitutes it must be
capable of withstanding large potential differences.
lt should be.ahle to carry, perhaps, i ampere without excessive heating at 2,000 volts. This artificial
system, consisting of the resistance and condenser in
series should be connected between where the earth
lead would normally be on your circuit and a certain
point on the inductance, which may be adjustable

"MODERN WIRELESS," and finds that when
receiving music and speech It makes a grating noise.
l-le asks for possible explanations of this fault.
ff you are sure that your valve, high-tension battery
and low-tension battery are in order, the grating
noise is probably due to a loose contact in your see.
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WIRELESS RECEl VING
APPARATUS

RAMO

,

or

l'O ___

'4V:

The detailed construction of such a transformer is
rather outside the scope of these columns, but a practical working description of a' vibratory rectifier
incorporating such a transformer will be appearing
in the course of the next week or two in this journal.

-

L

E. B. (GLASGOW) asks for

'

PAULDIVERS

/

Transmissions

particulars of an
alternating current transformer to reduce the
lighting main atlOO 'volts,'5O cycles 'to 6 oItsoJ
that he can Ilgl1tt1e filaments -of his valves' from it

Ji

11
r

experiment.

by

O

J.

\

\\\

determined

effected on this type of aerial would. îlot be heard any
further than a few hundred.yards.

ost-

-:

We may say that we do not recommen1.yoto &se
so-cycle AC. for lighting filaments of receiving ,alves
without taking pecil precautions. The only result;,
you will probably get will be a loud and Continuous J
hum which till completely spoil any telephony-j
reception.

2

ree

1

PRO,,, !.,,I000

-

-

E. D. (SOUTHPORT) is constructing a small
telephony transmitter and wishes to know how
many turns of wire to wind on an iron core to give
about i henry Inductance value as a speech choke.

i-.&-':Lta

J

long,
'The core should be in. in diameter by
The winding,.
and may consist of soft iron ire.
should be 3,000 turns of No. 38 d.s.c. copper wire.
A much better winding tor a speech choke if your
anode potential is sufficiently high is 20,000 turns of
No.

in. in

Copper wire on an iron Core

S.5.C.

diameter and sin. long. This gives excellent control, but gets slightly warm during working, which
does not, however, have any material effect..,.

¡4ERE, for the first time,

is a collectksn of
ärticles giying full details .for
almostvery piece o apparatus required
in
the building up of a complete Receiving Set.
Essentially practical, well written, and illustrated
witJ working diagrams, this is a book which
every expe}iftienter must lave-whether he
does much constructional work or little
Get
cpy to-day----you will certainly 'save its
cost on the very first piece of apparatus you make.

40

.

.&constructiv
imaking

-

-

.

:.

.

If the internal diameter of the coil (that is, of the
former on which it is wound) is 2ifl., 250 turns of
No. ,?8 gauge double cottob covered vire will give a
The out.,
reasonable overlap on this wavelength.
side diameter of this coil' vill be about din., so it
ill not be too bull y for your receiver

how. to. build
the following apparatus
Anode and Grid Resistances, Filament
Rheostats, Potentiometers1 Basket
Solenoid Coils

.

Fiom all Booksellers'
nd Newsagents, or
jI7 post Ire«

........ '.:..;....':

,

ta.

RSOF AUTNOITAXWIR.LESS LITERTUR.E

COURT STRAND. W.C2.

)'

:.')i

R T V (PUTNEY) wishes to know (1) What
amount of No. 24 gauge enamelled wire will be,.
required to wind a tube of 4 inches by 11 inches to
(2) If tso leads
receive the Paris time signaIs
can be taken in from the one aerial so that one
or the other may be:used at wUl. (3) Whether

'
'

62

-

(NORTHALLERTON) wishes to make.
basket tuning coil for use on a loo foot .aerial to
tune to 2,600 metres, when shunted by a variable
condenser of 0.001

Shows

D.'11EREUX

-

.

C. C. V. H.

By Paul D.Tyers

'

.

a

Wi relessPeceivincj Apparatus

PUB

.

-

thickness of the mica is 0.005 centimetres (22
mils.), the condenser of o.oi /LF will have. ¡5 foils
with an overlap of 4 by 2 centimetres, and the o.00r
1F condenser will have 7 foils with an overlap of 2'
by i centimetres. Condensers can be more accurately
calculated when their dimeifsions are taken in centimetres and millimetres than ininches.

of.

CrYstaDeeFf'.Transformers,,

.-

1f the

.'

JatiralCoils,H.!Batterks,Condensers,'

.,,

(SCARBOROUGH) wishes to know how
many foils, what thickness of mica and what size
of sheets he should use to make fixed condensers
of capacities 0.01 .F-.and 0.00 1 F.
W. T

.

The

ii-.

,i'

s

:4
lId wire
'will, be required. (2) Two leads may k&taken in as
.kdiáted. and may, of coIrse, le used airernateiy

.,

.

.
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vhen desired. (3) Fhe length of lead-in, if it is not
beyond a certain figure, is not very important. It
should, of course, be kept as short as reasonably

!JjJI(IIIIIIIIfIIIIlIIIíÏ,IIIHtIIIIIIIIIIIIIIjIIllhIIIIIIIllhIIIIIIlll!IlIIiillIHIUIll1!

E

by
of

use a plug-In high-frequency transformer.
'
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Valve

Showing the addition of a H.F. valve to Ihe .detectoy panel.

M. - (Ç4MPBELTOWN) asks the following
questions (1) What is the best arrangement for
A.

the lèad-in from a standard single wire aerial.
(2) Can a variometer be used to adjust the wavelength of.a 180 to 200 metre transmitter. (3) A
question regarding certain transformers described
in the March issue of "MODERN WIRELESS."
t4) Whether we èan recommend any book giving
data for the construction of transmitting apparatus

j

REGENT

2440

Reäl,. Radio Service..'

Capacity.

Fo? Panel Mount i'g.
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Celluloid Case.

6
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HEADPHONES

(s) The lead-in should be taken from the end of the
aerial pointing towards the transmitting station. (2)
A ariometer is a very suitable method of adjusting
the wavelength of a short wave transmitter, as it
enables the radiation factor to be constant. () The
transformers you refer to may be any of the standard
types of intervaive L.F. transformers now on the
market. (.) There is no book at present published
giving data for the construction of experimental
transmittnig apparatus. We are always pleased to
advise experimenters on this subject through these
columns, and a page shortly appearing in Modern
lVireless will be devoted exclusively to this feature
i'i every issue.
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at PRICES.

TO SUIT ALL

French Telephones, 4,000 ohms. Guaranteed Efficient - per pr.
4,000 ohms. Best Construction & Efficiency
Adustàb!e Diaphragm, 4,000 Ohms. Magnificent Results - ,,
- ,.
T.M.C., 8,000 ohms. Comment unnecessary
- ,,
'Federal" Phones, 4,000 ohms. Eafremely light ,
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In cabinet, B.B.C. £112 6
£2 2 0
Tapped Inductance.
SEND FOR FREE PRICE LISTS..

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS.

,,

Above

prices inri ode fax.

The Waterloo Electric
'Phone.:
HOP 5649.

129,

n
C.

WATERLOO

Electrical and
Wireless Engineers

RD. i min. Watmloo 5tn.

J.

C. (BRIDGWATER) asks the following
(1) Is it necessary to get a Post Office
licence before erecting .a wireless set. (2) What
is the cost of a licence and is it an annual fee.
(3)Will the crystal receiver described on page 48
of No. i of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" receive broadcasting from the Cardiff station, whichisabout 20

F.

:

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 bare copper 'stranded, 100 feet INSULATORS, Reel 14d., Egg 3d., Shell 'BASKET COILS, set of 7. 170-3,000 metres INDUCTANCE COILS, 12 X 4' wound 24 Enamel CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on EboniteFIXED CONDENSERS, any capacity
LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5-1
SOFF VALVES. Ideal for detecting
VARIOMETERS, Plug In. 170-440 m. for A.T.L,
Tuned Anode, etc. VARIABLE CONDENSERS-

j
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E
E
=

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION LTD.,

á

'Zff.*-t

i,wtioM'

In,e,tio

£15

.

'-4-

E

GOOtBtJSfNESS"1

F. G. (EDGWARE ROAD, N.W.8.) wishes fora
simple diagram, of. how to add a high-frequency
amplifier to his detector panel. He proposes to

necessary arràngements.

V

'\ØU can get

possiole.

We give herewith a suitable Circuit diagram of the

-

questions:

miles away.'

'.

CÓPY
DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENT
FOR "WIRELESS WEEKLY"
'must reach Scheff PublicityOrganisation,

.

Ltd. (Advertisement Managers, 'Wireless
Weekly and Modern Wireless), 125, Pall. Mall,
London, S.W.1, by Tuesday' of .thê
week PRECEDING date of publication,
.eàrlier if proof is required.

.

(i) lt is necessary, to be in posession of a Post
Office receiving licence before wireless appaiatus can
be actùally put into operation. This doés not prevtht
the experimenter f rom building oi- constructing his
own apparatüs, provided it is not used. (2) The

licence question is at the moment in rather an unsettled state and you .vöûld do well to wait a week
or two until the situation straightens itself out. (3)
The crystal reèêiver you describe might give results

=
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from Cardiff if very carefully adjusted and if your
aerial is good We understand reception in some districts surrounding Cardiff is rendered rather dullcûlt, as there appear to be a good number of
"blind " spots in this district. We would suggest
adding one high-frequency va!ve to thiá reçeiver to
obtain satisfactory signal strength.
l

C. H. D. (DARTFORD) wishes to knQw the
number of turns required for honeycomb coils to
tune With an 0.001 F condenser from 1,000 to
30,000 metres.

j

t

:

best way to obtain a good insight
into the elementary principles of
THE
Wireless quic lij is Lo commence with
cne or two simple Books. Wireless for
All and Simplified Wireless are both
written by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.
-Editor of this Magazine-and both are

-

planned to take the reader, by easy stages,
hrough the whole principles of the transmission and reception of Wireless Telephony
and Telegraphy.

Ii

-

In fact, together, they represent a complete
course of Wireless in simple language,
culminating e'entuallyin Simplified Wireless in a full description of a simple
Set which can be made at home from very
cheap materials.

At least eight coils should be, used fo this purpose.
We suggest if you use your condenser in parallel all
the time, winding the first coil with ¡co turn, the
second with 200, the third with 300, the fourth with
3oo, the fifth with 700, the sixth with 90°, the seventh
with 1,200, and the eighth with 1,500 turns of No. 26
S.\\ g. d-c.c. wire.
The number of turns on the last
coil appears large, but it is essential to cover the
avelength range you specify.
A. F.

(HONG KONG) proposes to build a lowamplifier employing choke Coils for

frequency

intervalve coupling. He wishes to know how .to
construct suitable choke coils for this purpose.

Useful coils for this purpose can be made from an
old low-frequency transformer by using the primary
and secondary in series. 1f you islì to build one,
the following particulars will, prove of use: Core iron
vire iin. in diameter, 3m: -lon. Winding, 2 oz. of
No. 40 s.s.c. copper wire.

-

copy of each of these two Books to-day
-you will get much enjoyment from them.

.Get a

W. F. T. (NOTTINGHAM) wishes to know
whether he is allowed to use a greater length of
wire for a frame aerial than he Is for an outdoor
aerial.
There is no restriction on the amount of wire that
.

WIRELESS Gd.
F O R A LL p:te.

:
:

SIMPLIFIED

11=
stre.

WIRELESS

OP AUTMOR1TATIVC WIfl.(tZ$5 LITIRAtLRI

...

.b

may be used on a frame aerial. For short wavelengths the ioo ft. allowed for an outside aerial is
quite sufficient for a frame, but for long waves a
greater length of \vire shoúld be used.

BEGINNER (HARROW) wishes to know the
dimensions of an anode coil to cover a wavelength
of from 300 to 1,500 metres, and for a suitable
reaction coil to use in conjunction with this.
The anode coil may consist of a winding of No. o
d.c.c. on a tube 2in. in diameter and sin. long
Ten tappings should be taken from this at half-inch
intervals. A suitable reaction coil for this might consist of loo turns of No. 38 d.s.c. wire on a former
sin. in diameter. This would mean that it would
slide outside the anode coil.

I)EVERfUX COUPS. STRAND. W.C.2.

L-.

A. G: (ROMFORD) asks if the capacity ola Dewar
switch will seriously effect results if used for switching of high frequency circuits.
No serious losses will occur if the component parts
of the switch are well spaced apart. Dewar switches,
however, of a suitable pattern are rather expensive,
and the ex-Government type is not generally useful.
Small double-pole throo'er switches should be
used, as these are not only satisfactory but relatively
quite cheap. Connections are also much more easily

*3

effected.

-

Assuming the potentiometer to have a resistance of
230 ohms, and that the 36-gauge German silver wire
is used, the actual winding length should be 6m.
and the former iin. in diameter. This refers to circular rod. Ebonite vill be suitable for this purpose.

-7_

B64

.

R. A. G. (DUBLIN) has some 36-gauge German
si'ver wire and wishes to make a. potentiometer
suitable for valve work using this wire.

*4r
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B. B. H. (CAPETOWN) has some tellurium in his
possession and wishes .to know whether it is a
good crystal to useas a rectifier, and if so, how to
use it.
:
Tellurium is a very good rectilìei-. lt should be used

:coNoMuiÇj!j

-e1 E

in conjunction with zincite in a crystal detector of Ihe
type employing two cups, so that one of the crystals
may press upon the other.
No local battery or
potentiometer is required for this crystal, which has
the advantage of being very stable, and at the same
.tine lasting for long pei-iods, though not necessari)s'

«.

I

LIMITED

_____
THE "EEC"

"XTRAUDION " YA1VELJJ,
s l'ring used by the leading Radio Expennwnters for detection, high and low frequency
amplification, power an,iifiers and Io,v power
transmissico.
.Write to-day to'r 40 page Radio
(d.
Catalogue mailed post

-

I

without adjustment.

'-'

il

1\.

e:

D. D. (EPSOM) asks whether he may increase
the capacity of an air dielectric condenser for
transmission purposes by immersing it in oil, and
what sort of oil should be used. He also wishes
to know whether placing coils near this condenser
will effect the capacity of the condenser.

LE CTR

I,

-

'7I

t

frets

Head 0/Jice: IO, FtTZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.I.

Shouroom:
303, EUSTON RD.,

t

If transformer oil be used to immerse the condenser
in, the specific inductive capacity of this is about 2.2.
Care should be taken that no moisture is present in
the oil.
No harmful effects vitl result froni the
placing of the coil and condenser near each other,
and no interaction will take place.

)

N.W.I.

Branch and Works:'

TWICKENHAM.
.

The E.A.C. PARIS CRYSTAL RECEIVER
the IDEAL for receiving Broadcasting, Morse, and
PARIS TIME SIGNALS, and is unequalled for CLEARNESS,
and PURE REPRODUCTION of MUSIC and SPEECH.
¡s

H. P. (CORNWALL) asks if when using a grid
condenser the oscillations actually pass through
the dielectric of the condenser so as to effect the
potential of the grid.
The instantaneous accumulation of a charge on one

T

side of the plate induces an opposite charge on the
other side, and thus affects the potential of the grid.
There is no actual passage of current, as it were,

through the condenser.

G. R. (DUNDEE) asks for a practical test to determine whether the set is oscillating.

-

;_t:t

-s,-,'

practical test of oscillation is to touch the grid
condenser of the first valve 'hile listening with the
receivers on.
If the circuit is oscillating, a loud
"pop " will be heard in the receivers when the cOnnection is touched, and when the linger is removed.
To stop the oscillations, the Iìlajnent circuit and HT.
potential should be adjusted, and if .the circuit perA

sistently oscillates the reaction coil should be
reversed. lt 'ill also sometimes improve matters to
connect òne end of the grid leak, to. the positive leg
of the low-tension battery.
-

Price £5 15 0, inclulling ioo ft. of 7122 Puamelted Copper Aerial Wire.
Tsvo Porcelain lnsulatots. One pair of 4,000 obtus Headphones, and B.B.C.

Royalty.

We also supply a set similar to the above, but without flic Paris coil and
switch, which is known as the GEM. Price £4 10 0.
Can be obtained through the usual supply houses or rom nur Branches
(for whoirsale orders) or from The Electrical Apparatus Company. Ltd.,
Instrument Dept., 89, Wandsworth Ru-ad, London, S.W.8.

.

-

(WALTHAMSTOW) wishes to construe
a crystal receiving set, capable of tuning between
300'and 3000 metres, and-atsame time of a simple
nature.
S. W.

The simple crystal receiver described on page 24.
Vol. I., No. I., of this journal will fill your requirenients; if carefully handled the range of this receiver
is very good.
.

J. (BIRMINGHAM) wishes

know the
different values of condensers in microfarads and
inductances In microhenries to tune to 1,000 metres
The aerial condenser should have a raximum value
of .00l /LF and be in series with the A.T.1. The
closed circuit condenser should have a maximum
F. The aerial coil might possess an
value of 000
inductance of 450 microhenries and the closed circuit
220 microhenries.
Under these circumstances the
wavelength range would be from 600 to 2,000 metres,
using an ordinars P.M.G. aerial, and will thus overlap considerably the wavelength which you desire to
iune to.
A.

to

'Phene: Brixton

2392,

IHigh Frequency Transformers

-

I

8 tappings-25G -4,000 metres

wave lengths
Immediate delivery.

22/6 each

Trade enquiries invited.

Re-Echo Electrical Mnfg. Co., Ltd.,
43, Johnson St., Westminster, S.W.1
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BroadcastReceÎver
By John Scott-Ta qgarL,F!InsLP

rConteiits

Forne General Principles.
The Question of Licences.
Parts of the Wireless Receiver.
Crystal Detectors
Inductance Coils.
The Construction of the Crystal

I
I
I
I
I

I

Detector.
Connecting up the Receiver.
Operation of the Set.
The Variable Inductances.
The Telephone Condenser.
Operation of the Circuit.
Erecting your Aerial.
Insulating your Aerial..
General Dimensions of the Aerial.
Constructional Details when using
Masts.
Fixing the Mayard.
The. Down-lead and Lead-in.
Adjusting the Span of the Aerial.
Twin Wire Aerials.
The Earth Connection.
The Aerial-earth Switch.
Some Remarks on Tuning.
Receiving Paris Signals.

I

I

I

i
I

i
i
i

-

Why nôt

-'---i

buildá simple

Crystal Sét .?

i
I
I

-you

I
I

for

I
I
I

will find

emergency

\yJHEN

your accumulator or your
VV H.T. Battery runs down in the
middle of an enjoyable Concert, and
you have no spare-then you will
find a simple Crystal Set very handy.
In this new Book by John ScottTaggart, F.IstP., Editor of "Modern
instructions for
Wireless," you will
making, at very little cost, no less than
three different types of Crystal Sets

i

-p

handy.
use..

home from in
expensive material, and all wi!l work
efficiently with a mnimum of adjustments.
If you are contemplating msktng a
Receiving Set for the first time, you
cannot do better than start with one of
the simple Sets. You are certain to
gain valuabe experience which will
stand you in good stead later on.
All can be made at

fd

From all Booksellers
and Newsagents, o
1/7k posI free
direct.
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